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Frontispiece. Map of the Late Bronze Age civilizations in the Aegean and 
Eastern Mediterranean.
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Series Editor’s Foreword

This volume is part of a series called Turning Points in Ancient History. 
Each book in the series looks at a crucial event or key moment in the an-
cient world. Always volatile and frequently dramatic,  these  were points at 
which history took a new direction.  Whether famous or forgotten, they 
are moments that  matter. Our focus is on why and how, as well as on when. 
Series authors are scholars who know how to tell a story and narrators who 
have the latest research at their command.

Turning Points in Ancient History reflects wide- ranging trends in the 
study of the ancient world. Each book integrates archaeology and classic 
texts; that is, it combines the evidence of material and literary culture. 
Books look both at the elite and at ordinary lives. The series does not con-
fine itself strictly to the Greco- Roman world, though that certainly is at 
its core. We examine as well neighboring  peoples of Greece and Rome, the 
non- Greco- Roman  people of Greco- Roman lands, and civilizations and 
 peoples of the wider ancient world, both East and West.

This is an exciting time for ancient history. Now more than ever, we re-
alize that understanding the ancient past is essential to our understand-
ing of the pre sent and just plain fascinating.

Few events had a bigger impact on the evolution of the ancient world 
than the end of the Bronze Age. It was then that the  great kingdoms and 
city- states of prehistory fell. They left  behind stirring monuments like the 
Pyramids and dimly remembered tales such as the ones that  were eventu-
ally reshaped into the Trojan War saga. To  those who lived through it, the 
calamity seemed to be the end of the world. Yet the end of the massive pa-
latial states of the Bronze Age opened the door for the growth of a new 
world on a more  human scale, the world of the first millennium BC, a 
world in which we are still at home  today.

1177 B.C.: The Year Civilization Collapsed begins with the invasion of 
Egypt by the Sea  Peoples in 1177 and moves outward and backward. It 
takes us to the Late Bronze Age in the glory days of the fifteenth  century 
BC and surveys a range of civilizations from Mesopotamia to Greece, and 
from Israel to the Hittites. Then it proceeds over the centuries to the pro-
cesses,  people, and events that brought down a world. Throughout  there 
is a fingertip feel for the evidence. The scale of detail is as  grand as the sack 
of the Syrian port city of Ugarit around 1190 BC, and as intimate as a CT 
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xiv • • • Series Editor’s Foreword

scan of King Tut’s skeleton and the infection  after a broken leg that prob-
ably killed him.

With verve, wit, and a sense of drama, Eric Cline explores the echoes 
between the Late Bronze Age and our own time, from economic crisis and 
climate change to war in the  Middle East. The year 1177 BC might not be 
a  house hold word, but it deserves to be.

Barry Strauss



Author’s Preface to the  
Revised and UPDATED Edition

In early 2020, as I was working on the revision of this book, I saw a ban-
ner headline in the Guardian: “Humanity  under Threat from Perfect Storm 
of Crises.” “The world is facing a series of interlinked emergencies that are 
threatening the [very] existence of  humans,” wrote environmental corre-
spondent Fiona Harvey. She was reporting on the results of a survey taken 
of 222 leading scientists from 52 countries. They had concluded that  there 
are a number of principal emergencies facing us  today: climate change with 
weather extremes; species loss;  water scarcity; and a food production cri-
sis. What was particularly worrisome, she said, is that “the combination 
of all . . .  is amplifying the risks of each, creating a perfect storm that 
threatens to engulf humanity  unless swift action is taken.”1

I found that alarming, of course, but also intriguing, for the con-
temporary situation that she describes has many similarities to 1177 BC. 
That was a time more than three thousand years ago, when the Bronze Age 
Mediterranean civilizations collapsed one  after the other, changing the 
course of history. Clearly calamitous collapses have happened before; could 
it happen again?

It’s a question I’ve been asking since 2014, when the first edition of this 
book was published. I have long believed that the answer is yes; it’s a  matter 
of not if but when.

And then the COVID-19 pandemic hit full force, with devastating ef-
fects worldwide, millions of  people infected, and hundreds of thousands 
dead. The full effects of this pestilence on top of the perfect storm of other 
stressors affecting our globalized world remains to be seen. But it is already 
clear that the  future history of life on this planet  will be changed, perhaps 
as fundamentally as life changed in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterra-
nean regions some thirty- two hundred years ago. Now, however, the 
changes that lie ahead are not  limited to  those areas but are global in scope.

R R

I argued in the first edition of this book that 1177 BC was a pivotal mo-
ment in the history of civilization— a turning point for the ancient world. 
By that time, the Bronze Age in the Aegean, Egypt, and the Near East had 
lasted nearly two thousand years, from approximately 3000 BC to just  after 
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1200 BC. When the end came, as it did  after centuries of cultural and 
 technological evolution, most of the civilized and international world of 
the Mediterranean regions came to a dramatic halt in a vast area stretch-
ing from what is now Italy to Af ghan i stan and from Turkey down to 
Egypt. Large empires and small kingdoms, which had taken centuries 
to  evolve, collapsed rapidly, from the Mycenaeans and Minoans to the 
Hittites, Assyrians, Babylonians, Mitannians, Cypriots, Canaanites, and 
even Egyptians.

And with their end came a period of transition, frequently described 
by scholars as the world’s first Dark Age. It was not  until centuries  later 
that a new cultural re nais sance emerged in Greece and the other affected 
areas, setting the stage for the evolution of society as we know it  today.

Since  those Bronze Age civilizations and the  factors that led to their 
collapse tran spired more than three millennia ago,  there are many who 
assume that  little of it is relevant to us  today, and that  there is no valid 
comparison to be made between the world of the Late Bronze Age and 
our current technology- driven culture. However,  there are more paral-
lels between the two eras than one might think. For example, in the Late 
Bronze Age Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean,  there  were diplomatic 
embassies and economic trade embargoes; magnificent marriages and 
unpleasant divorces; international intrigues and deliberate military dis-
information; rebellions and migrations; and climate change, including 
drought.

 After nearly a lifetime of studying the Bronze Age, it is my belief that 
taking a closer look at the events,  peoples, and places of an era more than 
three millennia distant from us is more than merely an academic exercise 
in studying ancient history.2 It is especially relevant now, considering what 
we have all been  going through recently in our own globalized and trans-
nationalized society, where we also find complex diplomatic embassies 
(think North  Korea) and economic trade embargoes (think China); mag-
nificent royal marriages (William and Kate; Harry and Meghan); inter-
national intrigues and deliberate military disinformation (think Ukraine); 
rebellions (Arab Spring) and migrations (Syrian refugees); and, of course, 
climate changes and pestilence (COVID-19).

I strongly suspect that  future historians  will see the year 2020 as an-
other pivotal moment in history. It is clear that in our global economy, the 
fortunes and investments of the United States and Eu rope are inextrica-
bly intertwined within an international system that also involves East Asia 
and the oil- producing nations of the  Middle East. What if we are just at 
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the beginning of another perfect storm of stressors on our interconnected 
socie ties? Although most  people  will survive the current COVID-19 pan-
demic, its repercussions, both economic and other wise, are likely to be felt 
for a long time. Furthermore, we may try to slow down climate change, 
but some effects are prob ably already irreversible, and famine is now wide-
spread in the developing world. Are other cataclysmic events on the way? 
Recall that the Apocalypse has other  horse men besides Pestilence and 
Famine.  Will we exhibit sufficient resilience to overcome what ever  else is 
thrown at us, or are we headed for a collapse of multiple ele ments of our 
complex global society?

R R

According to Joseph Tainter, who literally wrote the book on the collapse 
of complex socie ties, “collapse is fundamentally a sudden, pronounced loss 
of an established level of sociopo liti cal complexity.”3 That was exactly what 
happened back in 1177 BC. We should note, though, that discussing “col-
lapses” and comparing the rise and fall of empires is not new; scholars have 
been  doing it since at least the 1700s, when Edward Gibbon wrote about 
the fall of the Roman Empire. A more recent example is Jared Diamond’s 
book Collapse.4 However, both Gibbon and Diamond  were considering 
how a single empire or a single civilization came to an end— the Romans, 
the Maya, the Mongols, and so forth.  Here, we are considering a global-
ized system in antiquity, with multiple civilizations all interacting and at 
least partially dependent upon each other.  There are only a few instances 
in history of such globalized world systems; the one in place during the 
Late Bronze Age and the one in place  today are two of the most obvious 
examples, and the parallels— comparisons might be a better word— 
between them are sometimes intriguing.

To give just one illustration, Carol Bell, a British academician, has ob-
served that “the strategic importance of tin in the LBA [Late Bronze 
Age] . . .  was prob ably not far diff er ent from that of crude oil  today.”5 At 
that time, tin is thought to have been available in quantity only from spe-
cific mines in the Badakhshan region of Af ghan i stan and had to be brought 
overland all the way to sites in Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) and north 
Syria, from where it was distributed to points farther north, south, or west, 
including onward across the sea to the Aegean. Bell continues, “The avail-
ability of enough tin to produce . . .  weapons grade bronze must have 
 exercised the minds of the  Great King in Hattusa and the Pha raoh in 
Thebes in the same way that supplying gasoline to the American SUV 
driver at reasonable cost preoccupies an American President  today!” 6
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Susan Sherratt, an archaeologist formerly at the Ashmolean Museum 
in Oxford and now at the University of Sheffield, began arguing for such 
a comparison nearly twenty years ago. As she noted,  there are some “gen-
uinely useful analogies” between the world of 1200 BC and that of  today, 
including an increase in po liti cal, social, and economic fragmentation, as 
well as the conducting of direct exchange at “unpre ce dented social levels 
and over unpre ce dented distances.” Most relevant is her observation that 
the situation at the end of the Late Bronze Age provides an analogy for 
our own “increasingly homogeneous yet uncontrollable global economy 
and culture, in which . . .  po liti cal uncertainties on one side of the world 
can drastically affect the economies of regions thousands of miles away.”7

R R

The historian Fernand Braudel once said, “The story of the Bronze Age 
could easily be written in dramatic form: it is replete with invasions, wars, 
pillage, po liti cal disasters and long- lasting economic collapses, ‘the first 
clashes between  peoples.’ ” He also suggested that the history of the Bronze 
Age can be written “not only as a saga of drama and vio lence, but as a story 
of more benign contacts: commercial, diplomatic (even at this time), and 
above all cultural.”8 Braudel’s suggestions have been taken to heart, and 
so  here I pre sent the story (or rather, stories) of the Late Bronze Age as a 
play in four acts, with appropriate narrative and flashbacks to provide 
proper contexts for the introduction of some of the major players, as they 
first appeared on the world stage and then made their exits: from Tudhaliya 
of the Hittites and Tushratta of Mitanni to Amenhotep III of Egypt and 
Assur- uballit of Assyria (a glossary, “Dramatis Personae,” has been pro-
vided at the back of the book, for  those wishing to keep the names and 
dates straight).

However, our narrative  will also be something of a detective story, with 
twists and turns, false leads, and significant clues. To quote Hercule Poirot, 
the legendary Belgian detective created by Agatha Christie, who was her-
self married to an archaeologist, we  will need to use our “ little grey cells” in 
order to weave together the vari ous strands of evidence at the end of our 
chronicle, as we attempt to answer the question of why a stable interna-
tional system suddenly collapsed  after flourishing for centuries.

Moreover, in order to truly understand what collapsed in 1177 BC and 
why it was such a decisive moment in ancient history, we must begin  earlier, 
just as one might wish to go back to the eigh teenth  century AD and begin 
with the culmination of the Enlightenment period, the Industrial Revo-
lution, and the founding of the United States, in order to  really understand 
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the origins of  today’s globalized world. Although I am primarily interested 
in examining the pos si ble  causes of the collapse of the Bronze Age civili-
zations in this area, I also raise the question of what it was that the world 
lost at this pivotal moment, when the empires and kingdoms of the sec-
ond millennium BC came crashing down. I am also interested in the ex-
tent to which civilization in this part of the world was set back, in some 
places for centuries, and altered irrevocably. The magnitude of the catas-
trophe was enormous; it was a loss such as the world would not see again 
 until the Roman Empire collapsed more than fifteen hundred years  later.

R R

This revised edition of 1177 B.C. updates both the original version that ap-
peared in 2014 and the paperback with a new afterword in 2015. The prin-
cipal changes  will be found  toward the end of the book, which has been 
augmented and reor ga nized, but changes and additions have been made 
throughout the other chapters as well.9

The majority of the new data are textual and scientific discoveries bear-
ing upon the Collapse that have appeared since the publication of the first 
edition of this book.  These include additional texts from the site of Ugarit 
in north Syria published in 2016, some of which specifically mention 
nearby invaders and famine in the city just before it was destroyed.  There 
is also a new and very impor tant DNA study, published in July 2019, of 
burials found in the Philistine city of Ashkelon that date to the late twelfth 
 century BC. The results appear to indicate that the Philistines, who  were 
part of the Sea  Peoples, did indeed migrate from  either the Aegean or the 
western Mediterranean, according to the most likely ge ne tic models.  There 
are also new data from studies of lake sediments, stalagmites in caves, and 
coring from lakes and lagoons, in regions stretching from Italy and Greece 
to Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, and Iran. All point ever more conclu-
sively to the occurrence of a megadrought that impacted much of the Ae-
gean and Eastern Mediterranean beginning ca. 1200 BC and lasting be-
tween 150 and 300 years.

I  will end by simply noting again my belief that we would do well to 
heed what happened to the flourishing kingdoms of the Aegean and East-
ern Mediterranean during the Collapse at the end of the Bronze Age. We 
are not as far removed from  those days as one might think; COVID-19 has 
just exposed a vulnerability of modern socie ties to one of the forces of na-
ture. The story that unfolds  here thus has its own inherent fascination, 
but it should also remind us of the fragility of our own world.
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P R O L O G U E

THE COLLAPSE OF CIVILIZATIONS: 1177 BC

The warriors entered the world scene and moved rapidly, leaving death 
and destruction in their wake. Modern scholars refer to them collectively 
as the “Sea  Peoples,” but the Egyptians who recorded their attack on Egypt 
never used that term, instead identifying them as separate groups work-
ing together: the Peleset, Tjekker, Shekelesh, Shardana, Danuna, and 
Weshesh— foreign- sounding names for foreign- looking  people.1

We know  little about them, beyond what the Egyptian rec ords tell us. 
We are not certain where the Sea  Peoples originated: perhaps in Sicily, Sar-
dinia, and Italy, according to one scenario, perhaps in the Aegean or 
western Anatolia, or possibly even Cyprus or the Eastern Mediterranean. 
No ancient site has ever been identified as their origin or departure point. 
We think of them as moving relentlessly from site to site, overrunning 
countries and kingdoms as they went. According to the Egyptian texts, 
they set up camp in Syria before proceeding down the coast of Canaan 
(including parts of modern Syria, Lebanon, and Israel) and into the Nile 
delta of Egypt.

The year was 1177 BC. It was the eighth year of Pha raoh Ramses III’s 
reign.2 According to the ancient Egyptians, and to more recent archaeo-
logical evidence, some of the Sea  Peoples came by land,  others by sea.  There 
 were no uniforms, no polished outfits. Ancient images portray one group 
with feathered headdresses, while another faction sported skullcaps; still 
 others had horned helmets or went bareheaded. Some had short pointed 
beards and dressed in short kilts,  either bare- chested or with a tunic;  others 
had no facial hair and wore longer garments, almost like skirts.  These ob-
servations suggest that the Sea  Peoples comprised diverse groups from 
diff er ent geographies and diff er ent cultures. Armed with sharp bronze 
swords, wooden spears with gleaming metal tips, and bows and arrows, 
they came on boats, wagons, oxcarts, and chariots. Although I have taken 
1177 BC as a pivotal date, we know that the invaders came in waves over 
a considerable period of time. Sometimes the warriors came alone, and 
sometimes their families accompanied them.3

R R
R R 
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According to Ramses’s inscriptions, no country was able to oppose this 
invading mass of humanity. Re sis tance was futile. The  great powers of the 
day— the Hittites, the Mycenaeans, the Canaanites, the Cypriots, and 
 others— fell one by one. Some of the survivors fled the carnage;  others hud-
dled in the ruins of their once- proud cities; still  others joined the invad-
ers, swelling their ranks and adding to the apparent complexities of the 
mob of invaders. Each group of the Sea  Peoples was on the move, each ap-
parently motivated by individual reasons. Perhaps it was the desire for 
spoils or slaves that spurred some;  others may have been compelled by 
drought, famine, or population pressures to migrate eastward from their 
own lands in the West.

On the walls of his mortuary  temple at Medinet Habu, near the Valley 
of the Kings, Ramses said concisely:

The foreign countries made a conspiracy in their islands. All at once the 
lands  were removed and scattered in the fray. No land could stand before 
their arms, from Khatte, Qode, Carchemish, Arzawa, and Alashiya on, 
being cut off at [one time]. A camp [was set up] in one place in Amurru. 
They desolated its  people, and its land was like that which has never come 
into being. They  were coming forward  toward Egypt, while the flame was 
prepared before them. Their confederation was the Peleset, Tjekker, Shek-
elesh, Danuna, and Weshesh, lands united. They laid their hands upon 
the lands as far as the cir cuit of the earth, their hearts confident and 
trusting.4

We know  these places that  were reportedly overrun by the invaders, for 
they  were famous in antiquity. Khatte is the land of the Hittites, with its 
heartland located on the inland plateau of Anatolia (the ancient name for 
Turkey) near modern Ankara and its empire stretching from the Aegean 
coast in the west to the lands of northern Syria in the east. Qode is prob-
ably located in what is now southeastern Turkey (possibly the region of an-
cient Kizzuwadna). Carchemish is a well- known archaeological site first 
excavated almost a  century ago by a team of archaeologists that included 
Sir Leonard Woolley, perhaps better known for his excavation of Abra-
ham’s “Ur of the Chaldees” in Iraq, and T. E. Lawrence, who was trained 
as a classical archaeologist at Oxford before his exploits in World War I 
ultimately transformed him into Hollywood’s “Lawrence of Arabia.” Ar-
zawa was a land familiar to the Hittites, located within their grasp in west-
ern Anatolia. Alashiya may have been what we know  today as the island 
of Cyprus, a metal- rich island famous for its copper ore. Amurru was 
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located on the coast of northern Syria. We  shall visit all of  these places 
again, in the pages and stories that follow.

The six individual groups who made up the Sea  Peoples during this 
wave of invasion— the five mentioned above by Ramses in the Medinet 
Habu inscription and a sixth group, named the Shardana (also sometimes 
called the Sherden), mentioned in another relevant inscription— are far 
more shadowy than the lands that they reportedly overran. They left no 
inscriptions of their own and are therefore known textually almost entirely 
from Egyptian inscriptions.5

Most of  these groups are also difficult to detect in the archaeological 
rec ord, although archaeologists and philologists have been making a val-
iant attempt for much of the past  century, first by playing linguistic games 
and then, more recently, by looking at pottery and other archaeological 
remains. For instance, the Danuna  were long ago identified with Homer’s 
Danaans, from the Bronze Age Aegean. The Shekelesh are often hypoth-
esized to have come from what is now Sicily and the Shardana from Sar-
dinia, based in part on the consonantal similarities in each case and the 
fact that Ramses refers to  these “foreign countries” as making a conspir-
acy “in their islands,” for the Shardana in par tic u lar  were labeled in 
Ramses’s inscriptions as being “of the sea.” 6

Fig. 1. Sea  Peoples portrayed as captives at Medinet Habu ( after Medinet Habu, 
vol. 1, pl. 44; courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago).
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However, not all scholars accept  these suggestions, and  there is an en-
tire school of thought which suggests that the Shekelesh and the Shardana 
did not come from the Western Mediterranean, but rather  were from areas 
in the Eastern Mediterranean and only fled to the regions of Sicily and Sar-
dinia, and gave their name to  these regions,  after having been defeated by 
the Egyptians. In  favor of such a possibility is the fact that the Shardana 
are known to have been fighting both for and against the Egyptians long 
before the advent of the Sea  Peoples. Against the possibility is the fact that 
we are  later told, by Ramses III, that he settled the survivors of the attack-
ing forces in Egypt itself.7

Of all the foreign groups active in this arena at this time, only one has 
been firmly identified. The Peleset of the Sea  Peoples are generally accepted 
as none other than the Philistines, who are identified in the Bible (Amos 
9:7; Jer. 47:4) as coming from Crete. The linguistic identification was ap-
parently so obvious that Jean- François Champollion, the decipherer of 
Egyptian hieroglyphics, had already suggested it before 1836, and the iden-
tification of specific pottery styles, architecture, and other material re-
mains as “Philistine” was begun as early as 1899 by biblical archaeologists 
working at Tell es- Safi, identified as biblical Gath.8

While we do not know with any precision  either the origins or the mo-
tivation of the invaders, we do know what they look like—we can view 
their names and  faces carved on the walls of Ramses III’s mortuary  temple 
at Medinet Habu. This ancient site is rich in both pictures and stately rows 
of hieroglyphic text. The invaders’ armor, weapons, clothing, boats, and 
oxcarts loaded with possessions are all clearly vis i ble in the repre sen ta-
tions, so detailed that scholars have published analyses of the individual 
 people and even the diff er ent boats shown in the scenes.9 Other pa noramas 
are more graphic. One of  these shows foreigners and Egyptians engaged 
in a chaotic naval  battle; some are floating upside down and are clearly 
dead, while  others are still fighting fiercely from their boats.

Since the 1920s, the inscriptions and scenes at Medinet Habu have been 
studied and exactingly copied by Egyptologists from the Oriental Insti-
tute at the University of Chicago. The institute was and still is one of the 
preeminent centers in the world for the study of ancient civilizations in 
Egypt and the Near East. James Henry Breasted founded it upon his re-
turn from an epic journey through the Near East in 1919 and 1920, with 
fifty thousand dollars in seed money from John D. Rocke fel ler, Jr. Archae-
ologists from the OI (as it is generally called) have excavated all over the 
Near East, from Iran to Egypt and beyond.
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Much has been written about Breasted and the OI proj ects that began 
 under his direction, including the excavations at Megiddo (biblical Arma-
geddon) in Israel, which lasted from 1925 to 1939. Among the most 
impor tant  were the epigraphic surveys that  were conducted in Egypt, dur-
ing which the Egyptologists painstakingly copied the hieroglyphic texts 
and scenes left by the pha raohs on their  temples and palaces throughout 
Egypt. It is a tremendously tedious job to copy the hieroglyphics carved 
into stone walls and monuments. It involves hours of work, and transcrib-
ers are usually perched on ladders or scaffolding in the hot sun, peering at 
deteriorated symbols inscribed on gates,  temples, and columns. Suffice it 
to say, the results are invaluable, especially since many of the inscriptions 
have suffered greatly as a result of erosion, damage by tourists, or other 
injuries.  Were  these inscriptions not transcribed, they would eventually 
become undecipherable to  future generations. The results of the transcrip-
tions from Medinet Habu  were published in a series of volumes, the first 
of which appeared in 1930, with subsequent and related volumes appear-
ing in the 1940s and 1950s.

Although scholarly debate continues, with some suggesting that the 
land and sea  battles  were separate events fought at diff er ent times and in 
diff er ent locations, including far to the north in the uppermost part of Ca-
naan (northern Syria), most experts agree that the land and sea  battles 
depicted on the walls at Medinet Habu  were prob ably fought nearly si mul-
ta neously in the Egyptian delta or nearby. It is also pos si ble that they rep-
resent a single extended  battle that occurred both on land and at sea, and 

Fig. 2. Naval  battle with Sea  Peoples at Medinet Habu ( after Medinet Habu, vol. 1, 
pl. 37; courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago).
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some scholars have even suggested that both represent ambushes of the 
Sea  Peoples’ forces, in which the Egyptians caught them by surprise.10 In 
any event, the end result is not in question, for at Medinet Habu the Egyp-
tian pha raoh quite clearly states:

 Those who reached my frontier, their seed is not, their heart and soul are 
finished forever and ever.  Those who came forward together on the sea, the 
full flame was in front of them at the river- mouths, while a stockade of 
lances surrounded them on the shore. They  were dragged in, enclosed, and 
prostrated on the beach, killed, and made into heaps from tail to head. Their 
ships and their goods  were as if fallen into the  water. I have made the lands 
turn back from (even) mentioning Egypt: for when they pronounce my 
name in their land, then they are burned up.11

Ramses then continues, in a famous document known as the Papyrus 
Harris, again naming his defeated enemies:

I overthrew  those who invaded them from their lands. I slew the Danuna 
[who are] in their isles, the Tjekker and the Peleset  were made ashes. The 
Shardana and the Weshesh of the sea, they  were made as  those that exist 
not, taken captive at one time, brought as captives to Egypt, like the sand 
of the shore. I settled them in strongholds bound in my name. Numerous 
 were their classes like hundred- thousands. I taxed them all, in clothing and 
grain from the store- houses and granaries each year.12

R R

This was not the first time that the Egyptians fought against a collective 
force of “Sea  Peoples.” Thirty years  earlier, in 1207 BC, during the fifth year 
of Pha raoh Merneptah’s reign, a similar co ali tion of  these shadowy groups 
had attacked Egypt.

Merneptah is perhaps best known to students of the ancient Near East as 
the Egyptian pha raoh who first uses the term “Israel,” in an inscription dat-
ing to this same year (1207 BC). This inscription is the earliest occurrence of 
the name Israel outside the Bible. In the Pharaonic inscription, the name— 
written with a special sign to indicate that it is a  people rather than just a 
place— appears in a brief description of a campaign to the region of Ca-
naan, where the  people whom he calls “Israel”  were located.13 The sentences 
are found within the context of a long inscription that is other wise con-
cerned with Merneptah’s ongoing  battles with the Libyans, located just to 
the west of Egypt proper. It is the Libyans and the Sea  Peoples who occupied 
most of Merneptah’s attention during this year, rather than the Israelites.
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For example, in a text found at the site of Heliopolis, dated to “Year 5, 
second month of the third season (tenth month),” we are told, “The wretched 
chief of Libya has invaded [with] Shekelesh and  every foreign country, which 
is with him, to violate the borders of Egypt.”14 The same wording is repeated 
on another inscription, known as the “Cairo Column.”15

In a longer inscription found at Karnak (modern- day Luxor), we are 
given additional details about this  earlier wave of incursions by the Sea 
 Peoples. The names of the individual groups are included:

[Beginning of the victory that his majesty achieved in the land of Libya] 
Eqwesh, Teresh, Lukka, Shardana, Shekelesh, Northerners coming from all 
lands. . . .  the third season, saying: The wretched, fallen chief of Libya . . .  
has fallen upon the country of Tehenu with his bowmen— Shardana, Shek-
elesh, Eqwesh, Lukka, Teresh, taking the best of  every warrior and  every 
man of war of his country . . .

List of the captives carried off from this land of Libya and the countries 
which he brought with him . . .

Sherden, Shekelesh, Eqwesh of the countries of the sea, who had no 
foreskins:

Shekelesh 222 men
Making 250 hands
Teresh 742 men
Making 790 hands
Shardana—
[Making]—
[Ek]wesh who had no foreskins, slain, whose hands  were carried off, 

(for) they
had no [foreskins]—
Shekelesh and Teresh who came as enemies of Libya—
Kehek, and Libyans, carried off as living prisoners 218 men.16

Several  things are apparent in this inscription. First  there are five 
groups, rather than six, who made up this  earlier wave of Sea  Peoples: the 
Shardana (aka Sherden), Shekelesh, Eqwesh, Lukka, and Teresh. The Shar-
dana and Shekelesh are pre sent in both this invasion and the  later one 
during the time of Ramses III, but the other three groups are diff er ent. Sec-
ond, the Shardana, Shekelesh, and Eqwesh are specifically identified as 
being “of the countries of the sea,” while the five groups are together 
described as “Northerners coming from all lands.” The latter is not too 
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surprising, for most lands with which the New Kingdom Egyptians  were 
in contact (except for Nubia and Libya) lay to the north of Egypt. The 
identification of the Shardana and the Shekelesh as “countries of the sea” 
reinforces the suggestion that they are to be linked with Sardinia and Sic-
ily, respectively.

The description of the Eqwesh as being from “the countries of the sea” 
has led some scholars to suggest that they are Homer’s Achaeans, that is, 
the Mycenaeans of the Bronze Age Greek mainland, whom Ramses III 
would perhaps identify as the Danuna in his Sea  Peoples inscriptions two 
de cades  later. As for the final two names, scholars generally accept Lukka 
as a reference to  peoples from southwestern Turkey, in the region  later 
known during the classical era as Lycia; they are also known from  earlier 
inscriptions,  those of Ramses II concerned with the  Battle of Qadesh in 
1274 BC, as well as from a variety of Hittite inscriptions. The origin of the 
Teresh is uncertain but might be linked to the Etruscans in Italy.17

We are told  little  else in the inscriptions, and have no more than a very 
general idea where the  battle or  battles  were fought. Merneptah says only 
that the victory was “achieved in the land of Libya,” which he further iden-
tifies as “the country of Tehenu.” However, Merneptah clearly claims vic-
tory, for he lists the killed and captured  enemy combatants, both men and 
“hands.” The general practice of the day was to cut off the hand of a dead 
 enemy and bring it back as proof, in order to get credit and reward for the 
kill. Gruesome evidence of this practice has been found from the Hyksos 
period in Egypt, some four hundred years before Merneptah’s time, in the 
form of sixteen right hands buried in four pits at the Hyksos palace at Ava-
ris in the Nile delta.18 In any event, we do not know  whether all of the Sea 
 Peoples  were killed or some survived, but we can prob ably assume the lat-
ter, since several of the groups returned in the second invasion thirty 
years  later.

R R

In 1177 BC, as previously in 1207 BC, the Egyptians  were victorious. The 
Sea  Peoples would not return to Egypt a third time. Ramses boasted that 
the  enemy  were “capsized and overwhelmed in their places.” “Their hearts,” 
he wrote, “are taken away; their soul is flown away. Their weapons are scat-
tered in the sea.”19 However, it was a Pyrrhic victory. Although Egypt 
 under Ramses III was the only major power to successfully resist the on-
slaught of the Sea  Peoples, New Kingdom Egypt was never the same again 
afterward, most likely  because of the other prob lems faced by the entire 
Mediterranean region during this period, as we  shall see below. The suc-
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ceeding pha raohs, for the rest of the second millennium BC,  were content 
to rule over a country much diminished in influence and power. Egypt be-
came a second- rate empire, a mere shadow of what it had once been. It 
was not  until the days of Pha raoh Shoshenq, a Libyan who founded the 
Twenty- Second Dynasty ca. 945 BC— and who is prob ably to be identified 
as Pha raoh Shishak of the Hebrew Bible20— that Egypt  rose to a semblance 
of prominence again.

Beyond Egypt, almost all of the other countries and powers of the sec-
ond millennium BC in the Aegean and Near East— those that had been 
pre sent during the golden years of what we now call the Late Bronze Age— 
withered and dis appeared,  either immediately or within less than a 
 century. In the end, it was as if civilization itself had been wiped away in 
much of this region. Many, if not all, of the advances of the previous cen-
turies vanished across  great swaths of territory, from Greece to Mesopo-
tamia. A new transitional era began: an age that was to last for at least one 
 century and perhaps as many as three in some areas.

 There seems  little doubt that terror must have prevailed throughout the 
lands in the final days of  these kingdoms. A specific example can be seen 
on a clay tablet, inscribed with a letter from the king of Ugarit in north-
ern Syria, addressed to the higher- ranking king on the island of Cyprus:

My  father, now the ships of the  enemy have come. They have been setting 
fire to my cities and have done harm to the land.  Doesn’t my  father know 
that all of my infantry and [chariotry] are stationed in Khatte, and that all 
of my ships are stationed in the land of Lukka? They have not arrived back 
yet, so the land is thus prostrate. May my  father be aware of this  matter. 
Now the seven ships of the  enemy which have been coming have done harm 
to us. Now if other ships of the  enemy turn up, send me a report somehow, 
so that I  will know.21

 There is some dispute about  whether the tablet ever reached the in-
tended recipient on Cyprus. The original excavators who found the tablet 
thought the letter might never have been sent. It was originally reported 
to have been found in a kiln, along with more than seventy other tablets, 
where it had apparently been placed for baking— the better to survive the 
rough journey to Cyprus.22  These excavators and other scholars initially 
surmised that the  enemy ships had returned and sacked the city before the 
urgent request for assistance could be dispatched. This is the story that has 
since been repeated in textbooks for a generation of students, but scholars 
have now shown that the tablet was not found in a kiln and, as we  shall 
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see, was prob ably a copy of a letter that had been dispatched to Cyprus 
 after all.

R R

 There was a tendency on the part of  earlier scholars to attribute any de-
struction from this period to the Sea  Peoples.23 It was also sometimes as-
serted, especially in  earlier textbooks (and now on the internet), that the 
Sea  Peoples  were able to be so successful  because they possessed iron weap-
ons, but that is incorrect; their weapons  were of bronze, just like  those of 
every one  else.24 It may also be presumptuous to lay the blame for the end 
of the Bronze Age in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean entirely at 
their feet. It prob ably gives them too much credit, for we have no clear evi-
dence, apart from the Egyptian texts and inscriptions, which give conflict-
ing impressions. Did the Sea  Peoples approach the Eastern Mediterranean 
as a relatively or ga nized army, like one of the more disciplined Crusades 
intent on capturing the Holy Land during the  Middle Ages?  Were they a 
more loosely or ga nized group of marauders, like pirates or the Vikings of 
a  later age?25 Or  were they refugees fleeing a disaster and seeking new 
lands, like the recent Syrian refugees escaping the civil war in their land? 
For all we know, the truth could involve a combination of all or none of 
the above.

A wealth of new data available in the past few de cades now needs to be 
considered within the equation.26 We are no longer certain that all of the 
sites with evidence of destruction  were razed by the Sea  Peoples. We can tell 
from the archaeological evidence that a site was destroyed, but not always by 
what or by whom. Moreover, the sites  were not all destroyed si mul ta neously, 
or even necessarily within the same de cade. As we  shall see, their cumula-
tive demise spans several de cades and perhaps as much as a  century.

In short, while we do not know for certain the cause, or all the  causes, 
of the collapse of the Bronze Age world in Greece, Egypt, and the Near 
East, the weight of con temporary evidence suggests that it was prob ably 
not the Sea  Peoples alone who  were to blame. It now seems likely that 
they  were as much the victims as they  were the aggressors in the collapse 
of civilizations.27 One hypothesis suggests that they  were forced out of 
their homes by a series of unfortunate events and migrated eastward 
where they encountered kingdoms and empires already in decline. It is 
also quite pos si ble that they  were able to attack and ultimately vanquish 
many of the kingdoms of the region precisely  because  those monarchies 
 were already in decline and in a weakened state. In this context, the Sea 
 Peoples might perhaps be considered simply opportunistic, as one 
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scholar has called them, and might have settled down in the Eastern 
Mediterranean much more peacefully than has previously been as-
sumed. We  shall consider  these possibilities in greater detail below.

Nevertheless, for de cades of scholarly research the Sea  Peoples  were a 
con ve nient scapegoat, taking the fall for a situation that may have been 
far more complex and not of their own making. The tide is now turning, 
for several scholars have recently pointed out that the “story” of the Sea 
 Peoples’ catastrophic wave of wanton destruction and/or migration had 
been created by scholars such as Gaston Maspero, the famous French 
Egyptologist, as early as the 1860s and 1870s, and was solidified by 1901. 
However, it was a hypothesis based solely upon the epigraphic evidence of 
the inscriptions, long before any of the destroyed sites had actually been 
excavated. In fact, even  those scholars who followed Maspero’s lead  were 
divided as to the direction followed by the Sea  Peoples, for some thought 
that they ended up in the Western Mediterranean  after being defeated by 
the Egyptians, rather than starting  there.28

In our current view, as we  shall see below, the Sea  Peoples may well have 
been responsible for some of the destruction that occurred at the end of 
the Late Bronze Age, but it is much more likely that a concatenation of 
events, both  human and natu ral— including climate change leading to 
drought and famine, seismic disasters known as earthquake storms, in-
ternal rebellions, and “systems collapse”— coalesced to create a perfect 
storm that brought this age to an end. However, in order to understand 
the enormity of the events that took place around 1177 BC, we have to 
begin three centuries  earlier.

 TABLE 2
Modern areas and their probable Late Bronze Age names

Area Ancient name #1 Ancient name #2 Ancient name #3

Cyprus Alashiya

Mainland Greece Tanaja Ahhiyawa Hiyawa

Crete Keftiu Caphtor (Kaptaru)

Troy/Troad Assuwa (?) Isy (?) Wilusa

Canaan Pa- ka- na- na Retenu

Egypt Misraim



C H A P T E R  O N E

Act I

OF ARMS AND THE MAN:  

THE FIFTEENTH  CENTURY BC

In about the year 1477 BC, in the city of Peru- nefer in the Nile delta of 
Lower Egypt, quite close to the Mediterranean Sea, Pha raoh Thutmose III 
ordered the construction of a  grand palace with elaborate frescoes. Mi-
noan artists from distant Crete, located far to the west across the  Great 
Green (as the Mediterranean Sea was known to the Egyptians),  were hired 
to create  these frescoes. They painted pictures never seen before in Egypt— 
strange scenes of men leaping over bulls— with the paint applied to the 
plaster while it was still wet so that the colors became part of the wall it-
self. It was a technique, and a scene, that they had learned on Crete in the 
Aegean. The unique images created in this manner  were now in vogue not 
only in Egypt but also at palaces up and down the coast, from northern 
Canaan to the Egyptian delta at sites now known as Kabri in Israel, Alal-
akh in Turkey, Qatna in Syria, and Dab‘a in Egypt.1

Peru- nefer, the city in the delta, has now been identified with modern 
Tell ed- Dab‘a. It is a site that has been excavated by the Austrian archae-
ologist Manfred Bietak and his team since 1966. The city had also previ-
ously been known as Avaris, capital city of the Hyksos, the hated invaders 
of Egypt who ruled much of the country from ca. 1720 to 1550 BC. Avaris 
was transformed into Peru- nefer, a valued Egyptian metropolis,  after its 
capture by Thutmose’s ancestor, the Egyptian pha raoh Kamose, around 
the year 1550 BC.

In uncovering a formerly wealthy city now buried  under meters of sand 
and debris, Bietak brought both the Hyksos capital city and the  later Egyp-
tian metropolis back to life over the course of four de cades. He also recov-
ered the amazing fresco paintings created by Minoans, or possibly local arti-
sans trained by the Minoans, which date to the early Eigh teenth Dynasty 
(about 1450 BC).2  These serve as a good example of the internationalized 
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world that began to coalesce in the Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean 
 after the expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt.

Harkening Back to the Hyksos

The Hyksos had first invaded Egypt in about the year 1720 BC, a quarter 
of a millennium before the time of Thutmose III. They stayed for nearly 
two hundred years,  until 1550 BC. At the time that the Hyksos overran 
the country, Egypt was one of the established powers in the ancient Near 
East. The pyramids of Giza  were already nearly a thousand years old by 
that point, having been built during the Fourth Dynasty, in the Old King-
dom period. Manetho, an Egyptian priest who lived and wrote during 
the much- later Hellenistic period in the third  century BC, identified the 
Hyksos as “Shepherd Kings”— a mistranslation of the Egyptian phrase 
hekau khasut, which actually means “chieftains of foreign lands.” And for-
eigners they  were, for the Hyksos  were Semites who migrated into Egypt 
from the region of Canaan, that is, modern- day Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and 
Jordan. We see repre sen ta tions of such Semites in Egypt as early as the 
nineteenth  century BC— for example, a wall painting within an Egyptian 
tomb at Beni Hasan, where we are shown “Asiatic” merchants and traders 
bringing their goods into the country.3

The Hyksos invasion of Egypt brought the  Middle Kingdom period 
(ca. 2134–1720 BC) to an end. Their success was quite possibly the result 
of an advantage in weapons technology and first- strike capability, for 
they possessed composite bows that could shoot arrows much farther 
than a traditional bow of the time. They also had horse- drawn chariots, 
the likes of which had not previously been seen in Egypt.

 After their conquest, the Hyksos then ruled over Egypt, primarily from 
their capital city of Avaris in the Nile delta, during the so- called Second 
Intermediate period (Dynasties Fifteen– Seventeen) for nearly two hundred 
years, from 1720 to 1550 BC. It is one of the only times during the period 
from 3000 to 1200 BC when Egypt was ruled by foreigners.

Stories and inscriptions dating to near the end of this period, about 1550 
BC, rec ord some of the  battles that flared up between the Egyptians and 
the Hyksos. In par tic u lar, we have one story that rec ords a disagreement 
between two rulers, The Quarrel of Apophis and Seknenre.4 In this tale— 
quite possibly apocryphal— the Hyksos king Apophis complains that he 
is being kept awake at night by the noise from hippopotami kept in a pond 
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by the Egyptian king Seknenre, who was ruling si mul ta neously elsewhere 
in Egypt. The complaint is preposterous  because several hundred miles 
separated the two royal courts; one was located in Upper Egypt and the 
other in Lower Egypt. The Hyksos king could not possibly have heard the 
hippos, no  matter how loudly they  were bellowing. However, the  mummy 
of Seknenre has been recovered by archaeologists, and it is clear from 
wounds on his skull— made by a battle- ax— that he died violently in  battle. 
Was the  battle with the Hyksos? We do not know for certain; however, it 
is pos si ble that Apophis and Seknenre fought each other,  whether or not 
it was over hippopotami.

We also have an inscription left to us by the pha raoh Kamose, last king 
of the Seventeenth Dynasty of Egypt. At the time, Kamose was ruling from 
his home in Thebes, in Upper Egypt. He gives details about the final vic-
torious  battle against the Hyksos, whom he refers to as “Asiatics,” writing 
as follows in about 1550 BC:

I sailed north in my might to repel the Asiatics . . .  with my brave army be-
fore me like a flame of fire and the . . .  archers atop our fighting- tops to 
destroy their places. . . .  I passed the night in my ship, my heart happy; and 
when day dawned I was upon him as if it  were a hawk. When breakfast time 

Fig. 3. “Asiatics” at Beni Hasan ( after Newberry 1893, pls. xxx/xxxi;  
courtesy of the Egypt Exploration Society).
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came, I overthrew him having destroyed his walls and slaughtered his 
 people, and made his wife descend to the riverbank. My army acted like 
lions with their spoil . . .  chattels,  cattle, fat, honey . . .  dividing their  things, 
their hearts joyful.

Kamose also tells us about the fate of Avaris itself:

As for Avaris on the Two Rivers, I laid it waste without inhabitants; I de-
stroyed their towns and burned their homes to reddened ruin- heaps for-
ever,  because of the destruction they had wrought in the midst of Egypt: 
they who had allowed themselves to hearken to the call of the Asiatics, (who) 
had forsaken Egypt their mistress!5

And, with that, the Egyptians expelled the Hyksos from the land. They 
fled back to Retenu (one of the ancient Egyptian names for modern- day 
Israel and Syria, the same general area also known to the Egyptians as Pa- 
ka- na- na, or Canaan). The Egyptians, meanwhile, established the Eigh-
teenth Dynasty, begun by Kamose’s  brother Ahmose, which initiated what 
we now call the New Kingdom period in Egypt.

Avaris and the rest of Egypt  were rebuilt during this period, and Ava-
ris itself was renamed. By the time of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III some 
sixty years  later, ca. 1500 BC, it was once again a flourishing city, this time 
known as Peru- nefer, with palaces decorated with Minoan- style frescoes 
depicting bull- leaping and other scenes more clearly at home on Crete in 
the Aegean than in Egypt proper. One archaeologist has speculated that 
 there may even have been a royal marriage between an Egyptian ruler and 
a Minoan princess.6  There are certainly a number of  later Eigh teenth and 
Nineteenth Dynasty Egyptian pha raohs who married foreign princesses, 
primarily to cement diplomatic bonds or a treaty with a foreign power, as 
we  shall see below, but it is not necessary to invoke po liti cally instigated 
marriages to explain the occurrence of Minoan wall paintings in Egypt, 
since  there is other in de pen dent evidence for contacts between the East-
ern Mediterranean, Egypt, and, in this case, the Aegean.

Flashback: Mesopotamia and the Minoans

It is clear, from a multitude of data, including archaeological artifacts, and 
textual and pictorial evidence, that the Minoans of Crete had already been 
in contact with several areas in the ancient Near East long before their 
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interactions with the New Kingdom Egyptian pha raohs. For example, we 
know of Minoan- manufactured objects that had been transported across 
the Aegean Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean all the way to Mesopota-
mia, the land between the two rivers— the Tigris and Euphrates—by the 
eigh teenth  century BC, nearly four thousand years ago.

Documentation of this ancient trade comes from the ancient site of 
Mari, on the western side of the Euphrates River in what is now modern 
Syria, where French archaeologists excavated a trea sure trove of more than 
twenty thousand inscribed clay tablets during the 1930s. They had been 
summoned to the site by locals who had accidentally uncovered what they 
thought at first was a headless man— which turned out to be a stone statue, 
one of many, including one with an inscription identifying him as a king 
of the ancient city.7 The tablets, inscribed with texts written in ancient Ak-
kadian, came from an archive of royal correspondence and other more 
mundane rec ords belonging to the kings of Mari, including one named 
Zimri- Lim who ruled ca. 1750 BC. They rec ord all sorts of information 
pertinent to the administration of the palace and the organ ization of his 
kingdom, as well as aspects of daily life at the time.

One tablet, for instance, is concerned with the ice that Zimri- Lim was 
using in his summer drinks, which included wine, beer, and fermented 
barley- based drinks flavored with  either pomegranate juice or licorice- like 
aniseed. We know that he had ordered an ice house to be built on the bank 
of the Euphrates, which was to be used specifically to hold ice collected 
from the snowy mountains during the winter  until it was needed during 
the hot summer months. He claimed that no previous king had ever built 
such an ice house, and that may well have been the case, but the use of ice 
in drinks was not new to the region, even though one king had to remind 
his son to have the servants wash and clean the ice before actually putting 
it in the drinks. “Make them collect the ice!” he said. “Let them wash it 
 free of twigs and dung and dirt.”8

The archives included rec ords of trade and contact with other areas of 
the Mediterranean and Near East, with specific mention of unusual items 
that  were received. We also know from  these tablets that gifts  were fre-
quently exchanged between the rulers of Mari and  those of other cities and 
kingdoms, and that the kings requested the ser vices of physicians, arti-
sans, weavers, musicians, and singers from one another.9

Included among the exotic imported objects recorded in the tablets at 
Mari  were a dagger and other weapons made of gold and inlaid with pre-
cious lapis lazuli, as well as clothing and textiles “made in the Caphtorian 
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manner.”10 Caphtor (or Kaptaru) was the Mesopotamian and Canaanite 
name for Crete, while the Egyptians called it Keftiu. The items had trav-
eled a long way from Crete, acquiring what is now known as “distance 
value,” in addition to the inherent value that they already held  because of 
the workmanship and the materials from which they  were made.

We also have a tablet that rec ords an unusual situation, when Zimri- 
Lim, the king of Mari, sent a pair of Minoan shoes from Crete as a gift to 
King Hammurabi of Babylon. The text says simply, “One pair of leather 
shoes in the Caphtorian style, which to the palace of Hammurabi, King of 
Babylon, Bahdi- Lim (an official) carried, but which  were returned.”11 It 
does not give the reason why the shoes  were returned. Perhaps they sim-
ply  didn’t fit or perhaps he just  didn’t like them. Hammurabi’s law code, 
which is the first to contain the saying “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a 
tooth”  later made famous by the Hebrew Bible, does not mention any pen-
alties for returning items such as shoes.

It is a bit surprising that Hammurabi rejected the leather shoes,  because 
they prob ably would have been both rare and unusual in his lands at the 
time, given the distance lying between Crete and Mesopotamia, that is, 
between what is now modern Greece and Syria/Iraq. Such a journey would 
not have been undertaken lightly and would likely have been made in 
stages, with diff er ent traders or merchants transporting the items for sep-
arate segments of the trip. On the other hand, such gift giving between 
kings of equal rank was a practice quite well known in the ancient Near 
East during the second millennium BC. In  these cases, the items in ques-
tion  were brought directly by emissaries of one king, in what we would 
call  today a diplomatic embassy.  There is even textual evidence for “regift-
ing” upon occasion— “I have taken a rhyton of silver and a rhyton of pure 
gold from the gift of the King of Egypt and I have sent them to you,” the 
Hittite king Hattusili III once wrote to another ruler.12 I have often won-
dered why Hammurabi  didn’t simply regift  those Minoan shoes.

Discovery and Overview of the Minoans

From the foregoing, it is clear that the Minoans of Crete  were in contact 
with several areas in the ancient Near East during the  Middle and Late 
Bronze Ages, from at least 1800 BC on.  There is even mention in the Mari 
letters of Minoans, and a pos si ble Minoan interpreter (or an interpreter 
for the Minoans), pre sent at the site of Ugarit in north Syria during the 
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early eigh teenth  century BC, where they  were receiving tin that had been 
sent westward from Mari.13 However,  there seems to have been a special 
relationship with Egypt beginning in the fifteenth  century, during the time 
of Hatshepsut and then Thutmose III, which is why our tale begins at this 
point in time.

It is in ter est ing to note that the Minoan civilization was given its 
name by the British archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans in the early 1900s. 
We  don’t actually know what they called themselves, although we do 
know that the Egyptians, Canaanites, and Mesopotamians each had a 
name for them, as just mentioned. Furthermore, we do not know where 
they came from, although our suspicion points to Anatolia/Turkey as 
most likely.

We do know that they established a civilization on Crete during the 
third millennium BC that lasted  until ca. 1200 BC. Partway through this 
period, in about 1700 BC, the island was hit by a devastating earthquake 
that required the rebuilding of the palaces at Knossos and elsewhere on 
the island. In addition, the volcanic island of Santorini (also known as 
Thera), which is located some seventy miles directly to the north of Crete, 
exploded in a massive eruption in 1628 BC or soon thereafter, according 
to our current understanding of the radiocarbon and other dating results. 
Crete was hit by a tsunami caused by the eruption and blanketed by ash 
and other volcanic debris that covered the crops and fields. However, the 
Minoans, although initially impacted by  these natu ral catastrophes, 
quickly recovered and flourished as an in de pen dent civilization  until 
Mycenaeans from the Greek mainland invaded the island soon  after 
1450 BC,  after which time the island continued  under Mycenaean rule 
 until every thing collapsed ca. 1200 BC.14

Sir Arthur Evans began excavating on Crete  after tracking down the 
source of so- called milk stones that he found for sale in the marketplace 
of Athens. Greek  women who had given birth or  were about to give birth 
wore  these “milk stones.” The stones had symbols engraved upon them that 
Evans had never seen before, but which he recognized as writing. He traced 
them back to a buried site at Knossos (Kephala Hill) near the major mod-
ern city of Heraklion on Crete— a site that Heinrich Schliemann, the ex-
cavator of Troy, had tried to purchase and excavate, but to no avail. Evans, 
however, was able to purchase the land and began excavating in March 1900. 
He continued to dig for the next several de cades, sinking most of his per-
sonal fortune into the proj ect, and eventually publishing his findings in a 
massive multivolume work entitled The Palace of Minos at Knossos.15
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Aided by his trusted Scottish assistant Duncan Mackenzie, Evans soon 
uncovered what appeared to be a royal palace. He promptly named the 
newly discovered civilization “Minoan,”  after King Minos of Greek leg-
end, who it was said ruled Crete during ancient times, complete with a Mi-
notaur (half man, half bull) in the labyrinthine subterranean extensions 
of the palace. Evans found numerous clay tablets, and other objects, with 
writing on them—in both Linear A (still undeciphered) and Linear B (an 
early form of Greek prob ably brought to Crete by the Mycenaeans). How-
ever, he never did discover the real name of  these  people, and, as men-
tioned, it remains unknown to this day— despite more than a  century of 
continuous excavation not only at Knossos but at numerous other sites on 
Crete as well.

Evans uncovered numerous imports from Egypt and the Near East at 
Knossos, including an alabaster lid inscribed in hieroglyphs with “the good 
god, Seweserenre, son of Re, Khyan.”16 Khyan, one of the best- known Hyk-
sos kings, ruled during the early years of the sixteenth  century BC. His 
objects have been found across the ancient Near East, but how this lid got 
to Crete is still a mystery. Of additional interest is an Egyptian alabaster 
vase found many years  later during another archaeologist’s excavation in 
a tomb at the site of Katsamba on Crete, one of the port cities on the north 
coast related to Knossos. It is inscribed with the royal name of Pha raoh 
Thutmose III: “the good god Men- kheper- Re, son of Re, Thutmose per-
fect in transformations.” It is one of the only objects bearing his name to 
be found in the Aegean.17

The fifth- century Greek historian Thucydides claimed that the Mino-
ans had a navy and ruled the seas during this period: “And the first per-
son known to us by tradition as having established a navy is Minos. He 
made himself master of what is now called the Hellenic sea” (Thucydides, 
History of the Peloponnesian War, 1.3–8). To  earlier scholars, this became 
known as the Minoan Thalassocracy, from thálassa meaning “sea” and 
krátos meaning “power” or “strength.” Although this supposed Minoan 
naval supremacy has now been called into question,  there are mentions of 
“Keftiu- ships” in the Egyptian rec ords, but it is unclear  whether  these  were 
from Crete,  going to Crete, or built in a Minoan manner.

Evans’s successor at the site, John Devitt Stringfellow Pendlebury, was 
extremely interested in the pos si ble connections between Egypt and Crete; 
he excavated at the Egyptian site of Amarna (Akhenaten’s capital city, 
which we  will revisit below) as well as at Knossos. Pendlebury even pub-
lished a monograph on the topic, entitled Aegyptiaca, in which he collected 
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and cata loged all of the Egyptian imports found at Knossos and elsewhere 
on the island, before being shot to death by German paratroopers when 
they invaded Crete in 1941.18

Evans and Pendlebury found additional imported objects at Knossos, 
and it has become clear over the ensuing de cades that the Minoans seem 
to have been in both the import and the export business, industriously net-
working with a number of foreign areas in addition to Egypt. For in-
stance, cylinder seals from Mesopotamia and storage jars from Canaan 
have been found at vari ous sites on Crete in  Middle and Late Bronze Age 
contexts, while Minoan pottery and other finished objects, or at least men-
tions of them, have been found in countries stretching from Egypt, Israel, 
Jordan, and Cyprus to Syria and Iraq.

Back to Egypt

We must keep in mind that the goods mentioned above represent only a 
tiny portion of  those that once crossed the Mediterranean Sea, for many 
of the goods traded during the Late Bronze Age  were perishable and would 
be unlikely to leave much in the way of identifiable remains  today. Grain, 
wine, spices, perfumes, wood, and textiles almost certainly have long since 
dis appeared. Raw materials such as ivory, precious stones like lapis lazuli, 
agate, and carnelian, and metals such as gold, copper, and tin  will also have 
been locally converted long ago into other objects such as weapons and 
jewelry. Thus, the most abundant signposts of the trade routes and of in-
ternational contacts may have perished, disintegrated, or other wise dis-
appeared in antiquity.

However, the existence of perishable trade goods can sometimes be 
identified in written texts or by depiction in wall paintings that have sur-
vived to the pre sent. Such paintings, inscriptions, and literary references 
can serve as less ambiguous guides to contacts between  peoples, provided 
that they are interpreted correctly. Thus, the repre sen ta tions of foreign 
 peoples in a number of painted Egyptian tombs dating to the reigns of 
New Kingdom pha raohs, from Hatshepsut through Amenhotep III, are 
invaluable as concrete attestations to diplomatic, commercial, and trans-
portation networks functioning during the fifteenth and  fourteenth 
centuries BC.

It is during Hatshepsut’s reign, in the fifteenth  century BC, that the first 
of the tombs was built in which Aegean  peoples are actually shown in wall 
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paintings. In  these tombs, we frequently see Minoans depicted, often with 
their goods and with inscriptions that identify them in unequivocal terms 
as coming from the island of Crete. For instance, in the tomb of Senenmut, 
Hatshepsut’s architect, adviser, and perhaps paramour, an embassy from 
the Aegean is pictured, with six men carry ing metal vases of general Ae-
gean manufacture.19

In another painting, within the tomb of Rekhmire, vizier to Thut-
mose III (ca. 1450 BC), we see men dressed in typical Aegean- style kilts 
and carry ing specifically Aegean objects. Next to them is written (in part), 
“Coming in peace by the chiefs of Keftiu and ‘Islands in the Midst of the 
Sea,’ bowing down and bending the head to the might of his Majesty the 
King of Upper and Lower Egypt.”20 This is clearly a repre sen ta tion of an 
Aegean del e ga tion to Egypt, one of several depicted in Egyptian tombs 
from this period.

The Aegean  peoples are not the only ones shown in Rekhmire’s tomb; 
in other registers both above and below are shown emissaries from Punt, 
Nubia, and Syria, with inscriptions next to each. Although unproven, it 
seems likely that we are looking  here at a depiction of some major event 
that took place during Thutmose III’s reign, and that the delegates or mer-
chants from the Aegean are just one part of the multinational crowd that 
has gathered or been summoned. If so, this would most likely be the Sed 
(or Jubilee) festival, first celebrated by a pha raoh  after thirty years of rule 
and then irregularly thereafter; in Thutmose III’s case, we know that he 
held at least three such festivals, which is not surprising since he ruled for 
fifty- four years.

In all,  there are about fourteen tombs dating from Hatshepsut’s reign 
and/or that of Thutmose III, all belonging to high- ranking officials and 
advisers, that depict del e ga tions of foreigners visiting Egypt, including Ae-
gean  peoples, Nubians, and Canaanites, all carry ing foreign products. In 
the nine tombs dating specifically to the time of Thutmose III, we often 
see depictions of foreigners presenting diplomatic gifts, delivering an-
nual dues, or participating in a royally commissioned expedition that 
Thutmose III sent to Lebanon in order to acquire cedar.21

Keftiu, Keftiu- men, and Keftiu- ships are mentioned in a variety of other 
contexts in Egypt from this period, including inscriptions on  temples and 
notations on papyri. Among the most in ter est ing of  these is a papyrus from 
Thutmose III’s thirtieth year (about 1450 BC) that mentions several “Keftiu- 
ships” in the context of the importation of materials for the Egyptian 
navy: “Given to craftsman [man’s name], this sheathing- timber for the 
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Keftiu- ship”; “ Today given to craftsman Tity for the other Keftiu- ship on 
his commission”; and “Given to craftsman Ina for the other . . .  Keftiu- 
ship.”22 Similarly, an inscription on a wall of the  Temple of Amun at Kar-
nak from Thutmose III’s thirty- fourth year also mentions Keftiu- ships.23

It is clear that  there was contact, and prob ably direct contact, between 
Minoan Crete and New Kingdom Egypt during the time of Thutmose III. 
 Because of the prevailing winds, a sailing vessel— whether  today or thirty- 
four hundred years ago— can travel with relative ease from the southern 
shores of Crete to Marsa Matruh on the northern coast of Egypt and thence 
to the Nile delta. The return journey by sail is not easy, given the winds 
and currents, but is pos si ble at certain times of the year. It was also pos si-
ble to go in a counterclockwise motion from Egypt to Canaan and Cyprus, 
thence to Anatolia and Rhodes, and from  there to Crete, the Cycladic is-
lands, and the Greek mainland, then back to Crete and south to Egypt.

It is also apparent, from the painting and inscription in the tomb of 
Menkheperreseneb, first prophet of Amun, that the Egyptians knew about 
Minoan royalty and understood them to be on a par with  those from other 

Fig. 4. Rekhmire’s tomb, with Aegean  peoples depicted ( after Davies 1943,  
pl. xx; courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art).
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foreign areas. On the walls of the tomb we can see the “Prince of Keftiu” 
in the com pany of the Prince of the Hittites (from Anatolia), the Prince of 
Tunip (prob ably in Syria), and the Prince of Qadesh (in Syria). The title 
used to identify the figures, wr, meaning “Prince” or “Chief,” is the same 
in each case.24 The picture presented seems to indicate that such royalty 
visited Egypt upon occasion, including perhaps a very special occasion. 
Did they all come at the same time (possibly a diff er ent perspective on the 
same event depicted in Rekhmire’s tomb?) or on separate occasions? We 
cannot be certain, but it is in ter est ing to consider the possibility of the 
principal figures of the Late Bronze Age gathering together for some  great 
event in Egypt, much as dignitaries gather  today for a British royal wed-
ding or a G7 conference.

The same term, wr (Prince or Chief), is also used elsewhere by Thut-
mose III, in the entry for the forty- second year of his Annals, where he 
mentions the “Prince of Tanaja,” the Egyptian designation for mainland 
Greece.  Here he lists objects from the Aegean, including a silver vessel in 
Keftiuan workmanship and four bowls with  handles of silver. Interestingly, 
he calls them inw, a term usually translated as “tribute,” but which more 
likely means “gift” in this context.25 Engaging in “regular” trade may have 
been considered beneath the dignity of the king, whereas exchanging 
“gifts” with equals (or near equals) was perfectly acceptable. We  will dis-
cuss this further in the next chapter, in the context of international trade 
conducted in the guise of gift giving during the  fourteenth  century BC.

Hatshepsut and Thutmose III

Hatshepsut’s reign, just prior to that of Thutmose III, saw interactions not 
only with the Aegean but also with other areas of the ancient Near East. It 
was she who essentially started the Eigh teenth Dynasty on its road to in-
ternational contacts and global prestige, using diplomacy rather than war. 
She was of fully royal blood, the  daughter of Pha raoh Thutmose I and 
Queen Ahmose— though it should be noted that her  father had achieved 
royal status only by marrying into the  family.

Hatshepsut married her own half  brother, Thutmose II, in an arrange-
ment meant to help out the young man since he was only half- royal, for 
his  mother was a minor royal wife rather than the  actual queen. Being 
married to Hatshepsut gave him more legitimacy than he would other wise 
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have had. Their  union produced a  daughter but no son, which could have 
been a disaster for the dynasty. However, he did  father a son with a harem 
girl— a son who was raised as Thutmose III, destined to follow his  father 
on the throne. Unfortunately, when Thutmose II died unexpectedly, 
the young son was not yet old enough to rule on his own. Hatshepsut, 
therefore, stepped in to rule temporarily as regent on his behalf. But when 
it came time to hand the throne over to him, she refused to do so. She 
ruled for more than twenty years, while Thutmose III waited— prob ably 
impatiently—in the background.26

During  those two de cades, Hatshepsut began to wear the traditional 
Pharaonic false beard and other accoutrements of office, and men’s cloth-
ing with body armor to conceal her breasts and other female attributes, as 
can be seen in statues created at Deir el- Bahari, her mortuary  temple. She 
also changed her name, giving it a masculine rather than a feminine end-
ing, and became “His Majesty, Hatshepsu.” In other words, she ruled as a 
man, a male pha raoh, not simply as regent. As a result, she is now consid-
ered to be one of the most illustrious  women from ancient Egypt, along 
with Nefertiti and Cleopatra. Hatshepsut apparently never remarried  after 
Thutmose II died, but may have taken her architect and chief steward, 
Senenmut, as a lover; an image of him was carved, perhaps secretly, on 
Hatshepsut’s funerary  temple at Deir el- Bahari, whose construction he 
oversaw.27

This intriguing ruler is associated with peaceful trading expeditions 
that she sent to Canaan (specifically the area of modern Lebanon) in search 
of wood, and to the Sinai in search of copper and turquoise, but the most 
famous del e ga tion was one that she sent to the land of Punt during her 
ninth regnal year, the rec ord of which is inscribed on the walls at Deir 
 el- Bahari. The exact location of Punt had long been lost to scholars and was 
a  matter of dispute. Most authorities placed it somewhere in the region of 
Sudan, Eritrea, or Ethiopia, but  others preferred to look elsewhere, most 
usually along the shores of the Red Sea, including the area of modern- day 
Yemen. However, the puzzle may have been solved in 2010, when research-
ers examined hairs from two baboon mummies currently in the British 
 Museum. According to their report, the oxygen isotope values seem to 
match  those of modern baboons in Eritrea and Ethiopia, thus providing 
support for  those locations as ancient Punt.28

Hatshepsut’s expedition was not the first sent from Egypt to Punt, nor 
would it be the last. Several had been sent during the  Middle Kingdom 
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period, and  later, during the mid- fourteenth  century BC, Amenhotep III 
sent a del e ga tion. However, it is only in Hatshepsut’s rec ord that the queen 
of Punt— named “Eti” according to the accompanying inscription—is de-
picted. The illustration of the foreign queen has engendered much com-
ment  because of her short stature, curved spine, rolls of fat, and large 
posterior, usually resulting in modern descriptions of the queen as steato-
pygous (i.e., having a fleshy abdomen and massive— usually protruding— 
thighs and buttocks).  There are also palm trees, exotic animals, and other 
details showing the distant locale, and depictions of the ships that trans-
ported the Egyptians to and from Punt, complete down to the masts and 
rigging.

In the thirty- third year of his rule, sometime  after 1450 BC, Thutmose III 
sent his own trade del e ga tion to the land of Punt. This is duly recorded in 
his Annals, as is another expedition to the same area, sent in Year 38.29 
 These are some of the few instances, along with the expeditions he sent to 
Lebanon to acquire cedar, where we can actually point to ongoing trade 
between Egypt and a foreign area during Thutmose III’s reign, though we 
suspect that much of the “tribute” (inw) depicted in the tomb scenes of the 
nobles from his reign is actually traded goods.

Among the far- flung areas with which Egypt  under Thutmose III was 
apparently trading, and from which he recorded receiving inw on three 
separate occasions, was a region known to the Egyptians as Isy. This is most 
likely to be identified  either with the co ali tion of city- states in northwest 
Anatolia (modern Turkey) known as Assuwa or with Alashiya, the name 
by which Cyprus was known during the Bronze Age. Thutmose’s scribes 
mention Isy at least four times in vari ous inscriptions, including along-
side Keftiu in his “Poetic Stele/Hymn of Victory”: “I have come to let You 
smite the West, Keftiu and Isy being in awe, and I let them see Your Maj-
esty as a young bull, firm of heart, sharp of horns, whom one cannot ap-
proach.”30 In the Annals of his ninth campaign, in Year 34 (1445 BC), the 
“Chief of Isy” is said to have brought inw consisting of raw materials: pure 
copper, blocks of lead, lapis lazuli, an ivory tusk, and wood. Similarly, in the 
rec ord for his thirteenth campaign, in Year 38 (1441 BC), we learn that the 
“Prince of Isy” brought inw consisting of copper and  horses, and in the de-
scription of his fifteenth campaign, in Year 40 (1439 BC), we are told that 
the “Chief of Isy” brought inw consisting of forty bricks of copper, one 
brick of lead, and two tusks of ivory. Most  were typical of items found in 
high- level gift exchanges across the Bronze Age Near East.31
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Egypt and Canaan at the  Battle of Megiddo, 1479 BC

Hatshepsut’s  mummy may have fi nally been identified in recent years, lo-
cated in a tomb known as KV 60 (for “Kings Valley, Tomb 60”), rather 
than in her own tomb (KV 20), which lies elsewhere in the Valley of the 
Kings. She was one of the few  women ever to be buried in this elite valley, 
usually reserved for the male kings of Egypt. If the identified  mummy is 
indeed that of Hatshepsut, then she suffered in her old age from obesity, 
dental prob lems, and cancer.32 When she fi nally died, in about 1480 BC, 
Thutmose III, who is sometimes suspected of having had a hand in her 
death, wasted no time in assuming power and marching off to  battle in 
his first year of solo rule. He also attempted to erase Hatshepsut’s name 
from history, ordering her monuments desecrated and her name chiseled 
out of inscriptions wherever pos si ble.

When Thutmose III began his first campaign— the first of seventeen 
that he instigated over the next twenty or so years—he managed to put 
himself into the history books, quite literally, for the itinerary and details 
of his journey and conquests in 1479 BC  were transferred from the daily 
journals kept along the way and inscribed for posterity on the wall of the 
 Temple of Amun at Karnak in Egypt. The  battle that he fought at Megiddo 
( later to become better known as biblical Armageddon) against local re-
bellious Canaanite chiefs during the campaign is the first  battle that we 
know of whose details  were written down and made accessible for the edi-
fication of  those who  were not pre sent.

The inscribed account indicates that Thutmose III marched his men 
up from Egypt for ten days, as far north as the site of Yehem.  There he 
 stopped to hold a war council and decide how best to proceed against the 
fortified city of Megiddo and the surrounding temporary camps of the 
local Canaanite rulers who had initiated a rebellion against Egyptian 
rule upon his ascension to the throne. From Yehem,  there  were three 
ways to get to Megiddo: a northern route, which emerged in the Jezreel 
Valley in the vicinity of Yokneam; a southern route, which opened into 
the Jezreel Valley near Ta’anach; and a central route, which ended right 
at Megiddo.33

His generals, according to the written account, suggested that they take 
 either the northern or the southern route  because  these  were wider and 
less susceptible to an ambush. Thutmose replied that such tactics  were ex-
actly what the Canaanites would be expecting; they would never believe 
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him to be so stupid as to go up the central route since it was so narrow 
and vulnerable to an ambush. And yet, precisely  because that was their 
thinking, he would indeed march with the army up the central route, hop-
ing to catch the Canaanites by surprise, and that is exactly what tran-
spired. It took the Egyptians nearly twelve hours to get through the cen-
tral pass (known, at vari ous times throughout history, as the Wadi Ara, 
the Nahal Iron, and/or the Musmus Pass) from the first man to the last, 
but they got through without a scratch and found nobody guarding  either 
Megiddo or the temporary  enemy camps surrounding it. The Canaanite 
forces  were all at Yokneam to the north and Ta’anach to the south, just as 
Thutmose III had predicted. The only  mistake that Thutmose III made was 
in allowing his men to stop to loot and plunder the  enemy camps before 
actually capturing the city. This was an error that allowed the few defend-
ers of Megiddo— mostly old men,  women, and  children— time to close the 
city gates. This in turn resulted in a prolonged siege lasting seven more 
months before the Egyptians  were able to capture the city.

Some thirty- four hundred years  later, General Edmund Allenby used 
the same tactics as Thutmose III, in September 1918 during World War I, 
with the same successful results. He won the  battle at Megiddo and took 
prisoner hundreds of German and Turkish soldiers, without any loss of 
life except for a few of his  horses. He  later said that he had read James 
Breasted’s En glish translation of Thutmose III’s account, leading Allenby 
to decide to replicate history. George Santayana once reportedly stated that 
 those who do not study history are doomed to repeat it, but Allenby proved 
that the opposite could be true as well— those who study history can suc-
cessfully repeat it, if they choose to do so.34

Egypt and Mitanni

Thutmose III also led campaigns to northern Syria, against the Mitannian 
kingdom that had come into existence in this area by 1500 BC, when his 
ancestor Thutmose I had  earlier campaigned against it. The Mitannian 
kingdom kept growing and assimilating other nearby areas, such as the 
Hurrian kingdom of Hanigalbat. Consequently, it was known by several 
names, depending upon the time period and who was writing or talking 
about it. In general, the Egyptians called it “Naharin” or “Naharina”; the 
Hittites called it “the land of Hurri”; the Assyrians called it “Hanigalbat”; 
while the Mitannian kings themselves referred to it as the kingdom of 
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“Mitanni.” Its capital city, Washukanni, has never been found. It is one of 
the very few such ancient Near Eastern capitals that has so far eluded ar-
chaeologists, despite tantalizing clues in the archaeological rec ord and in 
ancient texts. Some think that it may be located in the mound of Tell 
al- Fakhariyeh in Syria, to the east of the Euphrates River; this has never 
been confirmed, though not for lack of trying.35

According to vari ous texts, the population of this kingdom was about 
90  percent local Hurrians, as they  were called, ruled over by the remain-
ing 10  percent;  these  were the Mitannian overlords, seemingly of Indo- 
European stock. This small group, who had apparently moved in from 
elsewhere to take over the indigenous Hurrian population and create the 
Mitannian kingdom, had a military elite known as the maryannu (“chariot- 
warriors”) who  were known for their use of chariots and prowess in 
training  horses. One text found at Hattusa, the capital city of the Hittites 
in Anatolia, contains a treatise written about 1350 BC by Kikkuli, a mas-
ter Mitannian horse- trainer, giving instructions on how to train  horses 
over a period of 214 days. It is an elaborate text, stretching over four clay 
tablets, but begins simply, “Thus (speaks) Kikkuli, the horse- trainer from 
the land of Mitanni.”36

In his eighth campaign, during his Year 33 (ca. 1446 BC), Thutmose III, 
like his grand father before him, launched both a land and a naval assault 
against the kingdom of Mitanni. He reportedly sailed his forces up the 
Euphrates River, despite the difficulties in  going against both the wind 
and the current, perhaps in retaliation for Mitanni’s suspected involve-
ment in the Canaanite rebellion during his first year of rule.37 He de-
feated the Mitanni forces and ordered an inscribed stele to be placed 
north of Carchemish on the east bank of the Euphrates, to commemo-
rate his victory.

However, Mitanni did not remain vanquished for long. Within fifteen 
or twenty years, the Mitannian king Saushtatar began greatly expanding 
the kingdom once again. He attacked the city of Assur, capital city of the 
Assyrians, taking as booty a door of precious gold and silver that he used to 
adorn his palace in Washukanni—as we know from a  later text in the Hit-
tite archives at Hattusa— and may even have faced off against the Hittites.38 
In less than a  century, by the time of Pha raoh Amenhotep III in the mid- 
fourteenth  century BC, relations between Egypt and Mitanni  were so cor-
dial that Amenhotep married not one but two Mitannian princesses.

Mitanni, Assyria, Egyptians. The world was already growing more in-
terconnected, even if sometimes only in war.
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The Assuwa Rebellion in Anatolia

It is intriguing that Thutmose III was in contact, and perhaps involved in 
active commercial exchange, with distant areas, including areas located 
to the north and west of Egypt. For instance, it is pos si ble that contact with 
Assuwa (assuming that is the proper identification for Isy) was initiated 
by Assuwa rather than by Egypt. About 1430 BC, Assuwa launched a re-
bellion against the Hittites of central Anatolia, and one must consider the 
possibility that Assuwa was actively searching for diplomatic contacts with 
other major powers during the de cade leading up to the rebellion.39

The Assuwa Rebellion, which had previously been of interest to only a 
few scholars, came to the forefront in 1991, when a bulldozer operator 
was digging the blade of his machine into the shoulder of a road by the 
ancient site of Hattusa, capital city of the Hittites— now a two- hour car  ride 
(208 kilo meters) east of modern Ankara. The blade struck something me-
tallic. Hopping down from his seat on the cab and reaching into the loos-
ened dirt, he pulled out a long, thin, and surprisingly heavy green- colored 
object. It looked and felt like an ancient sword, an identification that was 
confirmed when it was cleaned up in the local museum by the resident 
archaeologists.

However, it  wasn’t a typical Hittite sword but rather was a type not seen 
previously in the region. In addition, it had an inscription incised into the 
blade. It initially proved easier to read the inscription than to identify the 
make of the sword, and so the translation was done first. Written in 
Akkadian— the diplomatic language of the Bronze Age in the ancient Near 
East— using cuneiform (wedge- shaped) signs, the inscription reads as fol-
lows: i- nu- ma mDu- ut- ha- li- ya LUGAL.GAL KUR URUA- as- su-wa u- hal- 
liq GIRHI.A an- nu- tim a- na DIskur be- li-su u- se- li. For  those few readers not 
conversant with Akkadian, the En glish translation is “As Duthaliya the 
 Great King shattered the Assuwa country, he dedicated  these swords to the 
storm- god, his lord.” 40

The inscription refers to the so- called Assuwa Rebellion, which the Hit-
tite king Tudhaliya I/II put down in approximately 1430 BC (he is re-
ferred to as “I/II”  because we are not certain  whether he was the first or 
the second king with that name). The revolt was already well known to 
scholars who study the Hittite Empire  because of a number of other texts, 
all written in cuneiform on clay tablets, that had been found by German 
archaeologists excavating at Hattusa  earlier in the  century. However, the 
sword was the first weapon— and the first artifact of any kind, for that 
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 matter— that could be associated with the revolt. It is clear from the in-
scription that  there are likely more swords remaining to be found. How-
ever, before we proceed further, we  shall spend some time among the Hit-
tites, locating Assuwa, and examining the rebellion. We  will also consider 
why this is evidence of early “internationalism” and— potentially— 
evidence that the Trojan War was fought two hundred years  earlier and 
for diff er ent reasons from  those Homer adduced.

Excursus: Discovery and Overview of the Hittites

We should first note that the Hittites, despite ruling a large empire from 
their homelands in central Anatolia for much of the second millennium 
BC,  were lost to history, at least geo graph i cally,  until only about two hun-
dred years ago.41

The Hittites  were known to biblical scholars  because of their mention in 
the Hebrew Bible, where they are listed as one of the many  peoples ending 
in “- ite” (Hittites, Hivites, Amorites, Jebusites, and so on) who lived in Ca-
naan during the late second millennium BC, interacting with and eventu-
ally succumbing to the Hebrews/Israelites. We are told, for instance, that 
Abraham bought a burial plot for his wife Sarah from Ephron the Hittite 
(Gen. 23:3–20), that King David’s wife Bathsheba was first married to Uriah 
the Hittite (2 Sam. 11: 2–27), and that King Solomon had “Hittite  women” 
among his wives (1 Kings 11:1). However, early efforts to find the Hittites in 
the biblical lands  were unsuccessful, despite the specific geo graph i cal loca-
tion pinpointed in the declaration made to Moses from the burning bush: 
“I have come down to deliver them [the Israelites] from the Egyptians, and 
to bring them up out of that land to a good and broad land, a land flowing 
with milk and honey, to the country of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the 
Amorites, the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites” (Exod. 3:7).42

In the meantime, early nineteenth- century explorers, like Johann Lud-
wig Burckhardt, a Swiss gentleman with a penchant for dressing in local 
 Middle Eastern garb (and calling himself “Sheik Ibrahim”) in order to fa-
cilitate his explorations,  were discovering the remains of a previously un-
known Bronze Age civilization, especially on Turkey’s central plateau. 
Eventually, the connection was made. In 1879, at a conference in London, 
the respected Assyriologist A. H. Sayce announced that the Hittites  were 
located not in Canaan but rather in Anatolia; that is, in Turkey rather 
than in Israel/Lebanon/Syria/Jordan. His announcement was generally 
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accepted, and the equation is still accepted  today, but one has to won der 
how the Bible could have gotten it so wrong.

The answer is actually fairly logical. Much as the British Empire stretched 
far from  England proper, so too did the Hittite Empire stretch west in Tur-
key and south into Syria. And just as some former parts of the British Em-
pire continue to play cricket and drink after noon tea, long  after the original 
empire vanished, so too some of the former parts of the Hittite Empire in 
northern Syria retained portions of Hittite culture, language, and religion—
so much so that we now refer to them as the Neo- Hittites, who flourished 
during the early first millennium BC. By the time the Bible was written 
down, sometime between the ninth and the seventh centuries BC according 
to authorities, the original Hittites  were long gone, but their successors— the 
Neo- Hittites— were firmly established in the northern part of Canaan. 
 There they no doubt interacted with the Israelites and other  peoples of the 
Levant, ensuring their mention in the biblical accounts and unintentionally 
creating confusion for  later explorers seeking the original Hittites.43

Moreover, as archaeologists began to excavate Hittite sites and eventu-
ally to translate the numerous clay tablets found at  these sites, it became 
clear that they had not called themselves Hittites. Their name for them-
selves was actually something close to “Neshites” or “Neshians,”  after the 
city of Nesha (now known and excavated as Kultepe Kanesh in the Cap-
padocian region of Turkey). This city flourished for some two hundred 
years as the seat of a local Indo- European dynasty, before a king named 
Hattusili I (meaning “the man of Hattusa”) sometime around 1650 BC es-
tablished his capital city farther to the east, at a new site with that name, 
Hattusa. We still call them Hittites  today only  because that name became 
firmly ensconced in the scholarly lit er a ture before the tablets giving their 
true name  were translated.44

The location of the new capital city, Hattusa, was carefully chosen. It 
was so well fortified and so well situated geo graph i cally, with a narrow val-
ley providing the sole access up to the city, that it was captured only twice 
during its five- hundred- year occupation— prob ably both times by a neigh-
boring group called the Kashka. The site has yielded thousands of clay 
tablets during excavations conducted since 1906 by German archaeologists 
such as Hugo Winckler, Kurt Bittel, Peter Neve, and Jürgen Seeher. Fol-
lowing the rapid decipherment of Hittite, primarily by a Czech scholar 
named Bedřich (Friedrich) Hrozný, it became clear that included among 
 these tablets are letters and documents from what must have been the of-
ficial state archives, as well as poems, stories, histories, religious rituals, 
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and all kinds of other written documents. Together they allow us to piece 
together not only the history of the Hittite rulers and their interactions 
with other  peoples and kingdoms, but also that of the ordinary  people, in-
cluding their daily life and society, belief systems, and law codes— one of 
which contains the rather intriguing ruling “If anyone bites off the nose 
of a  free person, he  shall pay 40 shekels of silver” (one won ders just how 
frequently that happened).45

We are told at one point that a Hittite king named Mursili I, grand son 
and successor of the above- named Hattusili I, marched his army all the 
way to Mesopotamia, a journey of over one thousand miles, and attacked 
the city of Babylon in 1595 BC, burning it to the ground and ending the 
two- hundred- year- old dynasty made famous by Hammurabi “the Law- 
Giver.” Then, instead of occupying the city, he simply turned the Hittite 
army around and headed for home, thus effectively conducting the lon-
gest drive-by shooting in history. As an unintended consequence of his ac-
tion, a previously unknown group called the Kassites was able to occupy 
the city of Babylon and then ruled over it for the next several centuries.

While the first half of Hittite history is known as the Old Kingdom and 
is justifiably famous  because of exploits by kings like Mursili, it is the sec-
ond half with which we are more concerned  here. Known during this 
period as the Hittite Empire, it flourished and  rose to even greater heights 
during the Late Bronze Age— beginning in the fifteenth  century BC and 
lasting  until the early de cades of the twelfth  century BC. Among its most 
famous kings is a man named Suppiluliuma I, whom we  will meet in the 
next chapter and who led the Hittites to a preeminent position in the an-
cient Near East by conquering a  great deal of territory and dealing as an 
equal with the pha raohs of New Kingdom Egypt. One recently widowed 
Egyptian queen even asked Suppiluliuma to send her one of his sons as a 
husband, declaring that he would rule over Egypt with her. It’s not clear 
which queen it was, or whose  widow she was, but some well- informed 
scholars  favor Ankhsenamen as the queen and King Tut as the dead ruler 
of Egypt, as we  shall see.

The Assuwa Rebellion and the Ahhiyawa Question

Let us return now to approximately the year 1430 BC, when the Hittites 
and their king Tudhaliya I/II  were dealing with a co ali tion of renegade 
states.  These states  were collectively known as Assuwa, as noted above. 
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They  were located in northwestern Turkey, inland from the Dardanelles 
where the  Battle of Gallipoli was fought during World War I. The Hittite 
tablets give us the names of all twenty- two of  these allied states that  rose 
up in rebellion against the Hittites. Most of  these names do not mean much 
to us anymore and cannot be identified with a specific locale, except for 
the last two on the list: Wilusiya and Taruisa, which are most likely refer-
ences to Troy and its surrounding area.46

The rebellion apparently began as Tudhaliya I/II and his army  were re-
turning from a military campaign in west Anatolia. Upon hearing the 
news, the Hittite army simply turned around and headed northwest to As-
suwa, to put down the rebellion. We are told in the Hittite account that 
Tudhaliya personally led the army and defeated the Assuwan confederacy. 
The rec ords indicate that ten thousand Assuwan soldiers, six hundred 
teams of  horses and their Assuwan char i ot eers, and “the conquered pop-
ulation, oxen, sheep, [and] the possessions of the land”  were taken back to 
Hattusa as prisoners and booty.47 Included among  these  were the Assu-
wan king and his son Kukkuli, along with a few other members of the As-
suwan royalty and their families. Eventually, Tudhaliya appointed Kuk-
kuli as king of Assuwa and reestablished Assuwa as a vassal state to the 
Hittite kingdom. However, Kukkuli then promptly rebelled, only to be de-
feated again by the Hittites. Kukkuli was put to death, and the co ali tion 
of Assuwa was destroyed and vanished from the face of the earth. Its leg-
acy lives on primarily in the modern name “Asia,” but also possibly in the 
story of the Trojan War, for the names Wilusiya and Taruisa bear a strong 
resemblance, according to scholars, to the Bronze Age names for the city 
of Troy— also known as Ilios— and its surrounding area, the Troad.

And it is  here that the sword found at Hattusa, with the inscription left 
by Tudhaliya I/II, comes into play, for, as mentioned above, this is not a 
sword of local manufacture. The sword is of a type used primarily on main-
land Greece during the fifteenth  century BC. It is a Mycenaean sword (or 
a very good imitation of one). Why such a sword was being used in the 
Assuwa Rebellion is a good question whose answer we do not know; was 
it wielded by an Assuwan soldier, or a Mycenaean mercenary, or someone 
 else entirely?

 There are five other Hittite tablets that mention Assuwa and/or the re-
bellion, besides the primary one with the longest account. One, for in-
stance, confirms the entire event, beginning with the  simple statement 
“Thus speaks . . .  Tudhaliya, the  Great King: When I had destroyed Assuwa 
and returned to Hattusa . . .” 48 The most in ter est ing is a fragmentary let-
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ter that is tantalizingly incomplete but which manages to mention the king 
of Assuwa twice and Tudhaliya once, refers also to a military campaign, 
and mentions as well the land of Ahhiyawa, the king of Ahhiyawa, and 
islands belonging to the king of Ahhiyawa. The letter is damaged and in-
complete, so it is dangerous to read too much into the occurrence of both 
Assuwa and Ahhiyawa within the same text, but it seems to indicate that 
Assuwa and Ahhiyawa  were associated in some manner at this time.

The letter— known as KUB XXVI 91 from its initial German publication— 
was long thought to have been sent by the Hittite king to the king of 
 Ahhiyawa, but it has recently been suggested that it was actually sent to 
the Hittite king from the king of Ahhiyawa, which would make it the only 
such letter found anywhere sent from that area and that king. But what 
area and king is it? Where is Ahhiyawa? That question has bedev iled aca-
demic scholarship for much of the past  century, but most scholars now 
agree that it is mainland Greece and the Mycenaeans, prob ably based at 
the city of Mycenae. The attribution is made on the basis of some twenty- 
five tablets in the Hittite archive at Hattusa that mention Ahhiyawa in 
some context or another over the course of nearly three hundred years 
(from the fifteenth to the end of the thirteenth  century BC), and which, 
when analyzed exhaustively, can only be referring to mainland Greece and 
the Mycenaeans.49 Again, we must make a brief excursus, this time to meet 
the Mycenaeans, before continuing the story.

Discovery and Overview of the Mycenaeans

The Mycenaean civilization first came to the attention of the general pub-
lic nearly 150 years ago, in the mid-  to late nineteenth  century, courtesy of 
Heinrich Schliemann— the so- called  Father of Mycenaean Archaeology. 
He is the man whom modern archaeologists love to hate, in part  because 
of his primitive digging methods and in part  because it’s never clear how 
much he and his reports can be trusted. Following his excavations in the 
early 1870s at Hisarlik in northwest Anatolia, which he identified as Troy, 
Schliemann de cided that, since he had found the Trojan side of the Tro-
jan War (as we  shall discuss), it was only fitting that he now find the My-
cenaean side.

He had a decidedly easier time finding Mycenae on mainland Greece 
than he had had in finding Troy in Anatolia, for portions of the ancient 
site of Mycenae  were still protruding from the ground, including the top 
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of the famous Lion Gate, which had already been discovered and partially 
reconstructed several de cades before. The locals in the nearby village of 
Mykenai readily led Schliemann to the site when he arrived to begin ex-
cavating in the mid-1870s. He  didn’t have an excavation permit, but that 
had never  stopped him before, and it  didn’t stop him now. Soon he un-
earthed a number of shaft graves filled with skele tons, weapons, and gold 
beyond his greatest dreams. He broke the news by sending a tele gram to 
the king of Greece, reportedly declaring that he “had gazed upon the face 
of Agamemnon.”50

Of course, Schliemann— who was often dramatically wrong even when 
he was right— had misdated the graves and remains. We now know that 
 these shaft graves (of which  there are two  great circles at Mycenae) date 
to near the beginning of the city’s and the civilization’s greatness, from 
1650–1500 BC, rather than from the time of Agamemnon and Achilles 
(ca. 1250 BC). He may have been off by four centuries, but at least he was 
digging at the correct city. Schliemann was by no means the only archae-
ologist to be investigating  these Bronze Age remains— other scholars, 
such as Christos Tsountas and James Manatt,  were also busy excavating 
and  were  doing better work than Schliemann— but he was the one who 
had the attention of the public  because of his previous announcements 
regarding Troy and the Trojan War, as we  shall see below.

Schliemann dug at Mycenae, and at the nearby site of Tiryns and else-
where as well, for a few more seasons before returning to Troy to conduct 
additional excavations in 1878 and in the 1880s. He also attempted to dig 
at Knossos on Crete, but without success, as mentioned. It was left to  others, 
fortunately for the field of archaeology, to continue the investigations of 
the Mycenaeans. Two of the greatest  were an American from the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati named Carl Blegen and an En glishman from Cambridge 
named Alan Wace. They eventually joined forces to lay out the ground-
work for defining the civilization and its growth from beginning to end.

Wace was in charge of the British excavations at Mycenae for several 
de cades, beginning in the 1920s, while Blegen not only excavated at Troy 
from 1932 to 1938 but also dug at Pylos in southern Greece. At Pylos, on 
the very first day of excavations in 1939, Blegen and his team found the 
first few clay tablets from what would turn out to be a huge archive con-
taining texts written in Linear B. The onset of World War II temporarily 
halted their work at the site, but following the war, excavations resumed 
in 1952. That same year, an En glish architect named Michael Ventris de-
finitively proved that Linear B was in fact an early version of Greek.
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The subsequent translation of Linear B texts found at sites such as Pylos, 
Mycenae, Tiryns, and Thebes, as well as Knossos, continues to the pre sent 
day and has provided an additional win dow into the world of the Myce-
naeans. The textual evidence has added to the details already known from 
excavations and has allowed archaeologists to reconstruct the world of 
Bronze Age Greece, just as their colleagues working at sites in Egypt and 
the Near East have been able to do in  those countries, as a consequence of 
translating texts written in Egyptian, Hittite, and Akkadian. Simply put, 
archaeological remains combined with textual inscriptions have allowed 
modern scholars to reconstruct ancient history.

We now know that the Mycenaean civilization essentially began in the 
seventeenth  century BC, at approximately the same time as the Minoans 
on Crete  were recovering from the dramatic earthquake that marks (ac-
cording to archaeological terminology) the transition from the First to the 
Second Palatial period on the island. Wace and Blegen christened the 
chronological periods belonging to the Mycenaeans as the Late Helladic 
(LH) period, with LH I and II dating to the seventeenth through fifteenth 
centuries BC and LH III divided into three sections: IIIA to the  fourteenth 
 century, IIIB to the thirteenth  century, and IIIC to the twelfth  century BC.

The reasons under lying the rise of the Mycenaean civilization are still 
a  matter of discussion among archaeologists. One early suggestion was that 
they helped the Egyptians oust the Hyksos from Egypt, but this is not a 
commonly accepted view  today. If objects found in the Shaft Graves at My-
cenae are any indication, then some of the earliest influences at Mycenae 
came from Crete. In fact, Evans thought that the Minoans had invaded 
the Greek mainland, but Wace and Blegen  later reversed this argument; 
all scholars accept their position  today. It is now clear that when the My-
cenaeans took over Crete, prob ably sometime between 1450 and 1350 BC, 
as mentioned above, they also took over the international trade routes to 
Egypt and the Near East. They suddenly became players in the cosmopoli-
tan world— a role that they would continue to exploit for the next several 
centuries,  until the end of the Late Bronze Age.

As we have already noted, the Egyptians apparently knew the Myce-
naeans as Tanaja, while the Hittites called them Ahhiyawa, and the Ca-
naanites (if the texts at Ugarit a bit farther north in Syria are any indica-
tion) similarly called them Hiyawa—or so we think, for  those toponyms 
fit nobody but the Mycenaeans. If  those references are not to the Myce-
naeans, then  these  peoples are unknown in the texts of the Egyptians and 
the other  great powers of the Late Bronze Age in the Near East, but this 
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seems unlikely given the quantities of Mycenaean vases and vessels found 
in  those regions in contexts dating from the  fourteenth to the twelfth 
 century BC.51

An Early Trojan War?

Although it might seem as if we are discussing esoteric minutia, archae-
ologists and ancient historians must often work with such fragmentary bits 
of the past when trying to piece together parts of the larger puzzle. For 
example, if Ahhiyawa represents both mainland Greece and the Mycenae-
ans, and if the letter known as KUB XXVI 91 found at Hattusa shows that 
Ahhiyawa was involved somehow with Assuwa during its rebellion against 
the Hittites, then what can we conclude? The letter itself, and all of  those 
relating to the Assuwa Rebellion, date to 1430 BC, some two hundred years 
before the generally accepted date for the Trojan War (usually placed be-
tween 1250 BC and 1175 BC). All of the data presented above, including 
the Mycenaean sword with the Akkadian inscription found at Hattusa, 
might be simply a series of unrelated phenomena. However, they may 
possibly be interpreted as indicating that warriors from the Bronze Age 
Aegean  were involved in the Assuwa Rebellion against the Hittites. If so, 
it might be proposed that it was this aid that was chronicled in con-
temporary Hittite rec ords and remembered rather more indistinctly in 
the literary traditions of  later archaic and classical Greece— not as the 
Trojan War, but as the pre– Trojan War  battles and raids in Anatolia that 
 were also remembered and attributed to Achilles and other legendary 
Achaean heroes.52

Scholars are now agreed that even within Homer’s Iliad  there are ac-
counts of warriors and events from the centuries predating the traditional 
setting of the Trojan War in 1250 BC.  These include the tower shield of the 
warrior Ajax, a shield type that had been replaced long before the thir-
teenth  century BC.  There are also the “silver- studded” swords (phasganon 
arguwelon or xiphos arguroelon) of vari ous heroes, an expensive type of 
weapon that had gone out of use long before the Trojan War. And  there is 
the story of Bellerophon, recounted in book 6 of the Iliad (lines 178–240), 
who is a Greek hero almost certainly of pre– Trojan War date. Proteus, king 
of Tiryns, sent Bellerophon from Tiryns on mainland Greece to Lycia in 
Anatolia.  After completing three tasks and overcoming numerous addi-
tional obstacles, he was eventually awarded a kingdom in Anatolia.53
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In addition, the Iliad rec ords that long before the time of Achilles, 
Agamemnon, Helen, and Hector—in fact during the time of Priam’s  father 
Laomedon— the Greek hero Heracles sacked Troy. He needed only six ships 
(Iliad, book 5, lines 638–42):

Of other sort, men say, was mighty Heracles, my  father, staunch in fight, 
the lion- hearted, who on a time came hither [to Troy] by reason of the mares 
of Laomedon with but six ships and a scantier host, yet sacked the city of 
Ilios and made waste her streets.54

As I have said elsewhere, if one  were to search for a historical event with 
which to link pre- Homeric traditions of Achaean warriors fighting on the 
Anatolian mainland, the Assuwa Rebellion, ca. 1430 BC, would stand out 
as one of the largest military events within northwestern Anatolia prior 
to the Trojan War, and as one of the few events to which the Mycenaeans 
(Ahhiyawans) might tentatively be linked via textual evidence such as the 
Hittite letter KUB XXVI 91 mentioned above. We might well won der, 
therefore,  whether it was this incident that was the historical basis for the 
con temporary Hittite tales of Mycenaean (Ahhiyawan) warriors or mer-
cenaries fighting in Anatolia, and which generated the stories of  earlier, 
pre– Trojan War, military endeavors of the Achaeans on the Anatolian 
mainland.55 We might also won der  whether it was this impending rebel-
lion, which the Assuwans had prob ably been planning for some time, that 
lay  behind their pos si ble overtures to Thutmose III in the late 1440s and 
early 1430s BC.

A Small Fraction

The well- respected art historian Helene Kantor once said: “The evidence 
preserved to us by the passage of time constitutes but a small fraction of 
that which must have once existed. Each imported vessel . . .  represents 
scores of  others that have perished.”56 In fact, most of the goods sent back 
and forth during the Bronze Age  were most likely  either perishable— and 
have since dis appeared—or  were raw materials that  were immediately con-
verted into other objects, such as weapons and jewelry, as noted. Thus, we 
should prob ably understand that the trade between the Aegean, Egypt, and 
the Near East during the latter part of the second millennium BC took 
place on a scale many times larger than the picture that we currently see 
through the lens of archaeological excavation.
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It is perhaps in this context that we should understand the Minoan- style 
paintings that Manfred Bietak uncovered in Thutmose III’s palace at Tell 
ed- Dab‘a in the Egyptian delta. While they may not necessarily have been 
painted at the whim of a Minoan princess, they are certainly evidence of 
the extent to which international contact, trade, and influences flowed 
around the ancient Mediterranean world during the fifteenth  century BC, 
even as far abroad as Minoan Crete and back again.

We may sum up this  century as a period that saw the rise of interna-
tional connections on a sustained basis throughout the ancient Mediter-
ranean world, from the Aegean to Mesopotamia. By this time, the Mino-
ans and Mycenaeans of the Bronze Age Aegean  were well established, as 
 were the Hittites in Anatolia. The Hyksos had been evicted from Egypt, 
and the Egyptians had begun what we now call the Eigh teenth Dynasty 
and the New Kingdom period.

However, as we  shall see next, this was only the beginning of what would 
become a “Golden Age” of internationalism and globalization during the 
following  fourteenth  century BC. For instance, the combination of Thut-
mose III’s numerous years of campaigning and diplomacy, hard on the 
heels of Hatshepsut’s peaceful trading expeditions and military exploits 
of her own, took Egypt to a pinnacle of international power and prosper-
ity that had rarely, if ever, been seen before in the country. As a result, 
Egypt established itself as one of the  great powers for the rest of the Late 
Bronze Age, along with the Hittites, Assyrians, and Kassites/Babylonians, 
in addition to assorted other players such as the Mitannians, Minoans, My-
cenaeans, and Cypriots, more of whom we  shall meet in the next chapter 
and following.
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Act II

AN (AEGEAN) AFFAIR TO REMEMBER:  

THE  FOURTEENTH  CENTURY BC

Towering more than sixty feet high and destined to stand guard for the 
next thirty- four hundred years, even as the mortuary  temple that stood 
 behind them was looted for its magnificent stone blocks and slowly crum-
bled into dust, the two huge statues standing at the entrance to Amenho-
tep III’s mortuary  temple at Kom el- Hetan  were, and still are, erroneously 
called the Colossi of Memnon as a result of a mistaken identification with 
Memnon, a mythological Ethiopian prince killed at Troy by Achilles. 
Each statue depicts a seated Amenhotep III, pha raoh of Egypt from 1391 
to 1353 BC. In part  because of this erroneous identification, the Colossi 
 were already famous two thousand years ago, visited by ancient Greek and 
Roman tourists familiar with Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, who carved 
graffiti on the legs. One of the Colossi— after being damaged by an earth-
quake in the first  century BC— was known for giving off an eerie whis-
tling sound at dawn, as the stone contracted and expanded with the cold 
of night and heat of day. Unfortunately for the ancient tourist trade, res-
toration work during the Roman period in the second  century AD fi nally 
put an end to the daily “cries of the god.”1

However, fascinating as they are, it is not the two Colossi that are criti-
cal to our story of impor tant events in the  fourteenth  century BC, but 
rather the fifth of five statue bases standing in a north– south row within 
the bound aries of where the mortuary  temple once stood. The  temple 
was located on the west bank of the Nile, near what is now known as the 
Valley of the Kings, across from the modern city of Luxor. The five bases 
each held a larger- than- life- sized statue of the king, although they 
 were not nearly as tall as the Colossi placed at the entrance to the  temple. 
The court in which they stood contained almost forty such statues and 
bases in all.

R R 
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The Aegean List of Amenhotep III

Each of the five bases, as well as many of the  others, is inscribed with a 
series of topographical names carved into the stone within what the Egyp-
tians called a “fortified oval”—an elongated oval carved standing up-
right, with a series of small protrusions all along its perimeter. This was 
meant to depict a fortified city, complete with defensive towers (hence the 
protrusions). Each fortified oval was placed on, or rather replaced, the 
lower body of a bound prisoner, portrayed with his arms  behind his back 
and bound together at the elbow, sometimes with a rope tied around his 
neck attaching him to other prisoners in front of and  behind him. This 
was a traditional New Kingdom Egyptian method of representing foreign 
cities and countries; even if the Egyptians  didn’t actually control  these for-
eign places or  were not even close to conquering them, they still wrote the 
names within such “fortified ovals” as an artistic and po liti cal convention, 
perhaps as symbolic domination.

Together the names on  these statue bases formed a series of geo graph-
i cal lists that designated the world known to the Egyptians of Amenhotep 
III’s time, in the early  fourteenth  century BC. Some of the most impor-
tant  peoples and places in the Near East at that time  were named on the 
lists, including the Hittites in the north, the Nubians in the south, and the 
Assyrians and Babylonians to the east. Taken as a  whole, the lists  were 
unique in the history of Egypt.

But what immediately strikes us is that the list carved by the stonema-
son on the fifth statue base contained names never before mentioned in 
Egyptian inscriptions. They  were the names of cities and places located to 
the west of Egypt— strange names, such as Mycenae, Nauplion, Knossos, 
Kydonia, and Kythera, written on the left front and left side of the base, 
and with two more names written separately on the right front side of the 
base, as if they  were titles placed at the head of the list: Keftiu and Tanaja.

What was the meaning of this list and what did the names represent? 
For the past forty years, modern archaeologists and Egyptologists have 
been debating the significance of the fifteen names found on this statue 
base, now commonly referred to as the “Aegean List.”

German archaeologists originally excavated the statue base, and its 
companions, in the 1960s, but sometime in the 1970s it was accidentally 
destroyed. According to one unverified story, members of a local Bedouin 
tribe built a fire  under the base and poured cold  water onto it in an attempt 
to crack off the inscribed panels, in order to sell them on the antiquities 



Fig. 5a– b. Colossi and Aegean List of Amenhotep III  
(photo graphs by E. H. Cline and J. Strange).
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market. The official version is that wildfires in the area caused the dam-
age. Whoever, or what ever, the culprit, the entire base was shattered into 
nearly a thousand pieces.  Until recently, only a few color photo graphs of 
the original base  were left for archaeologists, which was most unfortunate, 
for the names on the list are so distinctive that thirteen of the fifteen had 
never previously been seen in Egypt . . .  and never would be again.

What modern tourists to the site now see (usually as they are passing 
by the ruins in an air- conditioned bus on their way to the nearby Valley 
of the Kings) are the statue bases, and the statues upon them, being reas-
sembled once again, to stand beneath the sun- drenched skies for the first 
time in more than three thousand years. In 1998, a multinational team led 
by Egyptologist Hourig Sourouzian and her late husband Rainer Stadel-
mann, the former director of the German Archaeological Institute in 
Cairo, reopened the excavations at Kom el- Hetan. The excavations have 
been conducted  every year since, and the fragments of the destroyed Ae-
gean List statue base have been recovered, as well as  those of its neighbors. 
Conservators are now in the pro cess of reconstructing and restoring them. 
The eight hundred pieces from the Aegean List alone took more than five 
years to piece together.2

Only two of the names on the Aegean List  were already familiar to the 
Egyptian scribes and to modern Egyptologists—we have met both of them 
before: Keftiu (Crete) and Tanaja (mainland Greece). As we have already 
seen,  these two names began to appear in Egyptian texts during the time 
of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III, nearly a  century  earlier, but never in the 
com pany of specific toponyms of individual cities and areas in the Aegean. 
 Here, however, they appear to be used as titles at the top of the list of names.

The other names on this statue base list  were so unusual, and yet al-
most instantly recognizable, that the first Egyptologist to publish them in 
En glish, the eminent professor Kenneth Kitchen of the University of Liv-
erpool, was initially hesitant to suggest a translation for them, for fear of 
scholarly ridicule. In his first short note on the statue base inscription, 
which was only a few pages long in the 1965 issue of the scholarly journal 
Orientalia, Kitchen remarked cautiously: “I hardly like to put the follow-
ing idea on rec ord; readers may ignore it if they wish. The two names ‘Am-
nisa and Kunusa look uncomfortably like Amniso(s) and . . .  Knossos, 
famous ancient settlements on the north coast of Crete.”3 He was, of course, 
quite correct.

In the years since then, a number of scholars have worked on decipher-
ing the names on the list and the meaning  behind their appearance. The 
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German scholar Elmar Edel published the first thorough consideration of 
all five statue base lists in 1966; a second edition, updated and with revi-
sions and emendations, was published forty years  later, in 2005. In that 
interval, many other scholars devoted much thought and ink to the pos-
si ble interpretations of the list.4

First on the list,  after the headnames of Keftiu and Tanaja, come a few 
names of impor tant Minoan sites on Crete, including Knossos and its port 
city of Amnisos, followed by Phaistos and Kydonia, listed in an order that 
goes from east to west. All of  these  either had Minoan palaces or, in the 
case of Amnisos, functioned as a port for a nearby Minoan palace. Next 
on the list comes the island of Kythera, positioned midway between Crete 
and mainland Greece, and then impor tant Mycenaean sites and regions 
on mainland Greece, including Mycenae and its port city of Nauplion, the 
region of Messenia, and perhaps the city of Thebes in Boeotia. Last on the 
list are more names from Minoan Crete, this time in order from west to 
east and including Amnisos again.

The list looks suspiciously like the itinerary of a round- trip voyage from 
Egypt to the Aegean and back again. According to the order of the names, 
the voyagers from Egypt went first to Crete, perhaps to visit the Minoan 
royalty and merchants with whom, by this point, the Egyptians had been 
familiar for almost a  century. They then continued, via Kythera, to main-
land Greece to visit the Mycenaeans— the new power on the scene, who 
 were taking over the trade routes to Egypt and the Near East from the Mi-
noans about this time. And then they returned to Egypt via Crete as the 
fastest and most direct route, calling at Amnisos for  water and food as one 
of the last stops on the homeward journey, just as they had made that port 
their first stop shortly  after setting out.

The lists on the statue bases as a  whole cata log the world known to the 
Egyptians of Amenhotep III’s time. Most of the names  were already known 
from other documents and treaties; among  these familiar names  were the 
Hittites and the Kassites/Babylonians (about whom more below), as well 
as cities in Canaan. The Aegean place- names, however,  were (and still are) 
exceptional and  were carved in a par tic u lar order. Some  were even spe-
cifically recarved, for the first three names  were recut (to their pre sent val-
ues) at some point before or while the list was on display.5

Some scholars believe that this list is merely propaganda, idle boasting 
by a pha raoh who had heard of faraway places and yearned to conquer 
them or wished to convince  people that he had.  Others believe that the list 
is not mendacious self- aggrandizement, but is based on factual knowledge 
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and  actual contacts in that long- ago time. This latter explanation seems 
more likely, for we know, from the numerous other depictions in tombs of 
nobles dating to the time of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III in the fifteenth 
 century BC, that  there  were multiple contacts with the Aegean during that 
 earlier time, including instances in which diplomatic ambassadors and/or 
merchants came to Egypt bearing gifts. It is probable that such contacts 
continued into the next  century, during the reign of Amenhotep III. If so, 
we may have  here the earliest written rec ord of a round- trip voyage from 
Egypt to the Aegean, a voyage undertaken more than thirty- four centuries 
ago, a few de cades before the boy king Tut ruled the eternal land.

The suggestion that we are looking at the documentation of an early 
fourteenth- century BC voyage from Egypt to the Aegean, rather than a 
rec ord of Mycenaeans and Minoans coming to Egypt, seems plausible for 
the following fascinating reason.  There are a number of objects with the 
cartouche (royal name) of  either Amenhotep III or his wife Queen Tiyi 
carved upon them that have been found by archaeologists at six sites scat-
tered around the Aegean area—on Crete, mainland Greece, and Rhodes. 
 There is a correlation between the Aegean find- spots of  these objects and 
the sites named on the Aegean List, for four of the six sites are included 
among the names carved on it.

Some of  these inscribed objects are simply scarabs and small stamp 
seals, but one is a vase; all have the cartouche of  either the pha raoh or his 
wife. Most impor tant are the numerous fragments of double- sided plaques 
made of faience, a material halfway between pottery and glass, which  were 
found at Mycenae, prob ably the leading city in fourteenth- century BC 
Greece.  These fragments, of which  there are at least twelve, come from a 
total of nine or more original plaques, each mea sur ing about six to eight 
inches in length, about four inches wide, and less than an inch thick. All 
had Amenhotep III’s titles baked onto them in black paint, reading on both 
sides of each plaque, “the good god, Neb- Ma’at- Re, son of Re, Amenho-
tep, prince of Thebes, given life.” 6

Egyptologists refer to  these as foundation deposit plaques. They are nor-
mally found, at least in Egypt, placed in specific deposits  under  temples 
or, sometimes, statues of the king. They function much as time capsules 
do in our pre sent culture, and as such deposits have done since the Early 
Bronze Age in Mesopotamia. Their presumed purpose was to ensure that 
the gods and  future generations would know the identity and generosity 
of the donor/builder, and the date when the building, statue, or other con-
struction was completed.
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What makes  these plaques at Mycenae unique is simply that— they are 
unique in the Aegean. Actually, they are exclusive to Mycenae, out of all 
the places in the entire ancient Mediterranean world, for such faience 
plaques with Amenhotep III’s name on them have never been found any-
where  else outside of Egypt. The first fragments at Mycenae  were found 
and published by Greek archaeologists back in the late 1800s and early 
1900s, when they  were thought to be made out of “porcelain,” and Amen-
hotep’s name was not yet clearly recognized or deciphered. More  were dis-
covered over the years, including some by the eminent British archaeolo-
gist Lord William Taylor within the Cult Center at Mycenae. The most 
recent fragment was discovered just a few years ago, discarded deep within 
a well at Mycenae, by UC Berkeley archaeologist Kim Shelton.

None of the fragments have been found in their original context at My-
cenae. In other words, we have no idea how they  were originally used at 
the site. But the mere fact that they are at Mycenae, and nowhere  else in 
the world, indicates that  there is prob ably a special relationship between 
this site and Egypt during the time of Amenhotep III, especially since it is 
at Mycenae that the vase of Amenhotep III was also found, as well as two 
scarabs of his wife Queen Tiyi. Considering that this region was on the 
fringes— the very periphery—of the known and civilized region with 
which Egypt was in contact during this period, the correlation of  these ob-
jects with the names on the Aegean List suggests that something unusual 
in terms of international contact had prob ably taken place during Amen-
hotep III’s reign.

The imported Egyptian and Near Eastern objects found in the Aegean 
form an in ter est ing pattern, perhaps related to the Aegean List. Minoan 
Crete apparently continued to be the principal destination within the Ae-
gean of the trade routes from Egypt and the Near East during at least the 
early part of the  fourteenth  century BC. However, since objects from Egypt, 
Canaan, and Cyprus are found in approximately equal quantities on Crete, 
it may be that goods from Egypt  were no longer the dominant cargo being 
carried by the merchants and traders sailing between Crete and the East-
ern Mediterranean, as had been the case during the previous centuries. If 
Egyptian and Minoan envoys and traders dominated the routes to the Ae-
gean during the  earlier periods, they  were now most likely  either joined, 
or even replaced, by  others from Canaan and Cyprus.

This more complex international situation continued throughout the 
next two centuries, but  there is a shift in the importation of foreign goods 
into the Aegean as early as the end of the  fourteenth  century BC. At the 
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same time that  there is a sudden drop in the number of imports on Crete, 
 there is a large increase on the Greek mainland. If this shift in the magni-
tude of importation— from Crete to mainland Greece—is real, it seems 
pos si ble (although decidedly conjectural) that the decrease and ultimate 
cessation of Orientalia arriving in Crete might be linked to the destruc-
tion of Knossos by 1350 BC, and to a Mycenaean takeover of the trade 
routes to Egypt and the Near East soon thereafter.7

Amenhotep III’s Aegean List possibly rec ords such a situation, for the 
sites listed on the statue base include both Minoan sites on Crete and My-
cenaean sites on the Greek mainland. If an Egyptian embassy had been 
sent to the Aegean during the reign of Amenhotep III, it might have had 
a dual mission: to affirm connections with an old and valued trading part-
ner (the Minoans) and to establish relations with a new rising power (the 
Mycenaeans).8

Fig. 6. Faience plaque of Amenhotep III, found at Mycenae 
(photo graph by E. H. Cline).
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The Amarna Archives

We should prob ably not be surprised at the existence of the Aegean List, 
or the other lists also in the  temple, which together cata log the world as 
known to the Egyptians in the  fourteenth  century BC, for we know from 
other evidence that Amenhotep III recognized the importance of creat-
ing relationships with external powers, particularly with the kings of the 
lands of diplomatic and mercantile importance to Egypt. He concluded 
treaties with many of  these kings, and married several of their  daughters 
to cement  those treaties. We know this from his correspondence with  these 
kings— left to us as an archive inscribed on clay tablets that was first found 
in 1887.

The generally accepted story concerning the discovery of this archive 
is that it was found by a peasant  woman who had been gathering  either 
fuel or soil at the modern site of Tell el- Amarna, which contains the ruins 
of the city once called Akhetaten (meaning “Horizon of the Solar Disk”).9 
Amenhotep III’s heretic son, Amenhotep IV, better known to the world 
as Akhenaten, had built it in the mid- fourteenth  century BC as a new cap-
ital city.

Akhenaten was Amenhotep III’s successor, prob ably serving as coruler 
with his  father for a few years before Amenhotep died in 1353 BC. Soon 
 after assuming sole power, Akhenaten implemented what is now called the 
“Amarna Revolution.” He closed down the  temples belonging to Ra, Amun, 
and other major deities, seized their vast trea suries, and generated for him-
self unrivaled power, as the head of the government, military, and religion. 
He condemned the worship of  every Egyptian deity except Aten, the disk of 
the sun, whom he— and he alone— was allowed to worship directly.

This is sometimes seen as the first attempt at mono the ism, since seem-
ingly only one god was worshipped, but in fact the  matter is quite debat-
able (and has been the subject of numerous scholarly discussions). For the 
ordinary Egyptians,  there  were essentially two gods: Aten and Akhenaten, 
for the  people  were allowed to pray only to Akhenaten; he then prayed to 
Aten on their behalf. Akhenaten may have been a religious heretic, and 
perhaps even a fanatic to a certain degree, but he was also calculating and 
a powermonger rather than a zealot. His religious revolution may actu-
ally have been a shrewd po liti cal and diplomatic move, designed to restore 
the power of the king: power that had slowly been lost to the priests dur-
ing the reigns of previous pha raohs.
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But Akhenaten did not undo every thing that his ancestors had put into 
place. In par tic u lar, he recognized the importance of maintaining inter-
national relationships, especially with the kings of the lands surrounding 
Egypt. Akhenaten carried on his  father’s tradition of diplomatic negotia-
tions and trade partnerships with foreign powers, both high and low, in-
cluding  those with Suppiluliuma I and the Hittites.10 He kept an archive 
of the correspondence with  these kings and governors in his capital city, 
Akhetaten.  These are the so- called Amarna Letters, inscribed on clay tab-
lets, which the peasant  woman accidentally uncovered in 1887.

The archive was originally  housed in the “rec ords office” of the city. It 
is a trea sure trove of correspondence with kings and governors with whom 
both Amenhotep and his son Akhenaten had diplomatic relationships, in-
cluding Cypriot and Hittite rulers, and Babylonian and Assyrian kings. 
 There are also letters to and from the local Canaanite rulers, including 
Abdi- Hepa of Jerusalem and Biridiya of Megiddo. The letters from  these 
local rulers, who  were usually vassals of the Egyptians, are full of requests 
for Egyptian help, but  those sent between the rulers of the  Great Powers 
(Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Mitanni, and the Hittites) are more frequently 
filled with requests and mentions of gifts made on a much higher diplo-
matic level. This Amarna archive, along with that found at Mari from the 
eigh teenth  century BC, is among the first in the history of the world to 
document the substantial and sustained international relations of the 
Bronze Age in Egypt and the Eastern Mediterranean.

The letters  were written in Akkadian, the diplomatic lingua franca of 
the day used in international relations, on nearly four hundred clay tab-
lets. Having been sold on the antiquities market at the time of their dis-
covery, the tablets are now dispersed among museums in  England, Egypt, 
the United States, and Eu rope, including the British Museum in London, 
the Cairo Museum in Egypt, the Louvre in Paris, the Oriental Museum at 
the University of Chicago, the Pushkin Museum in Rus sia, and the Vordera-
siatisches Museum in Berlin (which has almost two- thirds of the tablets).11

Greeting- Gifts and  Family Relations

 These letters, including copies of  those sent to the foreign rulers and re-
plies from  those rulers, provide us with insights into trading and interna-
tional connections in the time of Amenhotep III and Akhenaten during 
the mid- fourteenth  century BC. It is apparent that much of the contact in-
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volved “gift giving” conducted at the very highest levels— from one king 
to another. For instance, one Amarna Letter, sent to Amenhotep III by 
Tushratta, the king of Mitanni in northern Syria who came to the throne 
about 1385 BC, opens with a paragraph containing traditional greetings 
and then goes on to discuss the gifts that he has sent, brought by his 
messengers:

Say to Nibmuareya [Amenhotep III], the king of Egypt, my  brother: Thus 
[says] Tushratta, the king of Mitanni, your  brother. For me, all goes well. 
For you, may all go well. For Kelu- Hepa [your wife], may all go well. For 
your  house hold, for your wives, for your sons, for your magnates [chief 
men], for your warriors, for your  horses, for your chariots, and in your 
country, may all go very well . . .

I herewith send you 1 chariot, 2  horses, 1 male attendant, 1 female at-
tendant, from the booty from the land of Hatti. As the greeting- gift of my 
 brother, I send you 5 chariots, 5 teams of  horses. And as the greeting- gift 
of Kelu- Hepa, my  sister, I send her 1 set of gold toggle- pins, 1 set of gold 
earrings, 1 gold mašu- ring, and a scent container that is full of “sweet oil.”

I herewith send Keliya, my chief minister, and Tunip- ibri. May my 
 brother let them go promptly so they can report back to me promptly, and 
I hear the greeting of my  brother and rejoice. May my  brother seek friend-
ship with me, and may my  brother send his messengers to me that they may 
bring my  brother’s greetings to me and I hear them.12

Another royal letter, from Akhenaten to Burna- Buriash II, the Kassite 
king of Babylon, includes a detailed list of the gifts that he has sent. The 
itemization of the gifts takes up more than three hundred lines of writing 
on the tablet. Included are objects of gold, copper, silver, and bronze, con-
tainers of perfume and sweet oil, finger- rings, foot- bracelets, neck-
laces, thrones, mirrors, linen cloth, stone bowls, and ebony boxes.13 Sim-
ilar detailed letters with comparable long lists of objects, sometimes sent 
as part of a dowry accompanying a  daughter and sometimes just sent 
as gifts, come from other kings, such as Tushratta of Mitanni.14 We should 
also note that the “messengers” referred to in  these, and other, letters 
 were often ministers, essentially sent as ambassadors, but  were fre-
quently also merchants, apparently serving double duty for both them-
selves and the king.

In  these letters, the kings involved often referred to each other as rela-
tives, calling one another “ brother” or “father/son,” even though usually 
they  were not actually related, thereby creating “trade partnerships.” 
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Anthropologists have noted that such efforts to create imaginary  family 
relationships happen most frequently in pre industrial socie ties, specifi-
cally to solve the prob lem of trading when  there are no kinship ties or 
state- supervised markets.15 Thus, a king of Amurru wrote to the neigh-
boring king of Ugarit (both areas  were located in coastal northern Syria): 
“My  brother, look: I and you, we are  brothers. Sons of a single man, we are 
 brothers. Why should we not be on good terms with each other? What-
ever desire you  will write to me, I  will satisfy it; and you  will satisfy my 
desires. We form a unit.”16

It should be emphasized that  these two kings (of Amurru and Ugarit) 
 were not necessarily related at all, even by marriage. Not all  were, and not 
all appreciated this shortcut approach to diplomatic relations. The Hittites 
of Anatolia seem to have been especially prickly in this regard, for one Hit-
tite king wrote to another king: “Why should I write to you in terms of 
brotherhood? Are we sons of the same  mother?”17

It is not always clear what relationship merits use of the term “ brother,” 
as opposed to “ father” and “son,” but it usually seems to indicate equality 
in status or in age, with “father/son” being reserved to show re spect. The 

Fig. 7. Social network of relationships attested in the Amarna Letters  
(created by D. H. Cline).
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Hittite kings, for instance, use “ father” and “son” more frequently in their 
correspondence than do the rulers of any other major Near Eastern power, 
while the Amarna Letters employ almost entirely the term “ brother,” 
 whether for the mighty king of Assyria or the less- powerful king of Cy-
prus. It seems that the Egyptian pha raohs regarded the other Near East-
ern kings, their trade partners, as members of an international brother-
hood, regardless of age or years on the throne.18

In some cases, however, the two kings  were actually related by marriage. 
For instance, in letters from Tushratta of Mitanni to Amenhotep III, Tush-
ratta refers to Amenhotep III’s wife Kelu- Hepa as his  sister, which she 
actually was (his  father had given her in marriage to Amenhotep III). Sim-
ilarly, Tushratta also gave his own  daughter, Tadu- Hepa, to Amenhotep III 
in another arranged marriage, which made Tushratta both brother- in- 
law (“ brother”) and father- in- law (“ father”) to Amenhotep. Thus, one of 
his letters legitimately starts with “Say to . . .  the king of Egypt, my  brother, 
my son- in- law . . .  Thus speaks Tushratta, the king of the land of Mitanni, 
your father- in- law.”19  After Amenhotep III’s death, Akhenaten seems to 
have taken (or inherited) Tadu- Hepu as one of his wives, which gave Tush-
ratta the right to call himself father- in- law to both Amenhotep III and 
Akhenaten in diff er ent Amarna Letters.20

In each case, the royal marriage was arranged to cement relations and 
treaties between the two powers, and specifically between the two indi-
vidual kings. This also therefore gave Tushratta the right to call Amenho-
tep III his “ brother” (though, technically, he was his brother- in- law) and 
to expect better relations with Egypt than he might other wise have had. 
The marriages  were accompanied by elaborate dowries, which are recorded 
in several of the Amarna Letters. For instance, one letter from Tushratta 
to Amenhotep III, which is only partially intact and not entirely legible, 
still lists 241 lines of gifts, of which he himself says: “It is all of  these 
wedding- gifts, of  every sort, that Tushratta, the king of Mitanni, gave to 
Nimmureya [Amenhotep III], the king of Egypt, his  brother and his son- 
in- law. He gave them at the same time that he gave Tadu- Hepa, his  daughter, 
to Egypt and to Nimmureya to be his wife.”21

Amenhotep III seems to have utilized this diplomatic  angle of dynas-
tic marriage to a greater extent than did any other king of his time, for we 
know that he married, and had in his harem, the  daughters of the Kassite 
kings Kurigalzu I and Kadashman- Enlil I of Babylon, Kings Shuttarna II 
and Tushratta of Mitanni, and King Tarkhundaradu of Arzawa (located 
in southwestern Anatolia).22 Each marriage undoubtedly cemented yet 
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another diplomatic treaty and allowed the kings in question to practice 
diplomatic relations as if between  family members.

Some kings attempted to take advantage of the link between dynastic 
marriage and gift giving right away, forgoing the other niceties. For in-
stance, one Amarna Letter, prob ably from the Kassite king Kadashman- 
Enlil of Babylon to Amenhotep III, directly combines the two, when 
Kadashman- Enlil writes:

Moreover, you, my  brother . . .  as to the gold I wrote you about, send me 
what ever is on hand, as much as pos si ble, before your messenger [comes] 
to me, right now, in all haste . . .  If during this summer, during the months 
of Tammuz or Ab, you send the gold I wrote you about, I  will give you my 
 daughter.23

For this cavalier attitude  toward his own  daughter, Amenhotep III ad-
monished Kadashman- Enlil in another letter: “It is a fine  thing that you 
give your  daughters in order to acquire a nugget of gold from your neigh-
bors!”24 And yet, at some point during his reign, the exchange did take 
place, for we know from three other Amarna Letters that Amenhotep III 
did marry a  daughter of Kadashman- Enlil, although we do not know her 
name.25

Gold, Fool’s Gold, and High- Level Trade

Egypt in par tic u lar was sought  after as a trading partner by the kings of 
other countries. This was not only  because Egypt was among the  Great 
Powers of the time, but also  because of the gold that the Egyptians com-
manded, courtesy of the mines in Nubia. More than one king wrote to 
Amenhotep III and Akhenaten, requesting shipments of gold while act-
ing as if it  were nothing out of the ordinary— the refrain “gold is like dust 
in your land,” and similar phrases, are seen again and again in the Am-
arna Letters. In one letter, Tushratta of Mitanni invokes the  family relation-
ship and asks Amenhotep III to “send me much more gold than he [you] 
did to my  father,” for, as he says, “in my  brother’s country, gold is as plen-
tiful as dirt.”26

But it seems that the gold  wasn’t always gold, as the Babylonian kings 
in par tic u lar complained. In one letter sent by Kadashman- Enlil to Amen-
hotep III, he said, “You have sent me as my greeting- gift, the only  thing in 
six years, 30 minas of gold that looked like silver.”27 His successor in Bab-
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ylon, the Kassite king Burna- Buriash II, similarly wrote in one letter to 
Amenhotep III’s successor, Akhenaten: “Certainly my  brother [the king 
of Egypt] did not check the  earlier (shipment of) gold that my  brother sent 
to me. When I put the 40 minas of gold that  were brought to me into a 
kiln, not (even) 10 minas, I swear, appeared.” In another letter, he said: “The 
20 minas of gold that  were brought  here  were not all  there. When they put 
it into the kiln, not 5 minas of gold appeared. The (part) that did appear, 
on cooling off looked like ashes. Was the gold ever identified (as gold)?”28

On the one hand, one might ask why the Babylonian kings  were put-
ting the gold sent by the Egyptian king into a kiln and melting it down. It 
must have been scrap metal sent for its value only rather than nice finished 
pieces being given as gifts, much as  today one sees advertisements on late- 
night tele vi sion urging the viewer to sell old and broken jewelry for cash, 
with the clear implication that it  will be melted down immediately. They 
must have needed it to pay their artisans, architects, and other profession-
als, as indeed some of the letters state.

On the other hand, we also have to ask  whether the Egyptian king knew 
that the shipments he was sending  were not actually gold, and if the ac-
tion was deliberate, or  whether the real gold was swapped out en route by 
unscrupulous merchants and emissaries. Burna- Buriash suspected the lat-
ter in the case of the forty minas of gold mentioned above, or at least of-
fered Akhenaten a diplomatic way out of the uneasy situation, and wrote: 
“The gold that my  brother sends me, my  brother should not turn over to 
the charge of any deputy. My  brother should make a [personal] check [of 
the gold], then my  brother should seal and send it to me. Certainly my 
 brother did not check the  earlier (shipment of) gold that my  brother sent 
to me. It was only a deputy of my  brother who sealed and sent it to me.”29

It also seems that the caravans loaded with gifts and sent between the 
two kings  were frequently robbed en route. Burna- Buriash writes of two 
caravans belonging to Salmu, his messenger (and prob ably diplomatic rep-
resentative), that he knows have been robbed. He even knows whom to 
blame: a man named Biriyawaza was responsible for the first heist, and a 
man supposedly named Pamahu (possibly a place- name mistaken for a 
personal name) perpetrated the second. Burna- Buriash asks when 
Akhenaten is  going to prosecute the latter case, since it is within his juris-
diction, but he received no reply, at least as far as we know.30

Moreover, we should not forget that  these high- level gift exchanges 
 were prob ably the tip of the iceberg of commercial interaction. An anal-
ogous, relatively modern, situation may be the following. In the 1920s, the 
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anthropologist Bronisław Malinowski studied the Trobriand Islanders 
who  were participating in the so- called Kula Ring in the South Pacific. In 
this system, the chiefs of each island exchanged armbands and necklaces 
made of shells, with armbands always traveling one way around the 
ring and necklaces circulating in the other direction. The value of each 
object increased and decreased depending upon its lineage and past his-
tory of owner ship (now referred to by archaeologists as an object’s “biog-
raphy”). Malinowski discovered that while the chiefs  were in the ceremo-
nial centers exchanging armbands and necklaces according to traditional 
pomp and circumstance, the men who served as crew on the canoes that 
transported the chiefs  were busy trading with the locals on the beach for 
food,  water, and other necessary staples of life.31 Such mundane commer-
cial transactions  were the real economic motives under lying the ceremo-
nial gift exchanges of the Trobriand chiefs, but they would never admit to 
that fact.

Similarly, we should not underestimate the importance of the messen-
gers, merchants, and sailors who  were transporting the royal gifts and 
other items across the deserts of the ancient Near East, and prob ably over-
seas to the Aegean as well. It is clear that  there was much contact between 
Egypt, the Near East, and the Aegean during the Late Bronze Age, and 
undoubtedly ideas and innovations  were occasionally transported along 
with the  actual objects. Such transfers of ideas undoubtedly took place not 
only at the upper levels of society, but also at the inns and bars of the ports 
and cities along the trade routes in Greece, Egypt, and the Eastern Mediter-
ranean. Where  else would a sailor or crew member while away the time 
waiting for the wind to shift to the proper quarter or for a diplomatic mis-
sion to conclude its sensitive negotiations, swapping myths, legends, and tall 
tales? Such events may perhaps have contributed to cultural influences 
spreading between Egypt and the rest of the Near East, and even across the 
Aegean. Such an exchange between cultures could possibly explain the sim-
ilarities between the Epic of Gilgamesh and Homer’s  later Iliad and Odyssey, 
and between the Hittite Myth of Kumarbi and Hesiod’s  later Theogony.32

We should also note again that gift exchanges between Near Eastern 
rulers during the Late Bronze Age frequently included physicians, sculp-
tors, masons, and skilled laborers, who  were sent between the vari ous royal 
courts. It is  little won der that  there are certain similarities between archi-
tectural structures in Egypt, Anatolia, Canaan, and even the Aegean, if 
the same architects, sculptors, and stonemasons  were working in each area. 
The recent finds of Aegean- style wall paintings and painted floors at Tell 
ed- Dab‘a in Egypt, mentioned in the previous chapter, as well as at Tel 
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Kabri in Israel, Alalakh in Turkey, and Qatna in Syria, indicate that Aegean 
artisans may have made their way to Egypt and the Near East as early as the 
eigh teenth  century and perhaps as late as the thirteenth  century BC.33

Rise of Alashiya and Assyria

From the Amarna Letters that date specifically to the time of Akhenaten, 
we know that Egypt’s international contacts expanded during his reign to 
include the rising power of Assyria,  under its king Assur- uballit I, who had 
come to the throne in the de cade before Amenhotep III died.  There are 
also eight letters to and from the king of the island of Cyprus, known to 
the Egyptians and  others of the ancient world as Alashiya, which provide 
confirmation of contact with Egypt.34

 These letters sent to and from Cyprus, which prob ably date to the time 
of Akhenaten rather than Amenhotep III, are of  great interest, in part of 
 because of the staggering amount of raw copper mentioned in one of the 
letters. Cyprus was the primary source of copper for most of the major Ae-
gean and Eastern Mediterranean powers during the Late Bronze Age, as 
is made clear by the discussions found in the letters, including that in 
which the king of Alashiya apologizes for sending only five hundred tal-
ents of copper  because of an illness that is ravaging his island.35 It is cur-
rently thought that such raw copper was prob ably shipped in the shape of 
oxhide ingots, such as  those that have been found on the Uluburun ship-
wreck discussed in the next chapter. Each of the oxhide ingots on board 
the ship weighs about sixty pounds, meaning that this one consignment 
mentioned in the Amarna Letter would have consisted of some thirty 
thousand pounds of copper—an amount for which the Cypriot king is 
(ironically?) apol o getic  because it is so small!

As for Assyria,  there are two letters in the Amarna archive from Assur- 
uballit I, who ruled that kingdom from ca. 1365 to 1330 BC. It is not clear 
to which Egyptian pha raoh  these two letters  were addressed, for one sim-
ply begins, “Say to the King of Egypt,” while the name given in the other 
is unclear and the reading is uncertain. Previous translators have suggested 
that they  were prob ably sent to Akhenaten, but at least one scholar pro-
poses that the second one might be addressed to Ay, who came to the 
throne  after the death of Tutankhamen.36 This seems unlikely, given the 
late date for Ay’s accession to the throne (ca. 1325 BC), and, in fact, the 
letters are much more likely to have been sent to Amenhotep III or 
Akhenaten, as  were the vast majority of letters from other rulers.
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The first of  these letters is simply a message of greeting and includes a 
brief list of gifts, such as “a beautiful chariot, 2  horses, [and] 1 date- stone 
of genuine lapis lazuli.”37 The second is longer and contains the by- now- 
standard request for gold, with the usual disclaimer: “Gold in your coun-
try is dirt; one simply gathers it up.” However, it also contains an in ter est-
ing comparison to the king of Hanigalbat, that is, Mitanni, in which the 
new king of Assyria states that he is “the equal of the king of Hanigalbat”—
an obvious reference to his position in the pecking order of the so- called 
 Great Powers of the day, of which Assyria and its king strongly wished to 
be a part.38

It seems that Assur- uballit was not idly boasting, for he was more than 
an equal to the then- current Mitannian king, Shuttarna II. Assur- uballit 
defeated Shuttarna in  battle, prob ably about 1360 BC, and ended the Mi-
tannian domination of Assyria that had begun a  little more than a  century 
 earlier, when the  earlier Mitannian king Saushtatar had stolen the gold and 
silver door from the Assyrian capital and taken it to the Mitannian capi-
tal of Washukanni.

Thus began Assyria’s rise to greatness, primarily at the expense of Mi-
tanni. Assur- uballit quickly became one of the major players in the inter-
national world of realpolitik. He arranged for a royal marriage between 
his  daughter and Burna- Buriash II, the Kassite king of Babylon, only to 
invade the city of Babylon itself some years  later,  after his grand son was 
assassinated in 1333 BC, and place a puppet king named Kurigalzu II on 
the throne.39

Thus, the two last major players of the Late Bronze Age in the ancient 
Near East, Assyria and Cyprus, fi nally appear onstage. We now have a full 
cast of characters: Hittites, Egyptians, Mitannians, Kassites/Babylonians, 
Assyrians, Cypriots, Canaanites, Minoans, and Mycenaeans, all pre sent 
and accounted for. They all interacted, both positively and negatively, dur-
ing the coming centuries, though some, such as Mitanni, vanished from 
the stage long before the  others.

Nefertiti and King Tut

Soon  after his death, the reforms of Akhenaten  were reversed, and an at-
tempt was made to erase his name and his memory from the monuments 
and rec ords of Egypt. The attempt almost succeeded, but through the ef-
forts of archaeologists and epigraphers, we now know a  great deal about 
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Akhenaten’s reign, as well as his capital city of Akhetaten and even his 
royal tomb. We also know about his  family, including his beautiful wife 
Nefertiti, and their  daughters, who are portrayed on a number of inscrip-
tions and monuments.

The well- known bust of Nefertiti was found by Ludwig Borchardt, the 
German excavator of Amarna (Akhetaten), in 1912 and shipped back to 
Germany a few months  later. But it was not unveiled to the public  until 
1924 at the Egyptian Museum of Berlin. The statue is still in Berlin  today, 
despite many requests by the Egyptian government for its return, since it 
reportedly left Egypt  under less than ideal circumstances. The story is told, 
but not confirmed, that the German excavators and the Egyptian govern-
ment had an agreement to split the finds from the excavation equally, with 
the Egyptians getting first choice. The Germans knew this but wanted the 
bust of Nefertiti for themselves. So they reportedly kept the bust uncleaned 
and placed it deliberately at the end of a long line of objects. When the 
Egyptian authorities passed on the filthy- looking head, the Germans 
promptly shipped it to Berlin. When it was fi nally put on display in 1924, 
the Egyptians  were furious.

We also know now about Akhenaten’s son, Tutankhaten, who changed 
his name and ruled using the name by which we know him  today, Tut-
ankhamen, or King Tut. He was not born in Arizona, contrary to what 
Steve Martin once said on Saturday Night Live, nor did he ever move to 
Babylonia.40 He did, however, come to the throne of Egypt at an early age, 
when he was about eight years old— approximately the same age at which 
Thutmose III came to the throne almost 150 years  earlier. Fortunately for 
Tut,  there was no Hatshepsut around to rule on his behalf. Tut therefore 
was able to reign for approximately ten years before his premature death.

The vast majority of the details surrounding Tut’s short life are not im-
mediately relevant to our study of the international world in which he lived. 
However, his death is relevant, in part  because the discovery of his tomb 
in 1922 launched a modern worldwide obsession with ancient Egypt 
(known as Egyptomania) and established him as the most recognized king 
of all  those who ruled during the Late Bronze Age, and  because of the 
strong possibility that it may have been his  widow who wrote to the Hit-
tite king Suppiluliuma I, asking for a husband  after Tut died.

The cause of Tut’s death has been long debated— including the possi-
bility that he might have been murdered by a blow to the back of his head— 
but recent scientific studies, including a CT scan of his skeleton, point to 
a broken leg followed by an infection as the most likely culprit.  Whether 
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he broke his leg by falling off a chariot, as is suspected, may never be proven, 
but it is now clear that he suffered from malaria as well and had congeni-
tal deformations, including a clubfoot. It has also been suggested that he 
may have been born of an incestuous brother- sister relationship.41

Tut was buried in a tomb within the Valley of the Kings. The tomb might 
not have originally been meant for him, as was the case for many of the 
dazzling objects found buried with him, since he died so suddenly and un-
expectedly. It also proved remarkably hard for modern Egyptologists to 
locate, but Howard Car ter fi nally discovered it in 1922.

The Earl of Carnarvon had hired Car ter for the express purpose of find-
ing Tut’s tomb. Carnarvon, like some other members of the British aris-
tocracy, was looking for something to do while wintering in Egypt. Un-
like some of his compatriots, Carnarvon was  under his doctor’s  orders to 
be in Egypt each year, for he had been involved in a car accident in Ger-
many in 1901— having rolled his car while  doing the unheard-of speed of 
twenty miles per hour— and had punctured a lung, leading his doctor to 
fear that he would not survive a winter in  England. So he had to spend 
winters in Egypt and promptly began playing amateur archaeologist, by 
hiring a pet Egyptologist.42

Car ter had been inspector general of monuments of Upper Egypt and 
then held an even more prestigious post at Saqqara. However, he had re-
signed  after refusing to apologize to a group of French tourists who cre-
ated a prob lem at the site in 1905. He was therefore most amenable to being 
hired by Carnarvon, as he was unemployed at the time and was working 
as an artist painting watercolor scenes for the tourists. The two men began 
working together in 1907.43

 After a de cade of successful excavations at a variety of sites, the two men 
 were able to begin work in the Valley of the Kings in 1917. They  were look-
ing specifically for Tut’s tomb, which they knew must be somewhere in 
the valley. Car ter then dug for six seasons, for several months each year, 
 until Carnarvon’s funding, and perhaps interest as well,  were about to run 
out. Car ter pleaded for one last season, offering to pay for it himself, 
 because  there was one place in the valley that he  hadn’t yet excavated. Car-
narvon relented and Car ter returned to the Valley of the Kings, begin-
ning work on November 1, 1922.44 Car ter realized that he had been pitch-
ing his camp in the same place  every season, so now he moved his 
headquarters and dug where the camp had originally been positioned . . .  
and three days  later, a member of his team found the first steps leading 
down into the tomb. As it turned out, one of the reasons why the tomb 
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had lain undiscovered for thousands of years was that the entrance had 
been buried  under dirt tossed by  later diggers creating the nearby tomb of 
Ramses VI, who died almost a  century  after Tut.

Since Car ter had discovered the entrance to the tomb while Carnarvon 
was still in  England, he sent a tele gram immediately and then had to wait 
 until Carnarvon was able to sail to Egypt. He also alerted the media. By 
the time Carnarvon arrived and they  were ready to open the tomb on No-
vember 26, 1922, journalists surrounded them, as photo graphs from that 
day show.

As an opening was chiseled in the door, Car ter was able to peer through 
the hole and into the entrance corridor of the tomb, with the antecham-
ber beyond. Carnarvon tugged on Car ter’s jacket and asked him what he 
saw. Car ter reportedly replied, “I see wonderful  things,” or words to that 
effect, and indeed he  later reported that he could see gold, everywhere the 
glint of gold.45

Undoubtedly, relief was evident in his voice, for during the long wait 
for Carnarvon, Car ter had been plagued by worries that the tomb had been 
looted at least once, if not twice, to judge by the replastering at the tomb’s 
entrance, with the stamps of the necropolis on it. The penalty for tomb rob-
bing in ancient Egypt was death by impalement on a stick stuck in the 
ground, but this does not seem to have fazed many grave robbers.

When Car ter and Carnarvon did eventually get into the tomb, it be-
came clear that it had indeed been robbed, to judge by the messy condi-
tion of the objects in the antechamber, tossed about like goods in a mod-
ern apartment or  house that has been ransacked by burglars, and by the 
golden rings wrapped in a handkerchief and dropped in the entrance cor-
ridor, most likely by the robbers  either in their haste to get out of the tomb 
or as they  were being caught by the necropolis guards. However, the sheer 
quantity of goods remaining in the tomb was astounding—it took Car ter 
and his associates most of the next ten years to completely excavate and 
cata log every thing in the tomb, even though Carnarvon himself died of 
blood poisoning only eight days  after the tomb was opened, thereby giv-
ing rise to the story of the “ mummy’s curse.”

The huge number of burial goods in Tut’s tomb led some Egyptologists 
to won der what might once have been in the tomb of one of the pha raohs 
who had ruled much longer, such as Ramses III or even Amenhotep III, 
but all of  those tombs had been robbed long ago. It is more likely, though, 
that the amazing goods in Tut’s tomb  were unique and may have been the 
result of gifts from the Egyptian priests, who  were grateful  because he had 
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reversed his  father’s reforms and given power back to the priests of Amun 
and  others.  Until another unlooted royal Egyptian tomb is found, how-
ever, we have nothing with which to compare Tut’s tomb.

When Tut died, he left widowed his young queen Ankhsenamen who 
was also his  sister. And this is where we come to the saga of the Hittite 
king Suppiluliuma I and the Zannanza Affair, one of the most unusual dip-
lomatic episodes of the  fourteenth  century BC.

Suppiluliuma and the Zannanza Affair

 After Tudhaliya I/II, the Hittites of Anatolia/Turkey had languished for a 
while  under comparatively weak rulers. Their fortunes began to rise again 
about 1350 BC,  under a new king named Suppiluliuma I, briefly mentioned 
 earlier in relation to Akhenaten’s correspondence and archives.

As a young prince acting on the  orders of his  father, Suppiluliuma I 
had helped the Hittites to regain control of Anatolia.46 The reemergence 
of the Hittites at this time posed a threat to Amenhotep III and his em-
pire, so it is not surprising that the treaties negotiated by Amenhotep III, 
and the dynastic marriages that he arranged,  were initiated with the rul-
ers of virtually all the lands surrounding the Hittite homelands, from 
Ugarit on the coast of north Syria to Babylon in Mesopotamia to the east 
and Arzawa in Anatolia to the west. They  were most likely sought in an 
attempt at first to take advantage of the relative weakness of the Hittites 
during the early part of Suppiluliuma I’s reign, and subsequently, as the 
Hittites began to rise again  under his leadership, to limit the extent of 
their activities.47

We know a lot about Suppiluliuma from the Hittite rec ords, especially 
one set of tablets written by his son and eventual successor, Mursili II, con-
taining what are known as the Plague Prayers. It seems that Suppiluliuma 
died,  after a reign of about thirty years, of a plague that had been brought 
back to the Hittite homelands via Egyptian prisoners of war who had been 
captured during a war fought in northern Syria. The plague ravaged the 
Hittite populace. Many members of the royal  family died, including 
Suppiluliuma.

Mursili saw the deaths, and especially that of his  father, as divine ret-
ribution for a murder that had been committed at the beginning of Sup-
piluliuma’s reign, and for which he had never asked forgiveness from the 
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gods. It was Suppiluliuma’s own  brother who had been murdered: a Hittite 
prince named Tudhaliya the Younger. It is not clear  whether Suppiluliuma 
was directly involved in the murder, but he certainly benefited, for Tud-
haliya had been intended for the Hittite throne instead of Suppiluliuma, 
despite all of the  great military victories that Suppiluliuma had accom-
plished on behalf of his  father. Mursili writes:

But now you, O gods, have eventually taken vengeance on my  father for this 
affair of Tudhaliya the Younger. My  father [died]  because of the blood of 
Tudhaliya, and the princes, the noblemen, the commanders of the thou-
sands, and the officers who went over to my  father, they also died  because 
of that affair. This same affair also came upon the Land of Hatti, and the 
population of the Land of Hatti began to perish  because of this affair.48

We do not know any more details about Suppiluliuma’s power grab, ex-
cept that it obviously worked. However, we are then told about additional 
impor tant events from his reign, courtesy of a lengthy document entitled 
the Deeds of Suppiluliuma, also written by his son and successor, Mursili II. 
The details of Suppiluliuma’s reign could take up an entire book, which 
 will undoubtedly be written at some point.  Here it  will have to suffice to 
say simply that Suppiluliuma was able to bring most of Anatolia back  under 
Hittite control, through almost continual warfare and shrewd diplomacy. 
He also expanded Hittite influence, and the empire’s borders, down into 
northern Syria, where he may have destroyed the city of Alalakh, capital 
city of the kingdom of Mukish. His numerous campaigns to the south and 
east eventually brought him into conflict with the Egyptians, although not 
 until the time of Akhenaten.  These also brought him into conflict with Mi-
tanni, farther to the east, during the reign of its king Tushratta. Suppilu-
liuma eventually defeated and subjugated the kingdom of Mitanni, but 
only  after a number of attempts— including the so- called  Great Syrian 
War, when Suppiluliuma sacked and plundered the Mitanni capital 
Washukanni.49

Among the other towns that Suppiluliuma attacked and destroyed 
within the Mitanni lands was the site of ancient Qatna— modern Tell 
Mishrife— that is  today being excavated by Italian, German, and Syrian 
archaeologists. Tremendous finds have been made just in the past de cade, 
including an unlooted royal tomb, Aegean- style wall paintings with pic-
tures of turtles and dolphins, a piece of clay with the throne name of 
Akhenaten (prob ably used to seal a jar or originally attached to a letter), 
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and dozens of tablets from the royal archive, all located within or 
under neath the palace. In among  these tablets is a letter dating to about 
1340 BC from Hanutti, the commander in chief of the Hittite army  under 
Suppiluliuma, telling King Idanda (previously translated as Idadda) of 
Qatna to prepare for war. The letter was found in the burned remains of 
the king’s palace, evidence that some force, perhaps the Hittites or possi-
bly the Mitannians (as has recently been suggested), had attacked the city 
and been victorious.50

Suppiluliuma was no stranger to diplomacy, for that went hand in hand 
with warfare in  those days. He even seems to have married a Babylonian 
princess, prob ably  after banishing his primary wife (and  mother of his 
sons) overseas to Ahhiyawa for an unnamed transgression.51 He also mar-
ried off one of his  daughters to Shattiwaza, the son of Tushratta, whom he 
placed on the throne of Mitanni as a vassal king  after sending a Hittite 
army with him to win his  father’s throne. However, the most in ter est ing 
marriage linked to Suppiluliuma’s reign is one that never happened. It is 
known  today as the “Zannanza Affair.”

We learn of the Zannanza Affair in the Deeds of Suppiluliuma, as writ-
ten by his son Mursili II, the same son who was responsible for writing 
the Plague Prayers. Apparently a letter was received at the Hittite court one 
day, purportedly from the queen of Egypt. The letter was regarded with 
suspicion  because it contained an offer that had never before been made 
by a ruler of Egypt. It was a request so surprising that Suppiluliuma im-
mediately doubted the letter’s authenticity. It read, simply:

My husband is dead. I have no son. But they say that you have many sons. 
If you would give me one of your sons, he would become my husband. I 
 will never take a servant of mine and make him my husband!52

The Deeds rec ord that the sender of the letter was a  woman named “Da-
hamunzu.” However, this is simply a Hittite word meaning “the wife of 
the king.” In other words, the letter was supposedly from the queen of 
Egypt. But this made no sense,  because Egyptian royalty did not usually 
allow the  women in their  family to marry foreigners. In all of his treaty 
negotiations, for instance, Amenhotep III had never once given away a 
member of his  family in marriage to a foreign ruler, despite being asked 
on more than one occasion to do so. Now, the queen of Egypt was offer-
ing not only to marry Suppiluliuma’s son but to immediately make him 
pha raoh of Egypt. Such an offer was unbelievable, and so Suppiluliuma’s 
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response is understandable. He sent a trusted messenger named Hattusa- 
ziti to Egypt, to ask  whether the queen had indeed sent the letter, and 
 whether she was serious about her offer.

Hattusa- ziti traveled to Egypt, as instructed, and returned not only 
with an additional letter from the queen but also with her special envoy, a 
man named Hani. The letter was written in Akkadian, rather than in 
 either Egyptian or Hittite. It still survives  today in a fragmentary form 
 after its discovery at Hattusa, within the Hittite archives, and reflects the 
queen’s anger at being doubted. As quoted in the Deeds, it reads as 
follows:

Had I a son, would I have written about my own and my country’s shame 
to a foreign land? You did not believe me, and you even spoke thus to me! 
He who was my husband is dead. I have no son! Never  shall I take a servant 
of mine and make him my husband! I have written to no other country. 
Only to you have I written. They say you have many sons; so give me one 
son of yours. To me he  will be husband. In Egypt he  will be king!53

Since Suppiluliuma was still skeptical, the Egyptian envoy Hani spoke 
next, saying:

Oh my Lord! This is our country’s shame! If we had a son of the king at all, 
would we have come to a foreign country and kept asking for a lord for our-
selves? Niphururiya [the Egyptian king] is dead. He has no sons! Our 
Lord’s wife is solitary. We are seeking a son of our Lord [i.e. Suppiluliuma] 
for the kingship in Egypt. And for the  woman, our Lady, we seek him as 
her husband! Furthermore, we went to no other country, only  here did we 
come! Now, oh our Lord, give us a son of yours!54

According to the Deeds, Suppiluliuma was fi nally persuaded by this 
speech and de cided to send one of his sons, named Zannanza, to Egypt. 
He was not risking much, for Zannanza was the fourth of his five sons. 
The older three  were already serving him in vari ous capacities, so he could 
spare Zannanza. If  things went well, his son would become king of Egypt; 
if  things did not go well, he still had four other sons.

As it turned out,  things did not go well.  After several weeks, a messen-
ger arrived and informed Suppiluliuma that the party traveling to Egypt 
had been ambushed en route and Zannanza had been killed.  Those respon-
sible had escaped and had still not been identified. Suppiluliuma was fu-
rious; he had no doubt that the Egyptians  were somehow responsible for 
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this . . .  and had perhaps even lured him into sending his son to his death. 
As the Deeds rec ord,

When my  father [Suppiluliuma] heard of the murder of Zannanza, he began 
to lament for Zannanza, and to the gods he spoke thus: “O Gods! I did no 
evil, yet the  people of Egypt did this to me! They also attacked the frontier 
of my country!”55

It remains an unsolved mystery as to who ambushed and killed Zan-
nanza. It also remains an open question as to who in Egypt would have 
sent the letter to Suppiluliuma, for  there are two potential queens, both 
of whom  were widowed. One was Nefertiti, wife of Akhenaten; the 
other was Ankhsenamen, wife of King Tut. However, given the informa-
tion in the letters— that is, that the queen had no sons— and given the 
chain of events that followed the murder of Zannanza, with the throne 
of Egypt  going to a man named Ay, who married Ankhsenamen despite 
being old enough to be her grand father, the identification of the mysteri-
ous royal letter writer as Ankhsenamen makes the most sense. It is un-
clear  whether Ay had anything to do with the  actual assassination of the 
Hittite prince, but since he had the most to gain, suspicion clearly falls 
upon him.

When Suppiluliuma vowed to enact vengeance for the death of his son, 
he made plans to attack Egyptian territory. Ay warned him not to do so, 
in correspondence that still exists in fragmentary condition, but Suppilu-
liuma declared war anyway and sent the Hittite army into southern Syria, 
where it attacked numerous cities and brought back thousands of prison-
ers, including many Egyptian soldiers.56 Lest anyone won der  whether 
someone would go to war over a single person, one need only look at the 
story of the Trojan War, where the Mycenaeans fought the Trojans for ten 
years, reportedly  because of the kidnapping of the beautiful Helen, to 
which we  shall soon turn. One can also point to the assassination of Arch-
duke Ferdinand in Sarajevo on June 28, 1914, which many see as the flash 
point igniting World War I.

Ironically, as pointed out above and in the Plague Prayers of Mursili, 
the Egyptian prisoners of war who  were brought back by the Hittite army 
are thought to have brought with them a dreadful illness, which spread 
rapidly throughout the Hittite homelands. Soon thereafter, in approxi-
mately 1322 BC, Suppiluliuma died from this plague— perhaps as much a 
victim of Egyptian- Hittite contretemps as was his son Zannanza.
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Hittites and Mycenaeans

One additional note can be made about the Hittites at this time. During 
Suppiluliuma’s reign,  there began for the Hittites a period during which 
they  were one of the  great powers of the ancient world, on a par with the 
Egyptians and exceeding the influence of the Mitannians, Assyrians, Kas-
sites/Babylonians, and Cypriots. They maintained their position through 
a combination of diplomacy, threats, war, and trade. In fact, archaeolo-
gists excavating Hittite sites have found trade goods from most of  those 
other countries (we might call them nation- states in modern parlance). 
Moreover, Hittite goods have been found in virtually all of  those 
countries.

The exception is the area of the Aegean. Hittite objects are close to non-
ex is tent in Bronze Age contexts on mainland Greece, Crete, the Cycladic 
islands, and even Rhodes, despite the latter’s close proximity to Turkey. 
Only a dozen such objects have been discovered, in contrast to hundreds 
of Egyptian, Canaanite, and Cypriot imports that have been found in the 
same contexts in the Aegean. Conversely, almost no Mycenaean or Minoan 
objects  were imported into the Hittite homelands in central Anatolia, de-
spite the fact that imported goods from Cyprus, Assyria, Babylon, and 
Egypt made it through the mountain passes and up onto the central Ana-
tolian plateau. This glaring anomaly in the trade patterns of the ancient 
Mediterranean world is not restricted just to the time of Suppiluliuma and 
the  fourteenth  century BC, but is demonstrable across most of three cen-
turies, from the fifteenth through the thirteenth centuries BC.57

It may simply be that neither side produced objects that the other 
wanted, or that the objects exchanged  were perishable (e.g., olive oil, wine, 
wood, textiles, metals) and have long since disintegrated or been made into 
other objects, but the dearth of trade may also have been deliberate. We 
 will see, in the next chapter, a Hittite diplomatic treaty in which a deliber-
ate economic embargo against the Mycenaeans is spelled out— “no ship of 
the Ahhiyawa may go to him”— and it seems quite likely that we are look-
ing  here at one of the earliest examples in history of such an embargo.

As has been pointed out elsewhere, such a scenario, and a motivation 
for instituting an embargo, is supported by evidence that the Mycenaeans 
actively encouraged anti- Hittite activities in western Anatolia.58 As noted 
at the beginning of this chapter, if Amenhotep III had sent an embassy to 
the Aegean, as recorded on his so- called Aegean List at his mortuary 
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 temple at Kom el- Hetan, in order to help contain the rising power of the 
Hittites, such Egyptian anti- Hittite overtures, particularly  those that ben-
efited Mycenae, may have found an  eager ally in the Aegean.

Alternatively, the hostility and lack of trade between Mycenaeans and 
Hittites might well have been the result of an anti- Hittite treaty signed be-
tween Egypt and the Aegean during the time of Amenhotep III. In short, 
it seems that the politics, trade, and diplomacy of thirty- five hundred years 
ago, especially during the  fourteenth  century BC,  were not all that dissimi-
lar to  those practiced as part and parcel of the globalized economy of our 
world  today, complete with economic embargoes, diplomatic embassies, 
and both gifts and power plays at the highest diplomatic levels.
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Act III

FIGHTING FOR GODS AND COUNTRY:  

THE THIRTEENTH  CENTURY BC

We  don’t know what happened during the final moments of the ship that 
sank off the southwestern coast of Turkey at Uluburun (roughly translated 
as “ Grand Promontory”) sometime around 1300 BC. Did it capsize in a 
 great storm? Did it founder  after striking a submerged object? Did its crew 
intentionally scuttle it to avoid being taken captive by pirates? Archaeolo-
gists do not know, nor are they certain of the vessel’s origination, its final 
destination, or its ports of call, but they did recover its cargo, which sug-
gests that the Bronze Age ship was most likely sailing from the Eastern 
Mediterranean to the Aegean.1

A young Turkish sponge diver discovered the shipwreck in 1982. He 
reported seeing “metal biscuits with ears” lying on the seabed during one 
of the first dives that he ever made. His captain realized that the descrip-
tion fit a Bronze Age copper oxhide ingot (so called  because it looks like 
an outstretched hide cut from a slaughtered ox or cow). Archaeologists 
from the Institute of Nautical Archaeology (INA), at Texas A&M Univer-
sity, had shown him pictures of such objects and told him to keep an eye 
out for them.

The archaeologists searching for such objects  were led by George Bass, 
who had pioneered the field of underwater archaeology in the 1960s while 
still a gradu ate student at the University of Pennsylvania. At that time, 
modern self- contained underwater breathing apparatus (“scuba”) gear was 
a relatively recent development, and Bass’s excavation of a shipwreck at 
Cape Gelidonya off the coast of Turkey marked the first maritime excava-
tion of a Bronze Age wreck ever officially conducted by professional ar-
chaeologists in that region.

Bass’s findings at Cape Gelidonya, in which he concluded that the 
wreck was of a Canaanite ship en route to the Aegean that had sunk in 
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approximately 1200 BC, met with considerable skepticism and debate 
when his official publication of the excavation appeared in 1967.2 Most 
archaeologists had a hard time believing that  there was any trade and 
contact between the Aegean and the Near East that far back in antiquity, 
more than three thousand years ago, let alone that the Canaanites had 
the ability to sail the Mediterranean. Bass had therefore sworn to find and 
excavate another Bronze Age ship at some point during his  career, in 
order to prove that his conclusions about the Cape Gelidonya wreck  were 
plausible. Now his chance had come, in the 1980s, with the wreck at 
Uluburun, which dated to approximately 1300 BC, about a hundred years 
older than the Gelidonya ship.

The Uluburun Ship

Current thinking suggests that the Uluburun ship may have begun its 
journey in  either Egypt or Canaan (perhaps at Abu Hawam in what is now 
modern- day Israel), and made stops at Ugarit in northern Syria and pos-
sibly at a port on Cyprus. It then headed west into the Aegean, following 
the southern coastline of Anatolia (modern Turkey). Along the way, the 
crew of the vessel had taken on board raw glass, storage jars full of barley, 
resin, spices, and perhaps wine, and— most precious of all— nearly a ton 
of raw tin and ten tons of raw copper, which  were to be mixed together to 
form that most wondrous of metals, bronze.

From the ship’s cargo, we are reasonably certain that it was traveling 
westward from the Levant, apparently bound for a port city in the Aegean— 
perhaps one of the two or three on the Greek mainland that served the 
capital center of Mycenae, or maybe one of the other major cities, such as 
Pylos on the mainland or Kommos or even Knossos on Crete. The mere 
fact that  there was another ship sailing from east to west during the Late 
Bronze Age was enough to confirm Bass’s hypotheses and completely alter 
modern scholars’ thoughts about the extent of trade and contacts that took 
place more than three thousand years ago. Three Bronze Age ships have 
now been found, but the wreck at Uluburun is the largest, wealthiest, and 
most completely excavated.

The owner and sponsors of the ship are still unknown. One can specu-
late about diff er ent possibilities to explain the origins of the vessel and the 
location of its final resting place. It may have been a commercial venture, 
sent by Near Eastern or Egyptian merchants, perhaps with the blessing of 
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an Egyptian pha raoh or Canaanite king. Or it may have been sent directly 
by a pha raoh or king, as a greeting- gift from one sovereign to another, as 
was frequently done during the Amarna Age a few de cades  earlier. Per-
haps the ship was sent by the Mycenaeans on a “shopping expedition” to 
the Eastern Mediterranean and sank on the return voyage. The merchants 
on board might have acquired the raw materials and other goods not avail-
able in Greece itself, such as the tin and copper, as well as the ton of tere-
binth resin (from pistachio trees) that could be used in the perfume man-
ufactured at Pylos on mainland Greece and then shipped back to Egypt 
and the Eastern Mediterranean.  There is obviously no shortage of pos si-
ble scenarios. If the Mycenaeans  were the intended recipients, then they 
might have been waiting impatiently for the cargo on the ship, for it con-
tained enough raw metal to outfit an army of three hundred men with 
bronze swords, shields, helmets, and armor, in addition to precious ivory 
and other exotic items. Clearly, when the boat sank that day in approxi-
mately 1300 BC, someone or some kingdom lost a fortune.

R R

The Uluburun ship sank in fairly deep  water— its stern is currently 140 feet 
below the surface, with the rest of the ship at an  angle sloping even far-
ther down, to 170 feet below the surface. Diving to the depth of 140–70 feet 
is dangerous, for it is beyond the limit of safe scuba diving. The INA 
divers  were allowed only two dives per day, twenty minutes each time. 

Fig. 8. Reconstruction of the Uluburun ship (Rosalie Seidler/National  
Geographic Stock; courtesy of the National Geographic Society).
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In addition, at  those depths, increased levels of inhaled gases can cause a 
narcotic effect. Working that deep, Bass said, felt as though they had had 
two martinis before starting—so  every dive and  every movement to be 
made underwater had to be planned out in advance.

Over the course of nearly a dozen seasons, from 1984 to 1994, the team 
dove on the wreck more than twenty- two thousand times without a sin-
gle major injury, testament to their precautions and the fact that their dives 
 were overseen by an ex– Navy SEAL.3 The end result was a plan of the an-
cient wreck and its cargo that is as accurate, down to the millimeter, as 
any made at a land excavation, despite the  great depths at which they  were 
working. The dives also resulted in the retrieval of thousands of objects, 
which are still being studied.

The boat itself was originally about fifty feet long. It was well con-
structed, with planks and keel made from Lebanese cedar and using a 
mortise- and- tenon design for the hull.4 Previously, the earliest- known 
wreck in the Mediterranean to use this mortise- and- tenon technique was 
the Kyrenia wreck found off the coast of Cyprus, dating more than a thou-
sand years  later, to about 300 BC.

The copper ingots, of which  there  were more than 350,  were especially 
difficult to excavate and bring to the surface. During the three thousand 
years that they had lain underwater, stacked herringbone fashion in four 
separate rows, many of them had significantly disintegrated and  were now 
in an extremely fragile state. Eventually, a new type of glue had to be used 
by the archaeological conservators working on Bass’s team: an adhesive 
that could be injected into the remains of an ingot, and which would con-
geal and harden underwater over the course of a year. The glue would even-
tually bond together the disparate parts of a decomposed ingot well 
enough so that it could be hauled to the surface.

But  there was far more on board the ship than just the copper ingots. 
It turned out that the cargo carried in the Uluburun ship consisted of an 
incredible assortment of goods, truly an international manifest. In all, 
products from at least seven diff er ent countries, states, and empires  were 
on board the ship. In addition to its primary cargo of ten tons of Cypriot 
copper, one ton of tin, and a ton of terebinth resin,  there  were also two 
dozen ebony logs from Nubia; almost two hundred ingots of raw glass from 
Mesopotamia, most colored dark blue, but  others of light blue, purple, and 
even a shade of honey/amber; about 140 Canaanite storage jars in two or 
three basic sizes, which contained the terebinth resin, remains of grapes, 
pomegranates, and figs, as well as spices like coriander and sumac; brand- 
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new pottery from Cyprus and Canaan, including oil lamps, bowls, jugs, 
and jars; scarabs from Egypt and cylinder seals from elsewhere in the Near 
East; swords and daggers from Italy and Greece (some of which might have 
belonged to crew members or passengers), including one with an inlaid 
hilt of ebony and ivory; and even a stone scepter- mace from the Balkans. 
 There was also gold jewelry, including pendants, and a gold chalice; duck- 
shaped ivory cosmetic containers; copper, bronze, and tin bowls and other 
vessels; twenty- four stone anchors; fourteen pieces of hippopotamus ivory 
and one elephant tusk; and a six- inch- tall statue of a Canaanite deity made 
of bronze overlaid with gold in places— which, if it was supposed to serve 
as the protective deity for the ship,  didn’t do its job very well.5

The tin prob ably came from the Badakhshan region of Af ghan i stan, one 
of the few places where it was available during the second millennium BC. 
The lapis lazuli on board came from the same area, traveling thousands 
of miles overland before being brought onto the ship. Many of the pieces, 
such as the lapis lazuli cylinder seals,  were tiny and easy to miss during 
the excavations, especially when the huge vacuum tubes  were used to re-
move the sand that covered the remains. The fact that they  were recovered 
at all is a testament to the skill of the underwater archaeologists excavat-
ing the wreck, led first by Bass and then by his chosen successor, Cemal 
Pulak.

One of the smallest objects found on board the ship was also one of the 
most impor tant—an Egyptian scarab made of solid gold. Rare as such an 
object might be, it was made even more unusual by the hieroglyphs in-
scribed upon it, for they spelled out the name of Nefertiti, wife of the her-
etic pha raoh Akhenaten. Her name is written on the scarab as “Nefer- 
neferu- aten”; it is a spelling that Nefertiti used only during the first five 
years of her reign, at a time when her husband may have been at the height 
of his heretical condemnation of  every Egyptian deity except Aten, the disk 
of the sun, whom he— and he alone— was allowed to worship directly.6 The 
archaeologists used the scarab to help date the ship, for it could not have 
been made— and therefore the ship could not have sailed— before 
Akhenaten and Nefertiti came to power about 1350 BC.

The archaeologists  were able to date the sinking of the ship in three 
other ways as well. One method involved radiocarbon dating the short- 
lived twigs and branches that once  were used on the deck of the ship. An-
other involved dendrochronology (counting of tree rings), making use of 
the wooden beams that made up the hull. The third was the well- used My-
cenaean and Minoan pottery that was found on board, which appeared to 
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the specialists to date  toward the end of the  fourteenth  century BC. The 
four in de pen dent dating mechanisms together point to approximately 
1300 BC— the very beginning of the thirteenth  century BC, give or take a 
few years in  either direction—as the year when the ship went down.7

Fragments from a small wooden tablet, originally with ivory hinges, 
 were found on the ship, preserved within a storage jar into which it might 
have floated while the ship was sinking. Reminiscent of Homer’s “tablet 
with baneful signs” (Iliad 6.178), it is older by more than five hundred years 
than similar writing boards that had been found at Nimrud in Iraq. The 
tablet might once have contained a rec ord of the ship’s itinerary, or per-
haps the cargo manifest. However, the wax on which the writing was in-
scribed within the two sides of the tablet vanished long ago, leaving no sign 
of what had been recorded.8 It is therefore still impossible to tell  whether 
the cargo on board was meant as a royal gift, perhaps from the king of 
Egypt to the king at Mycenae, or  whether it belonged to a private merchant, 
selling goods at the principal ports around the Mediterranean. As hypoth-
esized previously, it also could be purchases made on a long- distance 
shopping trip, for the raw materials on board matched what was needed 
by the workmen and craft shops of Mycenaean palaces such as Pylos in 
order to make high- demand concoctions, including perfumes and oils, as 
well as jewelry such as glass necklaces.

We may never know who sent the Uluburun ship on its voyage or where 
it was  going and why, but it is clear that the ship contained a microcosm 
of the international trade and contacts that  were ongoing in the East-
ern Mediterranean, and across the Aegean, during the early thirteenth 
 century BC. Not only  were  there goods from at least seven diff er ent areas, 
but— judging from the personal possessions the archaeologists found in 
the shipwreck— there  were also at least two Mycenaeans on board, even 
though this seems to have been a Canaanite ship. Clearly this ship does 
not belong to a world of isolated civilizations, kingdoms, and fiefdoms, but 
rather to an interconnected world of trade, migration, diplomacy, and, 
alas, war. This  really was the first truly global age.

Sinaranu of Ugarit

About forty years  after the Uluburun ship went down, a text was composed 
that recorded some of the contents of a similar ship, sent by a merchant 
named Sinaranu from Ugarit in northern Syria to the island of Crete. It 
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was actually an official proclamation written on a clay tablet in Akkadian, 
using the cuneiform writing system, which stated that when the ship be-
longing to Sinaranu returned from Crete, he would not have to pay taxes 
to the king. The relevant part of the Sinaranu Text, as it is known, reads as 
follows: “From the pre sent day Ammistamru, son of Niqmepa, King of 
Ugarit, exempts Sinaranu, son of Siginu . . .  His [grain], his beer, his (olive)- 
oil to the palace he  shall not deliver. His ship is exempt when it arrives 
from Crete.”9

We know, from other sources, that Sinaranu was a wealthy Ugaritic 
merchant (the specific term for such a merchant in Akkadian was tamkār), 
who lived and seems to have flourished during the time when Ammis-
tamru II was king of Ugarit. Sinaranu had apparently sent his ship from 
Ugarit to Crete, and back again, in about 1260 BC, according to our most 
recent understanding for the dates when Ammistamru II was king 
(ca. 1260–1235 BC). We do not know the  actual content of the cargo brought 
back from Crete, apart from the seeming likelihood that grain, beer, and 
olive oil  were included. At the very least, this is confirmation that  there 
 were direct mercantile connections between northern Syria and Crete dur-
ing the mid- thirteenth  century BC. We also have the name of someone 
directly involved in international economic and mercantile transactions 
more than thirty- two hundred years ago. It seems quite likely that the Ulu-
burun ship and the one owned by Sinaranu  were not all that diff er ent, 
 either in construction or in the cargo being carried.

We also know that Sinaranu was not alone in sending and receiving 
ships and cargoes during this time period, nor was he the only merchant 
to be granted exemption from the palace on his taxes. Ammistamru II is-
sued a similar proclamation for other entrepreneurs whose ships sailed 
to Egypt, Anatolia, and elsewhere: “From this day forth, Ammistamru, 
son of Niqmepa, King of Ugarit, . . .  [text broken] . . .  Bin- yasuba and 
Bin- ? . . .  and his sons forever, from trips to Egypt and trips to Hatti and 
in Z- land (?), to the palace and to the palace overseer they need not 
make any report.”10

The  Battle of Qadesh and Its Aftermath

At the time that Sinaranu and other merchants  were active, Ugarit was 
 under the control of, and a vassal kingdom to, the Hittites in Anatolia. It 
had been so ever since the time of Suppiluliuma I in the mid- fourteenth 
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 century BC, when a treaty was signed detailing Ugarit’s obligations as a 
Hittite vassal.11 Hittite control had extended as far south as the area of Qa-
desh, farther to the south in Syria, but went no farther. The Egyptians 
prevented Hittite efforts at further expansion. A major  battle between the 
Hittites and the Egyptians was fought at the site of Qadesh in the year 1274 
BC, some fifteen or twenty years before Sinaranu sent his ship to Crete. 
This  battle resonates as one of the  great  battles of antiquity and as one of 
the first instances from the ancient world in which misinformation de-
signed to confuse the  enemy was deliberately employed.

The  Battle of Qadesh was fought between Muwattalli II of Hatti, who 
was attempting to expand the Hittite Empire farther south into Canaan, 
and Ramses II of Egypt, who was determined to keep the border at Qa-
desh, where it had been located for several de cades by that point. Despite 
not having the Hittites’ side of the story, we know virtually  every detail of 
the  battle and its outcome, for the Egyptian version is recorded in two dif-
fer ent ways at five diff er ent  temples in Egypt: the Ramesseum (Ramses II’s 
mortuary  temple near the Valley of the Kings) and the  temples at Karnak, 
Luxor, Abydos, and Abu Simbel. The shorter version, found in associa-
tion with a relief depicting the  battle, is known as the “Report” or “Bulle-
tin.” The longer version is called the “Poem” or “Literary Rec ord.”

We know that the  battle was particularly vicious, and that both sides 
could have won it at one point or another. We also know that it ended in 
a stalemate, and that the dispute between the two powers was eventually 
resolved by the signing of a peace treaty.12

The most dramatic part of the engagement came  after the Hittites sent 
out two men— Shoshu Bedouin, as we are told in the Egyptian account—
to spy on the Egyptian forces, but deliberately in such a way that the men 
 were almost immediately captured by the Egyptians.  Under torture, pre-
sumably, the spies yielded their contrived disinformation (perhaps one of 
the first documented instances in  human history) and told the Egyptians 
that the Hittite forces  were not yet in the vicinity of Qadesh but  were still 
farther to the north, in the area of Amurru in northern Syria. Upon hear-
ing the news, and without attempting to in de pen dently confirm it, Ramses 
II rode at full speed with the first of his four divisions, the Amun division, 
aiming to reach Qadesh ahead of the Hittites.13

In fact, the Hittites  were already at Qadesh, and had gathered their 
troops together into a tight clump just to the north and east of the city, 
hiding in the shadow of the city walls where they could not be seen by the 
Egyptian forces approaching from the south. As the leading regiment of 
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Egyptian troops set up camp just north of the city, Ramses’s men caught 
two more Hittite spies and this time learned the truth, but it was too late. 
The Hittite forces sped clockwise around almost the entire circumference 
of the city walls and charged straight into the second Egyptian division, 
the one known as Re, completely surprising and essentially annihilating 
them. The remnants of the shattered Re division fled to the north, chased 
by the entire Hittite army, and joined Ramses and the men in the Amun 
division at their camp before making a stand.14

The  battle went back and forth between the two sides. We are told that 
at one point the Egyptian army was near defeat and Ramses himself was 
almost killed, but that he had single- handedly saved himself and his men. 
The account inscribed upon the Egyptian  temple walls states:

Then His Majesty started forth at a gallop, and entered into the host of the 
fallen ones of Hatti, being alone by himself and none other with him . . .  
And he found 2,500 chariots hemming him in on his outer side, consisting 
of all the fallen ones of Hatti with the many foreign countries which  were 
with them.

It then switches to the first person, related by the pha raoh himself:

I called to you, My  Father Amun, when I was in the midst of multitudes I 
knew not. . . .  I found Amun come when I called him; he gave me his hand 
and I rejoiced . . .  All that I did came to pass. . . .  I shot on my right and cap-
tured with my left . . .  I found the 2,500 chariots, in whose midst I was, 
sprawling before my  horse. Not one of them found his hand to fight . . .  I 
caused them to plunge into the  water even as crocodiles plunge, fallen upon 
their  faces one upon the other. I killed among them according as I willed.15

Although the account of his single- handed prowess is surely exagger-
ated, for the pha raoh undoubtedly had some help, the numbers involved 
may not be far from the truth, for elsewhere in the inscription the size of 
the Hittite forces is given as 3,500 chariots, 37,000 infantry, and a total of 
47,500 troops in all. Despite the potential exaggeration, it is clear from the 
accompanying images and the outcome of the  battle that Ramses II and 
the first two Egyptian divisions  were able to hold on  until the final two 
Egyptian divisions caught up and routed the Hittite forces.16

In the end, the  battle’s outcome was a stalemate, and the border between 
the two powers remained at Qadesh, not to be moved or challenged again. 
Fifteen years  later, in November/December 1259 BC, at about the same 
time that Sinaranu was sending his ship to Crete from Ugarit, a peace 
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treaty— one of the best preserved and best known from the ancient world— 
was signed by Ramses II and the current Hittite king Hattusili III, for 
Muwattalli II had died just two years  after the  battle. Known as the “Sil-
ver Treaty,” this agreement survives in several copies, since two versions 
 were created, one by the Hittites and one by the Egyptians. The Hittite ver-
sion, originally written in Akkadian and inscribed on a tablet of solid 
silver, was sent to Egypt, where it was translated into Egyptian and cop-
ied onto the walls of the Ramesseum and the  temple of Amun at Karnak. 
Similarly, the Egyptian version was translated into Akkadian and inscribed 
on a tablet of solid silver, then sent to Hattusa. The Hittite version inscribed 
on the walls of the  temples in Egypt begins:

 There came the (three royal envoys of Egypt . . .) together with the first and 
second royal envoys of Hatti, Tili- Teshub, and Ramose, and the envoy of 
Carchemish, Yapusili, bearing the silver tablet which the  Great King of 
Hatti, Hattusili, had caused to be brought to Pha raoh, by the hand of his 
envoy Tili- Teshub and his envoy Ramose, to request peace from the Maj-
esty of the King of Southern and Northern Egypt, Usimare Setepenre, son 
of Re, Ramses II.17

Thirteen years  later, and possibly  after Hattusili had personally visited 
Egypt, Ramses II married a  daughter of Hattusili in a royal wedding cer-
emony, thereby cementing the treaty and their relationship:

Then he (Hattusili) caused his eldest  daughter to be brought, with magnifi-
cent tribute ( going) before her, of gold, silver, and copper in abundance, 
slaves, spans of  horses without limit,  cattle, goats, and sheep by ten- 
thousands— limitless  were the products which they brought to the King of 
Southern and Northern Egypt, Usimare Setepenre, Son of Re, Ramses II, 
given life. Then one came to inform His Majesty, saying: ‘See, the  Great 
Ruler of Hatti has sent his eldest  daughter, with tribute of  every kind . . .  
the Princess of Hatti, together with all the grandees of the Land of Hatti.’18

It was prob ably just as well that the Hittites and Egyptians declared 
peace and ceased to fight each other, for they likely needed to turn their 
attention to two other events that may have taken place in about 1250 BC. 
Although both events may be legendary, and although it has yet to be proven 
that  either actually took place, both still resonate in the modern world 
 today: in Anatolia, the Hittites may have had to contend with the Trojan 
War, while the Egyptians may have had to deal with the Hebrew Exodus. 
Before we discuss each of  these, however, we must set the scene.
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The Trojan War

About the same time as the run-up to the  Battle of Qadesh, the Hittites 
 were also busy on a second front, in western Anatolia, where they  were try-
ing to contain rebellious subjects whose activities  were apparently being 
underwritten by the Mycenaeans. This may be one of the earliest exam-
ples that we have of one government deliberately engaging in activities de-
signed to undermine another (think Ira nian support for Hez bollah in 
Lebanon, thirty- two hundred years  after the  Battle of Qadesh).

It is during the reign of the Hittite king Muwattalli II, in the early-  to 
mid- thirteenth  century BC, that we first learn from texts kept in the state 
archives at the capital city of Hattusa of a renegade Hittite subject named 
Piyamaradu who was attempting to destabilize the situation in the region 
of Miletus in western Anatolia. He had already successfully defeated a vas-
sal king of the Hittites in the same region, a man named Manapa- 
Tarhunta. It is thought that Piyamaradu was prob ably acting on behalf of, 
or in collusion with, the Ahhiyawans (i.e., the Bronze Age Mycenaeans).19

As a side note, whose relevance  will become obvious in a moment, we 
should observe that at this same time, ca. 1280 BC, Muwattalli II also 
signed a mutual defense treaty with someone named Alaksandu, who was 
a king of Wilusa. This region, which was located in northwestern Anato-
lia, came up in our discussion of the Assuwan Rebellion that took place 
nearly two hundred years  earlier. At that time, it was called by an  earlier 
version of its name, Wilusiya. As noted previously, many scholars now be-
lieve Wilusiya/Wilusa to be the Hittite name for Troy and/or the Troad 
region.20

In this pact, Muwattalli writes: “And as I, My Majesty, protected you, 
Alaksandu, in good  will  because of the word of your  father, and came to 
your aid, and killed your  enemy for you,  later in the  future my sons and 
my grand sons  will certainly protect your descendants for you, to the first 
and second generation. If some  enemy arises for you, I  will not abandon 
you, just as I have not now abandoned you. I  will kill your  enemy for you.”21

Piyamaradu’s rebellious activities continued during the reign of the 
next Hittite king, Hattusili III, in the mid- thirteenth  century BC, as we 
know from correspondence called by scholars the “Tawagalawa Letter.” 
The Hittite king sent the letter to an unnamed king of Ahhiyawa, whom 
he addresses as “ Great King” and “ brother,” implying a level of equality 
between the two of them. We have already seen that similar terms  were 
employed when the Egyptian pha raohs Amenhotep III and Akhenaten 
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 were writing to the kings of Babylonia, Mitanni, and Assyria a  century or 
so  earlier. The interpretation of  these texts has provided impor tant insights 
into the status of the Aegean world and Near Eastern affairs at this time.22

The Tawagalawa Letter is concerned with the activities of Piyamaradu, 
who continued to raid Hittite territory in western Anatolia, and who, we 
are now told, had just been granted asylum and traveled by ship to Ah-
hiyawan territory— prob ably an island off the western coast of Anatolia. 
We are also introduced, on what was once the third page/tablet of the let-
ter (the first two are missing), to Tawagalawa himself, who is identified as 
the  brother of the Ahhiyawan king, and who was pre sent in western Ana-
tolia at that moment, recruiting individuals hostile to the Hittites. Intrigu-
ingly, in an indication that relations between the Hittites and the Myce-
naeans had previously been better than they  were at this point, we are told 
that Tawagalawa had  earlier ridden (“mounted the chariot”) with the per-
sonal char i ot eer of the Hittite king himself.23

The letter also refers to a dispute between the Mycenaeans and the Hit-
tites over Wilusa, for it seems that the Hittites and the Mycenaeans had 
once again been at odds over the territory, but that the dispute had been 
settled. The relevant part, in which Hattusili III suggests what the Ahhi-
yawan king should write in a letter (possibly to be sent to Piyamaradu him-
self), reads: “O, my  brother, write to him this one  thing, if nothing ( else): 
‘The King of Hatti has persuaded me about the  matter of the land of Wi-
lusa concerning which he and I  were hostile to one another, and we have 
made peace. Now(?) hostility is not appropriate between us.’ [Send that] 
to him.” A paragraph  later, speaking directly to the Ahhiyawan king again, 
he says, “And concerning the  matter [of Wilusa] about which we  were 
hostile—[ because we have made peace], what then?”24

R R

By now, discerning readers may already sense the pos si ble relevance of 
 these texts to the Trojan War. The tale, as traditionally related by the blind 
Greek poet Homer in the eighth  century BC, and supplemented by both 
the so- called Epic Cycle (fragments of additional epic poems now lost) and 
 later Greek playwrights, in addition to even  later Greek and Roman au-
thors such as Virgil and Quintus Smyrnaeus, is well known. We are told 
that King Priam ruled the city of Troy, which was located in northwest-
ern Anatolia. The city had a second name as well, for it is also called Ilios 
by Homer (hence the name Iliad for one of the epics). In fact, it has long 
been known that Ilios initially was spelled with a digamma at the 
beginning— that is, a W—so that its original name in Greek would have 
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been Wilios. This letter  later dropped out of the Greek alphabet, so that 
Wilios eventually became Ilios, the form by which we know it  today.25

In any event, Priam’s son, whose name was Paris, but who is also called 
Alexander by Homer, sailed from Troy to mainland Greece on a diplomatic 
mission to visit Menelaus, the king of Mycenaean Sparta, for the Trojans 
and the Mycenaeans had been friendly trading partners for some time by 
that point. While  there, he fell in love with Menelaus’s beautiful wife, 
Helen. When Paris returned home, Helen accompanied him— either vol-
untarily, according to the Trojans, or taken by force, according to the 
Greeks. Enraged, Menelaus persuaded his  brother Agamemnon, king of 
Mycenae and the leader of the Greeks, to send an armada of a thousand 
ships and fifty thousand men against Troy to get Helen back. In the end, 
 after a ten- year- long war, the Greeks  were victorious. Troy was sacked, 
most of its inhabitants  were killed, and Helen returned home to Sparta 
with Menelaus.

 There are, of course, a number of unanswered questions. Was  there 
 really a Trojan War? Did Troy even exist? How much truth is  there  behind 
Homer’s story? Did Helen  really have an astonishingly beautiful face that 
could have “launched a thousand ships”? Was the Trojan War  really fought 
 because of one man’s love for a  woman . . .  or was that merely the excuse 
for a war fought for other reasons— perhaps for land or power or glory? 
The ancient Greeks themselves  were not entirely certain when the Trojan 
War had taken place— there are at least thirteen diff er ent guesses as to the 
date made by the ancient Greek writers.26

By the time that Heinrich Schliemann went looking for the site of Troy 
in the mid- nineteenth  century AD, most modern scholars believed that 
the Trojan War was only a legend, and that Troy had never existed. 
Schliemann set out to prove them wrong. To every one’s surprise, he suc-
ceeded. The story has been told many times and therefore  will not be re-
peated in detail  here. Suffice it to say that he found nine cities, one on top 
of another, at the site of Hisarlik (Turkish Hisarlık), which is now accepted 
by most scholars as the location of ancient Troy. However, he was unable 
to determine which of the nine cities had been Priam’s Troy, though he 
initially favored the second city from the bottom (Troy II).27

Since Schliemann’s initial excavations,  there have been several addi-
tional expeditions to Troy, among them  those by his architect, Wilhelm 
Dörpfeld in the 1890s; by Carl Blegen and the University of Cincinnati in the 
1930s; and then by Manfred Korfmann and subsequently Ernst Pernicka 
from Tübingen University from the late 1980s  until recently. It is now being 
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excavated by Rüstem Aslan of Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University in 
Turkey, who believes that he may have found the remains of yet another 
layer,  earlier than any of the  others, which he has labeled “Troy 0,” and 
which would push the history of the site back another six hundred years 
or so, to about 3500 BC.28

Dörpfeld believed that it was not the second city, but rather the sixth— 
Troy VI— that the Mycenaeans had captured and burned to the ground, 
and that it was this event that formed the basis of Homer’s epic tales over 
which the Trojan War had been fought, but that is still a  matter of debate. 
Initially dated to ca. 1250 BC, it was prob ably actually destroyed a bit 
 earlier, about 1300 BC.29 This was a wealthy city, with imported objects 
from Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Cyprus, as well as from Mycenaean Greece. 
It was also what one might call a “contested periphery”— that is, it was lo-
cated both on the periphery of the Mycenaean world and on the periph-
ery of the Hittite Empire— and was thus caught between two of the  great 
powers of the ancient Mediterranean Bronze Age world.

Given all of this, it is especially in ter est ing to consider the vari ous Hit-
tite letters and treaties just mentioned, which indicate one or more hostile 
situations specifically involving Mycenaeans, Hittites, and Wilusa during 
the thirteenth  century BC. It is certainly reasonable to won der  whether 
 there is a link to the  later Greek legends regarding Troy and the Trojan 
War. In fact, it may be more than reasonable, given the similarities between 
“Alaksandu of Wilusa” and a certain “Alexander of (W)Ilios,” as scholars 
began pointing out more than a  century ago.30

However, Blegen, digging several de cades  after Dörpfeld, disagreed with 
his interpretations of the archaeology, and published what he said was in-
disputable evidence for the destruction of Troy VI not by  humans but by 
an earthquake. His argument included positive evidence, such as walls 
knocked out of line and collapsed towers, as well as negative evidence, for 
he found no arrows, no swords, no remnants of warfare.31 In fact, it is now 
clear that the type of damage that Blegen found was similar to that seen at 
many sites in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean, including Mycenae 
and Tiryns on mainland Greece. It is also clear that  these earthquakes did 
not all take place at the exact same time during the Late Bronze Age, as 
 will be seen below.

Blegen thought instead that the following city, Troy VIIA, was a more 
likely candidate for Priam’s Troy. This city was prob ably destroyed 
ca. 1180 BC, and may have been overwhelmed by the Sea  Peoples rather 
than by the Mycenaeans, although this is by no means certain. We  shall 
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leave the story  here for the moment and pick it up again below, when we 
discuss another Hittite text, known as the “Milawata Letter.”

Foreign Contacts and the Greek Mainland in the 
Thirteenth  Century BC

We should note that it is at this time, back at Mycenae on the Greek main-
land, that huge fortification walls, which are still vis i ble,  were erected in 
about 1250 BC.  These  were constructed about the same time as other 
proj ects— perhaps defensive measures— were undertaken, including an 
under ground tunnel leading to a  water source that inhabitants could ac-
cess without leaving the protection of the city.

The famous Lion Gate was constructed at the entrance to the citadel of 
Mycenae in this period, as part of new fortification walls that encircled the 
city.  Were  these simply part of the protective mea sures for the city, or  were 
they built as a demonstration of power and wealth? The fortification walls 
and the Lion Gate  were constructed with huge stones— stones so large that 
they are now referred to as “Cyclopean masonry,” since the  later Greeks 
thought that only the legendary single- eyed Cyclopes, with their brute 
strength, could have been strong enough to maneuver the blocks into 
position.

Intriguingly, similar architecture, including corbel- vaulted galleries and 
secret tunnels to under ground  water systems, is found not only at several 
Mycenaean palatial sites, including Mycenae and Tiryns, but also in some 
Hittite structures, also dating to about the same period. It is a  matter of 
scholarly debate as to which way the influences flowed, but the architec-
tural similarities suggest that the two areas  were in contact and influenced 
each other.32

We know, from finds of Mycenaean pottery in the Eastern Mediterra-
nean dating to the thirteenth  century BC and Egyptian, Cypriot, Canaan-
ite, and other imports found in the Aegean during the same period, that 
the Mycenaeans  were actively trading with Egypt, Cyprus, and other pow-
ers in the ancient Near East during  these years. They had taken over the 
trade routes from the Minoans by this time, and trade actually increased 
during this period, as mentioned above.

In fact, archaeologists excavating at the site of Tiryns, located in the 
Peloponnese region of mainland Greece, have recently documented evi-
dence indicating that  there may have been a specific group of Cypriots 
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living at Tiryns during the late thirteenth  century BC, which agrees well 
with suggestions made previously by other scholars that  there was some 
sort of special commercial relationship between Tiryns and the island of 
Cyprus during this period. In par tic u lar,  there seems to have been some 
sort of metalworking, and perhaps work in ceramics or faience as well, 
being conducted by Cypriots at Tiryns. It was at this time that Mycenaean 
clay transport containers, generally used for shipping wine, olive oil, and 
other commodities,  were marked with Cypro- Minoan signs before they 
 were fired. Even though the language of Cypro- Minoan has yet to be fully 
translated, it seems clear that  these vessels  were being manufactured for a 
specific market in Cyprus.33

Surprisingly, the Linear B tablets found at Pylos and vari ous other My-
cenaean mainland sites do not specifically mention trade or contact with 
the outside world. The closest that they come is including what seem to be 
loanwords from the Near East, where the foreign name apparently came 
with the item.  These include the words for sesame, gold, ivory, and cumin— 
for instance, “sesame” in Linear B is sa- sa- ma, coming from the Ugaritic 
word ššmn, the Akkadian word šammaššammu, and the Hurrian word 
sumisumi. On  these tablets are also terms like ku- pi- ri- jo, which has been 
interpreted as meaning “Cypriot.” This appears at least sixteen times in 
the tablets at Knossos, where it is used to describe spices, but it is used to 
directly modify wool, oil, honey, vases, and unguent ingredients as well. 
It is also used at Pylos as an ethnic adjective to describe individuals as-
sociated with sheepherding, bronze working, and mixed commodities in-
cluding wool, cloth, and alum, which might mean that  there  were ethnic 
Cypriots living at Pylos at the end of the thirteenth  century BC. Similarly, 
a second term, a- ra- si- jo, may also be a reference to Cyprus, as it was known 
in the Eastern Mediterranean, that is, Alashiya: Akkadian a- la- ši- ia, Egyp-
tian ‘irsꜣ, Hittite a- la- ši- ia, and Ugaritic altyy.34

 There is also a series of ethnic names interpreted as West Anatolian, 
primarily female workers, found in the Linear B texts at Pylos. All refer to 
areas located on the western coast of Anatolia, including Miletus, Halikar-
nassus, Knidus, and Lydia (Asia). More than one scholar has suggested 
that  there may also be Trojan  women mentioned on  these Pylos tablets. It 
has been hypothesized that all of  these  women may have been captured 
during Mycenaean raids on the western coast of Anatolia or the neighbor-
ing Dodecanese islands.35

A few debated words also appear in the Linear B texts at both Pylos and 
Knossos, which some have suggested may be Canaanite gentilics (personal 
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names).  These include Pe- ri- ta = “the man from Beirut”; Tu- ri- jo = “the Tyr-
ian (man from Tyre)”; and po- ni- ki- jo = “Phoenician (man or spice).” In 
addition, A- ra- da- jo = “the man from Arad (Arvad)” is also found only in 
the tablets at Knossos.  There are names that seem Egyptian in origin but 
may have come via Canaan, namely, mi- sa- ra- jo = “Egyptian” and a3- ku- 
pi- ti- jo = “Memphite” or “Egyptian.” The former term, mi- sa- ra- jo, appar-
ently comes from the Semitic word for Egypt, Miṣraim, more commonly 
found in Akkadian and Ugaritic documents in Mesopotamia and Canaan. 
The latter term, a3- ku- pi- ti- jo, may also be derived from a Near Eastern 
reference to Egypt, for an Ugaritic name for both Egypt and the city of 
Memphis was Ḥikupta. Strangely enough, the word is found in a Linear B 
tablet at Knossos as the name of an individual who was in charge of a flock 
of eighty sheep at a Cretan site; could he have been known as “the 
Egyptian”?36

All of  these loanwords and names in the Linear B tablets show unam-
biguously that the Aegean world was in contact with Egypt and the Near 
East during the Late Bronze Age. The fact that we do not have any rec ords 
documenting specific data and exchanges may or may not be surprising, 
since we possess only the last year of the archives in each case: the tablets 
that  were caught in the destructions and fired accidentally, for normally 
they would have been erased (by rubbing  water on the surface of the clay) 
and reused each year or as needed. Moreover, we know that the Mycenae-
ans used  these tablets only to rec ord some of the economic activities of 
the palaces. It is conceivable that the “Foreign Office Archive” was  housed 
elsewhere at the vari ous Mycenaean sites, like similar archives at Amarna 
in Egypt and Hattusa in Anatolia.

The Exodus and the Israelite Conquest

For the Trojan War, and the city of Troy, about 1250 BC, we have a pleth-
ora of data, even if it is still inconclusive. However, for the other event that 
is said to have taken place at about this same time, we have much less evi-
dence, and what we have is even more inconclusive. This relates to the Ex-
odus of the Hebrews from Egypt, the tale of which is told in the Hebrew 
Bible.

According to the biblical account, during the reign of an unnamed 
Egyptian pha raoh, Moses led the Israelites out of slavery in Egypt. They 
had been enslaved, so we are told,  after having lived as  free  people in Egypt 
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for several centuries. The book of Exodus says that they had been in Egypt 
for four hundred years following their initial arrival during the lifetime 
of Jacob, one of the biblical patriarchs, prob ably in about the seventeenth 
 century BC. If so, they would have arrived in Egypt during the time of the 
Hyksos and then remained in Egypt during the heyday of the Late Bronze 
Age, including the Amarna period. In 1987, the French Egyptologist Alain 
Zivie discovered the tomb of a man named Aper- El, which is a Semitic 
name, who served as the vizier (the highest appointed official) to Pha raohs 
Amenhotep III and Akhenaten during the  fourteenth  century BC.37

In any event, as the biblical account goes, the Hebrews led by Moses 
left Egypt hastily  after ten plagues visited on the Egyptians by the Hebrew 
God convinced the Egyptian pha raoh that it was not worth keeping this 
minority population in bondage. The Israelites reportedly then embarked 
upon a forty- year journey that eventually led to the land of Canaan and 
freedom. During their wanderings, they are said to have followed a pillar 
of smoke by day and a pillar of fire by night, eating manna from heaven 
upon occasion. While en route to Canaan, they received the Ten Com-
mandments at Mount Sinai and built the Ark of the Covenant in which to 
carry them.

This story of the Exodus has become one of the most famous and en-
during tales from the Hebrew Bible, still celebrated  today in the Jewish 
holiday of Passover. Yet it is also one of the most difficult to substantiate 
by  either ancient texts or archaeological evidence.38

Clues in the biblical stories suggest that if the Exodus did take place, 
it did so during the mid- thirteenth  century BC, for we are told that the 
Hebrews at the time  were busy building the “supply cities” named Pithom 
and Rameses for the pha raoh (Exod. 1:11–14). Archaeological excavations 
at the sites of  these ancient cities indicate that they  were begun by Seti I, 
ca. 1290 BC, who may have been “the Pha raoh who knew not Joseph,” 
and  were completed by Ramses II (ca. 1250 BC), who may be the unnamed 
pha raoh of the Exodus.

Ramses II is well known to modern tourists of Egypt and to aficionados 
of nineteenth- century lit er a ture, for it is his fallen statue at the Ramesseum— 
his mortuary  temple in Egypt near the Valley of the Kings— that prompted 
Percy Bysshe Shelley to write the famous poem “Ozymandias”:

I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. Near them on the sand,
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Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown
And wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command
Tell that its sculptor well  those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on  these lifeless  things,
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed.
And on the pedestal  these words appear:
‘My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings:
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!’
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare,
The lone and level sands stretch far away.

The poem was published in 1818, just five years before Jean- François 
Champollion’s successful decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphics. Shel-
ley had to depend upon Diodorus Siculus (1.47), but the ancient Greek his-
torian had mistranslated Ramses II’s throne name as Ozymandias, rather 
than the correct User- maat-re Setep- en- re.

Unfortunately, identifying Ramses II as the pha raoh of the Exodus— 
which is the identification most frequently found in both scholarly and 
popu lar books— does not work if one also wishes to follow the chronol-
ogy presented by the Bible. The biblical account places the Exodus at ap-
proximately 1450 BC, based upon the statement in 1 Kings (6:1) that the 
event took place some 480 years before Solomon built the  Temple in Jeru-
salem (which is dated to about 970 BC). However, this date of 1450 BC falls 
near the end of the reign of the pha raoh Thutmose III, at a time when Egypt 
was an extremely power ful force in the Near East. As we have seen, Thut-
mose III was in firm control of the land of Canaan, having fought a major 
 battle at the site of Megiddo in 1479 BC. It is extremely unlikely that he 
would have allowed the Israelites to flee from Egypt to that region, or that 
his successors would have allowed them to wander around for forty years 
before settling down, particularly since Egypt retained firm control of the 
region even  after the reign of Thutmose III. Moreover,  there is no evidence 
for Hebrews/Israelites in the land of Canaan during  either the fifteenth or 
the  fourteenth  century BC, which  there should be if the Exodus had taken 
place ca. 1450 BC.

Thus, most secular archaeologists  favor an alternative date of 1250 BC 
for the Exodus, which ignores the biblical chronology but makes more 
sense from an archaeological and historical point of view. It makes more 
sense  because the date falls during the reign of Ramses II, the pha raoh who 
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completed the biblical cities of Pithom and Rameses. It also corresponds 
to the approximate date for the destructions of a number of cities in Ca-
naan by an unknown hand and allows as much as forty years for the Isra-
elites to wander around in the desert before entering and conquering Ca-
naan, as the biblical account describes, and yet still have them arrive in 
time to be mentioned by Pha raoh Merneptah in his “Israel Stele”—an in-
scription that dates to 1207 BC and is generally accepted as the earliest 
mention outside the Bible of an entity known as Israel.39

This inscription, which I have mentioned in passing above, dates to the 
fifth year of Pha raoh Merneptah’s reign. Sir William Matthew Flinders 
Petrie discovered it in February 1896 within Merneptah’s mortuary  temple, 
located near the Valley of the Kings across the Nile River from the mod-
ern town of Luxor. On the stele, Merneptah’s inscription claims that he 
conquered a  people known as “Israel,” located in the region of Canaan. It 
reads specifically:

The kings are prostrate, saying: “Mercy!”
Not one raises his head among the Nine Bows.
Desolation is for Tehenu; Hatti is pacified;
Plundered is the Canaan with  every evil;
Carried off is Ashkelon; seized upon is Gezer;
Yanoam is made as that which does not exist;
Israel is laid waste, his seed is not;
Hurru is become a  widow for Egypt!
All lands together, they are pacified;
Every one who was restless, he has been bound.40

Although numerous sites have been excavated that could potentially be 
related to the Exodus, including the ongoing and recent digs at Hazor in 
Israel and Tell el- Borg in the North Sinai,  there is currently virtually noth-
ing that sheds a specific light on the historicity of the Exodus— all is in-
ference so far.41

On the other hand, what might one expect to find as artifacts of Israel-
ites camped in the desert for forty years more than three thousand years 
ago? If they  were wandering, as opposed to living in permanent structures, 
they would prob ably have used tents with postholes, just as the Bedouin 
of  today do. Consequently, an archaeologist searching for vis i ble remnants 
of the Exodus is prob ably not  going to find the remains of permanent struc-
tures, and any tent peg holes would long since have been obliterated.
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Similarly, numerous efforts to identify the biblical ten plagues that tor-
mented the Egyptians, including frogs, locusts, boils, flies, hail, and the 
killing of the Egyptian firstborn  children, have been  either unsuccessful 
or unconvincing, although this has certainly not been for lack of trying. 
 There is also no evidence to substantiate the biblical account of the part-
ing of the Red (Reed) Sea. Overall, despite innumerable attempts (many 
of which have been featured on cable tele vi sion channels) to propose hy-
potheses that  will account for the phenomena described in the Bible, in-
cluding efforts to link them to the eruption of the Santorini volcano in the 
Aegean, definite proof— whether archaeological, geological, or other— has 
remained elusive.42

One could ask what evidence an archaeologist might hope to find for 
the parting of the sea: the waterlogged remains of the pha raoh’s drowned 
char i ot eers, along with their  horses, chariots, and weapons? Thus far, noth-
ing has come to light, despite occasional claims to the contrary. We can-
not entertain even the claim that the parting of the sea was caused by a 
tsunami (tidal wave) created by the Santorini eruption in the Aegean, since 
the date of the eruption has now been pushed back to at least 1550 and 
more likely 1628 BC, as noted above, while the Exodus is more likely to 
date to 1250 BC, or 1450 BC at the earliest.43 Thus, at least a  century (from 
1550 BC to 1450 BC) and prob ably more like four centuries (from 1628 BC 
to 1250 BC) separate the two, which means that efforts to explain the part-
ing of the Red Sea and the biblical plagues as phenomena related to the 
eruption are just plain wrong.

The book of Joshua in the Hebrew Bible describes in detail the conquest 
of Canaanite cities by the invading Israelites. Based on this account, one 
might have expected to find evidence of  wholesale destruction at the Ca-
naanite sites that have been excavated, such as Megiddo, Hazor, Bethel, 
Ai, and so on. We need to keep in mind, though, the somewhat conflict-
ing account in the book of Judges, which gives a slightly diff er ent (length-
ier and less bloody) picture of the conquest, in which the Israelites and the 
Canaanites lived together in the vari ous cities. The prob lem, as has been 
stressed elsewhere,44 is that  there is very  little archaeological evidence to 
corroborate the Bible’s tales of destruction at the Canaanite cities at this 
time. The sites of Megiddo and Lachish are now thought to have both been 
destroyed more than a  century  later, ca. 1130 BC, as we  shall see below, 
and other sites— such as Jericho— show no evidence of destruction any-
time in the thirteenth or even the twelfth  century BC.
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Only Hazor still remains as a possibility, for the Late Bronze Age pal-
ace (or  temple) on the acropolis was clearly burned and at least part of the 
city was destroyed, as evidenced by fallen wooden roof beams and jars full 
of scorched wheat.  These edifices— built during the heyday of Hazor in the 
 fourteenth  century BC, when it was mentioned in the Egyptian Amarna 
Letters— suffered tremendously during the destruction, as did the city gate, 
which was destroyed “in a ‘fierce and devastating conflagration,’ repre-
sented by heaps of fallen mudbricks and ashes reaching a height of 
1.5  m[eters].” 45 The most recent excavations on the upper tel of the city 
uncovered more of the same: “thick layers of ashes, burnt wooden beams, 
cracked basalt slabs, vitrified mudbricks, fallen walls, and mutilated ba-
salt statues.” 46 In par tic u lar, the remains of public and religious struc-
tures from Stratum 1A in the ceremonial precinct and elsewhere at Hazor 
 were “totally covered and sealed by the thick destruction debris.” 47

The date of this destruction is still debated, however, with the original 
excavator, Yigael Yadin, and Amnon Ben- Tor, one of the current coexca-
vators of the site, both favoring ca. 1230 BC. However, it is pos si ble that 
the destruction took place  later, even into the early twelfth  century BC. 
We  will have to continue waiting for the results of the radiocarbon test-
ing of the storage jars full of wheat found at the site during the summer of 
2012 for a definitive scientific answer.

The identification of the perpetrators is also uncertain. The recent ex-
cavators have made a good case for arguing that it was neither the Egyp-
tians nor the Canaanites, for statues belonging to both cultures  were de-
faced during the destruction, which soldiers of  those armies would not 
have done. The Sea  Peoples have also been excluded as culprits, on the basis 
of a lack of identifying pottery and distance from the sea, although  these 
seem less cogent arguments. Ben- Tor generally agrees with the previous 
excavator Yigael Yadin that the Israelites are the most likely, and logical, 
agents of destruction, while the other codirector, the late Sharon Zucker-
man, believed that  there was a period of decline immediately preceding 
the destruction and suggested that the devastation was perhaps caused by 
an internal rebellion of the city- dwellers themselves,  after which the city 
lay abandoned  until sometime during the eleventh  century BC.48

In summary, although it is clear that Hazor was destroyed in the thir-
teenth or twelfth  century BC, and was abandoned for a  century or more 
 after that, it is not clear exactly when or by whom it was destroyed. Simi-
larly, the question of  whether the Hebrew Exodus from Egypt was an  actual 
event or merely part of myth and legend— which is of interest to many 
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 people around the world— also remains unanswered at the moment. Re-
hashing the available evidence  will not yield a final answer. It may be that 
the question  will be resolved by a  future discovery  either from painstak-
ing archaeological research or by a fortuitous find.

It could also be that one of the alternative explanations of the Exodus 
story is correct.  These alternatives include the possibility that the Israel-
ites took advantage of the havoc caused by the Sea  Peoples in Canaan to 
move in and take control of the region; that the Israelites  were actually part 
of the larger group of Canaanites already living in the land; or that the Is-
raelites had migrated peacefully into the region over the course of centu-
ries. If one of  these alternatives is the correct explanation of how the He-
brews ended up in the land of Canaan, then the Exodus story was prob ably 
made up centuries  later, as several scholars have suggested. In the mean-
time, it  will be best to remain aware of the potential for fraud, for many 
disreputable claims have already been made about events,  people, places, 
and  things connected with the Exodus. Undoubtedly more misinforma-
tion,  whether intentional or not,  will be forthcoming in the  future.49

At the moment, all that we can say for certain is that the archaeologi-
cal evidence, in the form of pottery, architecture, and other aspects of ma-
terial culture, indicates that the Israelites as an identifiable group  were 
pre sent in Canaan certainly by the end of the thirteenth  century BC, and 
that it is their culture, along with that of the Philistines and the Phoeni-
cians, that rises up out of the ashes of the destruction of the Canaanite civi-
lization sometime during the twelfth  century BC. This, in part, is why the 
question of the Exodus is relevant  here, for the Israelites are among the 
groups of  peoples who  will make up a new world order, emerging out of 
the chaos that was the end of the Late Bronze Age.

Hittites, Assyrians, Amurru, and Ahhiyawa

The last kings of the Hittites— especially Tudhaliya IV (1237–1209 BC) and 
Suppiluliuma II (1207– ? BC)— were very active during the last quarter of 
the thirteenth  century, from ca. 1237 BC, even as their world and civiliza-
tion  were showing signs of coming to an end. Tudhaliya ordered that an 
entire pantheon of gods and goddesses be carved into the rock of a 
limestone outcrop at Yazilikaya (“Inscribed Rock”), along with a repre-
sen ta tion of himself, just a kilo meter or so from the Hittite capital city 
of Hattusa.
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At this time, the Hittites  were at war with the Assyrians in Mesopota-
mia. We have already met the Assyrians in an  earlier chapter, in a discus-
sion of Assur- uballit I, who ruled over Assyria at the time of the Amarna 
pha raohs, and who had sacked Babylon  after a marriage alliance between 
the two powers went awry.50 The Assyrians,  after a brief period of relative 
dormancy following the reign of Assur- uballit, had become resurgent 
 under their king, Adad- nirari I (1307–1275 BC).  Under his leadership and 
that of his successors, the Assyrians emerged as a major power in the Near 
East at the beginning of the thirteenth  century.

Among his other accomplishments, Adad- nirari I fought against the 
Mitannians, capturing Washukanni and other cities. He placed a client 
king on their throne and extended the Assyrian Empire sufficiently far to 
the west that it now bordered the Hittite homeland and almost reached to 
the Mediterranean Sea. This may not have been as difficult as it sounds, 
however, since the Hittites  under Suppiluliuma I had already inflicted a 
crushing defeat upon the Mitannians several de cades  earlier.51

Following the reign of Shalmaneser I (1275–1245 BC), who continued 
many of the policies of Adad- nirari and may fi nally have brought the Mi-
tannian kingdom to an end,52 one of the greatest of Assyria’s “warrior 
kings,” Tukulti- Ninurta I, who ruled ca. 1244–1208 BC, stepped onto the 
world stage. He followed in the footsteps of Adad- nirari but was perhaps 
also emulating his pre de ces sor of the previous  century, Assur- uballit, when 
he de cided to attack Babylon. However, Tukulti- Ninurta I surpassed Assur- 
uballit’s achievements: not only did he defeat the Kassite Babylonian king 
Kashtiliashu IV in  battle and bring him to Assur in chains; he also took 
over their kingdom by ca. 1225 BC, ruling as king himself before install-
ing a puppet king to govern on his behalf. But this was not a particularly 
successful move, since the puppet king, Enlil- nadin- shumi, was almost im-
mediately attacked and overthrown by an Elamite army marching from 
their eastern homelands on the Ira nian plateau, in what is now southwest-
ern Iran. It would not be the only time that this happened, for we  shall 
encounter the Elamites again soon.53

In addition to his other achievements, Tukulti- Ninurta I, the Assyrian 
warrior king, also defeated the Hittites  under Tudhaliya IV, thus dramat-
ically changing the balance of power in the ancient Near East. It has even 
been suggested that he became so power ful that he sent a mina (a Near 
Eastern unit of weight, prob ably the equivalent of a  little more than a mod-
ern American pound) of lapis lazuli as a gift to the Mycenaean king in 
Boeotian Thebes on mainland Greece, all the way across the Aegean.54
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Consequently, by the time of the first Sea  Peoples attack on the Eastern 
Mediterranean in 1207 BC, just one year  after Tukulti- Ninurta was assas-
sinated by one of his own sons, Assyria had been one of the major players 
on the international scene in the ancient Near East for nearly two hun-
dred years. It was a kingdom linked by marriage, politics, war, and 
trade over the centuries with the Egyptians, Babylonians, Hittites, and 
Mitanni. It was, without question, one of the  Great Powers during the 
Late Bronze Age.

During the reign of the Assyrian king Tukulti- Ninurta, the Hittites 
 were faced with an obvious and serious threat to their empire and  were 
intent on stopping anyone attempting to move inland from the coast to 
Assyrian lands in the east. One strategy involved a treaty signed in approx-
imately 1225 BC between Tudhaliya IV, king of the Hittites, and Shaush-
gamuwa, his brother- in- law by marriage. Shaushgamuwa was the king of 
Amurru, who controlled the coastal regions of northern Syria that pro-
vided potential access to the Assyrian lands. In the treaty, the homage with 
which we are now familiar is invoked: the  enemy of my friend is also my 
 enemy; the friend of my friend is also my friend. Thus, Tudhaliya IV (who 
refers to himself in the third person as “My Majesty”) declared to 
Shaushgamuwa:

If the King of Egypt is the friend of My Majesty, he  shall be your friend. 
But if he is the  enemy of My Majesty, he  shall be your  enemy. And if the 
King of Babylonia is the friend of My Majesty, he  shall be your friend. But 
if he is the  enemy of My Majesty, he  shall be your  enemy. Since the King of 
Assyria is the  enemy of My Majesty, he  shall likewise be your  enemy. Your 
merchant  shall not go to Assyria, and you  shall not allow his merchant into 
your land. He  shall not pass through your land. But if he should come into 
your land, seize him and send him off to My Majesty. [Let] this  matter [be 
placed]  under [oath] (for you).55

In our study of the ancient world,  there are two items of special in-
terest in this mutual- appreciation treaty. The first is that Tudhaliya IV 
says to Shaushgamuwa: “[You  shall not allow(?)] any ship [of] Ahhiyawa 
to go to him (that is, the King of Assyria).”56 This is thought by many 
scholars to be a reference to an embargo: the one mentioned at the end of 
the previous chapter. If so, although the embargo is usually thought to 
be a fairly modern concept, it seems that one may have been put in 
place by the Hittites against the Assyrians more than three thousand 
years ago.57
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The second is the fact that, a few lines  earlier, Tudhaliya IV had writ-
ten, “And the Kings who are my equals in rank are the King of Egypt, the 
King of Babylonia, the King of Assyria, and the King of Ahhiyawa.”58 The 
strikethrough of the words “King of Ahhiyawa” is not a misprint in this 
book; it is a strikethrough found on the clay tablet of Tudhaliya IV. In other 
words, we have  here a rough draft of the treaty, in which items could still 
be deleted, added, or edited. More importantly, we are in possession of an 
item that indicates that the king of Ahhiyawa was no longer considered to 
be equal in rank to the other major powers of the Late Bronze Age world: 
the kings of Egypt, Babylonia, and Assyria, and of the Hittites.

It is reasonable to ask what had happened in the Aegean, or on the west-
ern coast of Anatolia, to cause this state of affairs. It must have been a 
fairly recent occurrence, for recall that in the reign of Hattusili III, Tud-
haliya IV’s  father, the king of Ahhiyawa had been referred to as a “ Great 
King” and as a “ brother” by the Hittite ruler. Perhaps a clue can be found 
in one of the Ahhiyawa texts, known as the “Milawata Letter.” The letter 
was sent by a Hittite king, most likely Tudhaliya IV, to someone named 
Tarkasnawa, who ruled over a kingdom called Mira in western Anatolia. 
The letter makes clear that the city of Milawata (Miletus) and its surround-
ing territory on the western coast of Anatolia, which had once been the 
main footprint of the Mycenaeans in the area, no longer belonged to the 
Ahhiyawan king but was now  under Hittite control.59 This may have meant 
that the king of Ahhiyawa was no longer a  Great King in the eyes of the 
Hittite king. However, we should consider the possibility that the Hittite 
king’s “demotion” of the Mycenaean ruler may have been the result of some 
event of even greater magnitude, perhaps something that had happened 
back in the Aegean— that is, on the Greek mainland—as we  shall see in 
the next chapter.

However, it is also of interest to note that this same text, the “Milawata 
Letter,” once again brings up the topic of Wilusa.  Here the Hittite king 
notes specifically that Walmu, the king of Wilusa, had been overthrown 
and driven from his land. Although the precise  enemy who had done this 
is not named, it is clear that Walmu was now physically in the hands of 
Tarkasnawa, for the Hittite king says: “Turn Walmu over to me, my son, 
so that I may reinstate him in kingship in the land of Wilusa. [He  shall] 
now be King of the land of Wilusa, as he was formerly. He  shall now be 
our military vassal, as he was formerly.” It is quite pos si ble that the  earlier 
mutual- defense treaty signed between Muwattalli II and Alaksandu of 
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Wilusa, and pledging assistance down through the second generation of 
their successors, may have come into play  here.60

Given the timing of this letter, and if Wilusa is Troy, as many now be-
lieve, it is also perhaps pos si ble that this is additional confirmation, from 
the Hittite point of view, that something akin to the Trojan War may well 
have taken place— a war during which the king of Troy (Wilusa) was de-
posed. It  will also be relevant to mention that this brings us to a total of 
four wars, or hostile actions, that took place in the region of Troy and  were 
recorded in Hittite texts, beginning with the Assuwa Rebellion in the late 
fifteenth  century through to  these conflicts in the late thirteenth  century 
BC. It may be that the question we should be asking is not  whether the 
Trojan War took place, but which of  these four could be the one  later com-
memorated by Homer and his fellow epic poets.61

The Hittite Invasion of Cyprus

In the meantime, while all of this was  going on, Tudhaliya IV de cided to 
attack the island of Cyprus. The island had been a major source of copper 
throughout the second millennium BC, and it is pos si ble that the Hittites 
de cided to try to control this precious metal, so essential to the creation 
of bronze. However, we are not certain about his motivation for attacking 
Cyprus. It may instead have had something to do with the pos si ble appear-
ance of the Sea  Peoples in the area or with the drought that is thought to 
have occurred in the Eastern Mediterranean at this time, as indicated by 
new scientific discoveries as well as long- known texts that mention an 
emergency shipment of grain sent from Ugarit in north Syria to the port 
city of Ura in Cilicia (located in southeastern Turkey).62

An inscription, originally written on a statue of Tudhaliya but then re-
copied onto a tablet from the time of Tudhaliya’s son Suppiluliuma II, 
reads: “I seized the king of Alashiya with his wives, his  children, . . .  All 
the goods, including silver and gold, and all the captured  people I removed 
and brought home to Hattusa. I enslaved the country of Alashiya, and 
made it tributary on the spot.” 63 Suppiluliuma II not only recopied Tud-
haliya IV’s inscription but also conquered Cyprus himself for good mea-
sure. The inscription regarding his own military takeover of Cyprus 
reads: “I, Suppiluliuma,  Great King, quickly [embarked upon] the sea. 
The ships of Alashiya met me in  battle at sea three times. I eliminated 
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them. I captured the ships and set them afire at sea. When I reached dry 
land once more, then the  enemy from the land of Alashiya came against 
me [for  battle] in droves. I [fought against] them.” 64

Clearly, Suppiluliuma was successful in his naval attacks and perhaps 
in the invasion of Cyprus, but it is unclear why he had to fight and invade 
the island again,  after Tudhaliya IV had already captured it. His attempt 
might simply have been to gain (or regain) control of the sources of cop-
per or of the international trade routes in increasingly tumultuous times. 
But we may never know. It is also unclear where the final land  battle was 
fought; scholars have suggested both Cyprus and the coast of Anatolia as 
possibilities.

Upon assuming the throne following the death of his  father, Suppilu-
liuma II had taken the name of his famous fourteenth- century BC pre de-
ces sor Suppiluliuma I (though the new king’s name was actually spelled 
slightly differently: Suppiluliama rather than Suppiluliuma). Perhaps he 
hoped to emulate some of his pre de ces sor’s successes. Instead, he ended 
up presiding over the collapse of the Hittite Empire. In the course of  doing 
so, he and the Hittite army, in addition to invading Cyprus, campaigned 
in western Anatolia once more. One scholar notes that many of the docu-
ments dated to the time of Suppiluliuma II “point to a growing instability 
within the Hittite capital and a growing sense of mistrust,” though per-
haps “unease” would be a better word to use, given what was soon to 
come.65

The Point Iria and Cape Gelidonya Shipwrecks

Another wreck of an ancient sailing vessel, this time presumed to have 
been from Cyprus, based on the pottery that it carried as cargo, was exca-
vated in 1993 and 1994 by maritime archaeologists off the Argolid coast 
of mainland Greece, not far from the site of Mycenae. Known as the Point 
Iria shipwreck, it is dated to approximately 1200 BC and may be evidence 
that trade between Cyprus and Mycenaean Greece was still ongoing at that 
time, despite Hittite incursions in Cyprus.66

At approximately this same time, yet another ship sank off the coast of 
Anatolia, not far from where the Uluburun ship had gone down about a 
 century  earlier: the Cape Gelidonya shipwreck, named  after the location 
of its watery grave off the southwestern coast of what is now modern Tur-
key. As noted  earlier, this is the shipwreck with which George Bass began 
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his  career, and the field of underwater archaeology, in the 1960s. Bass had 
concluded that the wreck was of a Canaanite ship en route to the Aegean 
that had sunk in approximately 1200 BC.67

Bass has gone back to the site a few times over the years, in order to 
explore the remains using new equipment that has become available as the 
result of dramatic improvements in the technology of underwater explo-
ration during the past half  century. He has found more objects that con-
tinue to support his original idea that the ship was prob ably traveling from 
the Near East, but, intriguingly, the new finds indicate that it is actually 
prob ably Cypriot in origin rather than Canaanite, according to new anal-
yses done of the ship’s anchor and some of the ceramics on board.68

Regardless of its exact origin in the Eastern Mediterranean, the Cape 
Gelidonya ship and its cargo are of considerable importance, though ad-
mittedly they are not nearly as impressive as the Uluburun shipwreck. The 
smaller vessel has usually been described as having “tramped” from port 
to port, exchanging items on a minor scale, rather than sailing on a direct 
commercial or diplomatic mission.69 Still, it is one more piece of evidence 
that international trade was ongoing at the end of the thirteenth  century 
BC, even when  things  were beginning to fall apart in the Eastern Medi-
terranean and the Aegean regions.

And, in 2018, yet another Bronze Age shipwreck was discovered, in the 
same general vicinity as the Cape Gelidonya and Uluburun wrecks. It is 
known as the Kumluca shipwreck and seems to be several centuries  earlier 
than the  others we are discussing  here. Preliminary reports, based on the 
shapes of the copper ingots that have been retrieved so far, indicate that 
the ship prob ably went down sometime during the sixteenth to fifteenth 
centuries BC.70 It thus prob ably represents international connections near 
the beginning rather than the end of the Late Bronze Age, but we  shall have 
to await the continuation of the wreck’s excavation for confirmation of this 
hypothesis.



R R C H A P T E R  F O U R

Act IV

THE END OF AN ERA:  

THE TWELFTH  CENTURY BC

This is the moment for which we have been waiting: the climax of the 
play and the dramatic beginning of the end to three hundred and more 
years of the globalized economy that had been the hallmark of the Late 
Bronze Age in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean. The twelfth  century 
BC, as we  will see in this final act, is marked more by tales of woe and de-
struction than by stories of trade and international relations, although we 
can begin on the high note of the latter.

The Discovery of Ugarit and Minet el- Beida

Chance is said to  favor the prepared spirit, but in some cases even the 
unprepared spirit is so favored. For it was an accidental discovery by a 
peasant, presumably untutored in the ways of archaeology, that led to 
the discovery of the city and kingdom of Ugarit, located on the coast of 
north Syria. In 1929, the reported finding of a tomb at Minet el- Beida 
Bay brought French archaeologists to the area. Excavations quickly re-
vealed the ruins of a port city, now referred to simply as Minet el- 
Beida. Eight hundred meters farther inland, within a modern mound 
called Ras Shamra, the capital city of Ugarit was brought to light soon 
afterward.1

Both Ugarit and Minet el- Beida have been  under almost continuous 
French excavation ever since, first by Claude Schaeffer from 1929 onward 
and then from 1978 to 1998 by Marguerite Yon. Since 1999, a joint Franco- 
Syrian team has conducted the excavations.  These, all together, have re-
vealed the remnants of a functioning, busy, and prosperous commercial 
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city and port, which  were suddenly destroyed and abandoned soon  after 
the beginning of the twelfth  century BC. Within the ruins, products from 
all over the Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean have been found; a ware-
house in Minet el- Beida, for example, still held eighty Canaanite storage 
jars. Unfortunately,  these  were found in the 1930s, so rigorous scientific 
analyses of the contents  were not conducted.2

Within the private  houses and the royal palace at Ugarit, a number of 
impor tant archives have been recovered since the 1950s, documenting the 
economic activities of several merchants, as well as of Ugarit’s royal  family. 
The letters and other items in  these archives  were written on clay tablets, 
as was usual in the Bronze Age, but in this case tablets  were found inscribed 
with diff er ent languages: sometimes Akkadian, sometimes Hittite, some-
times Egyptian, and sometimes other less widely used languages, such as 
Hurrian.

Additionally,  there was one other language that scholars had never 
previously seen. It was deciphered fairly rapidly and is now called Uga-
ritic. It used one of the earliest alphabetic scripts yet known— except that 
 there  were actually two alphabetic scripts in the texts, one with twenty- 
two signs like the Phoenician alphabet and the other with an additional 
eight signs.3

 These Ugaritic texts, of which  there is now such a large corpus that they 
have spawned a cottage industry of modern scholarship known as Uga-
ritic studies, include not only the archives and correspondence of the mer-
chants and the king, but also examples of lit er a ture, my thol ogy, history, 
religion, and other ele ments belonging to a thriving civilization aware of 
its own legacy. The result is that we can reconstruct the city of Ugarit from 
its ruins and can reconstitute as well, from its texts, the daily life and be-
lief systems of its inhabitants. For example, it is clear that they worshipped 
a pantheon of deities, among whom El and Baal figured prominently. And 
we know the names of their kings, from Ammistamru I and Niqmaddu II, 
whose letters to Amenhotep III and Akhenaten are in the Amarna ar-
chive in Egypt, to the very last king, Ammurapi, who ruled in the first de-
cade of the twelfth  century BC. We also know that the kings of Ugarit 
married princesses from the neighboring polity of Amurru, and prob ably 
also from the larger kingdom of the Hittites, in dynastic marriages com-
plete with dowries that  were quite literally fit for a king, though at least 
one of  these marriages ended in a  bitter divorce that dragged on in the 
courts for years.4
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Economic and Commercial Connections of  
Ugarit and Its Merchants

The citizens and kings of Ugarit carried on lively trade relations through-
out the lifetime of the city. It was clearly an international entrepôt, with 
ships from many areas arriving in the harbor of Minet el- Beida. It may 
have owed allegiance to Egypt during the first half of the  fourteenth 
 century BC, but was definitely a vassal of the Hittites from the second half 
of that  century onward,  after Suppiluliuma conquered the area, ca. 1350–
1340 BC. Texts at the site, found in the vari ous archives, most of which 
date to the last half  century of the city’s existence, document connections 
between Ugarit and numerous other polities both large and small, in-
cluding Egypt, Cyprus, Assyria, the Hittites, Carchemish, Tyre, Beirut, 
Amurru, and Mari. Most recently, the Aegean has been added to this list 
as well.5

The tablets also specifically mention the exportation from Ugarit of per-
ishable goods, including dyed wool, linen garments, oil, lead, copper, and 
bronze objects, especially to the Assyrians, located far to the east in Mes-
opotamia, as well as extensive trade connections with Beirut, Tyre, and 
Sidon on the Levantine coast. Objects imported from the Aegean, Egypt, 
Cyprus, and Mesopotamia have been found at Ugarit itself, including My-
cenaean vessels, a bronze sword inscribed with the name of the Egyptian 
pha raoh Merneptah, hundreds of fragments of alabaster jars, and other 
luxury items.  These, and other more mundane goods, such as wine, olive 
oil, and wheat, reached Ugarit through the efforts of merchants like Sina-
ranu, whom we met  earlier in  these pages, whose ship went to Crete and 
back during the mid- fourteenth  century BC. We know that the Ugaritians 
 were sufficiently well- off financially to send the Hittites tribute each 
year, consisting of five hundred shekels of gold, dyed wool, and garments, 
in addition to gold and silver cups for the Hittite king, queen, and high 
officials.6

We now know of other Ugaritic merchants who  were active  later—at 
the time of the destruction of Ugarit at the beginning of the twelfth 
 century— thanks to additional tablets, many of which have been found in 
recent de cades within their  houses, and some of which have changed our 
understanding of the city’s probable end.7 One such  house is known as the 
“House of Yabninu,” located near the southern part of the royal palace. 
The  house itself has still not been completely excavated, but is already 
known to have covered at least one thousand square meters, so Yabninu 
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must have been a reasonably successful merchant. The sixty or more tab-
lets that  were discovered within the ruins of this  house are thought to have 
originally been kept on the second floor, and include documents written 
in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and the as- yet- undeciphered language known as 
Cypro- Minoan, chiefly used on the island of Cyprus but also found in-
scribed on vessels at Tiryns on the Greek mainland. The texts written on 
the tablets, as well as the imported objects found within the  house, docu-
ment that Yabninu’s mercantile activities included connections with Cy-
prus, the Levantine coast farther to the south, Egypt, and the Aegean.8

Another set of tablets was found within the so- called House of Rapanu, 
which was excavated in 1956 and 1958. The tablets, more than two hun-
dred of them,  were quickly studied and then published a de cade  later, in 
1968. They indicate that Rapanu was a scribe and high- ranking adviser to 
the kings of Ugarit, from Ammistamru II onward. Rapanu was apparently 
involved in some sensitive negotiations at the highest levels, as the con-
tents of the archive indicate. The texts include a number of letters exchanged 
between the king of Ugarit and the king of Cyprus (Alashiya), written at 
a time when invaders threatened both.  There are also letters exchanged 
with the king of nearby Carchemish and with the more- distant Egyptian 
pha raoh; the latter set are concerned with some sort of incident involving 
Canaanites on the Levantine coast.9

One of the letters deals with trade in oil between Ugarit and Cyprus. It 
is from Niqmaddu III, the penultimate king of Ugarit, and was sent to the 
king of Alashiya, whom he calls his “ father,” referring to himself as “your 
son.”10  Unless the Ugaritic king had married a Cypriot princess, which is 
not out of the question, it seems that the use of the word “ father” follows 
the general terminology of the time in attempting to establish a familial 
relationship, while at the same time acknowledging  either the superiority 
or the relative age of the king of Cyprus over the king of Ugarit. Another 
of the letters in this  house has already been mentioned: the one describ-
ing the coming of  enemy ships to Ugarit, which Schaeffer thought had been 
found in a kiln, being baked before its dispatch to the king of Cyprus. We 
 will discuss this text further below.

Some of the most recently discovered tablets are  those in the so- called 
House of Urtenu. This residence was initially uncovered by accident in the 
southern part of the site during the construction of a modern military bun-
ker in 1973. The archaeologists  were allowed to dig through the spoil 
heap created by the digging of the bunker, which incidentally destroyed 
the center of the  house. They found a number of inscribed clay tablets, all 
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of which have been published. Additional tablets  were subsequently found 
during excavations from 1986–1992 and 1994–2002. Many of  these have 
now also been published, including a number in 2016,  after the first edi-
tion of this book appeared (they have been considered and included in the 
updated discussions below).

Overall,  there are more than 500 tablets in this archive—134  were found 
in 1994 alone— with some texts written in Ugaritic but the majority in Ak-
kadian. The correspondence includes letters from the kings of Egypt, Cy-
prus, Hatti, Assyria, Carchemish, Sidon, Beirut, and possibly Tyre.11 One 
of the oldest was apparently sent by a king of Assyria, prob ably Tukulti- 
Ninurta I, to a king of Ugarit, perhaps Ammistamru II or Ibirana, and con-
cerns the  battle in which Tukulti- Ninurta and the Assyrians defeated 
Tudhaliya IV and the Hittites.12

As one of the excavators has pointed out, the tablets indicate that Ur-
tenu was active at the beginning of the twelfth  century BC, and that he 
had a high social status. He was apparently an agent in a large commer-
cial firm run by the queen’s son- in- law, which had commercial dealings 

Fig. 9. Royal letters in Urtenu’s archive at Ugarit (illustrative rather than 
exhaustive; nodes = individuals sending or receiving letter(s); edges/lines = pairs 

between whom letter(s) sent; size of circles = number of letters;  
created by D. H. Cline).
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with the city of Emar in inland Syria, as well as with nearby Carchemish. 
He was also involved in negotiations and trade deals with the island of Cy-
prus, among other long- distance trade ventures.13 In fact, the five letters 
found in the  house that  were sent from Cyprus are extremely impor tant, 
for they include— for the first time ever— the name of a king of Bronze Age 
Cyprus: a man known as Kushmeshusha.  There are two letters from this 
king, as well as two letters from se nior governors of the island and, intrigu-
ingly, a letter from an Ugaritic scribe who was actually living in Cyprus at 
the time.  These five letters now join the other four from Alashiya that had 
previously been found in Rapanu’s  house. In one of the letters that has now 
been published, Kushmeshusha informed Niqmaddu, the king of Ugarit, 
that he was sending him thirty- three ingots of copper, which, in modern 
terms, weighed close to a ton.14

 There are two additional letters in the  house that contain references to 
two “Hiyawa- men,” who  were reportedly waiting in the Lukka lands ( later 
known as Lycia), in southwestern Anatolia, for a ship to arrive from Ugarit. 
The letters  were sent to Ammurapi, the last king of Ugarit, by a Hittite king, 
prob ably to be identified as Suppiluliuma II, and one of his top officials. 
 These are the first known references to Aegean  people in the Ugarit ar-
chives, for “Hiyawa” is undoubtedly related to the Hittite word “Ahhi-
yawa,” which, as we have seen, is taken by most scholars to mean the My-
cenaeans and the Bronze Age Aegean.15

 There is also a letter from Pha raoh Merneptah of Egypt, responding to 
a request from the king of Ugarit— either Niqmaddu III or Ammurapi— 
for a sculptor to be sent, so that a statue of the pha raoh could be created 
and set up in the city, specifically in front of a  temple to Baal. Although 
the pha raoh refused to send the sculptor, he did send a large load of lux-
ury goods, including more than a hundred textiles and pieces of clothing, 
plus assorted other goods such as ebony wood and plaques of red, white, 
and blue stones.16 It is impor tant to note that almost all of  these goods are 
perishable and  will not have survived in the archaeological rec ord. It is a 
good  thing that they are mentioned in this text, therefore; other wise we 
might never have known that they once existed and  were exchanged be-
tween Egypt and Ugarit.

Another letter in this archive is from a messenger/representative named 
Zu- Aštarti, discussing the ship on which he had sailed from Ugarit. He 
states that he was detained en route. Some scholars have wondered  whether 
he had perhaps even been kidnapped, but he writes only: “On the sixth 
day I was at sea. As a wind took me, I reached the territory of Sidon. From 
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Sidon to the territory of Ušnatu it bore me, and in Ušnatu I am held up. 
May my  brother know this. . . .  Say to the king: ‘If they have received the 
 horses which the king gave to the messenger of the land of Alashiya, then 
a colleague of the messenger  will come to you. May they give  those  horses 
into his hand.’ ”17 It is not completely clear why he was “held up” in Ušnatu 
or even why the letter is in Urtenu’s archives, though it is pos si ble that 
 horse trading was a state- protected industry in Ugarit at that time. A con-
temporary letter from the Hittite king Tudhaliya IV to Ammistamru II, 
found in Rapanu’s  house, states that the Ugaritic king must not allow 
 horses to be exported to Egypt by Hittite or Egyptian messengers/
merchants.18

Destructions in North Syria

The textual evidence from the vari ous archives and  houses at Ugarit indi-
cate that international trade and contact was  going strong in the city right 
up  until the last pos si ble moment. In fact, one of the scholars publishing 
the letters from the House of Urtenu noted almost twenty years ago that 
 there was very  little indication of trou ble, apart from the mention of  enemy 
ships in one letter, and that the trade routes seemed to be open right up 
 until the end.19 The same was true in Emar, on the Euphrates River far to 
the east in inland Syria, where it has been noted that “the scribes  were con-
ducting normal business  until the end.”20

However, Ugarit was destroyed, apparently quite violently, during the 
reign of King Ammurapi, most likely between 1190 and 1185 BC. It was 
not reoccupied  until the Persian period, approximately 650 years  later. The 
excavators report “evidence of destruction and fire throughout the city,” 
including “collapsed walls, burnt pisé plaster, and heaps of ashes,” with a 
destruction level that reached two meters high in places. Marguerite Yon 
says that the ceilings and terraces in the residential quarters  were found 
collapsed, and that elsewhere the walls  were “reduced to a shapeless heap 
of rubble.” She believes that the destruction was caused by  enemy attack 
rather than an earthquake, as had previously been suggested by Schaeffer, 
and that  there was violent fighting in the city, including street fighting. 
This, she says, is indicated by “the presence of numerous arrowheads dis-
persed throughout the destroyed or abandoned ruins,” as well as the fact 
that the inhabitants— eight thousand, more or less— fled in haste and did 
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not return, not even to collect the hoards of valuables that some had bur-
ied before leaving.21

The exact date when all of this tran spired has been the focus of recent 
debate. The most conclusive evidence is a letter found in 1986 within the 
House of Urtenu. The letter was sent to King Ammurapi of Ugarit by an 
Egyptian chancellor named Bey who, we know from Egyptian sources, was 
executed in the fifth year of Pha raoh Siptah. Siptah was the penultimate 
pha raoh of the Nineteenth Dynasty in Egypt, who ruled ca. 1195–1189 BC, 
that is, just a few years before Ramses III of the Twentieth Dynasty. The 
letter can therefore be dated with some certainty, specifically before Bey 
was executed in 1191 BC, which means that the destruction of the city can-
not have taken place before this date. Thus, the destruction of the city is 
usually dated to 1190–1185 BC, though technically it could have been even 
 later.22 Some have argued that this date can now be corroborated, on the 
basis of an astronomical observation found on another tablet at Ugarit. 
This documents an eclipse of the sun that can be dated to January 21, 1192 
BC, which also means that the city cannot have been destroyed before this 
date.23

Contrary to previous popu lar accounts concerning the end of Ugarit,24 
we prob ably cannot use the famous letter from the Southern Archive, 
found in Court V of the palace at Ugarit,  either to date the destruction or 
to identify the destroyers. This was the letter that Schaeffer thought had 
been found in a kiln, before its dispatch to the king of Cyprus. It begins: 
“My  father, now the ships of the  enemy have come. They have been setting 
fire to my cities and have done harm to the land.” According to the origi-
nal report, it was found in a kiln, along with more than seventy other tab-
lets, where it had been placed for baking. The excavators and other schol-
ars initially hypothesized that the  enemy ships had returned and sacked 
the city before the urgent request for assistance could be dispatched, and 
this is the story that has been repeated over and over in scholarly and 
popu lar accounts from the past several de cades. However, a recent reex-
amination of the find- spot by additional researchers now indicates that 
it was not found in a kiln  after all, but rather was prob ably stored within 
a basket that had fallen from the second floor  after the building was 
abandoned.25

As a result, although the letter can be used to discuss the presence of 
 enemy ships and prob ably invaders, it is not clear  whether it dates to the 
final days of Ugarit or to some slightly  earlier period. And even if it is a 
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reference to ships of the Sea  Peoples, it is pos si ble that it dates to the first 
wave of invaders,  those who attacked Egypt in 1207 BC, rather than to the 
second wave who fought against Ramses III in 1177 BC.

The site of Emar in inland Syria, with which Ugarit was in contact, was 
also destroyed at approximately the same time, in 1185 BC, as we know 
from the date given on a  legal document found  there. However, it is not 
clear who caused the destruction at Emar. Tablets found  there refer to un-
named “hordes” but do not point specifically to the Sea  Peoples, as vari-
ous scholars have noted.26

The site of Ras Bassit, located on the northern border of Ugarit, may 
have also been destroyed at approximately this same time. The excavators 
believe it was an outpost of Ugarit and state that by approximately 1200 BC 
it was “partly evacuated, partly abandoned, then set on fire, just like the 
other sites of the region.” They attribute this destruction to the Sea 
 Peoples, but the attribution is not definitive.27

A similar situation has been described at Ras Ibn Hani, on the coast 
just to the south of Ugarit, which is thought to have been a secondary resi-
dence of the Ugaritic kings during the thirteenth  century. The excavators 
and  others have long envisioned this site as having been evacuated shortly 
before the destruction of Ugarit and then destroyed by the Sea  Peoples. At 
least part of the site was immediately reoccupied, as was Ras Bassit, and it is 
on the basis of the pottery found in  these reoccupation levels that the de-
stroyers, and reoccupiers, of both sites are identified by the excavators as 
the Sea  Peoples, a  matter that we  shall also discuss further below.28

In fact, one of the recently published letters from the House of Urtenu 
at Ugarit has now confirmed most, if not all, of their vision. It is an archi-
val copy of a letter sent from Ugarit by Ammurapi, the last king, to the 
Hittite viceroy at Carchemish. It reads: “To the king, my lord, say, thus Am-
murapi, your servant: . . .  I wrote you twice, thrice, news regarding the 
 enemy! . . .  May my lord know that now the  enemy forces are stationed at 
Ra’šu [modern Ras Ibn Hani] and their avant- guard forces  were sent to 
Ugarit. Now may my lord send me forces and chariots to save me and may 
my lord save me from the forces of this  enemy!”29 Thus, it is clear that Ras 
Ibn- Hani had indeed fallen to the invaders, and that  those invaders  were 
now threatening Ugarit itself. And we know, from the archaeology, that 
Ugarit fell sometime soon thereafter. Unfortunately, the text  doesn’t pro-
vide us with the specific identity of the unnamed  enemy forces.

Perhaps the best, and certainly the most recent, evidence for widespread 
destruction at this time has been found at Tell Tweini, the site of the Late 
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Bronze Age harbor town of Gibala within the kingdom of Ugarit, located 
about thirty kilo meters south of the modern city of Lattakia.  Here, the site 
was abandoned  after a “severe destruction” at the end of the Late Bronze 
Age. According to David Kaniewski and his scientific team, “The destruc-
tion layer contains remains of conflicts (bronze arrowheads scattered 
around the town, fallen walls, burnt  houses), ash from the conflagration 
of  houses, and chronologically well- constrained ceramic assemblages frag-
mented by the collapse of the town.”30

By dating this destruction layer using “stratified radiocarbon- based ar-
chaeology” and “anchor points in ancient epigraphic- literary sources, 
Hittite- Levantine- Egyptian kings and astronomical observations,” the ex-
cavators say that they have fi nally been able “to precisely date the Sea 
 People invasion in [the] northern Levant,” and to “offer the first firm chro-
nology for this key period in  human society.”31 The radiocarbon dates from 
the widespread ash layer (Level 7A) came back from the lab as dating spe-
cifically to ca. 1192–1190 BC. However, two well- known scholars, A. Ber-
nard Knapp and Sturt Manning, have taken issue with  these radiocarbon 
dates, calling them “overly precise,” though Kaniewski and his team have 
responded in turn, defending their dates.32 Nevertheless, while they may 
well have dated the destruction of this Late Bronze Age site, the excavators 
have offered only circumstantial evidence that the destruction was wreaked 
by the Sea  Peoples, as we  will discuss below (and as they now admit).

It is also relevant to point out that this date (1192–1190 BC) is fully thir-
teen to fifteen years before Ramses III met the Sea  Peoples in  battle in 
1177 BC. Even the destructions elsewhere that are dated to 1185 BC are 
still eight years before the culminating conflict. Perhaps we should be won-
dering just how long it would have taken such a proposed migratory 
group to make its way across the Mediterranean, or even just down the 
coast of the Levant to Egypt. This, though, would obviously depend upon 
their orga nizational ability, means of transportation, and ultimate goals, 
among other  factors, and cannot readily be answered.

Fi nally, we should also consider a site farther to the south, Tell Kazel, 
which was located in the region of Amurru, and which may have been the 
site of ancient Ṣumur, the capital city of that kingdom. The site was de-
stroyed at the end of the Late Bronze Age, and the excavators have plausi-
bly hypothesized that the Sea  Peoples destroyed it, especially insofar as 
Ramses III specifically mentions it (that is, Amurru) in his Sea  Peoples in-
scriptions. Yet, in the occupation level just prior to the destruction, the 
excavators have identified what appears to be locally produced Mycenaean 
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pottery and other indications of new inhabitants from the Aegean and 
Western Mediterranean.33

Thus, Reinhard Jung of the University of Vienna, who has studied this 
pottery, has hypothesized that “prior to the large Sea  Peoples’ destruction, 
smaller groups of  people arrived by ship at Tell Kazel and settled together 
within the local population.” He sees this as a pattern of small- scale im-
migration from the Aegean, but with indications that some of the  people 
involved had  earlier roots in southern continental Italy.34 If correct, this 
is an indication of the complexity of the period and of the  people poten-
tially involved. It is even pos si ble that destructions caused by the second 
wave of Sea  Peoples, ca. 1177 BC, may have impacted  earlier immigrants 
from the same origins who had already arrived and settled in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, perhaps during or  after the original Sea  Peoples incursions 
in the fifth year of Merneptah, back in 1207 BC.

Destructions in Southern Canaan

During this same period, in the twelfth  century BC, a number of cities and 
towns  were destroyed in southern Canaan (i.e., what is  today southern 
Syria, Jordan, and Israel).35 Just as in north Syria, it is not always clear who 
destroyed them or when exactly they  were destroyed.

However, in the destruction level at the small site of Deir ‘Alla in Jor-
dan, which seems to have been destroyed by an earthquake, complete with 
a victim killed by a falling wall, a vase with the cartouche of the Egyptian 
queen Twosret was found. She was the  widow of Pha raoh Seti II and is 
known to have ruled from 1187 to 1185 BC. Thus, the destruction can prob-
ably be dated to during or shortly  after this time. The same holds true for 
the site of Akko, in what is now modern Israel, where a similar scarab of 
Twosret was found in the destruction debris.36

Other evidence of destruction can be seen at Tell al- Umayri and Tell 
es- Saidiyeh in Jordan, which both show signs of a probable destruction by 
earthquake, perhaps the same one that destroyed Deir ‘Alla. Beth Shan, in 
modern Israel, may also have suffered from the same earthquake, though 
Yigael Yadin’s excavations uncovered what he thought was a forceful, i.e., 
human, end to the Egyptian presence at the site.37

Most recently, excavations at the site of Azekah, in the Elah Valley, have 
uncovered evidence for a violent destruction of the city ca. 1130 BC.  Here 
the remains of four inhabitants and more than one hundred complete ves-
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sels  were found within a building whose destruction “was severe and 
complete.” However, it is not yet clear  whether the devastation was caused 
“by an unknown aggressor or . . .  a natu ral disaster,” as the excavators have 
put it.38

Perhaps the best known among the sites in this area with evidence of 
destruction are Megiddo and Lachish. However, the nature and timing of 
the destructions and collapse at  these two sites are still very much debated.

Megiddo

At Megiddo in the Jezreel Valley of modern- day Israel, the site of bibli-
cal Armageddon, some twenty cities have been found layered one on 
top of another. Of  these, the seventh city, with two phases labeled VIIB 
and VIIA, was violently destroyed,  either twice in the thirteenth and/or 
twelfth centuries BC, or perhaps simply in a single destruction in the twelfth 
 century.

Traditionally, ever since the University of Chicago excavators published 
the findings from their excavations at the site during the years 1925–39, it 
has been accepted that Stratum VIIB ended sometime between 1250 and 
1200 BC, while the succeeding city of Stratum VIIA ended sometime 
around 1130 BC. In  these strata  were found the remains of a Canaanite 
palace, or perhaps the remains of two palaces, one built upon the ruins of 
the other.

According to the Chicago excavators, the Stratum VIIB palace “suffered 
violent destruction so extensive that the Stratum VIIA builders deemed it 
more expedient to level off the resulting debris and build over it than to 
remove it all as was the procedure in previous rebuilding undertakings.” 
The rooms “ were filled with fallen stone to a height of about a meter and a 
half . . .  charred horizontal lines found  here and  there on the walls of the 
rooms to the north of the court . . .  supply a general floor level through-
out the palace.”39 The Stratum VIIA palace, built directly on top, was then 
thought to have lasted  until about 1130 BC.

However, David Ussishkin, a Tel Aviv University archaeologist and the 
recently retired codirector of the Megiddo Expedition, suggested that the 
Chicago excavators had misinterpreted the levels. Rather than two palaces, 
one atop the other, he believes we should understand this structure as a 
single two- story palace, renovated slightly during the transition from VIIB 
to VIIA, about 1200 BC.  There was only a single destruction, he says— a 
 great fire that destroyed the palace at the end of Stratum VIIA. According 
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to Ussishkin, what the Chicago archaeologists thought was the “VIIB pal-
ace” was simply the basement or lower story of the palace, while the 
“VIIA palace” was the upper story. The main city  temple (the so- called 
Tower  Temple) was also destroyed at this time, but the most recent exca-
vations at the site indicate that much of the rest of the city survived; it ap-
pears that only the elite areas  were torched at this time.40

This Stratum VIIA destruction is often dated to ca. 1130 BC, based upon 
two objects inscribed with Egyptian cartouches found associated with the 
debris. The first is an ivory pen case inscribed with the name of Ramses III, 
which was found among other ivory trea sures within a room in the pal-
ace, in a context sealed by debris from the destruction of the palace. This 
would imply that the destruction had taken place sometime during or 
 after the time of Ramses III, about 1177 BC or thereafter.41

The ivory pieces found in this room within the palace are among the 
best- known objects recovered from the site of Megiddo. They include frag-
mentary boxes and bowls, plaques, spoons, disks, game boards and game 

Fig. 11. Ramses III ivory pen case 
from Megiddo ( after Loud 1939,  
pl. 62; courtesy of the Oriental 
Institute of the University of 

Chicago).
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pieces, jar lids, and combs, among numerous other items. They are on dis-
play at the Oriental Institute at the University of Chicago and the Rocke-
fel ler Museum in Jerusalem. It is unclear why  these ivory pieces  were orig-
inally collected together, and why they  were in this par tic u lar part of the 
palace. Nevertheless, they have received a  great deal of attention over the 
years, for the ivories themselves and the scenes inscribed upon them ex-
hibit a truly globalized style, now commonly called the International Style, 
which is also seen elsewhere at sites like Ugarit and Mycenae. The distinc-
tive style combines ele ments found in Mycenaean, Canaanite, and Egyp-
tian cultures, thereby creating hybrid objects unique to, and typifying, this 
cosmopolitan age.42

The second object of relevance from Megiddo is a bronze statue base 
inscribed with the name of Pha raoh Ramses VI, who ruled a few de cades 
 later, ca. 1141–1133 BC. This was not found in a secure archaeological con-
text, but rather was found beneath a Stratum VIIB wall in the residential 
area at the site. As Ussishkin notes, this is not a reliable context, since Stra-
tum VIIB was much  earlier in time than Ramses VI. This means that the 
statue base must have been deliberately buried in a hole dug by a  later in-
habitant,  either during the VIIA period or even during the following Iron 
Age VIB– A city. The base is usually attributed to Stratum VIIA by archae-
ologists, but this is merely a guess.43

 These two objects, of Ramses III and VI, are always discussed together 
in relevant publications, and thus the destruction of Megiddo VIIA is dated 
 after the reign of Ramses VI, or about 1130 BC. However, since the bronze 
statue base of Ramses VI is not found in a good context, it should not be 
used to date the ending of Megiddo VIIA. On the other hand, the ivory 
pen case of Ramses III was indeed sealed within the destruction layer of 
VIIA and therefore can confidently be used to provide a limiting date be-
fore which the city could not have been destroyed, that is, before the reign 
of this pha raoh. This would indeed fit well with evidence of destruction at 
several other sites throughout the Near East discussed in  these pages.44

However, archaeology is a continuously evolving field with new data 
and new analyses requiring the rethinking of old concepts. Ongoing stud-
ies involving radiocarbon dating of remains found within the destruction of 
VIIA initially indicated that a date of 1130 BC, or possibly even  later, is likely 
to be correct  after all. If this proves to be accurate, it would mean that 
Megiddo was destroyed more than forty years  after the Sea  People came 
through the region in 1177 BC. On the other hand, Mario Martin, cur-
rently one of the codirectors of the ongoing Tel Aviv Megiddo Expedition, 
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has recently rejected Ussishkin’s suggestion and proposed a diff er ent sce-
nario. He suggests that  there  were two diff er ent destructions of the palace 
 after all, just as the original Chicago excavators believed. Martin dates 
the destruction of the VIIB phase of the palace to the early twelfth  century 
BC, ca. 1177 BC, which is in line with the destructions at other Canaanite 
sites. He then dates the final destruction of the VIIA phase of the palace, 
and the entire city, to a few de cades  later: ca. 1130 BC.45

In any event, as Ussishkin has noted, “Lack of written sources leaves 
[open] the questions of who was responsible for the destruction of Stra-
tum VIIA . . .  the city may have been successfully attacked by invading Sea 
 People groups, by Levantine Canaanite ele ments, by the Israelites, or by a 
force combined from diff er ent groups.” 46 In other words, at Megiddo, we 
have the same situation as seen at the relevant level at Hazor, described 
above, where the elite parts of the city  were destroyed, but  those respon-
sible for the destruction cannot be identified.

Lachish

Lachish, another site in modern Israel, also suffered two destructions dur-
ing this approximate time period, if David Ussishkin, who excavated at 
the site from 1973 to 1994, is correct.  Here, at this multilayered site located 
south of Jerusalem, the seventh and sixth cities (Strata VII and VI) are 
identified as the last Canaanite cities, based on the material remains found 
during the excavations. This was a time of  great prosperity for Lachish, 
during the period of Egyptian control of the region. It was one of the larg-
est cities in all of Canaan at that time, with some six thousand  people liv-
ing in its territory, and large  temples and public buildings within the city 
itself.47

The Stratum VII city is thought to have been destroyed by fire in about 
1200 BC, but the excavators have not speculated as to the nature of the de-
struction or who might have been responsible. In part, this is  because it is 
unclear how much of the city was actually destroyed. At the moment, evi-
dence for a fiery destruction has been found in only the remains of one 
 temple (the so- called Fosse III  Temple) and the domestic quarter in 
Area S.48 It is conceivable that the destruction could have been caused by 
the first wave of Sea  Peoples, who came through the region in approxi-
mately 1207 BC, but  there is no proof for such an attribution.

The Stratum VI city has been the major focus of scholarly attention to 
date. It appears that the survivors of the Stratum VII conflagration sim-
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ply rebuilt all or part of the city and continued the same material culture 
that had existed previously. The Stratum VI city is thought to have been 
an even richer and more prosperous city than the one that had just been 
destroyed, with a large public building (the Pillared Building) constructed 
in Area S where domestic structures had previously stood. A new  temple 
was also built, in Area P, but  little remains of it  because of the destruction 
that it subsequently suffered. Imported objects from Egypt, Cyprus, and 
the Aegean, primarily pottery vessels,  were found throughout the city in 
this level, attesting to its international connections.49

It is thought that  there was an influx of poor refugees into the Stratum 
VI city just before large portions of it  were violently destroyed. One struc-
ture in par tic u lar, the Pillared Building in Area S, “was destroyed suddenly 
and violently; ash layers and fallen mudbricks covered the  whole structure, 
and several skele tons of adults,  children and babies  were found trapped 
 under the collapsed wall.” Other buildings at Lachish  were also destroyed 
at this time,  after which  there ensued a period of abandonment lasting up 
to three hundred years. According to Ussishkin: “The Level VI city was 
razed in a violent, fiery destruction, traces of which  were detected at  every 
point at which remains of Level VI  were uncovered. . . .  The destruction 
was complete, the population liquidated or driven out.”50

 Earlier archaeologists thought that the city had been destroyed in the 
late thirteenth  century BC, ca. 1230 BC (with the Stratum VII city devas-
tated even  earlier), but the date of the destruction of Stratum VI has now 
been changed significantly by Ussishkin, primarily based on the discov-
ery of a bronze plaque, possibly part of a door bolt, with the cartouche of 
Ramses III. This plaque was part of a cache of broken or defective bronze 
objects lying buried and sealed beneath the destruction debris of the Stra-
tum VI city.51

Just as with the Ramses III pen case at Megiddo, the find context of this 
object at Lachish indicates that the destruction of the city must have taken 
place during or  after the time of Ramses III. Ussishkin therefore originally 
dated the destruction to ca. 1150 BC, based on the fact that the bronze 
plaque could not have been made before the accession of Ramses III to the 
throne in 1184 BC, and his belief that one must allow time for it “to have 
been used, then broken and fi nally discarded and set aside in this cache 
of defective or broken bronze objects.”52

He subsequently revised the date to 1130 BC, based upon the discov-
ery that a scarab of Ramses IV had been found at the site, prob ably in this 
level, by the previous British excavators, and upon comparison with 
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Megiddo VII: he argued that if Megiddo had lasted that long, then so prob-
ably had Lachish. Another scholar has recently noted that  there is an-
other pos si ble scarab of Ramses IV in Tomb 570 at Lachish, but he has also 
emphasized that the reading of the name on both scarabs is not actually 
certain, and that the stratigraphy for the find- spot of the first one is not 
completely clear.53

Thus, once again, just as with the other sites at which we have looked, 
it is not at all clear who, or what, caused the destruction, or even when it 
happened at Lachish; all we can actually say with confidence is that it took 
place during or  after the reign of Ramses III. As Ussishkin states, “The evi-
dence points to the devastation of Level VI by a strong and resolute 
 enemy, but the archaeological data provide no direct clue as to the nature 
and identity of that  enemy or to the immediate circumstances surround-
ing the city’s downfall.” He notes that three candidates have been proposed 
by previous scholars: the Egyptian army, the Israelite tribes, and the in-
vading Sea  Peoples, but he also notes that “no remains of a  battle  were un-
covered, apart from a single bronze arrowhead . . .  uncovered in the Pil-
lared Building in Area S.”54

It is unlikely that the Egyptians caused the destruction, for Lachish was 
prospering during this period of their overlordship and was actively trad-
ing with them, as shown by the several items with royal cartouches in-
scribed upon them that  were found in the ruins. It is still pos si ble that the 
destruction was caused by the Israelites  under Joshua, as William F. Al-
bright of Johns Hopkins University thought, although that was when the 
destruction was believed to date to ca. 1230 BC.55

However, Ussishkin identifies the Sea  Peoples as the most likely 
agents of destruction for the city of Stratum VI. In this he is following 
Olga Tufnell, a previous excavator of Lachish.56 Yet he pre sents no evi-
dence that it was actually the Sea  Peoples who  were responsible; we sim-
ply see the end result of the destruction, with no indication as to who 
brought it about. Moreover, a date of 1130 BC would seem to be far too 
late for the Sea  Peoples, by approximately four de cades, and it may be 
that Ussishkin’s original date of ca. 1150 BC (or possibly even  earlier, if 
the Ramses III bronze bolt was not in use for very long) should be em-
braced instead.

It is also pos si ble that a massive earthquake caused the destruction of 
the Stratum VI city. The bodies of the four  people killed in the Pillared 
Building  were found “apparently trapped and crushed  under falling de-
bris while trying to escape it.” A child of two– three years had “ either been 
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thrown down on its face or had died while crawling along the ground,” 
while an infant “had been thrown or had fallen to the ground.”57  These 
observations, combined with the fact that no weapons  were found in 
the debris, point to  Mother Nature rather than  humans as the respon-
sible agent, as may also have been the case at other sites  toward the end 
of the Late Bronze Age. Arguing against this hypothesis is the fact that no 
other evidence for an earthquake, such as cracked or tilted walls, was 
found by the excavators. Moreover, the new Canaanite  temple built in 
Area P seems to have been pillaged and looted before its destruction by 
fire, which would indicate  human involvement.58

In summary, as with Hazor and Megiddo, it is unclear who destroyed 
Lachish VI or the  earlier city of Lachish VII. Both, or neither, could have 
been devastated by the Sea  Peoples, or by someone—or something— else 
entirely. As James Weinstein of Cornell University has said, “while the Sea 
 Peoples may have been culpable for the end of Egyptian garrisons in south-
ern and western Palestine, we must allow for the possibility that non– Sea 
 Peoples’ groups  were responsible for the ruin of sites in other areas of the 
country.”59

The Philistine Pentapolis

Of par tic u lar interest are the sites in southern Canaan, including  those 
identified in the Bible and elsewhere as belonging to the so- called Philis-
tine pentapolis, the five major Philistine sites: Ashkelon, Ashdod, Ekron, 
Gath, and Gaza.

At the end of the Late Bronze Age, the  earlier Canaanite cities at Ekron 
and Ashdod  were violently destroyed and replaced with new settlements 
in which  there was an almost complete change in material culture, includ-
ing pottery, hearths, bathtubs, kitchenware, and architecture. This seems 
to indicate  either a change in population or a significant influx of new 
 people— presumably the Philistines— following the collapse of Canaan and 
the withdrawal of Egyptian forces from the area.60

The late Trude Dothan of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and for-
mer codirector of the Ekron excavations, located at modern Tel Miqne, de-
scribed the end of the Late Bronze Age city at Ekron as follows: “In Field 
I, the upper city or acropolis, we could follow the total destruction of the 
last Late Bronze Age Canaanite city by fire.  Here the destruction is evi-
dent: the remains of a large mud- brick storage building, traces of figs and 
lentils in storage jars, and a large well- preserved silo are buried  under the 
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collapsed mud- bricks. . . .  The new Philistine city lies flush on the destruc-
tion of the Late Bronze Age settlement in the upper city and on the open 
fields of the  Middle Bronze Age lower city.” 61

A similar situation seems to have arisen at Ashkelon, where recent ex-
cavations have documented the transformation of the settlement from an 
Egyptian garrison to a Philistine seaport sometime during the first half 
of the twelfth  century BC— prob ably just  after the reign of Ramses III, to 
judge from the several scarabs with his cartouche that have been found. 
In Ashkelon, however, the transition appears to have been peaceful, at least 
insofar as one can tell from the  limited area that has been exposed to date. 
The excavators have described the “sudden appearance of new cultural pat-
terns expressed in architecture, ceramics, diet, and crafts, particularly 
weaving.” They connect  these changes to the Sea  Peoples, specifically the 
Philistines, and describe them as the result of migrations from the Myce-
naean world.62

However, our understanding of this situation in Canaan at the end of 
the Late Bronze Age may still be evolving. The classic 1995 article on the 
coming of the Philistines to Canaan, by the late Larry Stager of Harvard 
University, describes the Philistines as “destroy[ing] indigenous cities and 
supplant[ing] them with their own in the four corners of the territory they 
conquered.” 63 However, Assaf Yasur- Landau of the University of Haifa 
has taken issue with this traditional picture, and new ge ne tic (DNA) evi-
dence from several burials at Ashkelon may indicate that both he and the 
recent Ashkelon excavators, rather than Stager, are correct in their hypo-
theses, as we  shall see in the next chapter.

Destructions in Mesopotamia

Even as far to the east as Mesopotamia, evidence of destruction can be seen 
at multiple sites including Babylon, but  these  were clearly caused by forces 
other than the Sea  Peoples. We know specifically that the Elamite army, 
once again marching from southwestern Iran, this time  under the com-
mand of their king Shutruk- Nahhunte, caused at least some of this 
devastation.

Shutruk- Nahhunte had come to the Elamite throne in 1190 BC and 
ruled  until 1155 BC. Although Elam (like the other kingdoms in the region) 
seems to have been a fairly minor player on the world stage during most of 
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the Late Bronze Age, it was connected to some of the  great kingdoms 
through marriage. Shutruk- Nahhunte was married to the  daughter of a 
Kassite Babylonian king, just as many of his pre de ces sors had been. One 
had married the  daughter of Kurigalzu I back in the  fourteenth  century BC; 
another had married Kurigalzu’s  sister; and another had married the 
 daughter of Burna- Buriash  later that same  century. Shutruk- Nahhunte’s 
own  mother was a Kassite princess, as he tells us in a letter that he wrote to 
the Kassite court, and which the German excavators found at Babylon.64

In that letter, he complains that he had been passed over for the Baby-
lonian throne, despite being fully qualified for the position, including by 
birth. His indignation is palpable as he writes: “Why I, who am a king, 
son of a king, seed of a king, scion of a king, who am king for the lands, 
the land of Babylonia and for the land of E[lam], descendant of the eldest 
 daughter of mighty King Kurigalzu, [why] do I not sit on the throne of the 
land of Babylonia?” He then threatened revenge, saying that he would “de-
stroy your cities, dem[olish] your fortresses, stop up your [irrigation] 
ditches, cut down your orchards,” and proclaiming, “You may climb up 
to heaven, [but I’ll pull you down] by your hem, you may go down to hell, 
[but I’ll pull you up] by your hair!” 65

He made good on his threats in 1158 BC, invading Babylonia, captur-
ing the city and overthrowing the Kassite king, and then placing his own 
son on the throne. He also, most famously, brought back to the Elamite 
city of Susa massive amounts of booty from Babylon, including a diorite 
stele, nearly eight feet tall, inscribed with the law code of Hammurabi, as 
well as a victory monument of the even- earlier Akkadian king Naram- Sin, 
and numerous other items.  These  were subsequently discovered in 1901 
during the French excavations at Susa and sent to Paris, where they are 
now displayed in the Louvre.66

Shutruk- Nahhunte’s campaign was apparently motivated by his desire 
for the kingdom and territory of Babylon and Babylonia, and he may well 
have taken advantage of the turmoil in the Eastern Mediterranean at the 
time. Quite possibly he knew that  there was almost nobody to whom the 
Kassite king could turn for assistance. The subsequent campaigns in Mes-
opotamia undertaken by Shutruk- Nahhunte’s son and grand son  were 
very likely also influenced by the fact that the  Great Powers of the previ-
ous centuries  were  either no longer in existence or much weakened. How-
ever, it is clear that none of the destruction associated with  these military 
activities can be attributed to the Sea  Peoples.
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Destructions in Anatolia

In Anatolia at this time, a number of cities  were also destroyed. Once again, 
though, the reason in each case is hard to discern; and once again the Sea 
 Peoples have traditionally been credited for the devastation on the basis 
of  little or no evidence. In some cases, additional excavations by subse-
quent excavators are now overturning long- held attributions and assump-
tions. For instance, at the site of Tell Atchana, ancient Alalakh, located 
near the modern Turkish- Syrian border, Sir Leonard Woolley thought the 
city of Level I had been destroyed by the Sea  Peoples in 1190 BC. How-
ever, the most recent excavations, by Aslihan Yener of the University of 
Chicago, have redated this level to the  fourteenth  century BC and indi-
cate that the majority of the city was abandoned by 1300 BC, long before 
the pos si ble incursions of the Sea  Peoples.67

Hattusa

Of  those Anatolian sites that  were brought to ruin just  after 1200 BC, 
among the best known is Hattusa, the capital city of the Hittites on the 
interior plateau. It is clear that the city was destroyed, for the excavators 
found “ash, charred wood, mudbricks, and slag formed when mudbricks 
melted from the intense heat of the conflagration.” 68 However, although 
scholars and popularizing authors frequently blame the Sea  Peoples, largely 
on the basis of Ramses III’s statement “No land could stand before their 
arms, from Khatte . . . ,” we actually have no idea  whether “Khatte” in this 
case was meant as a reference to the Hittites in general or specifically to 
Hattusa.69

It is also not clear precisely when Hattusa fell, especially since it now 
seems to have been attacked sometime during Tudhaliya IV’s reign, per-
haps by forces loyal to his cousin Kurunta, who may have attempted to 
usurp the throne. As the eminent University of Chicago Hittitologist Harry 
Hoffner, Jr., has remarked, the usual terminus ante quem for the final de-
struction (i.e., the date before which this must have happened) is based on 
the statement made by Ramses III in 1177 BC, which would prob ably place 
the destruction sometime  earlier, perhaps ca. 1190–1180 BC. However, we 
have no real idea how accurate Ramses’s statement was.70

By the 1980s, Hittitologists and other scholars  were seriously suggest-
ing that an older and better- known  enemy, namely, the Kashka, who  were 
located to the northeast of the Hittite homelands, had instead been respon-
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sible for destroying the city. This group is thought to have also sacked the 
city  earlier, at a time just before the  Battle of Qadesh in the early thirteenth 
 century BC, when the Hittites temporarily abandoned Hattusa and moved 
their entire capital south for a number of years, to a region known as Tar-
huntassa. This makes much more sense, for as James Muhly of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania once wrote, “it has always been difficult to explain 
how Sea Raiders [i.e., Sea  Peoples] destroyed the massive fortifications . . .  
of Hattusa, located hundreds of miles from the sea in what  today seems a 
rather isolated part of the upland plateau of central Anatolia.”71

The archaeological evidence indicates that portions of both the Upper 
and the Lower City  were destroyed by the intense fire, as well as the royal 
acropolis and the fortifications. However, it has now become clear that only 
the public buildings  were destroyed, including the palace and some of the 
 temples, and a few of the city gates.  These buildings had been emptied out, 
rather than looted, before being put to the torch, while the domestic quar-
ters in both the Upper and the Lower City show no signs of destruction at 
all. A recent director of the excavations, Jürgen Seeher, has suggested, 
therefore, that the city was attacked only  after it had been abandoned for 
some time, and that the royal  family had taken all of their possessions and 
moved elsewhere long before the final destruction. If so, the Kashka— 
longtime enemies of the Hittites— are more likely than the Sea  Peoples to 
have been responsible for the  actual destruction, though it may well have 
taken place only  after the Hittite Empire had been severely weakened 
through other agencies, such as drought, famine, and interruption of the 
international trade routes.72

The same pos si ble explanations may be given for the devastation vis i-
ble at three other well- known central Anatolian sites reasonably near Hat-
tusa: Alaca Höyük, Alishar, and Masat Höyük. All  were destroyed by fire 
at approximately this same time, though it is unclear  whether the Kashka, 
the Sea  Peoples, or someone  else entirely was responsible. Mersin and Tar-
sus, in southeastern Anatolia,  were also destroyed, although both  later 
recovered and  were reoccupied. The site of Karaoglan, which lies not very 
far to the west of Hattusa in central Anatolia, was also destroyed at this 
time, with bodies found in the destruction layer, but again it is not clear 
who was responsible.73

 There is relatively  little destruction farther to the west in Anatolia. In 
fact, the Australian scholar Trevor Bryce has noted that “the sites destroyed 
by fire [in Anatolia] seem to have been  limited to the regions east of the 
Marassantiya river . . .   there is no evidence of such a catastrophe further 
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west. Indications from archaeological excavations are that only a small 
number of sites of the Hittite world  were actually destroyed; the majority 
 were simply abandoned.”74

Troy

The one site in the west that was destroyed by fire early in the twelfth 
 century BC was Troy, specifically Troy VIIA, located on the western coast 
of Anatolia. Although Carl Blegen, the excavator from the University of 
Cincinnati, dated its destruction to ca. 1250 BC, the devastation has now 
been redated to 1190–1180 BC by Penelope Mountjoy, a noted expert on 
Mycenaean pottery. The inhabitants of this city simply took the remnants 
of Troy VIh, which was prob ably destroyed by an earthquake perhaps as 
early as 1300 BC, as discussed in detail  earlier, and rebuilt the city. Thus, 
the large  houses originally built during Troy VI now had partitioning walls 
installed and several families living where  there had been only one before. 
Blegen saw the dwellings as evidence of a city  under siege, but Mountjoy 
suggests instead that the inhabitants  were trying to recover from the earth-
quake, with temporary shanties erected among the ruins. However, the 
city did eventually come  under siege, as shown by evidence found by both 
Blegen and the next excavator of Troy, Manfred Korfmann from the Uni-
versity of Tübingen, who dug at the site from 1988 to 2005.75

Both excavators found bodies in the streets of Troy VIIA and arrow-
heads embedded in the walls, and both  were convinced that it had been 
destroyed in warfare. Korfmann, who also located the long- lost lower city 
at Troy, which all the previous excavators had missed, said at one point: “The 
evidence is burning and catastrophe with fire. Then  there are skele tons; we 
found, for example, a girl, I think sixteen, seventeen years old, half bur-
ied, the feet  were burned by fire. . . .  It was a city which was besieged. It 
was a city which was defended, which protected itself. They lost the war 
and obviously they  were defeated.”76

However, the date of this destruction might make it difficult to argue 
that the Mycenaeans  were responsible, as in Homer’s story of the Trojan 
War in the Iliad,  unless the Mycenaean palaces back on the Greek main-
land  were being attacked and destroyed precisely  because all their warriors 
 were away fighting at Troy. In fact, Mountjoy suggests that the Sea  Peoples, 
rather than the Mycenaeans, destroyed Troy VIIA. This would fit well with 
the mention of the former by Ramses III just three years  later, but she 
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pre sents no substantial evidence to support her hypothesis, which re-
mains speculative.77

Destructions on the Greek Mainland

If the Mycenaeans  were not involved in the destruction of Troy VIIA, it 
may have been  because they  were also  under attack at approximately the 
same time. It is universally accepted by scholars that Mycenae, Tiryns, 
Midea, Pylos, Thebes, and many other Mycenaean sites on the Greek main-
land suffered destructions at this same approximate time, at the end of 
the thirteenth  century BC, and early in the twelfth. In fact, a survey pub-
lished in 2010 by British archaeologist Guy Middleton pre sents a stark pic-
ture of the devastation on the Greek mainland during the period from 
1225 to 1190 BC: “In the Argolid and Corinthia  there  were destructions at 
Mycenae, Tiryns, Katsingri, Korakou and Iria . . .  in Lakonia at the Mene-
laion; in Messenia, at Pylos; in Achaea, at Teikhos Dymaion; in Boeotia 
and Phokis, at Thebes, Orchomenos, Gla . . .  and Krisa, while the follow-
ing sites appear to have been abandoned without destructions: Argolid and 
Corinthia: Berbati, Prosymna, Zygouries, Gonia, Tsoungiza; Lakonia: 
Ayios Stephanos; Messenia: Nichoria; Attica: Brauron; Boeotia and Pho-
kis: Eutresis.” As Middleton further notes,  there  were additional destruc-
tions during the period from 1190 to 1130 BC at Mycenae, Tiryns, Lefkandi, 
and Kynos.78

As Carl Blegen and Mabel Lang, of Bryn Mawr College, wrote back in 
1960, this seems to have been “a stormy period of Mycenaean history. 
Widespread destruction by fire was visited on Mycenae, both inside and 
outside the acropolis. Tiryns, too, was subjected to a catastrophe of the 
same kind. The palace at Thebes was prob ably likewise looted and burned 
down in the same general period. Many other settlements  were over-
thrown, abandoned altogether, and never reinhabited: among the better 
known examples may be mentioned Berbati . . .  Prosymna . . .  Zygou-
ries . . .  and other smaller places.” It is clear that something tumultuous 
occurred, although some scholars see this as merely the final stages of a 
dissolution or collapse that had begun as early as 1250 BC. Jeremy Rutter 
of Dartmouth College, for example, believes that “the destruction of the 
palaces was anything but an unforeseen catastrophe which precipitated 
a  century of crisis in the Aegean, but was instead the culmination of an 
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extended period of unrest which afflicted the Mycenaean world from the 
mid- thirteenth  century onwards.”79

Pylos

At Pylos, the destruction of the palace, originally thought by the excava-
tor to date to ca. 1200 BC, is now usually dated to about 1180 BC, for the 
same reasons that the destruction of Troy VIIA has been down- dated, that 
is, on the basis of the redating of the pottery found in the remains. Its de-
struction is generally assumed to have been caused by vio lence, in part 
 because  there is much burning associated with the final levels at the site, 
 after which it was apparently abandoned. In 1939, during the first season 
of excavations at the palace, Blegen noted, “It must have been a conflagra-
tion of  great intensity, for the interior walls have in many places been fused 
into shapeless masses, stones converted into lime, and, resting on the 
blackened carbonized rubbish and ashes covering the floors, is a thick layer 
of fine dry red- burnt earth, presumably the disintegrated debris of crude 
bricks that once formed the material of the superstructure.”80

The  later excavations further confirmed his initial impressions; as Jack 
Davis of the University of Cincinnati, and the former director of the Amer-
ican School of Classical Studies in Athens,  later noted, “the Main Build-
ing burned with such intensity that the Linear B tablets in its Archive Room 
 were fired, and jars in some of the storerooms even melted.”81 Blegen him-
self wrote in 1955 that “everywhere . . .  vivid evidence of devastation by fire 
was brought to light. The abundant, not to say extravagant, use of massive 
wooden timbers in the construction of the stone walls provided almost un-
limited fuel for the flames, and the entire structure was reduced to a heap 
of crumbling ruins in a conflagration hot enough to calcine stone and even 
to melt ornaments of gold.”82

 Earlier scholars occasionally pointed to mentions in the Linear B tab-
lets found at the site which suggest that  there  were “watchers of the sea” in 
place during the final year(s) of the site’s occupation, and have hypothe-
sized that they  were waiting and watching for the Sea  Peoples. However, 
it is not clear what  these tablets are documenting, and, even if the inhab-
itants of Pylos  were watching the sea, we do not know why or for what they 
 were watching.83

In short, the palace at Pylos was destroyed in a cataclysmic fire 
ca. 1180 BC, but it is not clear who (or what) caused the fire. As with the other 
sites that  were devastated at this time, we are uncertain as to  whether it 
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was  human perpetrators or an act of nature, but, regardless, it may also 
have been specifically linked to a climate change at that time, as we  shall 
see below.

Mycenae

Mycenae suffered a major destruction during the  middle of the thirteenth 
 century BC, ca. 1250, which was prob ably caused by an earthquake.  There 
was also a second destruction, ca. 1190 BC or shortly thereafter, whose 
cause is unknown but which spelled the end of the city as a major power.

This latter destruction was marked by fire. One of the principal direc-
tors of the Mycenae excavations, the late Spyros Iakovidis of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, noted that “locally  limited and not necessarily simul-
taneous fires broke out in the Cult Centre, Tsountas’ House, part of the 
Southwest Building, Panagia House II . . .  and perhaps the palace.” In the 
Cult Center, for instance, “the intensity of the fire has served to preserve 
 these walls in their original state, though off axis.”84

In a nearby deposit, found on the causeway within the citadel, the ex-
cavators found a mass of rubble, which included “calcined stone, burnt 
mud- brick, patches of ash, and carbonized beams,” and which “blocked 
the doorways of the rooms to the southeast, and lay nearly 2 m. deep 
against the terrace wall to the north- east.” The terrace wall itself “was con-
torted by the intense heat generated by the destruction fire, and in many 
places had achieved the consistency of concrete.” The excavators concluded 
that the rubble came from the mud- brick walls associated with buildings 
on the terrace above, which collapsed “in a blazing mass.”85 However,  there 
is no indication of the cause of any of this,  whether it was invaders, inter-
nal rebellion, an accident, or an earthquake.

One se nior researcher and excavator of Mycenae, Elizabeth French of 
Cambridge University, has remarked: “Immediately  after the ‘1200 De-
struction,’ however it may have been caused, the citadel of Mycenae was a 
mess. As far as we can tell almost all structures  were unusable. Both fire 
and collapse  were widespread and we have evidence of a layer of mud wash 
covering large areas of the west slope which we surmise was the result of 
heavy rain on the debris.”86 However, both French and Iakovidis note that 
this did not mark the end of Mycenae, for it was reoccupied, albeit on a 
smaller scale, immediately afterward. As Iakovidis said, this “was a period 
of retrenchment and of accelerating regression but not one of danger and 
distress.”87
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Interestingly, Iakovidis further remarked that “the archaeological con-
text . . .  offers no evidence for migrations or invasions on any scale or for 
local disturbances during the 12th and the 11th  century B.C. Mycenae did 
not meet with a violent end. The area was never . . .  deserted but by then, 
due to external and faraway  causes, the citadel had lost its po liti cal and 
economic significance. The complex centralized system which it  housed 
and represented had broken down, the authority which had created it could 
maintain no longer and a general decline set in, during which the site fell 
slowly and gradually into ruins.”88 In other words, it is unclear, according 
to Iakovidis, what caused the fires that destroyed large portions of Myce-
nae just  after 1200 BC, but he eschews the notion of invasions or other dra-
matic events, preferring to attribute the gradual decline of the site during 
the following de cades to the collapse of the palatial system and of long- 
distance trade. Recent research by other archaeologists may prove his the-
sis to be correct.89

Tiryns

Just a few kilo meters from Mycenae, the excavations at Tiryns in the Ar-
golid region of mainland Greece have been ongoing since the days of Hein-
rich Schliemann in the late 1800s. Evidence for destructions at the site 
has been recorded by most of the excavators, but most recently by Joseph 
Maran, of the University of Heidelberg.

In 2002 and 2003, Maran continued the excavation of two structures, 
known as Buildings XI and XV within the Lower Citadel at the site, por-
tions of which had been excavated by his pre de ces sor Klaus Kilian. They 
are believed to have been in use for only a very short time before being 
destroyed. In destruction debris dated to ca. 1200 BC or just  after, he found 
a number of very in ter est ing artifacts, including a small ivory rod with a 
cuneiform inscription, which was  either imported or made/used by a for-
eigner living at Tiryns during this tumultuous period.90

Maran reported that this destruction was the result of a “catastrophe 
that struck Tiryns . . .  [and which] destroyed the palace and the settlement 
in the Lower Citadel.” He further noted, as Kilian had already suggested, 
that based on “undulating walls” vis i ble in some buildings, the probable 
cause of the destruction was a strong earthquake, and that “recent exca-
vations in neighboring Midea have [now] supported this interpretation.”91

Kilian had long argued that an earthquake destroyed Tiryns and also 
affected several other sites in the Argolid, such as Mycenae. As he noted, 
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“The evidence consists of building remains with tilted and curved walls 
and foundations, as well as skele tons of  people killed and buried by the 
collapsed walls of  houses.” Although many other archaeologists have 
agreed with this hypothesis over the years, recently a team of archaeoseis-
mologists has questioned  whether it was actually an earthquake that 
caused the destruction, suggesting that the thick walls of the citadel at 
Tiryns could have survived the shock of such a seismic episode.92

In any event, archaeological evidence from the ongoing excavations has 
also conclusively shown that Tiryns was not completely destroyed. The city 
continued in use for another round of occupation lasting several more de-
cades, with significant rebuilding in some portions, especially in the 
lower city.93

Destructions in Cyprus

In the Eastern Mediterranean, the Sea  Peoples have been blamed for the 
Bronze Age disruptions on Cyprus, ca. 1200 BC, as well. It used to be 
thought that the case was pretty clear- cut. Thirty years ago, Vassos Kara-
georghis, then the director of antiquities on the island, wrote: “The peace-
ful conditions . . .   were to change  towards the end of Late Cypriot II [i.e., 
ca. 1225 BC]. Although we may not accept as entirely accurate the boast-
ful assertion of the Hittites that they exercised control over Cyprus . . .  we 
cannot ignore the fact that during the reign of Shuppiluliuma II condi-
tions in the East Mediterranean could not have been calm.”94

Karageorghis went on to suggest that “large numbers of refugees” left 
mainland Greece when the “Mycenaean empire” (as he called it) collapsed, 
and that they became plunderers and adventurers, who eventually reached 
Cyprus in the com pany of  others, ca. 1225 BC. He attributed to them the 
destructions on Cyprus at this time, including the major sites of Kition 
and Enkomi on the eastern coast, as well as activity at other sites such as 
Maa- Palaeokastro, Kalavasos- Ayios Dhimitrios, Sinda, and Maroni.95

The small site of Maa- Palaeokastro is especially in ter est ing, as it was 
built specifically during this period of trou bles, that is,  toward the end of 
the thirteenth  century BC. Karageorghis, who excavated the site, described 
it as “a fortified [military] outpost on a headland of the western coast.” As 
he pointed out, it was naturally fortified by the steep sides of the head-
land and surrounded on three sides by the sea, so that it needed to be 
fortified only at the point where it joined the mainland. He believed that 
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this outpost was established by the invaders from the Aegean, who then 
raided Enkomi and Kition from this enclave, only to be destroyed in turn 
by a second influx of settlers from the Aegean, prob ably ca. 1190 BC, who 
then established permanent residency on the island.96

Karageorghis believed that other similar foreign enclaves or outposts 
had been established at Cypriot sites like Sinda and Pyla- Kokkinokremos. 
For example, he noted that the fortified settlement of Sinda, which is 
located just inland and to the west of Enkomi, was violently destroyed 
ca. 1225 BC. New floors  were then laid and new buildings constructed 
directly on top of this burned destruction layer, possibly by the invaders 
from the Aegean.97

 These destructions, and constructions, however, are prob ably too early 
to fit the dates of incursions of the Sea  Peoples—at least  those described 
by Merneptah in 1207 BC or Ramses III in 1177 BC. Consequently, Kara-
georghis suggested that an  earlier wave of bellicose  peoples from the Ae-
gean had arrived on Cyprus even before the Sea  Peoples, by ca. 1225 BC 
at the latest. The subsequent arrival of the Sea  Peoples could be seen in the 
excavations at Enkomi, on the coast of Cyprus, which “revealed a second 
catastrophe . . .  associated by some scholars with the raids of the Sea 
 Peoples.” This second level of destruction, he said, dated to ca. 1190 BC.98

 There is, however, no real evidence to identify who was to blame for any 
of the destructions of 1225–1190 BC at any of  these sites on Cyprus. It is 
quite pos si ble that Tudhaliya and the Hittites— who,  after all, did claim to 
have attacked and conquered Cyprus at this approximate time— caused 
at least some of the destructions ca. 1225 BC. Furthermore, we have al-
ready seen that another Hittite attack on the island also reportedly took 
place during the reign of Suppiluliuma II (who came to the Hittite throne 
ca. 1207 BC), as he claims in his rec ords. Thus, it may be that it is the Hit-
tites, rather than the Sea  Peoples, who  were responsible for most of the de-
structions on Cyprus during this turbulent period.  There is even one text, 
sent by the governor of Cyprus (Alashiya), which seems to indicate that 
ships from Ugarit may have caused some of the damage, as well as a pos-
sibility that at least some of the devastation could have been caused by an 
earthquake or earthquakes. At Enkomi, the excavators discovered the bod-
ies of  children who had been killed by falling mud- bricks from the super-
structure of the building, which would seem to indicate the hand of  Mother 
Nature rather than that of  humans.99

The scenario envisioned by Karageorghis has now been amended to 
form a more complex view of the proceedings on Cyprus during this pe-
riod at the end of the Late Bronze Age. Even Karageorghis had been quickly 
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persuaded that, at each of the sites in question,  there was only one set of 
destructions, and not two; and that they ranged from as early as 1190 BC 
to as late as 1174 BC, rather than from 1225 BC onward. Moreover, the 
most recent excavations at Pyla- Kokkinokremos indicate that the site was 
not destroyed but rather simply abandoned, with the inhabitants basically 
leaving every thing  behind. This took place sometime between 1190 and 
1170 BC, which was just a few de cades  after it had been founded ca. 1230 BC. 
A more recent history of the period, written by British scholar Louise 
Steel, states that the “traditional view of the . . .  period is of a Mycenaean 
colonization of Cyprus (and the southern Levant) following the collapse 
of Mycenaean palaces. However . . .   there was no  simple imposition of My-
cenaean culture on the island. Instead, the . . .  material demonstrates a 
syncretism of influences that reflect the cosmopolitan nature of the [Late 
Cypriot] cultural identity. Mycenaean (or Aegean) culture is not simply 
transposed from the Aegean to Cyprus but merges with the indigenous 
Cypriot culture.”100

Steel also calls Karageorghis’s conclusions, and the conventional view 
of the Aegean colonization of Cyprus, into question. For instance, rather 
than seeing sites such as Maa- Palaeokastro and Pyla- Kokkinokremos as for-
eign or Aegean “defensive outposts,” she states that the evidence seems to 
better support identification of  these as local Cypriot strongholds, with the 
latter established, for example, “to ensure movement of goods, in par tic-
u lar metals, between the harbour towns . . .  and the Cypriot hinterland.” 
She states further that “the conventional interpretation of Maa- 
Palaeokastro as an early Aegean stronghold has yet to be rigorously 
tested,” and suggests that both Maa- Palaeokastro and Pyla- Kokkinokremos 
might actually be examples of indigenous Cypriot strongholds, analogous 
to the defensive settlements built at approximately this time on the island 
of Crete.101

Other scholars, including A. Bernard Knapp, now retired from the Uni-
versity of Glasgow, have suggested that the so- called Mycenaean coloni-
zation so prevalent in  earlier scholarly lit er a ture was neither Mycenaean 
nor a colonization. Instead, it was more prob ably a period of hybridiza-
tion, during which aspects of Cypriot, Aegean, and Levantine material cul-
ture  were appropriated and reused to form a new elite social identity.102 In 
other words, we are looking once again at a globalized culture, reflecting 
a multitude of influences at the end of the Bronze Age, just before the 
Collapse.

On the other hand, we still have Paul Åström’s comments about his ex-
cavation at the site of Hala Sultan Tekke, on the coast of Cyprus near the 
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modern city of Larnaka, which he described as “a town partly destroyed 
by fire and deserted in haste.”  Here, sometime around or  after 1200 BC, 
“loose objects  were left abandoned in the courtyards and valuables  were 
hidden in the ground. Bronze arrowheads— one of them found stuck in 
the side of a wall of a building— and numerous lead sling bullets scattered 
all over the place are eloquent proof of war.”103 This is one of the few clear 
instances of  enemy attackers, and yet they did not leave a calling card, 
 either  here or anywhere  else for that  matter.  There is also now recent sci-
entific evidence from the lagoon at Hala Sultan Tekke that the region was 
quite possibly suffering from the effects of a severe drought at this same 
time, as we  shall discuss below.

Thus, we are now faced with a situation in which our current knowl-
edge is being reassessed and conventional historical paradigms are being 
overthrown, or at least called into question. While it is clear that  there  were 
destructions on Cyprus  either just before or  after 1200 BC, it is by no means 
clear who or what was responsible for this damage; pos si ble culprits range 
from the Hittites to invaders from the Aegean to Sea  Peoples and even 
earthquakes. It is also conceivable that what we see in the archaeological 
rec ord is merely the material culture of  those who took advantage of  these 
destructions and settled into the now fully or partially abandoned cities 
and settlements, rather than the material culture of  those who  were actu-
ally responsible for the destructions.

Regardless, Cyprus seems to have survived  these depredations essen-
tially intact.  There is now  every indication that the island was flourishing 
during the remainder of the twelfth and into the eleventh  century BC; evi-
dence includes Egyptian texts such as “The Report of Wenamun,” con-
cerning an Egyptian priest and emissary who was shipwrecked on the is-
land ca. 1075 BC.104 However, Cyprus’s resilience came about only as a 
result of the rather dramatic restructuring of its po liti cal and economic 
organ ization, which allowed the island and its polities to weather the storm 
for a bit longer.105

Fighting in Egypt and the Harem Conspiracy

Returning to Egypt for a moment, we find a picture similar to that char-
acterizing sites elsewhere in the Eastern Mediterranean and in the Aegean, 
and yet diff er ent. The Egyptians had ended the thirteenth  century BC on 
a relatively high note, having defeated the first wave of Sea  Peoples during 
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the reign of Merneptah, in 1207 BC. The twelfth  century began calmly, 
 under the rule of Seti II and then Queen Twosret, but by the time Ramses III 
came to the throne in 1184 BC, events  were growing tumultuous. In the 
fifth year of his rule, and again in his eleventh year, he fought major wars 
against the neighboring Libyans. In between, in his eighth year, he fought 
the  battles against the Sea  Peoples that we have been discussing  here. 
And then, in 1155,  after ruling for thirty- two years, he was apparently 
assassinated.

We are told the story of the assassination in a number of documents, 
the longest of which is the Turin Judicial Papyrus. It is thought that some 
of  these documents might be connected with one another and may origi-
nally have been part of a single fifteen- foot- long papyrus scroll. All are con-
cerned with the trial of his accused assailants, known to Egyptologists as 
the Harem Conspiracy.

The conspiracy seems to be unrelated to anything  else  going on in the 
Eastern Mediterranean at the time and was simply a plot hatched by a 
minor queen in the royal harem to have her son succeed Ramses III.  There 
 were as many as forty accused conspirators, both members of the harem 
and court officials, who  were tried in four groups. A number of them  were 
found guilty and received the death penalty; several  were forced to com-
mit suicide right in the court. The minor queen and her son  were among 
 those sentenced to death.106

Although it was known that Ramses III died before the verdicts  were 
reached in this case, it is not clear in  these documents  whether the plot 
had actually succeeded. But apparently it had, although this fact has only 
recently come to light.

Ramses III’s  mummy has long been known. He had originally been bur-
ied in the Valley of the Kings in his own tomb (known as KV 11) but had 
 later been moved by priests for safekeeping, along with a number of other 
royal mummies.  These  were all found in 1881, in the Deir el- Bahari cache 
near Hatshepsut’s mortuary  temple.

In 2012, Egyptologists and forensic scientists conducted an autopsy of 
Ramses III’s body and reported in the British Medical Journal that his 
throat had been cut. The sharp knife that caused the wound had been 
thrust into his neck immediately  under the larynx, all the way down to the 
cervical vertebra, cutting his trachea and severing all of the soft tissue in 
the area. Death was instantaneous. Subsequently, during the embalming 
pro cess, a protective Horus- eye amulet had been placed in the wound, 
 either for protection or for healing, though it was far too late to help the 
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king in this life. In addition, a thick collar of linen was placed around his 
neck, in order to hide the stab wound (70 mm wide). It was only during 
the X- ray analy sis that the scientists  were able to see through the thick cloth 
and identify the injury that killed the king.107

A second body, of a male aged between eigh teen and twenty and known 
only as “Man E,” was found with Ramses III. Wrapped in a ritually im-
pure goatskin and not properly mummified, the body may be that of the 
guilty prince, according to DNA tests which indicate that he was prob ably 
Ramses III’s son. The forensic evidence, including facial contortions and 
injuries on his throat, suggests that he was prob ably strangled.108

With the death of Ramses III, the true glory of the Egyptian New King-
dom came to an end.  There would be eight more pha raohs during the 
Twentieth Dynasty before it ended in 1070 BC, but none of them accom-
plished anything of merit. Of course, it would have been fairly remarkable 
had they done so, given the state of affairs elsewhere in the Eastern Medi-
terranean, although the last king, Ramses XI, did send his emissary We-
namun to Byblos in order to purchase cedars of Lebanon, only to have him 
shipwrecked on Cyprus on the homeward voyage in about 1075 BC, as just 
mentioned.

Summation

Although it is clear that  there  were massive destructions in the Aegean and 
Eastern Mediterranean regions at the end of the thirteenth and the begin-
ning of the twelfth  century BC, it is far from clear who—or what— was 
responsible. Among the open questions is even the identity of the manu-
facturers of the pottery known as “Mycenaean IIIC1b,” which appears at 
many of  these Eastern Mediterranean sites following the destructions of 
ca. 1200 BC, including Ras Ibn Hani and Ras Bassit near Ugarit.109 This 
pottery, which was  earlier seen as the product of displaced Mycenaeans 
who had fled to the east, following the destructions of their hometowns 
and cities on the Greek mainland, seems instead to have been produced 
in Cyprus and the Eastern Mediterranean, most likely  after importation 
of the real Aegean ware had ceased.

As Annie Caubet, of the Louvre Museum, has said regarding the reoc-
cupation of Ras Ibn Hani, near Ugarit: “Certainly, resettlement on the site 
in a stable and continuous way is undeniable. What remains to be proved 
is that the inhabitants  were now a part of the Sea  Peoples and not the local 
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population which had returned  after the trou bles  were over.”110 Other in-
novations observable in Cyprus and the Levant at this time, such as the 
use of ashlar masonry in architectural building techniques, and new fu-
nerary rituals and vase types, may indicate contact with the Aegean or 
even the presence of displaced Aegean individuals, but Aegean styles do 
not necessarily indicate Aegean  people, so  these could also be simply a 
manifestation of the globalization that was in place even during the tu-
multuous years that characterized the end of the Late Bronze Age.111

As for the end itself, it may have taken much more than the  simple dep-
redations of the roving marauders recorded by the Egyptians— the “Sea 
 Peoples,” as we call them now. So often fingered by  earlier scholars as the 
sole culprits responsible for the end of civilization in this widespread area, 
they may have been as much the victims as the oppressors, as mentioned 
at the beginning of this book and as we  shall see further in the next chapter.



R R C H A P T E R  F I V E

A “PERFECT STORM” OF CALAMITIES?

We are now fi nally in a position to attempt to solve our mystery, by 
pulling together all of the diff er ent strands of evidence and the clues 
that are available, so that we may determine why the stable interna-
tional system of the Late Bronze Age suddenly collapsed  after surviving 
for centuries. However, we must come to this with an open mind and 
employ “the scientific use of the imagination,” as the immortal Sherlock 
Holmes once said, for “we must balance probabilities and choose the 
most likely.”1

To begin with, it  will be apparent by now that the Sea  Peoples and the 
so- called Collapse or Catastrophe at the end of the Late Bronze Age are 
both topics that have been much discussed by scholars over the course of 
the past  century, and that they are linked more often than not in such dis-
cussions. This was especially true during the 1980s and 1990s, when 
Nancy Sandars published the revised edition of her book, simply called 
The Sea  Peoples, in 1985 and Robert Drews published his book The End of 
the Bronze Age in 1993.  There  were also at least two academic conferences 
or seminars specifically devoted to  these topics, held in 1992 and 1997, and 
many other books,  theses, and conferences  were tangentially related.2 
However, as noted at the beginning of this volume, a wealth of new data 
has become available in the past few de cades, which need to be considered 
in our evolving understanding of both the Sea  Peoples and the complex 
forces that ended the era of magnificent civilizations that we have been 
discussing.

We need to acknowledge first and foremost, as frequently noted in the 
preceding pages, that it is not always clear who, or what, caused the de-
struction of the Late Bronze Age cities, kingdoms, and empires of the Ae-
gean and Eastern Mediterranean. The destruction of the Palace of Nestor 
at Pylos, ca. 1180 BC, is an excellent example, as one scholar has recently 
acknowledged: “Some have suggested that the agents of this calamity 
 were invaders from outside the kingdom;  others that the  people of Pylos 
themselves revolted against their king. The precise  causes remain 
undetermined.”3
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Second, we need to admit that  there is currently no scholarly consen-
sus as to the cause or  causes of the collapse of  these multiple interconnected 
socie ties just over three thousand years ago; culprits recently blamed by 
scholars include “attacks by foreign enemies, social uprising, natu ral ca-
tastrophes, systems collapse, and changes in warfare.” 4 It is therefore worth 
our time to reconsider, as scholars have done for approximately the past 
eighty years, what the pos si ble  causes might be. In so  doing, however, we 
should objectively consider the available evidence that supports or fails to 
support each of the hy po thet i cal possibilities.

Earthquakes

Let’s begin with earthquakes. The idea that they caused, or might have con-
tributed to, the destruction of some of the Late Bronze Age cities has been 
around since the days of Claude Schaeffer, the original excavator of Ugarit. 
He thought that an earthquake caused the final destruction of the city, for 
he found vis i ble indications that an earthquake had rocked the city in the 
distant past. Photo graphs from Schaeffer’s excavations, for example, show 
long stone walls knocked off kilter, which is one of the hallmarks of earth-
quake damage.5

However, current thinking on the subject puts the date of this earth-
quake at Ugarit at 1250 BC or a bit thereafter. Moreover,  because  there are 
signs of restoration activities in the de cades between the earthquake and 
the final demise of the city, it is now thought that the quake only dam-
aged the city and did not completely destroy it.6

It is, admittedly, frequently difficult to distinguish between a city de-
stroyed by an earthquake and a city destroyed by  humans and warfare. 
However,  there are several markers that characterize a destructive earth-
quake and which can be noted by archaeologists during excavations.  These 
include collapsed, patched, or reinforced walls; crushed skele tons, or bod-
ies found lying  under fallen debris; toppled columns lying parallel to one 
another; slipped keystones in archways and doorways; and walls leaning 
at impossible  angles or offset from their original position. In contrast, a 
city destroyed during warfare  will usually have weapons of vari ous sorts 
within the destruction debris. At the site of Aphek, in Israel, for example, 
which was destroyed  toward the end of the thirteenth  century BC, the ex-
cavators found arrowheads stuck in the walls of the buildings, just as 
 there are in Troy VIIA.7
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Thanks to recent research by archaeoseismologists, it now seems prob-
able that mainland Greece, as well as much of the rest of the Aegean and 
Eastern Mediterranean, was struck by a series of earthquakes, beginning 
about 1225 BC and lasting for as long as fifty years,  until about 1175 BC. 
The earthquake at Ugarit identified and described by Schaeffer was not an 
isolated event; it was just one of many such quakes that occurred during 
this time period. Such a series of earthquakes in antiquity is now known 
as an “earthquake storm,” in which a seismic fault keeps “unzipping” by 
unleashing a series of earthquakes over years or de cades  until all the pres-
sure along the fault line has been released.8

In the Aegean, earthquakes prob ably hit during this time period at My-
cenae, Thebes, Pylos, Kynos, Lefkandi, the Menelaion, Kastanas in Thes-
saly, Korakou, Profitis Elias, and Gla, as well as Tiryns and Midea, though 
the evidence at  these last two sites has now been called into question by 
one group of researchers, as mentioned.  There is no evidence that Crete 
was affected at this time. In the Eastern Mediterranean, however, earth-
quake damage dating to this period is vis i ble at numerous sites, including 
Troy, Karaoglun, and Hattusa in Anatolia; Ugarit, Beth Shan, Deir ‘Alla, 
Tell es- Saidiyeh, Tell al- Umayri, Ashdod, and Akko in the Levant; and En-
komi on Cyprus, among  others.9

And, just as  people are killed during the collapse of buildings and are 
buried in the rubble when an earthquake hits a populated area  today, so 
too at least nineteen bodies of  people possibly killed in  these ancient earth-
quakes have been found during excavations at the devastated Late Bronze 
Age cities. At Mycenae, for example, the skele tons of three adults and a 
child  were found in the basement of a  house two hundred meters north of 
the citadel, where they had been crushed beneath fallen stones during an 
earthquake. Similarly, in a  house built on the west slope of the ridge north 
of the Trea sury of Atreus, the skeleton of a middle- aged  woman whose 
skull had been crushed by a falling stone was found in the doorway be-
tween the main room and the front room. At Tiryns, the skele tons of a 
 woman and a child  were found buried by the collapsed walls of Building X 
inside the Acropolis; two other  human skele tons  were found near the for-
tification walls, where they had been killed and then covered by debris fall-
ing from the walls. Similarly, at nearby Midea, other skele tons  were 
found, including one of a young girl in a room near the East Gate, whose 
skull and backbone  were smashed  under fallen stones.10

However, we must concede that although  these earthquakes would have 
undoubtedly caused severe damage, it is unlikely that they alone  were suf-
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ficient to cause a complete collapse of society, especially since some of the 
sites  were clearly reoccupied and at least partially rebuilt afterward. Such 
was the case at Mycenae and Tiryns, for example, although they never 
again functioned at the level that they had achieved prior to the destruc-
tion. Thus, we must look elsewhere for a diff er ent, or perhaps complemen-
tary, explanation for the end of the Late Bronze Age in the Aegean and 
Eastern Mediterranean.

Internal Rebellion

Some scholars have suggested that internal rebellions and social in equality 
may have contributed to the turmoil at the end of the Late Bronze Age, 
including at sites on the Greek mainland, such as Mycenae.11 Such revolts 
could have been triggered by famine,  whether caused by drought or other-
wise, or earthquakes or other natu ral disasters, or even a cutting of the 
international trade routes, any and all of which could have dramatically 
impacted the economy in the affected areas and led dissatisfied peasants 
or lower classes to rebel against the ruling class, in a revolution akin to 
that in 1917 czarist Rus sia.12

Such a scenario might be invoked to explain the destruction seen, for 
instance, at Hazor in Canaan, where  there is no evidence for an earth-
quake, nor is  there specific evidence for warfare or invaders. Although 
Yigael Yadin and Amnon Ben- Tor, two of the primary excavators of the 
site, have both suggested a destruction by warfare, prob ably at the hands 
of the Israelites, the other codirector of the current excavations, Sharon 
Zuckerman of Hebrew University in Jerusalem, proposed that the de-
struction of Hazor Stratum IA, dating somewhere between 1230 and the 
early de cades of the twelfth  century BC, was caused by an internal rebel-
lion of the city’s inhabitants, rather than an invasion by external  peoples. 
As she stated, “ there is no archaeological evidence of warfare, such as 
 human victims or weapons, anywhere in the site . . .  the view of the final 
destruction of the LBA city of Hazor as a sudden unexpected attack on a 
strong flourishing kingdom does not concur with the archaeological evi-
dence.” She suggested instead that “mounting internal conflicts and 
gradual decline, culminating in the final assault on the major po liti cal 
and religious foci of the city’s elite, provides the most plausible alternative 
framework for the explanation of the destruction and abandonment of 
Hazor.”13
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Although  there is no doubting the destructions observable at the vari-
ous Mycenaean palatial centers and Canaanite cities,  there is, quite frankly, 
no way to tell  whether revolting peasants  were responsible. It thus remains 
a plausible, but unproven, hypothesis. And again, many civilizations have 
successfully survived internal rebellions, often even flourishing  under a 
new regime. Thus, on its own, the hypothesis of internal rebellions is not 
enough to account for the collapse of the Late Bronze Age civilizations in 
the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean.

(Pos si ble) Invaders and the Collapse of  
International Trade

Among events that could have led to an internal rebellion, we have just 
glimpsed the specter of outside invaders cutting the international trade 
routes and upsetting fragile economies that might have been overly depen-
dent upon foreign raw materials. Carol Bell’s comparison of the strategic 
importance of tin in the Bronze Age to that of crude oil in  today’s world 
might be particularly apt in this hy po thet i cal situation.14

However, even if an internal rebellion  were not the outcome, the cut-
ting of the trade routes could have had a severe, and immediate, impact 
upon Mycenaean kingdoms such as Pylos, Tiryns, and Mycenae, which 
needed to import both the copper and the tin needed to produce bronze, 
and which seem to have imported substantial quantities of additional raw 
materials as well, including gold, ivory, glass, ebony wood, and the tere-
binth resin used in making perfume. While natu ral disasters such as earth-
quakes could cause a temporary disruption in trade, potentially leading 
to higher prices and perhaps to what we  today would call inflation, more 
permanent disruptions would more likely have been the result of outside 
invaders targeting the affected areas. However, who would  these invaders 
have been? Or is this where we invoke the Sea  Peoples?

Rather than the Sea  Peoples, the ancient Greeks— ranging from histo-
rians like Herodotus and Thucydides in fifth- century BC Athens to the 
much- later traveler Pausanias— believed that a group known as the Dorians 
had invaded from the north at the end of the Bronze Age, thereby initiat-
ing the Iron Age. This concept was once much discussed by archaeologists 
and ancient historians of the Bronze Age Aegean; among their consider-
ations was a new type of pottery called “Handmade Burnished Ware” or 
“Barbarian Ware.” However, in recent de cades it has become clear that 
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 there was no such invasion from the north at this time and no reason to 
accept the idea of a “Dorian Invasion” bringing the Mycenaean civiliza-
tion to an end. Despite the traditions of the  later classical Greeks, it is clear 
that the Dorians had nothing to do with the Collapse at the end of the Late 
Bronze Age and entered Greece only long  after  those events had 
tran spired.15

Moreover, recent studies now indicate that even during the decline of 
the Mycenaean world and the early years of the succeeding Iron Age, main-
land Greece may still have retained its trade connections to the Eastern 
Mediterranean.  These connections, however,  were prob ably no longer 
 under the control of the elite classes who had dwelt in the Bronze Age 
palaces.16

In northern Syria, on the other hand, we have several documents attest-
ing to the fact that maritime invaders attacked Ugarit during this time 
period, as we have seen above. Although we have  little firm evidence for 
the origins of  these marauders, we cannot dismiss the possibility that 
they included the Sea  Peoples. In addition, scholars have recently pointed 
out that many of the city- states in the Eastern Mediterranean, and Ugarit 
in par tic u lar, may have been hard- hit by the collapse of the international 
trade routes, which would have been vulnerable to depredations by mari-
time marauders.

Itamar Singer, for instance, has suggested that Ugarit’s downfall may 
have been due to “the sudden collapse of the traditional structures of in-
ternational trade, which  were the lifeblood of Ugarit’s booming economy 
in the Bronze Age.” Christopher Monroe of Cornell University has put this 
into a larger context, pointing out that the wealthiest city- states in the East-
ern Mediterranean  were the hardest- hit by the events taking place during 
the twelfth  century BC, since they  were not only the most attractive 
targets for the invaders but also the most dependent on the interna-
tional trade network. He suggests that dependence, or perhaps overde-
pendence, on cap i tal ist enterprise, and specifically long- distance trade, 
may have contributed to the economic instability seen at the end of the 
Late Bronze Age.17

However, we should not overlook the fact that Ugarit would have been 
a tempting target for both external invaders and homegrown pirates, as 
well as other pos si ble groups. In this regard, we should recall the recently 
published letter from the House of Urtenu mentioned in chapter 4, which 
rec ords that Ras Ibn Hani had just been overrun and Ugarit was now being 
threatened. We should also consider again the letter from the Southern 
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Archive, found in Court V of the palace in Ugarit (but not within a kiln), 
which mentions seven  enemy ships that had been causing havoc in the 
Ugaritic lands.  Whether or not  these par tic u lar ships had anything to do 
with the final destruction of Ugarit, such  enemy ships would have dis-
rupted the international trade upon which Ugarit was vitally dependent.

When such dramatic situations occur  today, it seems that every one has 
a piece of advice to give.  Things  were no diff er ent back then, during the 
Late Bronze Age. One letter found at Ugarit, possibly sent by the Hittite 
viceroy of Carchemish, gives the Ugaritic king advice on how to deal with 
such  enemy ships. He begins, “You have written to me: ‘Ships of the  enemy 
have been seen at sea!’  ” and then advises: “Well, you must remain firm. 
Indeed, for your part, where are your troops, your chariots stationed? Are 
they not stationed near you? . . .  Surround your cities with walls. Bring 
(your) infantry and chariotry into (them). Be on the lookout for the  enemy 
and make yourself very strong!”18

Another letter, found in the House of Rapanu and sent by a man named 
Eshuwara who was the se nior governor of Cyprus, is undoubtedly related. 
In this letter, the governor says that he is not responsible for any damage 
done to Ugarit or its territory by the ships, especially since it is—he claims— 
Ugarit’s own ships and men who are committing the atrocities, and that 
Ugarit should be prepared to defend itself: “As for the  matter concerning 
 those enemies: (it was) the  people from your country (and) your own ships 
(who) did this! And (it was) the  people from your country (who) commit-
ted  these transgressions(s) . . .  I am writing to inform you and protect you. 
Be aware!” He then adds that  there are twenty  enemy ships, but that they 
have gone off in an unknown direction.19

Fi nally, a letter in the Urtenu archive from an official in Carchemish, 
located in inland northern Syria, states that the king of Carchemish was 
on his way from Hittite territory to Ugarit with reinforcements, and that 
the vari ous  people named in the letter, including Urtenu and the city el-
ders, should try to hold out  until they arrived.20 It is unlikely that they ar-
rived in time. If they did, they  were of  little use, for an additional, private 
letter at Ugarit, usually thought to be one of the last communications from 
this period, describes an alarming situation: “When your messenger ar-
rived, the army was humiliated and the city was sacked. Our food in the 
threshing floors was burnt and the vineyards  were also destroyed. Our city 
is sacked. May you know it! May you know it!”21

As noted above, the excavators of Ugarit report that the city was burned, 
with a destruction level reaching two meters high in some places, and that 
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numerous arrowheads  were found scattered throughout the ruins.  There 
 were also a number of hoards found buried in the city; some contained 
precious gold and bronze items, including figurines, weapons, and tools, 
some of them inscribed. All appear to have been items hidden just before 
the destruction took place; their  owners never returned to retrieve them.22 
However, even a severe and complete destruction of the city does not ex-
plain why the survivors did not rebuild,  unless  there  were no survivors.

Rather than complete annihilation, it may be the cutting of the trade 
routes, and the collapse of the international trading system as a  whole, that 
are the most logical and complete explanations as to why Ugarit was never 
reoccupied  after its destruction. In the words of one scholar, “The fact that 
Ugarit never  rose from its ashes, as did other LBA cities of the Levant which 
suffered a similar fate, must have more substantial grounds than the de-
struction inflicted upon the city.”23

However,  there is a counterargument to this suggestion. Ugarit’s inter-
national connections apparently continued right up  until the sudden 
end of the city, for  there is a letter from the king of Beirut sent to an 
Ugaritic official (the prefect) that arrived  after the king of Ugarit had 
already fled the city.24 In other words, Ugarit was fi nally destroyed by 
invaders and was never rebuilt, despite the fact that the international 
trade connections  were at least partially if not still completely intact at 
the time of destruction.

In fact, what jumps out from the materials in the Rapanu and Urtenu 
archives is the tremendous amount of international interconnection that 
apparently still existed in the Eastern Mediterranean even at the end of 
the Late Bronze Age. Moreover, it is clear from the few texts published from 
the Urtenu archive that  these international connections continued right 
up  until almost the last moment before Ugarit’s destruction. This seems 
to be a clear indication that the end was prob ably sudden, rather than a 
gradual decline  after trade routes had been cut or  because of drought and 
famine, and that Ugarit specifically was destroyed by invaders, regardless 
of  whether  these forces had also cut the international trade routes.

Decentralization and the Rise of the Private Merchant

 There is one other point to be considered, which has been suggested rela-
tively recently and may well be a reflection of current thinking about the 
role of decentralization in  today’s world.
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In an article published in 1998, Susan Sherratt, now at the University 
of Sheffield, concluded that the Sea  Peoples represent the final step in the 
replacement of the old centralized politico- economic systems pre sent in 
the Bronze Age with the new decentralized economic systems of the Iron 
Age— that is, the change from kingdoms and empires that controlled the 
international trade to smaller city- states and individual entrepreneurs who 
 were in business for themselves. She suggested that the Sea  Peoples can 
“usefully be seen as a structural phenomenon, a product of the natu ral evo-
lution and expansion of international trade in the 3rd and early 2nd mil-
lennium, which carried within it the seeds of the subversion of the palace- 
based command economies which had initiated such trade in the first 
place.”25

Thus, while she concedes that the international trade routes might have 
collapsed, and that at least some of the Sea  Peoples may have been migra-
tory invaders, she ultimately concludes that it does not  really  matter where 
the Sea  Peoples came from, or even who they  were or what they did. Far 
more impor tant is the sociopo liti cal and economic change that they rep-
resent, from a predominantly palatial- controlled economy to one in which 
private merchants and smaller entities had considerably more economic 
freedom.26

Although Sherratt’s argument is elegantly stated, other scholars had 
 earlier made similar suggestions. For example, Klaus Kilian, excavator of 
Tiryns, once wrote: “ After the fall of the Mycenaean palaces, when ‘private’ 
economy had been established in Greece, contacts continued with foreign 
countries. The well- organized palatial system was succeeded by smaller 
local reigns, certainly less power ful in their economic expansion.”27

Michal Artzy, of the University of Haifa, even gave a name to some of 
the private merchants envisioned by Sherratt, dubbing them “Nomads of 
the Sea.” She suggested that they had been active as intermediaries who 
carried out much of the maritime trade during the  fourteenth and thir-
teenth centuries BC.28

However, more recent studies have taken issue with the type of transi-
tional worldview proposed by Sherratt. Carol Bell, for instance, respect-
fully disagrees, saying: “It is simplistic . . .  to view the change between the 
LBA and the Iron Age as the replacement of palace administered exchange 
with entrepreneurial trade. A  wholesale replacement of one paradigm for 
another is not a good explanation for this change and restructuring.”29

While  there is no question that privatization may have begun as a by- 
product of palatial trade, it is not at all clear that this privatization then 
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ultimately undermined the very economy from which it had come. At 
Ugarit, for example, scholars have pointed out that even though the city 
was clearly burned and abandoned,  there is no evidence  either in the texts 
found at the site or in the remains themselves that the destruction and col-
lapse had been caused by decentralized entrepreneurs undermining the 
state and its control of international trade.30

In fact, combining textual observations with the fact that Ugarit was 
clearly destroyed by fire, and that  there are weapons in the debris, we may 
safely reiterate that although  there may have been the seeds of decentral-
ization at Ugarit, warfare and fighting almost certainly caused the final 
destruction, with external invaders as the likely culprits. This is a far dif-
fer ent scenario from that envisioned by Sherratt and her like- minded col-
leagues.  Whether  these invaders  were the Sea  Peoples is uncertain, how-
ever, although it is intriguing that one of the texts at Ugarit specifically 
mentions the Shikila/Shekelesh, known from the Sea  Peoples inscriptions 
of Merneptah and Ramses III.

In any event, even if decentralization and private individual merchants 
 were an issue, it seems unlikely that they caused the collapse of the Late 
Bronze Age, at least on their own. Instead of accepting the idea that pri-
vate merchants and their enterprises undermined the Bronze Age econ-
omy, perhaps we should consider the alternative suggestion that they simply 
emerged out of the chaos of the Collapse, as was suggested by James Muhly 
of the University of Pennsylvania. He saw the twelfth  century BC not as a 
world dominated by “sea raiders, pirates, and freebooting mercenaries,” but 
rather as a world of “enterprising merchants and traders, exploiting new 
economic opportunities, new markets, and new sources of raw materials.”31 
Out of chaos comes opportunity, at least for a lucky few, as always.

Was It the Sea  Peoples and Where Did They Go?

We come, fi nally, to a more prolonged consideration of the migrations of 
the Sea  Peoples, who remain as enigmatic and elusive as ever.  Whether they 
are seen as pirates, sea raiders, or migrating populations, the archaeologi-
cal and textual evidence both indicate that the Sea  Peoples, despite their 
moniker, most likely traveled both by land and by sea— that is, by any 
means pos si ble.

 Those proceeding by sea would most likely have hugged the coastline, 
perhaps even putting in to a safe harbor  every eve ning. However, questions 
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remain as to  whether the  enemy ships mentioned in the Ugaritic texts be-
longed to the Sea  Peoples or to renegade members of their own kingdom, 
as implied in the letter sent by Eshuwara, the governor of Alashiya. In this 
regard, we should take into account the letter just mentioned, from the 
House of Urtenu in Ugarit, that mentions the “Shikila  people,” who, more 
likely than not, can be identified with the Shekelesh of the Egyptian rec-
ords. The letter was sent by the Hittite king, prob ably Suppiluliuma II, to 
the governor of Ugarit, and refers to a young king of Ugarit, who “does 
not know anything.” Singer, among other scholars, sees this as a probable 
reference to Ammurapi, who was the new king of Ugarit at the time. In 
the letter, the Hittite king says that he wishes to interview a man named 
Ibnadushu, who had been captured by the Shikila  people “who live on 
ships,” in order to find out more information about  these Shikila/Sheke-
lesh. However, we do not know  whether the interview ever took place or 
what  else might have been learned from Ibnadushu.32

It is generally agreed that this document contains the only specific men-
tion by name of the Sea  Peoples outside of Egyptian rec ords, although it 
has also been suggested that  there might be  others. The “ enemy from the 
land of Alashiya” who attacked the last Hittite king, Suppiluliuma II, on 
land  after he had fought three sea  battles against Alashiyan (i.e., Cypriot) 
forces is possibly a reference to the Sea  Peoples. So too is an inscription 
found at Hattusa in 1988, which may contain an indication that Suppilu-
liuma II was already fighting the Sea  Peoples who had landed on the south-
ern coast of Anatolia and  were advancing north.33 Most documents and 
inscriptions, other than the Egyptian rec ords, simply contain the more 
general phrase “ enemy ships,” though, and do not specifically name the 
Sea  Peoples.

 Those of the Sea  Peoples who came by land possibly, and perhaps likely, 
proceeded along a predominantly coastal route, where the destruction of 
specific cities would have opened up entire new areas to them, in much 
the same way that Alexander the  Great’s  battles at the Granicus River, 
Issus, and Gaugamela opened up specific portions of the ancient Near East 
to his army almost a thousand years  later. Assaf Yasur- Landau of the Uni-
versity of Haifa has suggested that some of the Sea  Peoples could have 
begun their journey in Greece and passed through the Dardanelles to west-
ern Turkey/Anatolia.  Others— perhaps most of them, he says— would 
simply have begun their journey at this point, perhaps joining  those com-
ing from the Aegean, with the route continuing along the southern coast 
of Turkey to Cilicia at its eastern end, and then down to the southern Le-
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vant via a route  running along the coast. If they followed this route, they 
would have encountered the city of Troy, the kingdoms of Arzawa and Tar-
huntassa in Anatolia, and the cities of Tarsus and Ugarit in southeastern 
Anatolia and northern Syria, respectively. Some or all of  these sites do show 
signs of destruction and/or subsequent abandonment that occurred about 
the time that the Sea  Peoples are presumed to have been active, but it is 
unclear  whether they  were actually responsible.34

In fact, the archaeological evidence now seems to suggest that most of 
the sites in Anatolia  were simply  either completely or mostly abandoned 
at this time, rather than put to the torch by the Sea  Peoples. We can spec-
ulate that if the international trade, transportation, and communication 
routes  were disrupted by wars, famines, or other forces, the cities depen-
dent upon  these routes might have withered and died, with the result that 
their populations would have left gradually or fled rapidly, depending upon 
the speed of commercial and cultural decline. As one scholar has recently 
said, “while it is reasonable to assume that Cilicia and the Syrian coast  were 
affected by the actions of the Sea  Peoples, so far neither historical nor ar-
chaeological evidence for any kind of activity of the Sea  Peoples in the Hit-
tite homelands is attested . . .  the real  causes for the collapse of the Hittite 
state seem to be internal rather than external.”35

R R

A prime example of assigning blame without proof is the claim related to 
the radiocarbon dating at Tell Tweini, the site of the Late Bronze Age har-
bor town of Gibala within the kingdom of Ugarit.  Here, the laboratory re-
sults initially led the excavators and their colleagues to conclude that they 
had found evidence of destruction wreaked by the Sea  Peoples, and to spe-
cifically date it to 1192–1190 BC, though, as noted, Knapp and Manning 
stress that this dating is overly precise. The excavators originally stated, 
without caveat: “The Sea  Peoples  were seaborne foes from diff er ent origins. 
They launched a combined land- sea invasion that destabilized the already 
weakened power base of empires and kingdoms of the old world, and at-
tempted to enter or control the Egyptian territory. The Sea  Peoples sym-
bolize the last step of a long and complex spiral of decline in the ancient 
Mediterranean world.”36

Although  there is  little doubt that the city was destroyed at about the 
time identified by the excavators, as confirmed by the radiocarbon dates, 
the attribution to the Sea  Peoples as the agents of the destruction is spec-
ulative, although it is certainly quite pos si ble that they  were the culprits. 
The excavators did not offer any definitive proof regarding a role for the 
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Sea  Peoples; they simply point out that the material culture of the settle-
ment that was established on the tell  after the destruction includes “the 
appearance of Aegean- type architecture, locally- made Mycenaean IIIC 
Early pottery, hand- made burnished pottery, and Aegean- type loom- 
weights.” As they state, “ these materials, also known from Philistine set-
tlements, are cultural markers of foreign settlers, most prob ably the Sea 
 Peoples.”37 While Tweini could be the best example yet of a site possibly 
destroyed and then resettled by the Sea  Peoples, we cannot say so with ab-
solute certainty. In fact, subsequent publications by the excavators and 
associated scientists have acknowledged that fact; Kaniewski and his team 
now describe the site’s destruction as having been wrought “most prob-
ably (but not certainly) by Sea  Peoples.”38 Moreover, as Annie Caubet has 
noted with regard to Ras Ibn Hani (above), one cannot always be sure that 
the  people who resettled a site  after its destruction are necessarily the same 
ones who destroyed it in the first place.

We can further speculate that in at least some cases groups designated 
as the Sea  Peoples might have entered the vacuum created by the destruc-
tion and/or abandonment of the cities,  whether caused by themselves or 
by  others, and settled down without moving on, eventually leaving their 
artifacts  behind them, as may have been the case at Tweini. In such cir-
cumstances,  these Sea  Peoples are likely to have occupied primarily, al-
though not exclusively, the coastal cities, including sites like Tarsin and 
Mersin on the coast of southeastern Anatolia. The same may be true for 
the region now on the border between southeastern Turkey and northern 
Syria, in the area of Tell Ta’yinat, which recent evidence suggests became 
known as the “Land of Palistin” during the Iron Age.39

In fact,  there are traditions, especially literary traditions, which spe-
cifically state that the Sea  Peoples settled Tel Dor, in the north of what is 
now modern Israel. For example, the Egyptian story called “The Report 
of Wenamun,” which dates to the first half of the eleventh  century BC, re-
fers to Dor as a town of the Tjekker or Sikils (Shekelesh). Another Egyp-
tian text, the “Onomasticon of Amenemope,” which dates to ca. 1100 BC, 
lists the Shardana, the Tjekker, and the Peleset, and also mentions the sites 
of Ashkelon, Ashdod, and Gaza (three of the five sites considered to be part 
of the Philistine “pentapolis”).

Sites along the Carmel Coast and in the Akko Valley, as well as per-
haps Tel Dan, have also been suggested as having been settled by the Sea 
 Peoples, such as the Shardana and the Danuna. At many of  these sites, in-
cluding  those with occupation levels designated as “Philistine,” such as at 
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Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gaza, Ekron, and elsewhere, degenerate Aegean- style 
pottery and other cultural identifiers have been found.40  These may well 
be the only physical remains that we have of the elusive Sea  Peoples, par-
ticularly given the new DNA data from Ashkelon, which we  will discuss 
in a moment. However, apart from Ashkelon, the archaeological remains 
at many of  these sites, and even farther north, seem to have more direct 
connections with Cyprus than with the Aegean. Nevertheless,  there are 
clear links to non- Canaanite  peoples in the twelfth  century BC.41

Interestingly,  there seem to be no such remains, nor any such destruc-
tion, in the area that came to be known as Phoenicia, primarily in what is 
now modern Lebanon. Despite scholarly discussions, it is still unclear why 
this should be so, or  whether it is simply an illusion caused by the relative 
lack of excavation  here, compared to the other coastal regions of the Near 
East.42

Among the many scenarios suggested to explain the final days of the 
Late Bronze Age in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean, the proposal 
made by Israel Finkelstein of Tel Aviv University two de cades ago still 
seems most likely. He argues that the migration of the Sea  Peoples was not 
a single event but a long pro cess involving several phases, with the first 
phase starting in the early years of Ramses III, ca. 1177 BC, and the last 
phase ending during the time of Ramses VI, ca. 1130 BC. He says specifi-
cally that

despite the description in the Egyptian texts of a single event, the migra-
tion of the Sea  Peoples was at least a half- century- long pro cess that had sev-
eral phases. . . .  It may have started with groups that spread destruction 
along the Levantine coast, including northern Philistia, in the beginning 
of the twelfth  century and that  were defeated by Ramesses III in his eighth 
year. Consequently, some of them  were settled in Egyptian garrisons in the 
delta.  Later groups of Sea  Peoples, in the second half of the twelfth  century, 
succeeded in terminating Egyptian rule in southern Canaan.  After destroy-
ing the Egyptian strongholds . . .  they settled in Philistia and established 
their major centers at Ashdod, Ashkelon, Tel Miqne, and other places.  These 
 people— the Philistines of the  later biblical text— are easily identifiable by 
several Aegean- derived features in their material culture.43

While Finkelstein may well be correct, it is likely that the pro cess had 
begun at least three de cades  earlier and thus lasted even longer. Recall that 
the first recorded  battle took place in 1207 BC, during the reign of Mer-
neptah. That would mean we are looking at more than three- quarters of a 
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 century with successive waves of newcomers,  whether peaceful immigrants 
fleeing from their original homes, hostile military forces intent on con-
quest, or a combination of the two.

Most scholars agree with Finkelstein that the archaeological evidence 
seems to indicate that we should be looking primarily at the Aegean re-
gion, perhaps via the filter of western Anatolia and Cyprus as intermedi-
ate stops for some or most along the way, rather than Sicily, Sardinia, and 
the Western Mediterranean for the origin of many of the Sea  Peoples.44 
However, Yasur- Landau suggests that if they  were Mycenaeans, they  were 
not  those fleeing the ruins of their palaces, at Mycenae and elsewhere, just 
 after  those places  were destroyed. He points out that  there is no evidence 
of Linear B writing or other aspects of the wealthy palatial period from 
the thirteenth  century BC on the Greek mainland at  these Anatolian and 
Canaanite sites. Rather, the material culture of  these settlers indicates that 
they  were from “the rather humbler culture that came [immediately] af-
terward” during the early twelfth  century BC. He also notes that some may 
even have been farmers rather than raiding warriors, looking to improve 
their lives by moving to a new area. Regardless, they  were “an entire pop-
ulation of families on the move to a new home.” In any event, he believes 
that  these mi grants  were not the cause of the collapse of the Late Bronze 
Age civilizations in this area but  were instead “opportunists” who took ad-
vantage of the Collapse to find themselves new homes.45

Yasur- Landau also takes issue with the traditional picture of a Philis-
tine military takeover of Canaan. He says: “The circumstances of the set-
tlement do not reflect a violent incursion. Recent discoveries at Ashkelon 
show that the mi grants [actually] settled on a deserted site, on top of the 
unfinished remains of an Egyptian garrison. . . .   There are no clear signs 
for any violent destruction at Ashdod . . .  the signs of destruction described 
by the excavators [ there] may be no more than evidence for cooking. . . .  
At Ekron, the small Canaanite village . . .  was indeed destroyed by fire, 
but . . .  [was] replaced by another Canaanite village . . .  before the arrival 
of the mi grants.” 46

Rather than a hostile military- style takeover, Yasur- Landau sees instead 
intercultural marriages and intercultural families, maintaining both Ca-
naanite and Aegean traditions, mostly in the domestic arena. As he puts 
it, “material remains from early Iron Age Philistia reveal intricate, and pre-
dominantly peaceful, interactions between mi grants and locals. . . .  I 
would therefore venture to suggest that the general lack of vio lence con-
nected with the foundation of the Philistine cities . . .  and the co- existence 
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of both Aegean and local cultural traditions indicate that  these  were joint 
foundations of Aegean mi grants and local populations, rather than colo-
nial enterprises.” 47

Other scholars agree, pointing out that, at most, the Philistines de-
stroyed only the elite portions at some of the sites— the palace and its en-
virons, for instance— and that the components that we now identify with 
the Philistines  were “of a mixed nature and include features from the Ae-
gean, Cyprus, Anatolia, Southeast Eu rope and beyond.” It does not appear 
that completely foreign ele ments simply replaced the previous Canaanite 
material culture lock, stock, and barrel (in terms of pottery, building prac-
tices, and so on); rather, what we now identify as Philistine culture may 
be the result of a hybridization and a mingling of diff er ent cultures, con-
taining both the older local Canaanite and newer foreign intrusive 
ele ments.48

We can now elaborate upon the new DNA evidence from Ashkelon that 
was referenced briefly above. It comes from the remains of four infants, 
buried  under the floors of Philistine  houses in Ashkelon during the late 
twelfth  century BC. They cannot themselves have been part of the origi-
nal waves of invaders ca. 1207 and 1177 BC, since they would not yet have 
been born, but are instead from a generation or two  later.

The DNA was recovered from the inner ear (i.e., the petrous bone) of 
the infants; along with teeth, this is the location that most often yields good 
traces of ancient DNA. It turns out that all four infants have mixed 
DNA, with somewhere between one- quarter and more than one- half 
(43.1 ± 19.2%) identifiable as “southern Eu ro pean,” reflecting ancestors who 
had come most likely from Bronze Age Crete or, less likely, from Sardinia 
or Spain, according to the ge ne ticists. The remainder of the infants’ DNA 
matched the local population, meaning that the Canaanites “had quickly 
mated with their new neighbors.” Thus,  these infants appear to be the di-
rect descendants of Philistines who had initially migrated to, and then 
assimilated with, the local Canaanites.49

 There has been some pushback from other archaeologists, who have ar-
gued that the number of skele tons that yielded the relevant DNA at Ash-
kelon is too small a sample to sustain the claims that  were made. How-
ever, I believe that both the data and the conclusions are correct, but also 
agree that we need more samples and more testing done before we can be 
fully confident of  those conclusions. The scenario of assimilation and sub-
sequent intercultural families was exactly what was proposed by Yasur- 
Landau in 2010.  These new findings support his hypotheses. “This is about 
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real  people who are moving from real trou bles, finding new families in a 
new home,” he said when the news was first announced.50

Conducting DNA analy sis on skele tons retrieved from archaeological 
excavations has become increasingly common as a consequence of tech-
nological advances in extracting and sequencing ancient DNA. Although 
we must be cautious about overinterpreting the results, one group of re-
searchers has described it as providing “a power ful new tool for the inves-
tigation of past populations and migrations.”51 The application of such ad-
vances in DNA research is part of the new wave in archaeology which 
utilizes science in order to help answer questions that have been unresolv-
able by other means. For more than a  century, we have debated the ques-
tion of where the Philistines came from. Now we may have a preliminary 
answer via ge ne tic analy sis, which is believable and dovetails nicely with 
other data based on material remains such as pottery that have been found 
by archaeologists working in the Levant.

Therefore, although  there is  little question that  there  were new  peoples 
entering and settling down in Canaan at this time, in this reconstruction 
the bogeyman specter of the invading Sea Peoples/Philistines has been re-
placed by a somewhat more peaceful picture of a mixed group of mi-
grants in search of a new start in a new land, who apparently also brought 
with them a new type of pig and several new species of plants.52 Rather 
than simply being militant invaders intent only on destruction, they  were 
more likely to have also included refugees who did not necessarily always 
attack and conquer the local  peoples but frequently simply settled down 
among them. In short, they are unlikely, all by themselves, to have ended 
civilization in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean.53

Disease

We should also consider disease at this point, as another potential stressor 
or driver. It has been argued that Ramses V, a young king who ruled Egypt 
for only a few years ca. 1140 BC, suffered from smallpox, as did several 
members of his immediate  family. His  mummy bears witness to this, with 
pustules still vis i ble on his face. Although it is not clear  whether the small-
pox caused their deaths, a related discussion in Turin Papyrus No. 1923 
mentions that he and the  others  were not buried  until fully sixteen months 
 after they died (much longer than the usual seventy days or so), and only 
 after new tombs had been dug just for them, which seems suspicious. 
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Additionally, the men who fi nally buried them  were given a month’s leave 
“at the expense of the Pha raoh” immediately afterward, and the Valley of 
the Kings was apparently closed to visitors for six months; this may have 
been the world’s first textually attested quarantine.54

Dr. Philip Norrie, a physician in Australia, has recently discussed this 
case and has speculated as well on the possibility of some ten diff er ent dis-
eases that theoretically could be implicated in the Bronze Age Collapse, 
including smallpox, dysentery, bubonic plague, typhoid, malaria, and tu-
laremia (rabbit fever).55 However,  there is no indication yet that  there was 
a widespread epidemic of smallpox or any other sort of disease at the time, 
for no mass graves have been found, and  there is  little other evidence that 
might be used as proof of yet another calamity in the Aegean and Eastern 
Mediterranean thirty- two hundred years ago.

Of course,  after such an extended period of time, it may be exceedingly 
difficult to find objective evidence, since it can be very hard to identify a 
pandemic disease in antiquity from the archaeological rec ord alone. In 
most cases, we rely primarily on textual evidence, such as for the plague 
in Periclean Athens during the fifth  century BC and  those in the Roman 
Empire during the first millennium AD.56 However,  unless one counts 
Homer’s mention of a plague striking the Mycenaean troops at Troy and 
the biblical account of the deaths of the firstborn sons at the time of the 
Exodus,  there are few mentions in the Late Bronze Age texts that could be 
interpreted as related to disease.

The closest that we get are the literary references to the outbreak of 
plague that was brought back to the Hittite homelands 150 years  earlier, 
in the  fourteenth  century BC, courtesy of Egyptian prisoners of war. That 
plague, which we have already discussed, killed King Suppiluliuma I and 
many in the Hittite royal  family, as well as much of the general popula-
tion.57 Intriguingly, Trevor Bryce, an Australian scholar whose specialty 
is the Hittites, has recently hypothesized that the pos si ble evacuation of 
the Hittite capital city, Hattusa, prior to its final destruction ca. 1200 BC 
could have been the result of a renewed outbreak of the plague, in addi-
tion to the famine from which they  were already suffering at that time.58

Although Bryce’s suggestion is not supported by any existing evidence, 
it is not out of the question that disease could go hand in hand with every-
thing  else that was happening in this period, as one of the Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse (Pestilence, War, Famine, and Death). Thus, al-
though we do not have anything conclusive yet, I  will not be the least bit 
surprised if an archaeologist or epigrapher eventually finds further 
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 archaeological or textual evidence that  there was disease or an epidemic 
of some sort as yet another stressor leading to the Bronze Age Collapse. If 
additional skeletal remains from this period are uncovered, it should be 
pos si ble to apply the same techniques of DNA extraction and analy sis of 
skeletal remains that  were used to identify the intermixing of ethnic 
groups to look for evidence of the DNA of pathogenic microorganisms 
such as Yersinia pestsis or Rickettsia typhi that could have caused wide-
spread plague. Each organism has its own distinctive ge ne tic footprint, 
and, as we have seen, some DNA fragments can remain stable over mil-
lennia in teeth and bones.

Climate Change, Drought, and Famine

 There is also something  else that we  haven’t yet considered, which is the 
proverbial eight- hundred- pound gorilla (or elephant) in the room, espe-
cially given our own current concerns about the impact of climate change 
on  today’s world. One suggestion favored by scholars, especially  those 
seeking to explain not only the end of the Late Bronze Age but also why 
the Sea  Peoples may have begun their migrations, is that  there was climate 
change back then, manifested in the form of drought, which resulted in 
famine. Although hypotheses formulated by archaeologists frequently re-
flect the era, de cade, or even the year in which they are publishing, such 
musings regarding the effects of pos si ble climate change at the end of the 
second millennium BC predate by several de cades our current preoccu-
pation with climate change.

For example, drought was long the favored explanation of  earlier schol-
ars for the movement of the Sea  Peoples out of the regions of the Western 
Mediterranean and into the lands to the east. They postulated that a 
drought in northern Eu rope had pressured the population to migrate down 
into the Mediterranean region, where they displaced the inhabitants of Sic-
ily, Sardinia, and Italy, and perhaps  those in the Aegean as well. If this 
occurred, it might have initiated a chain reaction that culminated in the 
movement of  peoples far away in the Eastern Mediterranean. One need 
only look at the infamous “Dust Bowl” of the 1930s in the United States 
to find a recent example of a drought initiating large- scale  human migra-
tions, in this case mainly from Midwestern states, such as Oklahoma and 
Arkansas, to California.
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It now seems that such a disastrous drought may have affected north-
ern Italy in the Bronze Age.  There are indications that the Terramare cul-
ture, which had flourished in the Po delta/plain in northern Italy since the 
seventeenth  century BC, suddenly collapsed around 1200 BC. Kristian 
Kristiansen, a highly regarded scholar of Bronze Age Eu rope, notes that a 
massive migration seems to have taken place at that time, involving up to 
120,000  people who left “in several huge exoduses.” Why did they leave? 
Kristiansen cites a number of pos si ble  factors, including demographic 
pressure and competition for  limited resources. Preserved pollen remains 
indicate “increasing signs of crisis and overexploitation” of the environ-
ment from 1300 BC. Evidence of warfare, including skele tons showing 
wounds from axes, swords, and arrowheads, adds to the complex mix of 
influential  factors. Fi nally, a drought may have hit about 1200 BC. Faced 
with  these pressures, the mi grants headed both south and west, to south-
ern Italy and Sicily, and also to the Aegean and possibly beyond.59

This type of migration is frequently referred to as “push- pull,” with neg-
ative conditions in the home area pushing the inhabitants out and posi-
tive conditions in the area of destination beckoning or pulling the new 
mi grants in that direction. To  these, as the British archaeologist Guy 
Middleton has pointed out, may be added the categories of “stay” and “abil-
ity”: the  factors contributing to the desire to stay at home  after all, and the 
 factors regarding the ability to actually migrate, including knowledge of 
sailing, passable routes, and so on.60

Perhaps the most famous of the arguments in  favor of a drought as an 
influential  factor in the demise of the Late Bronze Age in the Aegean was 
suggested more than fifty years ago, in the mid-1960s, by Rhys Carpenter, 
a professor of archaeology at Bryn Mawr College. He published a very short 
but extremely influential book in which he argued that the Mycenaean civ-
ilization had been brought down by a prolonged drought that had se-
verely affected the Mediterranean and Aegean regions. He based his ar-
guments in part on what appeared to be a rather dramatic drop in 
population on mainland Greece following the end of the Bronze Age.61

Carpenter’s ingenious suggestion subsequently fell by the wayside, pri-
marily for lack of supporting evidence at the time. It now appears that he 
may have been correct, at least to a certain degree. A few scholars did even-
tually follow up on his ideas, especially Barry Weiss, who was working at 
Bell Laboratories in Denver, Colorado, at the time. His paper in 1982, sug-
gesting that the devastation across the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean 
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at the end of the Late Bronze Age had been climate induced, anticipated 
current studies by a good three de cades, but he too seems to have been 
largely ignored  until recently. This appears to have been accidental rather 
than deliberate, for his article was published in the journal Climate 
Change, which was a relatively new journal at the time, in the early 1980s, 
and few archaeologists would have known about it. Interestingly, he was 
advocating even back then for the potential usefulness of pollen analy sis 
as a proxy for determining climate change back in the Bronze Age, an idea 
that has now come to fruition.62 We  shall return to this in a moment.

R R

If we turn briefly to the evidence for famine, we note that it can be diffi-
cult to find archaeological evidence for such deprivation,  unless one un-
covers skele tons or a mass burial. However, scholars have long pointed to 
written texts that speak plainly of famines and the need for grain in the 
Hittite Empire and elsewhere in the Eastern Mediterranean at the end of 
the Bronze Age. They have also correctly noted that the occurrence of fam-
ine in this region was not unique to the final years of the Late Bronze 
Age.63

For example, de cades  earlier, during the mid- thirteenth  century BC, 
a Hittite queen (referred to only as “Puduhepa”— which is literally the 
Hittite word for “queen” rather than her personal name) wrote to the 
Egyptian pha raoh Ramses II, stating, “I have no grain in my lands.” Soon 
thereafter, prob ably in a related move, the Hittites sent a trade embassy 
to Egypt in order to procure barley and wheat for shipment back to 
Anatolia.64

An inscription of the Egyptian pha raoh Merneptah, in which he states 
that he had “caused grain to be taken in ships, to keep alive this land of 
Hatti,” further confirms that  there was famine in the land of the Hittites 
 toward the end of the thirteenth  century BC and that a relief mission was 
sent by the Egyptians, just as  today food is similarly often sent to areas in 
need.65 Additional correspondence sent from the Hittite capital city attests 
to the ongoing crisis during the following de cades, including one letter in 
which the writer rhetorically asks, “Do you not know that  there was a fam-
ine in the midst of my lands?” 66

Some of the letters found at Ugarit in northern Syria are also concerned 
with the transportation of large quantities of grain to the Hittites in Ana-
tolia. One missive sent from the Hittite king to the king of Ugarit is con-
cerned specifically with a shipment of two thousand units of grain (pos-
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sibly as much as 450 tons). The Hittite king ends his letter dramatically, 
stating, “It is a  matter of life or death!” 67

Another letter is similarly concerned with the shipment of grain, but it 
also requests that many boats be sent as well. This led the original excava-
tors of Ugarit to hypothesize that it was a reaction to the incursions of the 
Sea  Peoples, which it may or may not have been.68 Even the last king of 
Ugarit, Ammurapi, received several letters from the Hittite king Suppilu-
liuma II in the early twelfth  century BC, including one chastising him for 
being late in sending a much- needed shipment of food to the Hittite home-
land. That one was sent sometime in the years just before the final de-
structions of both the Hittite kingdom and Ugarit, and declared plaintively, 
“The Sun himself [i.e., the Hittite king] is perishing.” 69

Itamar Singer of Tel Aviv University was convinced that the extent of 
famine during the last years of the thirteenth and the early de cades of the 
twelfth  century BC was unpre ce dented, and that it affected far more areas 
than simply Anatolia. In his estimation, the evidence, both textual and ar-
chaeological, indicates that “climatological cataclysms affected the entire 
eastern Mediterranean region  towards the end of the second millennium 
BCE.”70

Singer was undoubtedly correct, for one of the letters found in the 
House of Urtenu at Ugarit in northern Syria refers to a famine ravaging 
the city of Emar in inland Syria at the time that it was destroyed in 1185 BC. 
The letter was sent by someone named Banniya (or Eniya), who worked for 
Urtenu’s commercial firm but was stationed in a branch office located in 
Emar. The relevant lines contain a stark message: “ There is famine in 
your [i.e., our]  house; we  will all die of hunger. If you do not quickly ar-
rive  here, we ourselves  will die of hunger. You  will not see a living soul 
from your land.”71

Additional texts, including some published as recently as 2016, show 
that even Ugarit itself was affected by famine. One is a letter sent from the 
Egyptian pha raoh Merneptah to the king of Ugarit, which was found in 
the House of Urtenu; it states explic itly that  there was famine in the city. In 
the letter, the pha raoh cited an  earlier letter and quoted the words of the 
Ugaritic king back to him: “So you had written to me: ‘. . . [In] the land of 
Ugarit  there is a severe hunger: May my lord save [the land of Ugarit], and 
may the king give grain to save my life . . .  and to save the citizens of the land 
of Ugarit.’ ” As Yoram Cohen, an Assyriologist at Tel Aviv University, has 
pointed out, in response to this plea from the Ugaritic king, the pha raoh 
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sent gold objects, large amounts of textiles, and seven thousand dried fish 
(of vari ous sorts).72

The chastising letter sent from the Hittite king Suppiluliuma II to Am-
murapi of Ugarit near the end of the life of the city, cited above, similarly 
says, “You have sent a message . . .  to the effect that  there is no food in your 
land.” In another letter, an unnamed king of Ugarit wrote to an unidenti-
fied, but prob ably royal and se nior, correspondent, saying bluntly, “( Here) 
with me, plenty (has become) famine,” while in yet another, an Ugaritic 
official said to the king of Ugarit, “Another  thing, my lord: grain staples 
from you are not to be had! (The  people of) the  house hold of your servant 
 will die of hunger! Give grain staples to your servant!”73

 There is also a text sent from the king of Tyre, located in the coastal 
area of what is now Lebanon, to the king of Ugarit. It informs the Ugaritic 
king that his ship, which was returning from Egypt loaded with grain, had 
been caught in a storm: “Your ship that you sent to Egypt, died [was 
wrecked] in a mighty storm close to Tyre. It was recovered and the sal-
vage master [or captain] took all the grain from their jars. But I have taken 
all their grain, all their  people, and all their belongings from the salvage 
master [or captain], and I have returned (it all) to them. And (now) your 
ship is being taken care of in Akko, stripped.” In other words, the ship had 
 either sought refuge or been successfully sal vaged.  Either way, the crew 
and the grain it carried  were safe and awaiting the command of the 
Ugaritic king.74 The ship itself, it seems, was berthed in the port city of 
Akko, where  today one can sit in a pleasant seaside restaurant and 
imagine the bustle of activities that took place  there more than three 
thousand years ago.

In short, it is clear that famine severely affected Ugarit in its final days. 
More than that, the city pre sents evidence of having been struck by virtu-
ally  every known calamity at the end of the Bronze Age, including being 
knocked about by an earthquake, then subsequently suffering from fam-
ine, and fi nally falling to invaders. If we pull together all of the textual and 
archaeological evidence that has been presented in bits and pieces above, 
we can create a probable “time line” for the final de cades of Ugarit, al-
though precise dates for the order of events are not pos si ble:

 1. Ugarit happily interacts with foreign powers (e.g., trade with Egypt).
 2. Earthquake damages city, but does not destroy it.
 3. Ugarit sends aid relief (grain) to Hittites.
 4. Famine descends on city.
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 5. Egypt sends aid relief (food, textiles,  etc.).
 6.  Enemy ships are spotted.
 7.  Enemy overruns nearby Ras Ibn Hani and threatens Ugarit.
 8. City is destroyed in  battle, leaving destruction debris two meters high.
 9. City is not reoccupied for centuries.

R R

But what  factor, or combinations of  factors, may have caused the famine(s) 
in the Eastern Mediterranean during  these de cades remains uncertain. 
Ele ments that might be considered include war and plagues of insects, but 
climate change accompanied by drought is more likely to have turned a 
once- verdant land into an arid semidesert.  Until recently, the Ugaritic and 
other Eastern Mediterranean textual documents containing reports of 
famine provided the only potential evidence for climate change or drought, 
and even that was indirect. As a result, the issue has been debated by schol-
ars for de cades. However,  things have now changed.

We return, therefore, to the topic of drought, which has recently been 
given new impetus as a result of additional findings published by schol-
ars, working  either individually or in teams in a number of diff er ent areas 
in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean. Their research has involved in-
vestigating ancient pollen in Syria, Israel, Egypt, and Cyprus; isotopic 
signatures and other indicators from lake sediments in Turkey, Syria, and 
possibly Iran; oxygen isotope studies from stalagmites and mineral depos-
its within caves in Greece and Israel; and other relevant research.

Taken as a  whole, the evidence now points rather conclusively to a 
drought in the region that lasted at least 150 years and possibly 300 years, 
beginning about 1200 BC. It may be more accurate to call it a megadrought, 
which is defined as “a severe drought that occurs across a broad region for 
a long duration, typically multiple de cades,” such as the one that has re-
cently been identified in the western United States.75

Since the megadrought at the end of the Late Bronze Age began approx-
imately 3,200 years ago, it is now commonly referred to in scientific lit er-
a ture as the “3.2 ka BP event,” in which “ka” stands for “kilo- annum” (as 
in “thousand years”) and “BP” stands for “Before Pre sent.” It is also some-
times more simply called the “3.2ka event” or, more elaborately, the “3.2 
cal ka BP event” (where “cal” stands for “calibrated years,” referring to ra-
diocarbon dating).

Martin Finné, a physical geographer and researcher at Uppsala Uni-
versity in Sweden, and his colleagues have stated that this period “seems 
to have been the overall driest period in the eastern Mediterranean.” 
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According to the most recent studies,  there may actually have been two 
parts to this drought, 1250–1150 BC and again 1100–950 or 1100–850 BC, 
separated by a brief 50- year period in the  middle during which rainfall 
temporarily returned to normal, but only briefly.76  These data, a substan-
tial portion of which has become known only in the years since the first 
edition of this book was published, can be readily summarized and pre-
sented as a fairly straightforward chronological narrative, although we 
 will jump from country to country and region to region in our analy sis.

In 2010, an international team of scholars led by David Kaniewski and 
Elise Van Campo of the Université de Toulouse in France suggested that 
they had scientific evidence, from palynology (pollen studies), for climate 
change and drought in the Mediterranean region at the end of the thir-
teenth and into the beginning of the twelfth  century BC. Initially using 
data from the site of Tell Tweini (ancient Gibala) in north Syria, the team 
noted that  there may have been “climate instability and a severe drought 
episode” in the region at that time.77 They reached that conclusion based 
on their studies of pollen that they had retrieved by taking core samples 
from alluvial deposits (silt, sand, clay, and gravel left by a river or streams 
in antiquity) located near the site.  These pollen samples suggested that 
 there had been a change in vegetation, and that “drier climatic conditions 
occurred in the Mediterranean  belt of Syria from the late 13th/early 
12th centuries BC to the 9th  century BC.”78

In 2012, Christopher Bernhardt, who is currently director of the Flor-
ence Bascom Geoscience Center at the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS), and his colleagues published the results of a pollen study from 
coring done in the Burullus Lagoon, in the Nile delta area of Egypt, near 
the Rosetta branch of the Nile. The pollen indicated that  there was an 
“aridity event” in this area that they date to about 1000 BC. This, they 
state, was apparently caused by a decrease in rainfall over the Ethiopian 
plateau, which resulted in a reduced Nile flow, leading to drought condi-
tions in Egypt. Despite the slightly  later date, they relate this event to “the 
fall of the Ugarit Kingdom and famines in the Babylonian and Syrian 
Kingdoms.”79

At the same time, Brandon Drake of the University of New Mexico pro-
vided additional scientific data from a variety of sources in both Israel 
and Greece. Publishing in the Journal of Archaeological Science in 2012, 
he cited additional lines of evidence that support the view that the Early 
Iron Age was more arid than the preceding Bronze Age. Among  these, he 
noted that Israeli scholars had published oxygen- isotope data from min-
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eral deposits (speleothems) within Soreq Cave in northern Israel which in-
dicated that  there was a low annual precipitation during the transition 
from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age. He also noted that other scholars 
had published data from sediment cores from the Mediterranean which 
revealed that  there was a drop in the sea surface temperature (SST), which 
in turn would have caused a reduction in precipitation on land (by reduc-
ing the temperature differential between land and sea). While it “is diffi-
cult to directly identify a point in time when the climate grew more arid,” 
he said that the change most likely began before 1250–1197 BC, which is 
precisely the time period  under discussion  here.80

Drake also pointed out that  there was a sharp increase in Northern 
Hemi sphere temperatures immediately before the collapse of the Myce-
naean palatial centers, possibly causing droughts, followed by a sharp de-
crease in temperature during the abandonment of  these centers, meaning 
that it first got hotter and then suddenly colder, resulting in “cooler, more 
arid conditions during the Greek Dark Ages.” As Drake noted,  these cli-
matic changes, including a decline in the surface temperature of the Med-
iterranean Sea before 1190 BC that resulted in less rainfall (or snow), 
could have dramatically affected the palatial centers, especially  those that 
 were dependent upon high levels of agricultural productivity, such as in 
Mycenaean Greece.81

The following year, in 2013, Kaniewski’s team published data from a 
lagoon system known as the Larnaca Salt Lake Complex, located by the 
site of Hala Sultan Tekke in Cyprus. Analyzing the pollen that they had 
retrieved, they concluded that it presented evidence of a probable drought 
on Cyprus at this same time. That is to say, their data suggest that “major 
environmental changes” took place in this area during the end of the Late 
Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age, during the period from 
1200 to 850 BC. At this time, the area around Hala Sultan Tekke, which 
had been a major Cypriot port  earlier in the Late Bronze Age, “turned into 
a drier landscape [and] the precipitation and groundwater prob ably be-
came insufficient to maintain sustainable agriculture in this place.”82

Also in 2013, Israel Finkelstein and Dafna Langgut of Tel Aviv Univer-
sity, in conjunction with Thomas Litt at the University of Bonn in Ger-
many, added further palynological data to the picture, this time from Is-
rael. They noted that fossil pollen particles from a twenty- meter- long core 
drilled through sediments at the bottom of the Sea of Galilee also indi-
cate a period of severe drought beginning ca. 1250 BC in the southern Le-
vant. A second core drilled on the western shore of the Dead Sea provided 
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similar results, but the two cores also indicate that the drought in this re-
gion may already have ended by ca. 1100 BC, thereby allowing life to re-
sume in the region, albeit perhaps with new  peoples settling down. Ad-
ditional work, spearheaded by other scientists working in the same area 
with Litt and publishing both separately and together with the team led 
by Langgut and Finkelstein, has confirmed  these findings.83

Subsequently, following similar work that they did in Haifa Bay, near 
the modern cities of Akko and Haifa in Israel, Kaniewski and his col-
leagues found that  there had been a change in sea level, as well as evi-
dence for a drought in the area beginning ca. 1200 BC. As they reported 
in 2014, “the effects of drought  were reinforced by the physical pro cesses 
linked to the coastal changes, causing a dramatic demise in wooded eco-
systems.” The pollen indicated that what had been a forested area was re-
placed by “a thorny shrub- steppe and then by an open- steppe.” The area 
did not begin to recover, nor did trees reappear,  until  after 850 BC.84

We should note  here, as a relevant aside, that some scholars have sug-
gested that deforestation may also have contributed to the decline at the 
end of the Bronze Age, in part  because of the use of wood during the pro-
cess of smelting copper to make bronze.85 However, although deforesta-
tion did occur in some areas, this seems to have been caused primarily by 
climate change, as Kaniewski and his colleagues have documented, rather 
than by  human activities. In fact,  there is more evidence for deforestation 
in the subsequent Iron Age, perhaps during the pro cess of smelting iron 
but also during the continuing drought, than  there is  toward the end of 
the Bronze Age,86 so it was prob ably not a major  factor in the Collapse.

In 2015, Mark Macklin— head of the School of Geography and direc-
tor of the Lincoln Centre for  Water and Planetary Health at the Univer-
sity of Lincoln in  England— and his colleagues published a study of the 
river dynamics in the Nile valley over thousands of years, looking specifi-
cally at the relationship with hydroclimatic change and  human settle-
ments. They concluded, among many other observations, that  there was 
“a pronounced 200- year long drought centred on c. 1000 cal. BC.”87 We 
may note that their phrasing indicates that the drought in Egypt did not 
start ca. 1000 BC, as Bernhardt thought (above), but rather began before 
and ended  after that date, that is, ca. 1100–900 BC or thereabouts.

Like Bernhardt and his team, however, Macklin and his colleagues also 
linked their findings to the events at the end of the Bronze Age, stating, 
more specifically, “A severe 200 year- long drought centred on 1000 cal BC 
coincided with Ramesses III clashing with the migrating Libyans and the 
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so called ‘Sea  Peoples,’ and socio- economic disturbance associated with 
the Late Bronze Age collapse in Egypt and the Eastern Mediterranean.”88 
Kaniewski and his team specifically associate all of this to a “drop in Nile 
discharge” during the reign of Ramses III, which “led to crop failures/low 
harvests and riots” in Egypt. They also mention similar prob lems during 
the time from Ramses IV through Ramses XI, dating to ca. 1165–1100 
BC.89 Thus, it seems clear that we can now add Egypt to the list of areas 
that  were negatively impacted by drought at the end of the Bronze Age.

In 2016 (as well as in 2017 and 2019), Neil Roberts— a highly respected 
professor of geography who recently retired from the University of Plym-
outh and is now an honorary research associate in the School of Archae-
ology at the University of Oxford— and his colleagues published rec ords 
collected from vari ous lakes in Anatolia, including information derived 
from stable isotopes and carbonate geochemistry.  Here, in this region, they 
found evidence for an arid period starting about 1200 BC and continuing 
for de cades, if not centuries, as reflected in data retrieved from lakes such 
as Nar, Tecer, Gölhisar, and Eski Acigöl.90

In a 2017 publication, Finkelstein and other members of his “Exact Life 
Sciences” team took a look at the DNA of  cattle that  were pre sent in the 
Bronze Age Levant, as well as the grain that was grown in the area during 
the period from the late thirteenth and into the twelfth  century BC. They 
concluded that the Egyptians, who  were in charge of the administration 
in Canaan at that time, had had the foresight to plan for the drought, in-
creasing the production of grain and breeding more hardy  cattle, in order 
to  counter the climatic prob lems that they saw coming. This may, in part, 
explain why they  were in a position to send shipments of grain to the Hit-
tites, as we have seen in the texts discussed above.91

Also in 2017, Martin Finné and his colleagues reported on high- 
resolution oxygen and carbon isotope data that they retrieved from a sta-
lagmite within a cave in Greece. Similar work had been done previously 
by other teams working in Soreq Cave in Israel, Jeita Cave in central Leb-
anon, Renella Cave in central Italy, and Sofular Cave in northwestern Tur-
key.92 The Greek stalagmite, labeled “S1” by Finné’s team, is located in 
Mavri Trypa Cave, on Schiza Island just off the coast of southern Greece 
near the Mycenaean site of Pylos. As they noted, the data indicate that “a 
brief period of drier conditions around 3200 yrs BP [i.e., 1200 BC] may 
have disrupted the Mycenaean agricultural system that at the time was 
likely operating close to its limit. Gradually developing aridity  after 
3150 yrs BP, i.e. subsequent to the destruction, prob ably reduced crop 
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yields and helped to erode the basis for the reinstitution of a central au-
thority and the Palace itself.” In other words, they say, the data suggest 
that the drier conditions and aridity not only caused the decline, but also 
then prevented the subsequent reestablishment, of the palace at Pylos.93 
Their findings thus support the observations and tentative suggestions 
concerning the effect of the drought upon the Mycenaean palatial centers 
put forward by Drake five years  earlier.

Erika Weiberg, also at Uppsula University, published with Finné addi-
tional supporting data for their hypotheses the following year, in 2018. 
One chart in par tic u lar shows a dramatic decline in stable oxygen isotope 
data, reflecting much less precipitation and thus a “drying trend,” as they 
call it.94 This trend suddenly started just about 1200 BC and lasted at least 
two hundred years, if not longer, for by 1000 BC, Weiberg and Finné say, 
the stalagmite from Mavri Trypa Cave had  stopped growing entirely, prob-
ably  because of the very dry conditions at that point.95

In addition, Kaniewski and his colleagues have also published further 
relevant articles nearly  every year since the first edition of this book ap-
peared, most recently in 2019 and 2020.  These include substantial and con-
vincing overviews based upon their own work as well as that done by 
other scholars. They provide additional data confirming the onset of a drier 
period  toward the end of the second millennium, and in some cases, spe-
cifically from ca. 1250–950 or 1250–850 BC, with a brief uptick in the 
 middle of the period, as outlined above.96

In short, it is clear that numerous scholars, working in many diff er-
ent countries and studying a variety of data, have now gathered the sci-
entific evidence that previous scholars had been seeking, and have made 
a very strong argument that a drought, or rather a megadrought, con-
tributed to the end of the Late Bronze Age. It seems logical to agree with 
Kaniewski and his team’s concise conclusion that “the LBA crisis coin-
cided with the onset of a ca. 300- year drought event 3200 years ago. This 
climate shift caused crop failures, dearth and famine, which precipi-
tated or hastened socio- economic crises and forced regional  human mi-
grations at the end of the LBA in the Eastern Mediterranean and south-
west Asia.”97

R R

As for what may have caused the megadrought to begin in the Mediter-
ranean area 3,200 years ago, this remains a  matter of discussion. A vari-
ety of suggestions have been tentatively proposed by scientists, but the issue 
is by no means resolved. For instance, Giovanni Zanchetta, of the Univer-
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sità di Pisa in Italy, and his coauthors have recently noted that a volcanic 
eruption of Mount Etna in Sicily ca. 1300 BC could have triggered the 
drought; they phrase it somewhat more technically, stating that the erup-
tion “seems to herald a new climatic deterioration at ca. 3.3–3.2 cal ka BP.” 
Still  others have suggested that the Thera/Santorini volcano, whose explo-
sion centuries  earlier had a disastrous yet temporary impact on the Mi-
noans, may have resumed some sort of activity ca. 1200 BC that could have 
impacted the climate once again. This is unproven, however, as is the pos-
sibility that the Hekla 3 eruption in Iceland ca. 1000 BC may have con-
tributed to the drought as well, albeit  after it had already begun.98

Another suggestion is that  there may have been a decline in solar out-
put at this time. Such a “solar minimum,” as it is called, might have led to 
cooler temperatures, which, in turn, could have led to a drought. Thus, 
Kaniewski and his team have written that “the 1200–850 cal year BCE 
drought in the Aegean, Eastern Mediterranean, and West Asia that may 
have hastened crises and contributed to the societal collapse, may have 
been a regional consequence of a global climate change induced by solar 
variability.”99

 Others have noted that when  there is an increase in “ice- rafted debris” 
(IRD) in the North Atlantic, such that it penetrates farther south and west 
than usual,  there is an accompanying decline in ocean surface tempera-
tures and a related decrease in precipitation in the Mediterranean region, 
which would have resulted in a drought. This is known as a Bond event 
(named  after Gerard Bond, the lead author on Science articles in 1997 and 
2001, rather than  after Ian Fleming’s 007 creation).  These are thought to 
occur approximately (but not precisely)  every 1,500 years. One seems to 
have occurred at the end of the Bronze Age and may have contributed to 
this megadrought, especially in the central Anatolian area where the event 
is reflected in lake sediments.100

Similarly, and perhaps related,  there are Rapid Climate Changes (RCCs), 
which are marked by “cold spells”— that is, a sea surface temperature (SST) 
drop of 2–3°C in the southeastern Aegean region.  These are caused by 
frigid polar air coming down into the region, creating arid conditions in 
the Aegean, as Drake discussed in his 2012 article. Such RCCs are well 
dated and have occurred some six times during the Holocene (the period 
from approximately 12,000 years ago to the pre sent), once  every 1,450 years 
or so (i.e., at about the same intervals as the Bond events).101 They have been 
linked to major changes that can be seen in the archaeological rec ord, such 
as the domestication of plants and animals during the Neolithic Revolution, 
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which began approximately ten thousand years ago, but of par tic u lar in-
terest to us is the one dated to 3.1–2.9kya, ca. 1100–900 BC. It has been 
closely examined by a number of scientists, including Eelco Rohling of 
the Australian National University and Bernhard Weninger of the Uni-
versity of Cologne in Germany, who have discussed it specifically in con-
nection with the megadrought that took place at the end of the Bronze Age 
and beyond.102

R R

In the first edition of this book, I noted that, despite all of the evidence 
available in 2014, I thought we still needed to acknowledge that droughts 
have been frequent in this region throughout history, and that they have 
not always caused civilizations to collapse. Therefore, I agreed with Drake, 
arguing that, on their own, climate change, drought, and famines, even if 
they “influenced social tensions, and eventually led to competition for 
 limited resources,”103 would prob ably not have been enough to have caused 
the end of the Late Bronze Age without substantial involvement of other 
 factors.

Now, however, given the additional data that have appeared in the years 
since 2014, while I would still posit multifactor causation, I am inclined 
to think that this megadrought is likely to have been the principal driving 
force  behind many of the prob lems that Late Bronze Age socie ties faced. 
For example, the texts from sites like Ugarit in Syria confirm that with the 
drought came famine, with  people starving. And with famine came up-
heaval, including armed attacks and internal rebellions, which created se-
rious international security prob lems, as I pointed out in a New York 
Times op- ed.104

In terms of pos si ble links between droughts and civil unrest, a parallel 
can be seen with the recent conflict in modern Syria, for a news report on 
a study done by Columbia University’s Lamont- Doherty Earth Observa-
tory suggests that “drought may have helped propel the 2011 Syrian up-
rising.” The article describes the drought as having “destroyed agriculture 
in the breadbasket region of northern Syria, driving dispossessed farmers 
to cities, where poverty, government mismanagement and other  factors 
created unrest that exploded in spring 2011.” The coauthor of the Colum-
bia study stated: “ We’re not saying the drought caused the war.  We’re say-
ing that added to all the other stressors, it helped kick  things over the 
threshold into open conflict.” Other scholars have also concluded that the 
drought and the civil war in Syria are prob ably linked, in a growing num-
ber of studies and articles published since 2012.105
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I would still maintain, however, that it was not simply a linear progres-
sion from drought to famine to upheaval that ended the Bronze Age. More-
over, in my opinion, none of the individual  factors that we have discussed 
above— drought, famine, earthquakes, or invaders— would have been suf-
ficiently cataclysmic on their own to bring down even one of the Bronze 
Age civilizations in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean, let alone all 
of them.

In 1985, when Nancy Sandars published a revised edition of her classic 
book on the Sea  Peoples, she said much the same. “In the lands surround-
ing the Mediterranean,” she wrote, “ there have always been earthquakes, 
famines, droughts and floods, and in fact dark ages of a sort are recurrent.” 
Furthermore, she stated, “catastrophes punctuate  human history but they 
are generally survived without too much loss. They are often followed by 
a much greater effort leading to greater success.” And, as she noted, in 
terms of explaining the Collapse at the end of the Bronze Age, “many ex-
planations have been tried and few have stood. Unparalleled series of 
earthquakes, widespread crop- failures and famine, massive invasion from 
the steppe, the Danube, the desert— all may have played some part; but 
they are not enough.”106

So what was diff er ent about this period at the end of the Late Bronze 
Age? What caused  whole civilizations to collapse rather than simply to fal-
ter and then recover and carry on? Kaniewski and  others have suggested 
that the prolonged drought and the resulting widespread and long- 
persisting famine exacerbated the other stressors, resulting in what is 
known as a “multiplier effect.”107 As a consequence, the vari ous socie ties 
lacked the most basic resources necessary to rebuild and renew themselves. 
This in turn, the scholars argue, contributed to their rapid collapse. 
Drought lasting a year or two, or even ten years,  doesn’t necessarily mean 
that the impacted society  will fall. However, a megadrought that persists 
between a hundred and three hundred years simply does not allow the in-
habitants any respite, or opportunity to recover. When the drought fi-
nally ends, the original inhabitants and their society may no longer exist.

I would also add to this by pointing out that in an interconnected sys-
tem, such as was pre sent at the end of the Late Bronze Age, the failure of 
one part can lead to failures in another part, in what is known as a “dom-
ino effect.” What seems most likely to me, therefore, is that the combina-
tion of all  these individual  factors created a perfect storm of calamities, 
with both multiplier and domino effects. This is what would have led to 
the rapid disintegration of one society  after another, in part  because of the 
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fragmentation of the global economy and the breakdown of the intercon-
nections upon which each civilization was dependent. In short, the flour-
ishing cultures and  peoples of the Bronze Age— from the Mycenaeans and 
Minoans to the Hittites, Assyrians, Kassites/Babylonians, Cypriots, Mi-
tannians, Canaanites, and even Egyptians— were simply not able to sur-
vive the onslaught of so many diff er ent stressors all at the same time.



R R C H A P T E R  S I X

SEA  PEOPLES, SYSTEMS COLLAPSE, AND  

COMPLEXITY THEORY

Colin Renfrew of Cambridge University, one of the most respected schol-
ars ever to study the prehistoric Aegean region, had already suggested 
back in 1978 and 1979 that what we have just described is a “systems col-
lapse.”1 This is a systemic failure, with both a domino and a multiplier ef-
fect, from which even such a globalized international, vibrant, intersoci-
etal network as was pre sent during the Late Bronze Age could not recover.

At the time, Renfrew framed his definition in terms of catastrophe the-
ory, wherein “the failure of a minor ele ment started a chain reaction that 
reverberated on a greater and greater scale,  until fi nally the  whole struc-
ture was brought to collapse.”2 A potentially useful meta phor that comes 
to mind is the so- called butterfly effect, whereby the initial flapping of a 
butterfly’s wings may eventually result in a tornado or hurricane some 
weeks  later on the other side of the world.3 We might, for example, cite the 
attack by the Assyrian king Tukulti- Ninurta I on the vaunted Hittite forces. 
His defeat of their army, at the end of the thirteenth  century BC during 
Tudhaliya IV’s reign, may in turn have emboldened the neighboring 
Kashka to subsequently attack and burn the Hittite capital city of Hattusa.

Renfrew noted the general features of systems collapse, itemizing them 
as follows: (1) the collapse of the central administrative organ ization; (2) 
the disappearance of the traditional elite class; (3) a collapse of the cen-
tralized economy; and (4) a settlement shift and population decline. It 
might also take as much as a  century for all aspects of the collapse to be 
completed, he said, and, in an observation that is especially relevant to our 
analy sis, he further noted that  there is no single, obvious cause for the col-
lapse. Moreover, in the aftermath of such a collapse,  there would be a 
transition to a lower level of sociopo liti cal integration and the development 
of “romantic” Dark Age myths about the previous period.4

Not only does the concept of a systems collapse fit the Aegean and the 
Eastern Mediterranean region ca. 1200 BC, but, as Renfrew pointed out, 
it also describes the collapse of the Maya, Old Kingdom Egypt, and the 
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Indus Valley civilization at vari ous points in time. As mentioned, such top-
ics and discussions of “collapses” throughout history, and of the possibly 
cyclical rise and fall of empires, have been taken up by other scholars as 
well, most popularly and recently by Jared Diamond.5

Not surprisingly, not  every scholar agrees with the idea of a systems col-
lapse at the end of the Late Bronze Age. However, as we have seen, soon 
 after 1200 BC, the Bronze Age civilizations did collapse in the Aegean, 
Eastern Mediterranean, and Near East, and they exhibit all of the classic 
features outlined by Renfrew, from disappearance of the traditional elite 
class and a collapse of central administrations and centralized economies 
to settlement shifts, population decline, and a transition to a lower level 
of sociopo liti cal integration, not to mention the development of stories like 
 those of the Trojan War eventually gathered together by Homer in the 
eighth  century BC. More than simply the coming of the Sea  Peoples in 
1207 and 1177 BC, more than the series of earthquakes that rocked Greece 
and the Eastern Mediterranean during a fifty- year span from 1225 to 1175 
BC, more than the drought and climate change that may have been rav-
aging  these areas during this period, what we see are the results of a sys-
tems collapse that brought down the flourishing cultures and  peoples of 
the Bronze Age.6

In terms of assigning a date to  these events, one can in fact argue that 
1177 BC is to the end of the Late Bronze Age as AD 476 is to the end of 
Rome and the western Roman Empire. That is to say, both are dates to 
which modern scholars can con ve niently point as the end of a major era, 
though they are simply chronological placeholders. In fact, Italy was in-
vaded and Rome was sacked several times during the fifth  century AD, 
including in AD 410 by the Visigoths and in AD 455 by the Vandals.  There 
 were also many other reasons why Rome fell, in addition to  these attacks, 
and the story is much more complex, as any Roman historian  will readily 
attest. However, it is con ve nient, and considered acceptable academic 
shorthand by many, to link the overthrow of the last Roman emperor, Rom-
ulus Augustulus, in AD 476, with the end of Rome’s glory days.

The end of the Late Bronze Age and the transition to the Iron Age is a 
similar case, insofar as the Collapse and transition constituted an ongo-
ing event— the Mediterranean and Near Eastern world of 1200 BC was 
quite diff er ent from that of 1100 BC and completely diff er ent from that of 
1000 BC. However, the second invasion by the Sea  Peoples, ending in their 
cataclysmic fight against the Egyptians  under Ramses III during the eighth 
year of his reign, in 1177 BC, is a reasonable benchmark that can be taken 
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as representative of the entire Collapse and allows us to put a finite date 
on a rather elusive pivotal moment and the end of an age. It was a year 
when  great land and sea  battles  were fought in the Nile delta; a year when 
Egypt strug gled for its very survival; a year by which time some of the rich 
and power ful civilizations of the Bronze Age had already come to a crash-
ing halt.

We need to remember, though, that the collapse of  these socie ties was 
caused not only by the specific events that we interpret from archaeologi-
cal artifacts or read about in ancient texts— such as the megadrought, the 
famine, the earthquakes, and the invasions or revolts resulting in 
destructions— but also by the  ripple effects, both direct and indirect. For 
example, when the trade routes  were cut, raw materials such as copper 
from Cyprus and tin from Af ghan i stan, as well as gold from Egypt and 
silver from Greece,  were prob ably harder to obtain. As a result, bronze was 
likely in short supply. The personal connections between rulers are likely 
to have been severed as well, meaning that international relations, trea-
ties, and mutual defense pacts  were prob ably nullified.  Because of the 
drought, individual farmers  will have been unable to grow their crops, re-
sulting in the famine that we see recorded in the texts. Kingdoms and 
city- states, large and small, from Egypt and Canaan to Anatolia and the 
Aegean, began to have touble meeting the basic needs of their citizens, as 
reported in the letters. It is not a stretch to suggest that their economies 
almost certainly began to falter as demand for goods outstripped avail-
able supplies. The smaller in de pen dent merchants may even have been 
forced out of business, unable to replenish basic inventories. Rebellions 
may well have spread, with the lower classes storming the palaces and 
storerooms of their rulers. We know that  people began deserting the larger 
cities, seeking safe haven in less populated areas, perhaps with more fer-
tile soil, and possibly away from roving gangs of bandits and invaders who 
had left their own homelands.

It would not have taken long for the globalized, interconnected world 
of the Bronze Age Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean to grind to a halt, 
with economies disrupted and cities destroyed. Misery and migrations fol-
lowed. Undoubtedly many  were bewildered by the speed with which this 
happened, and some surely sought to explain the rapidity of decline by in-
voking angry gods.

R R

At this point, we should recall the definition of collapse provided by Jo-
seph Tainter, which was cited at the beginning of this book: “Collapse is 
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fundamentally a sudden, pronounced loss of an established level of 
sociopo liti cal complexity.”7 However, I have also mentioned “transition” 
several times in the pages above,  because collapse and transition can be 
two sides of the same coin. This is exactly what occurred at the end of the 
Late Bronze Age.

Without question, the interconnected world that had existed for cen-
turies came to an end, especially in terms of loss of coherence of society 
and sociopo liti cal complexity. Some groups not only experienced a dimin-
ished social structure but, for all intents and purposes, actually vanished. 
For instance, the Mycenaean and Minoan civilizations essentially dis-
appeared and  were eventually replaced. The same is true of the Hittites, 
who  were supplanted by totally diff er ent groups in central Anatolia dur-
ing the Iron Age, although some descendants survived in the Neo- Hittite 
city- states of northern Syria. On the other hand, the Assyrians displayed 
resiliency for a few more decades, before surrendering to the new real ity. 
They experienced hard times before reemerging as the Neo- Assyrian Empire 
beginning in the ninth  century BC— once again a power ful society able to 
conquer much of the Near East. Similarly, the Cypriots and the Egyptians 
displayed varying degrees of resilience and  were able to transform and 
adapt to the new order  after the Collapse. The Canaanites fall somewhere 
in between; most are superseded by the Israelites, Aramaeans, Philistines, 
and other denizens of new small Iron Age kingdoms and city- states, but 
some seem to survive, for example, as the Phoenicians. Thus, while  there 
was an overall collapse of the known world in the Aegean and Eastern 
Mediterranean at the end of the Late Bronze Age,  there  were also instances 
of resilience and transition at the regional level—we could perhaps co- opt 
the phrase “Nevertheless, they persisted” for such cases.8

In 1987, Mario Liverani, of the University of Rome, laid the blame for 
the Collapse upon the concentration of power and control in the palaces, 
so that when they collapsed, the extent of the disaster was magnified. As 
he wrote, “the par tic u lar concentration in the Palace of all the ele ments of 
organ ization, transformation, exchange, etc.— a concentration which seems 
to reach its maximum in the Late Bronze Age— has the effect of trans-
forming the physical collapse of the Palace into a general disaster for the 
entire kingdom.”9 In other words, to put it in modern investment terms, 
the Bronze Age rulers in the Aegean and the Near East should have diver-
sified their portfolios, but they did not.

Two de cades  later, Christopher Monroe cited Liverani’s work and sug-
gested that the economy of the Late Bronze Age became unstable  because 
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of its increasing de pen dency on bronze and other prestige goods. Specifi-
cally, he saw “cap i tal ist enterprise”—in which he included long- distance 
trade, and which dominated the palatial system pre sent in the Late Bronze 
Age—as having transformed traditional Bronze Age modes of exchange, 
production, and consumption to such an extent that when external inva-
sions and natu ral catastrophes combined in a multiplier effect, the system 
was unable to survive.10

In writing about the situation at the end of the Late Bronze Age in his 
book Scales of Fate, Monroe describes the interactions of the vari ous pow-
ers in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean as an “inter- societal net-
work,” which agrees with the picture presented  here. He points out, as I 
have, that this period is “exceptional in the treaties, laws, diplomacy, and 
exchange that created the first  great international era in world history.”11

However, most interestingly, Monroe further notes that such networks 
have ways of postponing the inevitable collapse, which comes to all socie-
ties eventually. As he says, “revolts are quelled, raw materials are found, 
new markets are opened, price controls are put into effect, merchants’ 
properties are confiscated, embargoes [are] placed, and war is waged.” He 
also says, though, that “generally the rulers of the core power or powers 
treat the symptoms rather than the  causes of instability,” and concludes 
that the “violent destruction of the Late Bronze palatial civilization, as at-
tested in the textual and archaeological rec ord, was, like many collapses, 
the inevitable result of  limited foresight.”12

I agree with Monroe up  until this last point, but  here we must neces-
sarily part ways, for I do not think that we are justified in blaming the Col-
lapse simply on “ limited foresight,” given the multiple probable  factors 
explored above, which the ancient leaders could not possibly have com-
pletely predicted. In fact, Magnus Nordenman, who served as deputy di-
rector of the Brent Scowcroft Center on International Security at the At-
lantic Council in Washington, DC, pointed out in his review of the first 
edition of this book that some would call  these  factors “black swan” 
events— defined as “unexpected and low- probability events with massive 
repercussions.”13 Nassim Nicholas Taleb, the best- selling author who pop-
u lar ized the term, points to the Harry Potter books, the spread of the in-
ternet, and calamities such as WW I as examples of events that  were nearly 
impossible to predict but have had huge impacts.14 More recently the term 
has been frequently invoked by  those discussing the COVID-19 pandemic, 
though Taleb takes issue with this use; he says the term should not be used 
as “a cliché for any bad  thing that surprises us,” and that the pandemic 
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was both predicted and predictable (by himself and Bill Gates, among 
 others)— a white swan, rather than a black one.15 While Nordenman may 
be correct to assign the individual events that led to the Late Bronze Age 
Collapse to the black swan category, Monroe’s words might also serve as 
something of a warning for us  today, for his description of the Late Bronze 
Age, especially in terms of its economy and interactions, could well apply 
to our current globalized society.

A Review of Possibilities and Complexity Theory

As noted throughout this book, the so- called Collapse or Catastrophe at 
the end of the Late Bronze Age has been much discussed by scholars. Rob-
ert Drews tried to attack this prob lem systematically, devoting each chap-
ter in his 1993 book to a discussion of a diff er ent potential cause. How-
ever, he may have misjudged and underestimated some of  these; for 
instance, he dismissed out of hand the idea of a systems collapse,  because 
he does not think that it explains why the palaces and cities  were destroyed 
and burned. Instead, he believes that changes in warfare  were actually re-
sponsible— a hypothesis upon which not all scholars agree.16

Now, as we have seen, nearly thirty years  after the publication of Drews’s 
book, and even  after all of the continuous debate and constant stream of 
academic publications on the topic,  there is still no general consensus as 
to who, or what, caused the destruction or abandonment of each of the 
major sites within the civilizations that came to an end in the twilight of 
the Bronze Age. The prob lem, as we have discussed it in the previous chap-
ters, can be concisely summarized as follows:

Major Observations

 1. We have a number of separate civilizations that  were flourishing dur-
ing the fifteenth to thirteenth centuries BC in the Aegean and Eastern 
Mediterranean, from the Mycenaeans and the Minoans to the Hittites, 
Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Canaanites, and Cypriots.  These 
 were in de pen dent but consistently interacted with each other, espe-
cially through international trade routes.

 2. It is clear that many cities  were destroyed and that the Late Bronze Age 
civilizations and life as the inhabitants knew it in the Aegean, Eastern 
Mediterranean, Egypt, and the Near East came to an end ca. 1177 BC 
or soon thereafter.
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 3. No unequivocal proof has been offered as to who or what caused this 
disaster, which resulted in the collapse of  these civilizations and the 
end of the Late Bronze Age.

Discussion of Possibilities
As we have seen,  there are a number of pos si ble  causes that may have led, 
or contributed, to the Collapse at the end of the Late Bronze Age, but none 
seems capable of having caused the calamity on its own.

 A.  There is archaeological evidence for invaders, or at least newcomers 
prob ably from the Aegean region, western Anatolia, Cyprus, or all of 
the above, found in the Levant from Ugarit in the north to Lachish in 
the south. Some of the cities  were destroyed and then abandoned; 
 others  were reoccupied; and still  others  were unaffected.

 B.  There  were earthquakes during this period, but usually socie ties can 
recover from  these.

 C.  There is textual evidence for famine, and now scientific evidence for 
droughts and climate change, in both the Aegean and the Eastern Medi-
terranean, but again socie ties have recovered from  these time and time 
again.

 D.  There may be circumstantial evidence for internal rebellions in Greece 
and elsewhere, including the Levant, although this is not certain. 
Again, socie ties frequently survive such revolts. Moreover, it would be 
unusual (notwithstanding recent experience in the  Middle East to the 
contrary) for rebellions to occur over such a wide area and for such a 
prolonged period of time.

 E. It is clear that the international trade routes  were affected, if not com-
pletely cut, for a period of time, but the extent to which this would have 
impacted the vari ous individual civilizations is not altogether clear— 
even if some  were overly dependent upon foreign goods for their sur-
vival, as has been suggested in the case of the Mycenaeans.

As noted, the evidence presently available suggests that we may be see-
ing the result of a systems collapse that was caused by a series of events 
linked together via a multiplier effect, in which one  factor affected the 
 others, thereby magnifying the effects of each. Perhaps the inhabitants 
could have survived one disaster, such as an earthquake or a drought, but 
they could not survive the combined effects of drought, famine, invaders, 
and earthquakes all occurring in rapid succession. A domino effect then 
ensued, in which the disintegration of one civilization led to the fall of the 
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 others. Given the globalized nature of their world, the effect upon the in-
ternational trade routes and economies of even one society’s collapse would 
have been sufficiently devastating that it could have led to the demise of 
the  others. If such  were the case, they  were not too big to fail.

R R

However, despite all of my comments above, systems collapse might also 
be just too simplistic an explanation to accept as the entire reason for the 
ending of the Late Bronze Age in the Aegean, Eastern Mediterranean, and 
Near East. It is pos si ble that we need to turn to what is called complexity 
science, or, perhaps more accurately, complexity theory, in order to get a 
grasp of what may have led to the collapse of  these civilizations.

Complexity science or theory is the study of a complex system or sys-
tems, with the goal of explaining “the phenomena which emerge from a 
collection of interacting objects.” It has been used in attempts to explain, 
and sometimes solve, prob lems as diverse as traffic jams, stock market 
crashes, illnesses such as cancer, environmental change, and even wars, 
as Neil Johnson of Oxford University has written.17 While it has made its 
way from the realm of mathe matics and computational science to inter-
national relations, business, and other fields over the past several de cades, 
it has only rarely been applied in the field of archaeology. Intriguingly, and 
perhaps presciently, Carol Bell explored the topic briefly in her 2006 book 
on the evolution of, and changes in, long- distance trading relationships 
in the Levant from the Late Bronze Age to the Iron Age. She noted that it 
was a promising theoretical approach that might be of use as an explana-
tory model for the cause of the Collapse and for the restructuring that fol-
lowed. More recently, Harvard and Stanford University historian Niall 
Ferguson employed it in a Foreign Affairs article to discuss the collapse of 
vari ous empires, beginning with the Roman Empire and continuing to the 
pre sent day.18

For a prob lem to be a potential candidate for a complexity theory ap-
proach, Johnson states that it has to involve a system that “contains a col-
lection of many interacting objects or ‘agents.’ ”19 In our case,  those would 
be the vari ous civilizations active during the Late Bronze Age: the Myce-
naeans, Minoans, Hittites, Egyptians, Canaanites, Cypriots, and so on. In 
one aspect of complexity theory, be hav ior of  those objects is affected by 
their memories and “feedback” from what has happened in the past. They 
are able to adapt their strategies, partly on the basis of their knowledge of 
previous history. As Johnson points out, automobile  drivers, for example, 
are generally familiar with the traffic patterns in their home area and are 
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able to predict the fastest route to take to work or back home again. If a 
traffic jam arises, they are able to take alternative routes to avoid the prob-
lem.20 Similarly,  toward the end of the Late Bronze Age, seafaring mer-
chants from Ugarit or elsewhere might have taken steps to avoid  enemy 
ships or areas in which such ships and marauders  were frequently based, 
including the coastal portions of the Lukka lands (i.e., the region  later 
known as Lycia, in southwestern Anatolia).

Johnson also states that the system is typically “alive,” meaning that it 
evolves in a nontrivial and often complicated way, and that it is also “open,” 
meaning that it can be influenced by its environment. As he puts it, this 
means that the complicated stock markets  today, about which analysts 
often talk as if they  were living, breathing organisms, can be influenced 
or driven by outside news about the earnings of a par tic u lar com pany or 
an event on the other side of the world. Just so, Sherratt—in her analogy 
published two decades ago, and quoted above in the preface— described the 
similarities between the Late Bronze Age world and our own “increasingly 
homogeneous yet uncontrollable global economy and culture, in which . . .  
po liti cal uncertainties on one side of the world can drastically affect the 
economies of regions thousands of miles away.”21 Such influences or stress-
ors on the “system” in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean at the end of 
the Late Bronze Age might well be the probable, pos si ble, and conceivable 
earthquakes, famine, drought, climate change, internal rebellion, external 
invasion, and cutting of the trade routes discussed above.

The most impor tant premise, we might argue, is that Johnson asserts 
that such a system exhibits phenomena that “are generally surprising, and 
may be extreme.” As he says, this “basically means that anything can 
happen— and if you wait long enough, it generally  will.” For example, as he 
notes, all stock markets  will eventually have some sort of crash, and all traf-
fic systems  will eventually have some kind of jam.  These are generally un-
expected when they arise, and could not have been specifically predicted in 
advance, even though one knew full well that they could and would occur.22

In our case, since  there has never been a civilization in the history of 
the world that  hasn’t collapsed eventually, and since the reasons are fre-
quently the same, as Jared Diamond and a host of  others have pointed out, 
the eventual collapse of the Late Bronze Age civilizations was predictable, 
but it is unlikely that we would have been able to foresee exactly when it 
would happen, or that they would all collapse at the same time, even with 
a full working knowledge of each civilization. As Johnson writes, “even a 
detailed knowledge of the specifications of a car’s engine, colour and shape, 
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is useless when trying to predict where and when traffic jams  will arise in 
a new road system. Likewise, understanding individuals’ personalities in 
a crowded bar would give  little indication as to what large- scale brawls 
might develop.”23

So what use might complexity theory be in the effort to explain the Col-
lapse at the end of the Late Bronze Age, if it cannot help us to rationalize 
why it happened? Or can it? Carol Bell pointed out that the trading net-
works of the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean are examples of complex 
systems. She therefore cited the work of Ken Dark, of the University of 
Reading, who noted that “as such systems become more complex, and the 
degree of interdependence between their constituent parts grows, keep-
ing the overall system stable becomes more difficult.” Known as “hyper- 
coherence,” this occurs, as Dark says, “when each part of the system be-
comes so dependent upon each other that change in any part produces 
instability in the system as a  whole.”24 Thus, if the Late Bronze Age civili-
zations  were truly globalized and dependent upon each other for goods 
and ser vices, even just to a certain extent, then change to any one of the 
relevant kingdoms, such as the Mycenaeans or the Hittites, would poten-
tially affect and destabilize them all.

Moreover, it is especially relevant that the kingdoms, empires, and 
socie ties of the Late Bronze Age Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean can 
each be seen as an individual sociopo liti cal system. As Dark says, such 
“complex socio- political systems  will exhibit an internal dynamic which 
leads them to increase in complexity. . . .  [T]he more complex a system is, 
the more liable it is to collapse.”25

Thus, in the Late Bronze Age Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean, we 
have individual sociopo liti cal systems, the vari ous civilizations, that  were 
growing more complex and thus apparently more liable to collapse. At the 
same time, we have complex systems, the trading networks, that  were both 
interdependent and complicated in their relationships, and thus  were open 
to instability the minute  there was a change in one of the integral parts. 
 Here is where one malfunctioning cog in an other wise well- oiled machine 
might turn the entire apparatus into a pile of junk, just as a single thrown 
rod can wreck the engine of an expensive car  today.

Therefore, rather than envisioning an apocalyptic ending overall— 
although perhaps certain cities and kingdoms like Ugarit met a dramatic, 
blazing end—we might better imagine that the finale of the Late Bronze 
Age was more a  matter of a chaotic and gradual disintegration of areas and 
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places that had once been major and in contact with each other, but  were 
now diminished and isolated, like Mycenae,  because of internal and/or ex-
ternal changes that affected one or more of the integral parts of the com-
plex system. It is clear that such damage would have led to a disruption of 
the network.

In terms of  today’s world, we might picture a modern power grid that 
has been disrupted, perhaps by a storm or an earthquake, wherein the elec-
tric com pany can still produce power but cannot get it out to the indi-
vidual consumers. We see such events on an annual basis in the United 
States, caused by anything and every thing from tornadoes in Oklahoma 
to snowstorms in Mas sa chu setts. If the disruption is permanent, as might 
be the case in a major catastrophe, such as a nuclear explosion  today, even-
tually even the production of the electricity  will halt.

Similarly, and more recently, the COVID-19 novel coronavirus has 
acted as a worldwide disruptive agent. When the first factories in China 
shut down  because workers  were staying home, components for items like 
iPhones and even Ford and Kia automobiles became harder to find. Finan-
cial stocks also fluctuated sharply, as the virus began to spread around 
the world and fears mounted of a coming pandemic. As nation  after na-
tion issued “stay at home”  orders, businesses closed and job losses skyrock-
eted, with more than thirty million  people filing for unemployment ben-
efits in the United States alone during a six- week period in March and 
April 2020— the largest number since the  Great Depression.26 An inter-
national system of supply chains and financial markets was thus signifi-
cantly disrupted in a  matter of weeks by one fast- spreading virus, which 
was soon being referred to by newscasters as a “black swan” event— a term 
that at first had to be explained to most viewers but was now suddenly in 
common usage.

Even though Taleb disagrees with this use of the term that he coined, 
it would seem that his views align with Dark’s and with the concept of 
hyper- coherence. “The  great danger has always been too much connectiv-
ity,” he said to Bernard Avishai in an interview published in the New 
Yorker in late April 2020. Avishai’s next sentences concerning their con-
versation invoke the same points that we have just mentioned: “Prolifer-
ating global networks, both physical and virtual, inevitably incorporate 
more . . .  risks into a more interdependent and ‘fragile’ system,” he wrote. 
“Any negative event along  these lines can create a rolling, widening col-
lapse— a true black swan—in the same way that the failure of a single 
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transformer can collapse an electricity grid.”27 They could just as easily 
have been talking about 1177 BC rather than AD 2020.

R R

As Bell has noted, when a complex system does collapse, it “decomposes 
into smaller entities,” which is exactly what we see in the Iron Age that 
follows the end of  these Bronze Age civilizations.28 Thus, it seems that em-
ploying complexity theory, which allows us to take both catastrophe the-
ory and systems collapse one step further, may be the best approach to ex-
plaining the end of the Late Bronze Age in the Aegean and Eastern 
Mediterranean in the years following 1200 BC. The real questions are not 
so much “Who did it?” or “What event caused it?”— for  there seem to have 
been any number of ele ments and  people involved— but rather “Why did 
it happen?” and “How did it happen?”  Whether it could have been avoided 
is yet another question entirely.

However, in suggesting that complexity theory should be brought to 
bear on the analy sis of the  causes of the Late Bronze Age Collapse, we may 
just be applying a scientific (or possibly pseudoscientific) term to a situa-
tion in which  there is insufficient knowledge to draw firm conclusions. It 
sounds nice, but does it  really advance our understanding? Is it more than 
just a fancy way to state a fairly obvious fact, namely, that complicated 
 things can break down in a variety of ways?

 There is  little doubt that the collapse of the Late Bronze Age civiliza-
tions was complex in its origins. We do know that many pos si ble variables 
may have had a contributing role in the Collapse, but we are not even cer-
tain that we know all of the variables, and we undoubtedly do not know 
which ones  were critical—or  whether some  were locally impor tant but had 
 little systemic effect. To carry our analogy of a modern traffic jam further: 
we do know most of the variables in a traffic jam. We know something 
about the number of cars and the roads they traveled along ( whether wide 
or narrow) and we are certainly able to predict to a large extent the effect 
of some external variables, for example, a blizzard on a major thruway. But 
for the Late Bronze Age, we suspect, though we do not know for certain, 
that  there  were hundreds more variables than  there are in a modern traf-
fic system.

Moreover, the argument that the Bronze Age civilizations  were increas-
ing in complexity and  were therefore prone to collapse does not  really 
make all that much sense, especially when one considers their “complex-
ity” relative to that of the Eu ro pean civilizations of the last three hundred 
years. Thus, while it is pos si ble that complexity theory might be a useful 
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way to approach the Late Bronze Age Collapse once we have more infor-
mation available as to the details of all the relevant civilizations, it may 
not be of much use at this stage, except as an in ter est ing way to reframe 
our awareness that a multitude of  factors  were pre sent at the end of the 
Late Bronze Age that could have helped destabilize, and ultimately led to 
the collapse of, the international system that had been in place, function-
ing quite well at vari ous levels, for several previous centuries.

And yet, scholarly publications still continue to suggest a linear pro-
gression for the Late Bronze Age Collapse, despite the fact that it is not 
accurate to simply state that a drought caused famine, which eventually 
caused the Sea  Peoples to start moving and creating havoc, which caused 
the Collapse.29 Although true to some extent, the progression  wasn’t quite 
that linear; the real ity was much more complex. Although it now seems 
clear that climate change, manifested in the form of the megadrought in 
the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean as well as pos si ble droughts else-
where, was prob ably the major driver, it is also clear that it was not the 
only trigger. Instead,  there  were a number of diff er ent stressors, each of 
which forced the  people to react in diff er ent ways to accommodate the 
changing situation(s). Complexity theory, especially in terms of visualiz-
ing a nonlinear progression and a series of stressors rather than a single 
driver, is therefore advantageous both in explaining the Collapse at the end 
of the Late Bronze Age and in providing a way forward for continuing to 
study this catastrophe.

R R

Many questions still remain unanswered, however. We do not know 
 whether the vari ous entities (Hittites, Mycenaeans, Egyptians,  etc.) knew 
they  were in the midst of a collapse of their society. We do not know 
 whether  there  were or ga nized efforts to evaluate and remedy the overall 
evolving situation and look to the  future. We do not yet have any indica-
tions in the archaeological remains or textual rec ords that anyone at the 
time was aware of the larger picture.

And, even if they did know, could the leaders of the individual socie-
ties have done anything to slow the spread of decay or to prevent the ulti-
mate collapse?  There  were certainly individual efforts to  counter the ef-
fects of famine and drought (e.g., grain ships sent by the Egyptians; pos si ble 
breeding of drought- resistant  cattle and crops in the Levant), but appar-
ently they  were for naught. It has been pointed out elsewhere, though, that 
in virtually all such previous collapses, “ there  were sages or scholars who 
had a reasonably good understanding of what was happening and how it 
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might be avoided.” However, “If they  were listened to at all . . .  their ad-
vice was typically followed too  little and too late.”30

In a recent article entitled “Lessons from the Past, Policies for the 
 Future,” Prince ton professor John Haldon and his coauthors noted that 
the manner in which previous socie ties have responded to stress depends 
upon three  things: their complexity, their flexibility, and their systemic re-
dundancy, “all of which together determine the resilience of the system.”31 
So could  those Late Bronze Age socie ties have done a better job of band-
ing together to support each other in a time of crisis? One would certainly 
think so, but we cannot know this for certain. This is where additional dis-
cussions about network resiliency and robustness might come into play, 
along with further studies involving agent- based modeling (ABM) and 
simulations in which vari ous scenarios are modeled in order to demon-
strate what would or would not have worked to stave off the coming 
calamity.32

While  there is irrefutable evidence that computer modeling was not 
available during the Late Bronze Age in  either the Aegean or Eastern Med-
iterranean, it is available  today. One might therefore reasonably ask, per-
haps rather urgently,  whether  there are potential lessons to be learned from 
studying the evolving collapse of civilizations in that distant era— lessons 
that might be applicable to our current situation. As Mark Twain report-
edly once said, history might not repeat itself, but it does rhyme.



E P I L O G U E

THE AFTERMATH

For more than three hundred years during the Late Bronze Age— from 
about the time of Hatshepsut’s reign beginning about 1500 BC  until the 
collapse of multiple civilizations  after 1200 BC— the Mediterranean region 
played host to a complex international world in which Minoans, Mycenae-
ans, Hittites, Assyrians, Babylonians, Mitannians, Canaanites, Cypriots, 
and Egyptians all interacted, creating a cosmopolitan and globalized sys-
tem of a type only rarely seen before the current day. This very interna-
tionalism may have contributed to the apocalyptic disaster that ended the 
Bronze Age. The cultures of the Near East, Egypt, and Greece seem to have 
been so intertwined and interdependent by 1177 BC that the fall of one 
ultimately brought down the  others, as, one  after another, the flourishing 
civilizations  were destroyed by acts of man or nature, or a lethal combi-
nation of both.

However, even  after all that has been said, we must acknowledge our 
inability to determine with certainty the precise cause (or  causes) for the 
collapse of civilizations and the transition from the end of the Late Bronze 
Age to the Iron Age in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean. Nor can 
we definitively identify the origins and motivations of the Sea  Peoples who 
may have been involved in the destruction of some of  these civilizations. 
Many readers of the first edition of this book expressed a desire for a con-
clusive answer as to which event was preeminent in the Collapse. But it is 
simply not pos si ble to answer that question, at least not at this time on the 
basis of the available evidence. To my mind, that makes this topic not only 
of continuing interest but also, perhaps, of relevance to  today.

In  these pages, therefore, I have followed the approach which says that 
even if we cannot offer an irrefutable “final truth,” we can at least strive to 
pre sent our best understanding of what occurred in the past, with the ca-
veat that  these views are necessarily subject to change, as new discoveries 
emerge. Adam Izdebski, of the Max Planck Institute for the Science of 
 Human History, and his colleagues have summed up this type of situa-
tion well: “During the last four de cades, humanities scholars with an in-
terest in the past have become increasingly aware that the goal of their 

R R 
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work is to offer pos si ble narratives (“stories”) about the  human past rather 
than arriving at any final truths. While  these narratives are  limited by the 
rules that govern their construction, they remain power ful tools that can 
be used to visualise the past and make it relevant to the society of the pre s-
ent. It is through  these narratives that historians analyse and explain the 
complex socio- cultural worlds of the socie ties that preceded our own age.”1

In addition to the artifacts that are found in the course of an archaeo-
logical dig, we have seen in  these pages that it is through writing that we 
have tangible, concrete evidence for the interconnectedness and global-
ization of  these regions, and for the growth and evolution of civilizations 
over the centuries. Especially impor tant, particularly in terms of explicit 
relationships between specific individuals named in the letters, is the ar-
chive at Amarna in Egypt, from the time of the pha raohs Amenhotep III 
and Akhenaten in the mid- fourteenth  century BC, as well as the archives 
at Ugarit in north Syria during the late thirteenth and early twelfth cen-
turies and  those at Hattusa in Anatolia during the  fourteenth– twelfth cen-
turies. The letters that we have looked at in  these vari ous archives docu-
ment the fact that numerous types of networks  were in simultaneous 
existence in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean region during the Late 
Bronze Age, including diplomatic networks, commercial networks, trans-
portation networks, and communication networks, all of which  were 
needed to keep the globalized economy of that time functioning and flow-
ing smoothly. The interruption, or even partial dismantling, of  those re-
lated networks would have had a disastrous effect back then, just as it would 
on our world  today.

However,  because one of the givens in archaeology is that we are con-
tinuously making new discoveries, it is not impossible that we may some-
day find evidence for a single answer— the smoking gun that  will defini-
tively reveal the cause of the Collapse—or  else conclusive evidence that, 
as I believe,  there was no single cause. Imagine, for instance, a  future dis-
covery of relevant texts at other sites destroyed at the end of the Bronze 
Age— texts like  those we have from Ugarit, where we are able to document 
events and life before, during, and  after the destruction of the city. The Lin-
ear B tablets found so far at the Mycenaean sites in Greece document only 
internal accounting of items rather than international trade or narratives 
of events, while the texts from Hattusa in Anatolia that have been trans-
lated so far do not shed light on its final days. But just think what we might 
learn if we had more letters like the one found in the burned remains of 
the king’s palace at Qatna in Syria, dating to about 1340 BC, which was 
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sent by Hanutti, the commander in chief of the Hittite army  under Sup-
piluliuma, telling King Idanda of Qatna to prepare for war.

If we had such textual evidence in addition to the archaeological data 
at sites like Megiddo, Hazor, and Lachish, for instance, then we would 
know far more about what happened in the de cades  after 1200 BC than 
we do now.  Until such texts are found, though, we can only debate the pos-
sibilities. Such is the nature of archaeology—an ongoing mystery tale 
whose plot slowly unfolds.

Nevertheless, if we pull together the threads of evidence that have been 
presented throughout our discussions,  there are some  things that we can 
say about this pivotal period with relative confidence. For instance, we have 
reasonably good evidence that at least some international contacts and per-
haps trade continued  until the sudden end of the era, and possibly even 
beyond.2 This is shown, for instance, by the last letters in the Ugaritic ar-
chives documenting contacts with Cyprus, Egypt, the Hittites, and the Ae-
gean, as well as by the gifts sent by the Egyptian pha raoh Merneptah to 
the king of Ugarit just a few de cades, at most, before the city was destroyed. 
 There is no evidence of a discernible decrease in contact and trade— except 
perhaps for brief fluctuations in intensity— across the Aegean and East-
ern Mediterranean  until the trou bles began.

But then, the world they had known for more than three centuries sud-
denly collapsed and essentially vanished. As we have seen, the end of the 
Late Bronze Age in the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean regions, an 
area that extended from Italy and Greece to Egypt and Mesopotamia, was 
a fluid event that took place over the course of several de cades and per-
haps even up to a  century.

Furthermore, we have firm evidence that it took additional de cades, and 
even centuries in some areas, for the  people in  these regions to rebuild and 
reclaim their socie ties, and to forge new lives that would bring them back 
up out of the darkness into which they had been plunged. Jack Davis of 
the University of Cincinnati has pointed out, for instance, that “the de-
struction to the Palace of Nestor ca. 1180 BC was so devastating that nei-
ther the palace nor the community subsequently recovered. . . .  The area 
of the Mycenaean kingdom of Pylos remained . . .  severely depopulated for 
nearly a millennium.”3

Joseph Maran, of the University of Heidelberg, has further noted that, 
although we  don’t know how contemporaneous the final destructions ac-
tually  were in Greece, it is clear that  after the catastrophes  were over, “ there 
 were no palaces, the use of writing as well as all administrative structures 
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came to an end, and the concept of a supreme ruler, the wanax, dis appeared 
from the range of po liti cal institutions of Ancient Greece.” 4

In terms of the relative or complete disappearance of literacy and writ-
ing, the same holds true for Ugarit and some other socie ties that had flour-
ished in the Eastern Mediterranean during the Late Bronze Age. With 
the end of  these civilizations, the use of cuneiform writing also came to 
an end in the Levant, replaced by other, perhaps more useful or con ve nient, 
writing systems.5

In addition to the loss of populations and the collapse of ordinary build-
ings and palaces alike, it seems likely that  there was a loss, or at least a 
significant decline, in the relationships among the vari ous kingdoms of the 
region. Even if not all of the places collapsed at exactly the same time, by 
the mid- twelfth  century BC they had lost their interconnectedness and the 
globalization that had previously existed, especially during the  fourteenth 
and thirteenth centuries BC. As Marc Van De Mieroop of Columbia Uni-
versity has said, the elites lost the international framework and the diplo-
matic contacts that had supported them, at the same time as foreign goods 
and ideas  stopped arriving.6 They now had to start afresh.

R R
When the world emerged from the Bronze Age Collapse, it was a new age. 
 There  were new opportunities for growth of other  peoples and socie ties, 
particularly with the demise of the Hittites and the decline of the Egyp-
tians, who, in addition to ruling their own regions, had also between them 
controlled most of Syria and Canaan for much of the Late Bronze Age.7 
Although  there was a certain amount of continuity in some areas, partic-
ularly with the Neo- Assyrians in Mesopotamia, overall it was time for a 
new set of powers and a fresh start with new civilizations, including the 
Neo- Hittites in southeastern Anatolia, north Syria, and points farther east; 
the Phoenicians, Philistines, and Israelites in what had once been Canaan; 
and the Greeks in geometric, archaic, and then classical Greece. Out of 
the ashes of the old world came the alphabet and other inventions, not to 
mention a dramatic increase in the use of iron, which gave its name to the 
new era— the Iron Age. It is a cycle that the world has seen time and time 
again, and that many have come to believe is an inexorable pro cess: the 
rise and fall of empires, followed by the rise of new empires, which even-
tually fall and are replaced in turn by even newer empires, in a repeated 
cadence of birth, growth and evolution, decay or destruction, and ulti-
mately renewal in a new form.

One pair of scholars has suggested that the Collapse might actually have 
been a blessing in disguise for many of the  people on mainland Greece, 
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for instance, where the costly building proj ects undertaken by the Myce-
naean kingdoms ca. 1250 BC had already strained the economy to its 
breaking point. As they put it, in Greece the Collapse may have provided 
“the win dow of opportunity needed to ‘escape’ from an unsustainable 
socio- political structure.”8

One of the most in ter est ing and fertile fields of current research on the 
ancient world lies in the consideration of what happens  after civilizations 
collapse— “beyond collapse” as it  were.9 One example of such research is 
the work of William Dever, professor emeritus at the University of Ari-
zona and Distinguished Professor of Near Eastern Archaeology at Lycom-
ing College, who said of the period  after the Collapse in the region of 
Canaan: “Perhaps the most impor tant conclusion to be drawn about the 
‘Dark Age’ . . .  is that it was nothing of the sort. Gradually being illumi-
nated by archaeological discovery and research, [this period] emerges 
rather as the catalyst of a new age— one that would build upon the ruins 
of Canaanite civilization and would bequeath to the modern Western 
world a cultural heritage, especially through the Phoenicians and 
Israelites.”10

Moreover, as Christopher Monroe recently stated, “all civilizations 
eventually experience violent restructuring of material and ideological re-
alities such as destruction or re- creation.”11 We see this in the constant 
rise and fall of empires in this region over time, including the Sumerians, 
Akkadians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Hittites, Neo- Assyrians, Neo- 
Babylonians, Persians, Macedonians, Romans, Muslims, Ottomans, and 
 others, and we should not think that our current world is invincible, for 
we are in fact more susceptible than we might wish to believe.

If we keep in mind events that have taken place quite recently, from 
Greece’s economy tanking a de cade ago to internal rebellions engulfing 
Libya, Egypt, and Syria during and subsequent to the Arab Spring, and 
refugees still fleeing the civil war in Syria  today, and then compare them 
with the events that took place in the same area during the years around 
1177 BC,  there is an uncomfortable similarity. While the 2008 collapse 
of Wall Street in the United States pales in comparison to the collapse of 
the entire Late Bronze Age Mediterranean world,  there  were  those who 
warned that something similar could take place if the banking institu-
tions with a global reach  were not bailed out immediately. For instance, 
the Washington Post quoted Robert B. Zoellick, then the president of 
the World Bank, as saying that “the global financial system may have 
reached a ‘tipping point,’ ” which he defined as “the moment when a crisis 
cascades into a full- blown meltdown and becomes extremely difficult for 
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governments to contain.”12 In a complex system such as our world  today, 
this is all it might take for the overall system to become destabilized, 
leading to a collapse.

In the survey released in February 2020 cited at the beginning of this 
book, one respondent noted the interrelatedness of the  factors involved in 
our own current world situation, writing: “While extreme climate events 
are weakening the societal governance and infrastructure, food and  water 
security  will become more and more serious, causing large- scale immi-
gration and further inequity. If several geopo liti cal crises occur in paral-
lel, many states cannot  handle the situation properly, due to lack of re-
sources and with the internal conflict, it would cause catastrophic 
outcomes all over the world.”13 The parallels between events in our mod-
ern world and what happened during the Bronze Age Collapse in the Ae-
gean and Eastern Mediterranean  were already readily apparent, but now 
we need also to take into consideration the catastrophic direct effects of 
the COVID-19 virus and the  ripple effects of the contagion on financial 
and economic systems that went global at about the same time as the re-
lease of the survey.

What If?

The period of the Late Bronze Age has rightfully been hailed as one of the 
golden ages in the history of the world, and as a period during which an 
early global economy successfully flourished. So we might ask, would the 
history of the world have taken a diff er ent turn, or followed a diff er ent path, 
if the civilizations in  these regions had not come to an end? What if the 
series of earthquakes in Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean had not 
taken place? What if  there had been no drought, no famine, no mi grants 
or invaders? Would the Late Bronze Age have eventually come to an end 
anyway, since all civilizations seem to rise and fall? Would any of the de-
velopments that followed have eventually come about no  matter what? 
Would pro gress have continued? Would additional advances in technol-
ogy, lit er a ture, and politics have been made centuries  earlier than they ac-
tually  were?

Of course,  these are rhetorical questions, and ones that cannot be an-
swered,  because the Bronze Age civilizations did come to an end and de-
velopment did essentially have to begin completely anew in areas from 
Greece to the Levant and beyond. As a result, new  peoples and/or new city- 
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states like the Israelites, Aramaeans, and Phoenicians in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, and  later the Athenians and Spartans in Greece,  were able 
to establish themselves. From them eventually came fresh developments 
and innovative ideas, such as the alphabet, mono the istic religion, and 
eventually democracy.

R R

In an interview for an article that appeared soon  after the publication of 
the first edition of this book,14 Adam Frank of NPR asked me, “If we  don’t 
want to be repeating history, what lessons should we be learning from their 
 mistakes?” I replied to him that we should be aware that no society is in-
vulnerable, and that  every society in the history of the world has ultimately 
collapsed. I also said that the collapse of similarly intertwined civilizations 
just  after 1200 BC should be a warning to us that it can certainly happen 
again. Simply put, if we are aware of serious prob lems on the horizon that 
can affect the world order, such as climate change, it behooves us to take 
steps to fix them as best we can and as soon as we can.

I should hasten to add that, although it’s clear that climate change and 
such  factors as pandemics have caused instability in the past,  there is at 
least one major difference between then and now— concurrent knowledge 
of events unfolding. The ancient Hittites prob ably had no idea what was 
happening to them. They  didn’t know how to stop a drought. Maybe they 
prayed to the gods; perhaps they made some sacrifices. But in the end, they 
 were essentially powerless to do anything about it.

In contrast, we are now much more technologically advanced. We also 
have the advantage of hindsight. History has a lot to teach us, but only if 
we are willing to listen and learn. If we see the same sort of  things taking 
place now that happened in the past, including drought and famine, earth-
quakes and tsunamis, then I ask again, might it not be a good idea to look 
at the ancient world and learn from what happened to them? Even if the 
vari ous prob lems at the end of the Late Bronze Age  were “black swan” 
events, as Magnus Nordenman has suggested, the mere fact that we have 
so many similar prob lems at the pre sent time should be cause for concern.

When I told Adam Frank that we should be thankful that, unlike the 
Hittites, we are now advanced enough to understand what is happening 
and can take steps to fix  things, his rejoinder was short and direct: “But 
are we advanced enough to do anything with our understanding?” It remains 
to be seen  whether we  will have a good answer to his question.
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Dramatis Personae
(Listed in Alphabetical Order)

The chronology for Egyptian regnal dates follows the most commonly 
accepted scheme, for which see, for example, Kitchen 1982 and Clayton 
1994. The following list does not include all names mentioned in the text, 
but rather  those of the major rulers and related personnel.

Adad- nirari I: King of Assyria; ruled 1307–1275 BC. Conquered king-
dom of Mitanni.

Ahmose: Egyptian queen, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ca. 1520 BC. Wife of 
Thutmose I and  mother of Hatshepsut.

Ahmose I: Pha raoh and founder of the Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 
1570–1546 BC. Responsible, along with his  brother Kamose, for 
expelling the foreign Hyksos from Egypt.

Akhenaten: Heretic pha raoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 1353–1334 BC. 
Banned all gods and goddesses except for Aten; pos si ble mono the ist. 
Husband of Nefertiti;  father of Tutankhamen.

Alaksandu: King of Wilusa in northwestern Anatolia; ruled in the time 
of Hittite king Muwattalli II (ca. 1295–1272 BC); signed mutual 
defense treaty with him.

Amenhotep III: Pha raoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 1391–1353 BC. 
Extensive correspondence with fellow royal rulers found at the site of 
Amarna; established trade connections as far away as Mesopotamia 
and the Aegean.

Ammistamru I: King of Ugarit; ruled ca. 1360 BC. Corresponded with 
the Egyptian pha raohs.

Ammistamru II: King of Ugarit; ruled 1260–1235 BC. In charge during 
the time that Sinaranu sent his ship from Ugarit to Crete.

Ammurapi: Last king of Ugarit; ruled ca. 1215–1190/85 BC.
Ankhsenamen: Egyptian queen, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ca. 1330 BC. 

 Daughter of Akhenaten and wife of Tutankhamen.
Apophis: Hyksos king; ruled in Egypt ca. 1574 BC as part of the Fif-

teenth Dynasty. Quarreled with Seknenre, the Egyptian pha raoh 
ruling si mul ta neously elsewhere in the country.

Assur- uballit I: King of Assyria; ruled 1363–1328 BC. Corresponded 
with Amarna pha raohs; major player in the world of realpolitik.
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Ay: Pha raoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 1325–1321 BC. Military man 
who became pha raoh by marrying Ankhsenamen  after the death of 
Tutankhamen.

Burna- Buriash II: Kassite king of Babylon; ruled 1359–1333 BC. Corre-
sponded with Amarna pha raohs.

Hammurabi: King of Babylon; ruled 1792–1750 BC. Renowned for his 
law code.

Hatshepsut: Egyptian queen/pharaoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 
1504–1480 BC. Came to the throne as regent for her stepson Thut-
mose III; ruled as pha raoh for approximately twenty years.

Hattusili I: Hittite king; ruled 1650–1620 BC. Prob ably responsible for 
moving the Hittite capital to Hattusa.

Hattusili III: Hittite king; ruled 1267–1237 BC. Signed peace treaty with 
Egyptian pha raoh Ramses II.

Idanda: King of Qatna; presumably defeated by Hanutti, commander in 
chief of the Hittite army  under Suppiluliuma I, ca. 1340 BC.

Kadashman- Enlil I: Kassite king of Babylon; ruled ca. 1374–1360 BC. 
Corresponded with Amarna pha raohs;  daughter married Egyptian 
pha raoh Amenhotep III.

Kamose: Pha raoh; last king of the Seventeenth Dynasty; ruled 1573–
1570 BC. Responsible, along with his  brother Ahmose, for expelling 
the foreign Hyksos from Egypt.

Kashtiliashu IV: Kassite king of Babylon; ruled ca. 1232–1225 BC. 
Defeated by Tukulti- Ninurta I of Assyria.

Khyan: Hyksos king, Fifteenth Dynasty; ruled ca. 1600 BC. One of the 
best known of the Hyksos kings; items with his name inscribed on 
them have been found in Anatolia, Mesopotamia, and the Aegean 
region.

Kukkuli: King of Assuwa in northwestern Anatolia; ruled ca. 1430 BC. 
Initiated Assuwan Rebellion against the Hittites.

Kurigalzu I: Kassite king of Babylon; ruled ca. 1400–1375 BC. Corre-
sponded with Amarna pha raohs;  daughter married Egyptian 
pha raoh Amenhotep III.

Kurigalzu II: Kassite king of Babylon; ruled ca. 1332–1308 BC. Puppet 
king who was placed on the throne by Assur- uballit I of Assyria.

Kushmeshusha: King of Cyprus; ruled early twelfth  century BC; a letter 
from this king was found in the House of Urtenu at Ugarit.

Manetho: Egyptian priest who lived and wrote during the Hellenistic 
period, in the third  century BC.
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Merneptah: Pha raoh, Nineteenth Dynasty; ruled 1212–1202 BC. Best 
known for his stele mentioning Israel and for fighting the first wave 
of the Sea  Peoples.

Mursili I: Hittite king; ruled 1620–1590 BC. Destroyed Babylon in 1595 
BC, bringing an end to Hammurabi’s dynasty.

Mursili II: Hittite king; ruled 1321–1295 BC. Son of Suppiluliuma I; 
wrote Plague Prayers and other historically impor tant documents.

Muwattalli II: Hittite king; ruled 1295–1272 BC. Fought against Egyp-
tian pha raoh Ramses II at the  battle of Qadesh.

Nefertiti: Egyptian queen, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled ca. 1350 BC. 
Married to Akhenaten, the heretic pha raoh; may have been a power 
 behind the throne.

Niqmaddu II: King of Ugarit; ruled ca. 1350–1315 BC. Corresponded 
with the Egyptian pha raohs during the Amarna Period.

Niqmaddu III: Penultimate king of Ugarit; ruled ca. 1225–1215 BC.
Niqmepa: King of Ugarit; ruled ca. 1313–1260 BC. Son of Niqmaddu II 

and  father of Ammistamru II.
Ramses II: Pha raoh, Nineteenth Dynasty; ruled 1279–1212 BC. Oppo-

nent of Hittite king Muwattalli II at the  battle of Qadesh and  later 
cosignatory of peace treaty with Hattusili III.

Ramses III: Pha raoh, Twentieth Dynasty; ruled 1184–1153 BC. Fought 
against the second wave of Sea  Peoples; assassinated in a harem 
conspiracy.

Saushtatar: King of Mitanni; ruled ca. 1430 BC. Expanded the Mitan-
nian kingdom by attacking the Assyrians and may have fought 
against the Hittites.

Seknenre: Pha raoh, Seventeenth Dynasty; ruled ca. 1574 BC. Prob ably 
killed in  battle, with at least one mortal head wound vis i ble.

Seti II: Pha raoh, Nineteenth Dynasty; ruled 1200–1194 BC. Son of 
Merneptah; husband of Queen Twosret.

Shattiwaza: King of Mitanni; ruled ca. 1340 BC. Son of Tushratta.
Shaushgamuwa: King of Amurru, on northern coast of Syria; ruled 

ca. 1225 BC. Signed treaty with Hittites in late thirteenth  century BC, 
mentioning Ahhiyawa.

Shutruk- Nahhunte: Elamite king in southwestern Iran; ruled 1190–1155 BC. 
Related to the Kassite dynasty ruling Babylon, he attacked the city 
and overthrew its king in 1158 BC.

Shuttarna II: King of Mitanni; ruled ca. 1380 BC. Corresponded with 
Amarna pha raohs;  daughter married Egyptian pha raoh Amenhotep III.
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Sinaranu: Merchant in Ugarit; ca. 1260 BC. Sent ship(s) to Minoan 
Crete; exempt from taxation.

Suppiluliuma I: Hittite king; ruled ca. 1350–1322 BC. Power ful king; 
expanded Hittite holdings throughout much of Anatolia and down 
into northern Syria. Corresponded with Egyptian queen who 
requested one of his sons as her husband.

Suppiluliuma II: Last Hittite king; ruled ca. 1207 BC onward. Fought 
several naval  battles and invaded Cyprus during his reign.

Tarkasnawa: King of Mira, in western Anatolia; ruled in the time of 
Tudhaliya IV (ca. 1237–1209 BC).

Tarkhundaradu: King of Arzawa, in southwestern Anatolia; ruled 
ca. 1360 BC. Corresponded with Amarna pha raohs;  daughter 
married Egyptian pha raoh Amenhotep III.

Thutmose I: Pha raoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 1524–1518 BC.  Father 
of Hatshepsut and Thutmose II.

Thutmose II: Pha raoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 1518–1504 BC. Half 
 brother and husband of Hatshepshut;  father of Thutmose III.

Thutmose III: Pha raoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 1479–1450 BC. One of 
the most power ful Egyptian pha raohs; fought the  battle of Megiddo 
during the first year of his reign.

Tiyi: Egyptian queen, eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled ca. 1375 BC. Wife of 
Amenhotep III;  mother of Akhenaten.

Tudhaliya I/II: Hittite king; ruled ca. 1430 BC. Put down the Assuwan 
Rebellion, dedicating Mycenaean sword(s) at Hattusa afterward.

Tudhaliya IV: Hittite king; ruled 1237–1209 BC. Responsible for the 
sanctuary at Yazlikaya, near Hattusa.

Tukulti- Ninurta I: King of Assyria; ruled 1243–1207 BC.
Tushratta: King of Mitanni; ruled ca. 1360 BC. Son of Shuttarna II; 

corresponded with Amarna pha raohs;  daughter married Egyptian 
pha raoh Amenhotep III.

Tutankhamen: Pha raoh, Eigh teenth Dynasty; ruled 1336–1327 BC. 
Famous boy king who died young, with fabulous wealth placed in his 
tomb.

Twosret: Egyptian queen, last ruler of the Nineteenth Dynasty;  widow of 
Pha raoh Seti II; known to have ruled 1187–1185 BC.

Walmu: King of Wilusa in northwestern Anatolia; ruled in the time of 
Tudhaliya IV (ca. 1237–1209 BC); deposed by unnamed forces.
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Zannanza: Hittite prince, son of Suppiluliuma I; lived ca. 1324 BC; 
promised in marriage to widowed Egyptian queen but assassinated 
while en route to Egypt.

Zimri- Lim: King of Mari in what is now modern Syria; ruled 1776–1758 
BC. Con temporary of Hammurabi of Babylon and author of some of 
the Mari letters, which give insight into life in Mesopotamia during 
the eigh teenth  century BC.
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/ publications / our - future - on - earth / .

 2. In this, I agree with Jennings 2011, who has written recently about glo-
balizations and the ancient world. See also previously Sherratt 2003, in an article 
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sis written  under my direction by Katie Paul (2011).
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 4. Tainter 1988; Diamond 2005; see also the edited volume by Yoffee and 
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Prologue
 1. Gareth Roberts (2008: 5) notes that Emmanuel de Rougé was the first to 

coin this term, “peuples de la mer,” in a publication dating to 1867; see also Do-
than and Dothan 1992: 23–24; Roberts, R. G. 2009; Killebrew and Lehmann 2013: 
1; Pieper 2017; Alaura 2020: 12–13.
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 3. Raban and Stieglitz 1991; Cifola 1988, 1991, 1994; Wachsmann 1998: 163–
97; Barako 2001, 2003a, 2003b; Yasur- Landau 2003a; Yasur- Landau 2010a: 102–
21, 171–86, 336–42.

 4. Following Edgerton and Wilson 1936: pl. 46; revised trans., Wilson 1969: 
262–63.
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pendix by Adams and Cohen 2013, as well as Artzy 2013: 329–32, in the volume 
edited by Killebrew and Lehmann; also Redford, D. B. 2018: 113–21.

 8. Roberts 2008: 1–3; Dothan and Dothan 1992: 13–28. See also Finkelstein 
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Horwitz 2013; Hitchcock and Maeir 2013; also the related discussions by Hitch-
cock 2011 and Stockhammer 2013.

 9. See, e.g., Cifola 1991; Wachsmann 1998; Drews 2000; Yasur- Landau 2010b, 
2012b, 2012c; Bouzek 2011; now also Emanuel 2014, 2015a, 2016, 2017, 2018.

 10. See, e.g., Raban and Stieglitz 1991. For examples of the vari ous viewpoints 
and arguments, see, e.g., most recently Kahn 2010, 2011a; Ben- Dor Evian 2015, 
2016, 2017; Hoffmeier 2018; Núñez 2018: 126–28; Redford, D. B. 2018: 130–32; de 
Martino 2018: 31–32.

 11. Following Edgerton and Wilson 1936: pl. 46; revised trans., Wilson 1969: 
262–63.
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 12. Following Breasted 1906 (reprinted 2001): 4:201. See also Sandars 1985: 
133; Zwickel 2012.

 13. See Kahn 2012, with many further references.
 14. Translation following Edel 1961.
 15. See Breasted 1906 (2001): 3:253.
 16. Following Breasted 1906 (2001): 3:241, 243, 249.
 17. See discussion in Sandars 1985: 105–15; Cline and O’Connor 2003; Hal-

pern 2006–7.
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- eric - cline - on - world - war - zero - or - zero - world - war / .

 20. Ben- Dor Evian 2011: 11–22.
 21. RS 20.238 (Ugaritica 5.24); translation following Beckman 1996a: 27; orig-

inal publication in Nougayrol et al. 1968: 87–89, 383, 697, fig. 30; see now also de 
Martino 2018: 31.
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 23. See, e.g., discussions in Sandars 1985; Drews 1993; Cifola 1988, 1991, 1994; 
and the papers in conference volumes edited by Ward and Joukowsky (1992) and 
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baum 1980; Muhly et  al. 1985; and now Bebermeier et  al. 2016; Erb- Satullo 
2019.

 25. Louise Hitchcock and Aren Maeir have written a series of articles argu-
ing that the Sea  Peoples should be considered as pirates; see Hitchcock and Maeir 
2014, 2016a, 2018; see now also Gilan 2013; Emanuel 2015a, 2018; and Middleton 
2018b for discussions.

 26. See, e.g., Monroe 2009; Yasur- Landau 2010a; and the papers in the con-
ference volumes edited by Bachhuber and Roberts (2009), Galil et al. (2012), and 
Killebrew and Lehmann (2013); also the brief summation of the situation in Hitch-
cock and Maeir 2013 and the synopsis in Strobel 2013, in addition to Millek 2017, 
2018a, b, 2019 a, b, c.

 27. Bryce 2012: 13.
 28. Roberts, R. G. 2008: 1–19. See also discussion in Roberts, R. G. 2009; Drews 

1992: 21–24; Drews 1993: 48–72; Silberman 1998; Killebrew and Lehmann 2013: 
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Chapter One
 1. Cline 1995b, with references; see, most recently, Cline, Yasur- Landau, and 

Goshen 2011, also with references; Cline and Yasur- Landau 2013.
 2. See, e.g., Bietak 1996, 2005; now also Bietak, Marinatos, and Palyvou 2007.
 3. See, e.g., Kamrin 2013.
 4. Wente 2003a.
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 7. Heimpel 2003: 3–4.
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 11. Translation following Durard 1983: 454–55; see also Cline 1994: 127 (D.7).
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Zaccagnini 1987: 58 and Liverani 1990: 227.
 13. See Cline 1994: 126 (D.2), with previous references; also Heltzer 1989.
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over the past several de cades, see Manning 2010, 2014, with further references; 
also Manning et al. 2006, 2014, 2020; Pearson et al. 2018; Karátson et al. 2020. On 
the impact of the eruption on Minoan Crete, see now Driessen 2019. On the  earlier 
earthquake, see now Jusseret and Sintubin 2012, 2013, with discussion.

 15. Evans 1921–35.
 16. On the Khyan lid, see Cline 1994: 210 (no. 680) with additional references.
 17. On the Thutmose III vase, see Cline 1994: 217 (no. 742) with additional 

references.
 18. Pendlebury 1930. On Pendlebury himself, see now Grundon 2007. Pendle-

bury’s original book has now been replaced by a recent study in two volumes; see 
Phillips 2008.

 19. Panagiotopoulos 2006: 379, 392–93.
 20. Translation following Strange 1980: 45–46. See also Wachsmann 1987: 
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Panagiotopoulos 2006: 382–83.

 21. Panagiotopoulos 2006: 379–87.
 22. Translation following Strange 1980: 97–98. See also Wachsmann 1987: 

120–21; Cline 1994: 110 (A.13).
 23. Strange 1980: 74; Wachsmann 1987: 119–21; Cline 1994: 110 (A.14).
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. co . uk / life - style / history / baboon - mummy - analysis - reveals - eritrea - and - ethiopia 
- as - location - of - land - of - punt - 1954547 . html.

 29. Panagiotopoulos 2006: 373.
 30. Translation following Strange 1980: 16–20, no. 1; see Cline 1997a: 193.
 31. Cline 1997a: 194–96, with previous references.
 32. Ryan 2010: 277, see also 5–28, 260–81 for general discussions of Ryan’s re-

excavation of tomb KV 60.
 33. On Thutmose III’s campaign and capture of Megiddo, see Cline 2000: 

chap. 1, with further references.
 34. Cline 2000: 28.
 35. Darnell and Manassa 2007: 139–42; Podany 2010: 131–34.
 36. The classic and authoritative translation was published in German by 

Kammenhuber in 1961. For a modern example of a horse- trainer attempting to 
use Kikkuli’s methods, see now Nyland 2009.

 37. Redford, D. B. 2006: 333–34; Darnell and Manassa 2007: 141; Amanda Po-
dany, personal communication, May 23, 2013.

 38. Bryce 2005: 140.
 39. See previously Cline 1996, 1997a, 2013: 54–68. See also Bryce 2005: 124–

27, with previous references, and the relevant sections in Beckman, Bryce, and 
Cline 2011.

 40. Translation and transliteration following Unal, Ertekin, and Ediz 1991: 51; 
see also Ertekin and Ediz 1993: 721; Cline 1996: 137–38; Cline 1997a: 189–90.

 41. On the Hittites, and the material presented in the following paragraphs, 
see especially the overviews by Bryce 2005, 2012.

 42. See now the discussion on Hittites and the Bible in Bryce 2012: 64–75.
 43. See now Bryce 2012: 47–49 and passim on the Neo- Hittites and their world.
 44. See now Bryce 2012: 13–14; previously Bryce 2005.
 45. Hittite Law no. 13; translation following Hoffner 2007: 219.
 46. As mentioned above, see previously Cline 1996, 1997a, 2013: 54–68, and 

the relevant sections in Beckman, Bryce, and Cline 2011.
 47. Full transliteration and translation in Carruba 1977: 158–61; see also Cline 
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 48. Translation following Houwink ten Cate 1970: 62 (cf. also 72n99, 81); see 
also Cline 1996: 143 for additional relevant references.

 49. On  these Ahhiyawa texts, see now the En glish translations published in 
Beckman, Bryce, and Cline 2011. See also references given in Cline 1994, 1996, 
and 1997a for the arguments regarding the proper location of Ahhiyawa; see also 
alternative perspectives presented in Kelder 2010, 2012, and 2019; and the vari-
ous contributions in Kelder and Waal 2019.

 50. See now also further discussion in Cline 2017 concerning the variations 
on this phrase about “the face of Agamemnon” uttered by Schliemann.

 51. On the Mycenaean goods found in Egypt and elsewhere in the Near East, 
see Cline 1994 (republished 2009), with further bibliographical references.

 52. Cline 1996: 149; see now Cline 2013: 54–68.
 53. See Cline 1997a: 197–98 and Cline 2013: 43–49, with further references.
 54. Translation following Fagles 1990: 185.
 55. As previously stated in Cline 1997a: 202–3.
 56. Kantor 1947: 73.
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Cline and Stannish 2011.

 5. Cline and Stannish 2011.
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ing translation by Liverani 1990: 200.

 18. See again Cline 1995a, for a more full discussion of this topic.
 19. Amarna Letter EA 24; translation following Moran 1992: 63. See now dis-

cussion on the relations between Tushratta and Amenhotep III in Kahn 2011b.
 20. See Amarna Letter EA 20, sent to Amenhotep III, Moran 1992: 47–50, and 

then Amarna Letters EA 27–29, subsequently sent to Akhenaten, Moran 1992: 
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centuries- long systems collapse.

 6. See the brief discussion by Dever 1992: 106–7 of the systems collapse that 
he sees occurring in Canaan at this time. See also Middleton 2010: 118–21 on the 
many contributing  causes in the Aegean, as well as Drake 2012: 1866–68.

 7. Tainter 1988: 4, 193.
 8. I am currently in the pro cess of elaborating on  these topics in a sequel to 

this book, tentatively entitled  After 1177: The Rebirth of Civilization.
 9. Liverani 1987: 69; see now Monroe 2009: 292–96 for a critique of Livera-

ni’s views.
 10. Monroe 2009: 294–96.
 11. Monroe 2009: 297.
 12. Monroe 2009: 297.
 13. Nordenman 2016: 136.
 14. See especially Taleb 2007.

https://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2019/07/a-brief-introduction-to-climate-change-and-national-security/
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 15. Avishai 2020.
 16. Drews 1993: 85–90, esp. 88; see my own review of Drews’s book: Cline 

1997b. See also Deger- Jalkotzy 2008: 391 and now discussion in Millek 2019a: 
70–73.

 17. Johnson 2007: 3–5.
 18. Bell 2006: 14–15; Ferguson 2010; see now Centeno et al. 2015, discussing 

complexity, globalization, climate change, and monetary crises, among other 
topics.

 19. Johnson 2007: 13.
 20. Johnson 2007: 13–16.
 21. Johnson 2007: 14–15; Sherratt 2003: 53–54.
 22. Johnson 2007: 15.
 23. Johnson 2007: 17.
 24. Bell 2006: 15; Dark 1998: 65, 106, 120.
 25. Dark 1998: 120–21.
 26 .  https:// www . washingtonpost . com / business / 2020 / 04 / 30 / weekly - jobless 

- claims - unemployment / .
 27. Avishai 2020.
 28. Bell 2006: 15. See now also Killebrew and Lehmann 2013: 16–17.
 29. See most recently Langgut, Finkelstein, and Litt 2013: 166.
 30. Hall 2015: 82, citing Chew 2001; see also relevant sections in Chew 2007.
 31. Haldon et al. 2020.
 32. I am indebted to Shawn Graham for this latter suggestion regarding ABM 

and simulations. Hopefully such in ter est ing work  will be done in the near  future 
specifically for the Collapse, as it has been for a few other periods to date; see, e.g., 
Wilkinson et al. 2007; Knappett, Evans, and Rivers 2008; Rivers, Knappett, and 
Evans 2013; Cegielski and Rogers 2016.

Epilogue
 1. Izdebski et al. 2016: 8.
 2. See now Murray 2017.
 3. Davis 2010: 687.
 4. Maran 2009: 242.
 5. Cf. Millard 1995: 122–24; Bryce 2012: 56–57; Lemaire 2012; Killebrew and 

Lehmann 2013: 5–6.
 6. Van De Mieroop 2007: 252–53.
 7. Sherratt 2003: 53–54; Bryce 2012: 195.
 8. Weiberg and Finné 2018: 595; also Finné et al. 2017: 10–11.
 9. Interested readers can currently consult the volumes edited by Schwartz 

and Nichols (2006) and McAnany and Yoffee (2010), both with contributions writ-
ten at least partially in response to Diamond’s 2005 book on collapse. A confer-
ence on this topic was also held at Southern Illinois University in March 2013: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/30/weekly-jobless-claims-unemployment/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/30/weekly-jobless-claims-unemployment/
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“Beyond Collapse: Archaeological Perspectives on Resilience, Revitalization & 
Reor ga ni za tion in Complex Socie ties,” now published as Faulseit 2015.

 10. Dever 1992: 108.
 11. Monroe 2009: 292.
 12. Cho and Appelbaum 2008; see again Centeno et al. 2015, re globalization 

and financial crises.
 13. Quoted on p. 17 in “Our  Future on Earth 2020,” which can be found on-

line at https:// futureearth . org / publications / our - future - on - earth / .
 14. See Frank 2014.

https://futureearth.org/publications/our-future-on-earth/
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